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Abstract
Between January 2008 and June 2008, 20 young people between the ages of 15 and 29 took their 
own lives in the South Wales Borough of Bridgend. In this study, I examined a sample of both 
national and Welsh newspapers over this six-month period, employing both quantitative 
(content analysis) and qualitative (discourse analysis, interviews with journalists) methods to 
determine how the British Press reports suicide and also to determine how journalists balance 
their social responsibility to report suicide with their role of maintaining stability in society. 
Emile Durkheim's framework for suicide and Edwin Shneidman's theory of 'psychache' helped 
contextualize why suicide occurs, while Bob Franklin's, Stuart Allan's, and Barbara Zelizer's 
theories of news constructions, framing and production processes helped further my argument 
about the British press' responsibility to report responsibly while maintaining the status quo. 
My findings show that journalists created five key categories in which they could further 
stigmatize the issue of suicide: reaction to death by those left behind; reason for death; 
description of the deceased; infantilization; and suicide and Internet usage. These categories 
were summarily framed by questions around why suicide occurs and by ideologies of 
childhood. This study concludes that the most prevalent discourse around suicide is that it 
should never happen; people should die naturally, preferably in old age. To reinforce that 
discourse, journalists tend to deem all adult suicides to be childish acts and 'other' those that 
die into a category of the 'deviant non-child'. It appears, then, that an overarching assumption 
underpinning British newspaper reports of suicide is that it is a destabilizing force in liberal 
democratic society. As such, journalists play a significant role in maintaining balance and 
replicating acceptable discourses around the issue of suicide in this society.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Introducing Bridgend
In January 2008, the South Wales borough of Bridgend became the focus of local, national and 
international media attention due to a spate of suicides in the region. Suicide, once believed to 
be a social issue that should be kept under wraps because of the stigma associated with it, 
became much more openly discussed as the former mining town made national headlines over 
the first six months of 2008 for having had 20 suicides amongst people aged 15-29. Although 
government health officials in Wales had long been aware of the high suicide rates in the region, 
it was not until Welsh newspapers began closest sustained coverage of the story that those 
suicide rates came under the spotlight and health officials were taken to task. The story soon 
made national and international headlines after the Wales News Service sold a sensationalistic 
piece of copy to both tabloids and broadsheets1 (Appendix I). The story, (accompanied by 
photographs2), focused predominantly on sensationalising the suicides, thus constructing the 
borough of Bridgend as 'Britain's suicide capital', and 'death town', describing the deaths that 
occurred there as part of a 'suicide craze', and attributing them to a 'suicide cult'.
Despite not providing a headline with the Wales News Service article, the story still 
made the front pages of the national newspapers on 23rd January, 2008. Headlines ranged from 
The Mirror's, 'Suicide Town: Parents' anguish as seven young friends all hang themselves in the 
space of one year' to The Daily Mail's, 'The Internet Suicide Cult: Chilling Links Between Seven 
Youngsters Found Hanged in the Same Town. They Lived and Died Online', to The Guardian's,
1 According to  th e  W ales News Service, th e  article was sold to  red - topped  new spapers ,  quality newspapers, and 
b roadcas te rs  th ro u g h o u t  t h e  UK. Due to  confidentiality clauses in contracts ,  th e  agency declined to  specify to  
which new spapers  and  b roadcas te rs  th e  article was sold.
2 The Wales News Service declined to  sha re  th e  pho to  package for th e  purposes  of this dissertation because  of 
ownership rights.
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'Police Suspect Internet Link to Suicides: Seven Young People Found Dead in Last 12 Months. 
Mother urges parents to monitor computer use' to The Sun's, 'Bebo mates in suicide chain'.
All newspapers in the sample3 1 examined, picked up on the sensationalist references to 
the alleged link between the suicides and the internet, as well as making references in those 
stories to the alleged 'suicide cult'. It should be noted here that neither of these references were 
found to be the reasons behind the suicidal deaths by the South Wales Police. After the suicides 
from South Wales made national headlines on 23rd January, 2008, national and international 
newspapers and broadcasters began to descend on the area the very next day.
1.2 Research Questions and Argument
Guiding the research in this thesis were two questions:
1. How do British Newspapers report suicide?
2. How do journalists balance their social responsibility to report suicide so as to 
ensure an informed citizenry with their role of maintaining stability in society?
The first question, while quite broad, will provide a crucial point for future research relating to
media reporting of suicide. Currently, the area of media reporting and suicide tends to rely on
older pieces of research from the 1960s and 1970s, which focus heavily on seeking the cause and
effect of suicide, rather than seeking to understand how newspapers report this rather critical
social issue. The second question guiding this research was based on the fundamental
understanding amongst media scholars that journalists have a social responsibility to report the
news, and in this case— specifically in relation to young people — reporting adult suicide in a
way that is different to the reporting of childhood suicide. Allan (2004) states '... we rely on
news accounts to be faithful representations of reality. We are asked to believe, after all, that
3 The new sp a p e rs  s tudied  in this sam ple w ere: The Times, The Guardian, The Daily Mail, The Sun, The Mirror, South 
Wales Echo, The Western Mail, The Times on Sunday, The Observer, The M ail on Sunday, The Sunday Mirror and 
Wales on Sunday.
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truly professional journalists are able to set aside their individual preconceptions, values and 
opinions in order to depict reality as it actually is to us, their audience' (83). The second part of 
my research question asks whether journalists also have a role to play in maintaining stability in 
society. This thesis will argue that journalists must constantly negotiate between their social 
responsibility to report suicide4, and fulfilling their role of maintaining stability in society. It 
will become clear in this dissertation that it is still difficult to have an open discussion about 
suicide in the United Kingdom as the news reporting of the Bridgend suicides demonstrates. It 
is clear that journalists still find it difficult to explain the complexities of this social issue.
1.3 Patterns in Suicide
Suicide is a complicated issue; looking at the statistics for the UK does not help to make it any 
less so. In 2004, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported that, in England, about 5,000 
people die by suicide annually. Approximately 19,000 suicide attempts are made by adolescents 
every year in Britain and, each month, more than 70 young people aged 15-24 die by suicide 
(Hill, 1995; Marris et al, 2000; Duffy and Ryan, 2004). In Wales, the rates of suicide are 
statistically higher than those of England and Northern Ireland. Between 1996 and 2006, about 
300 people died by suicide in Wales, a rate that has remained relatively constant (NPHS, 2008: 
9). Each year in Wales, on average, there are 21.5 deaths per 100,000, with rates differing 
between local health boards throughout the country. Of importance here, Bridgend has higher 
overall rates of suicides among males (25.2/100,000) than females. Female deaths in the 
borough are 4.6 per 100,000. The highest number of female suicides in Wales, however, can be 
found in Conwy, with 11.9 per 100,000 (NPHS, 2008:16).
4 Journalists have a social responsibility to  repo rt  suicide, no t  only because  it is a com plicated social issue, bu t also 
because  it affects  th e  hea lth  and econom ic stability of a society. It is no t  an issue t h a t  can be ignored.
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In 1961, British law deemed suicide no longer a crime in England and Wales. Prior to 
this, those who attempted suicide and failed could be prosecuted and imprisoned, while the 
families of those who succeeded could also potentially be prosecuted (Suicide Act 1961 c.60). In 
part, this was due to religious and moral beliefs around intentionally taking one's own life, 
which some regarded as an act of self-murder. Following the change in law, McQure (2000) 
found that between 1963 and 1975 there was a marked decrease in recorded suicides amongst 
both males and females in England and Wales. He attributes this change primarily to the 
detoxification process that was being undertaken by the national gas companies. This meant the 
number of people killing themselves by placing their heads in gas ovens, as well as the number 
of people killing themselves by carbon monoxide poisoning in their cars in non-ventilated 
garages, was reduced. McClure argues, however, that this decrease was short lived, as, between 
1975 and 1980, suicides began to rise again, in part due to the increased purchase of automobiles 
(2000: 64). It was Kelley and Bunting (1998) who noted 'a decrease in the suicide rate in England 
and Wales between 1991 and 1996, which was related to a decrease in the proportion of suicides 
attributed to poisoning with motor vehicle exhaust gas', though this research could be 
considered flawed (1998: 30). In attributing the causation of suicide to just one factor, Kelley and 
Bunting's research is an example of narrow thinking when it comes to causation of suicide. 
McClure (2000) notes it is not possible to link only one reason to the causation of a suicide. In 
fact, he argues, between 1975 and 1991, there were increases in male unemployment, violence, 
single-person households, divorce, warrants for repossession of homes, substance abuse, 
alcohol abuse, the HIV infection, and the changing role of women in British society (2000: 66), 
all of which could be linked to increased suicide rates throughout the UK.
In 2008, the Bridgend suicides became international news primarily because, in my view, 
of a narrow reporting on why the suicides occurred; most frequently, a link between suicide
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and the Internet was forged, though never proven. As the Internet is a globalized method of 
communication, and is unregulated, the Bridgend suicides caught the attention of international 
media because of the potential for similar suicides to occur around the world. As McClure 
(2000) states, it is rarely possible to link only one reason to a suicidal death. This dissertation 
will show how British Newspapers constructed largely uninformed reasons for the suicides and 
how, as a result, they further reinforced stigmatized views of suicide, thus pushing any 
reasonable discussion the citizenry could have had on this social issue even further away than 
before. First, though, I would like to highlight how this study came about and some of the 
issues I have personally struggled with while conducting this research.
1.4 Why Suicide?
I worked as a print journalist in the United States between 1999 and 2006, covering both local 
and statewide news in Florida. I reported my first suicide story as a cub reporter in 2002 
working a general assignment beat. I covered the story much like I would cover any other 
'death' story, calling the Police Information Officer, the Medical Examiner's Office, a family 
member, a place of employment and, in this case, a suicide prevention office. The story was 
worked mostly from my desk, and from start to completion it took about two hours. I did not 
give much thought to the phrasing I used, nor the pictures that I ran, and I did not run an 
information box with contact details for those in need to seek help.
Between 2002 and 2005, I covered four suicide-related stories: a 'murder-suicide', a 
'regular suicide', one story on suicide prevention, and one on bringing attention to a support 
group that helps those bereaved by suicide. These stories did not register much with me; I was 
the youngest journalist in the newsroom, the newest one to the field, thus I was given what 
were considered to be the 'throw-away' stories. In my newsroom, a 'throw-away' story was 
defined as a story that took precious time away from covering more in-depth analytical and
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important pieces of journalism. In September 2005, however, my definition of suicide as a 
'throw-away' story changed when my partner Richard, also a journalist, hanged himself at the 
local university where he was completing his journalism degree. Richard suffered from bi-polar 
disorder, and had attempted suicide once right before we met, and once during our three-year 
relationship. While I was aware of the possibility that he could kill himself, I never believed that 
he would. As he had died in a public place, our newsroom policy deemed that his suicide be 
covered. The story of his death, written by one of my colleagues, ran on the bottom of an inside 
page, with a mugshot of his face. His death received much coverage both in print and broadcast 
media, but I found myself conflicted when reading and watching the reports. They seemed 
insensitive, but I was not sure why. Two days after his death, I returned to work, where, 
unfortunately, my first story was that of the suicide of a local high school student. I found 
myself laboriously pouring over what words to use to describe his death, now having an 
understanding of how it felt to be bereaved. Where once I would have given little thought to the 
story, I found myself now arguing with my editor over the picture we were going to run, and 
the placement of the story on the page. While grieving, I was still reporting, but I found myself 
drawn more and more to the reporting of suicide. I pitched a series of articles for the editorial 
page on mental health, but all were shot down because the publisher deemed that they were not 
'appealing' enough to the readership. After an argument at an editorial board meeting with my 
publisher about the newspaper not being proactive in its stance on mental illness and suicide 
prevention, he told me if I could angle the story towards children, it would run. Combing death 
records and filing numerous requests for public information, I was finally able to collate a series 
of five editorials, about 1,000 words each, on the prevention of childhood suicide and mental 
illness. The series ran over the course of three weekends in 2006, winning me numerous awards
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and accolades, but that is where the story stopped. The newspaper was done covering suicide 
and mental illness, while I was just getting started.
Upon reflection of the series, the first thing that stood out was the fact that the only way 
it would be printed was if I angled it towards childhood. This led me to wonder what it was 
about childhood that had such a hold over newspapers, and why reporting issues that targeted 
children were deemed to be more important than those that targeted adults. Another issue that 
stood out was how I framed the articles. I framed them around fear, arguing for more mental 
health screening, more funding for suicide prevention and I supported an initiative to create a 
statewide office of suicide prevention for Florida. Additionally, the phrases I used, the language 
that was chosen, the pictures and graphics that ran with the series were all chosen with much 
more care than when I was merely writing a 'throw-away' story back in 2002.
Unfortunately, because I had daily deadlines to meet and needed to move on from the 
suicide story, these merely remained questions in the back of my mind until I decided to do a 
PhD. Richard's suicide had a profound impact on my life, and the passion I felt for writing 
about suicide and learning about it has only increased since his death. Researching suicide and 
merging it with my love of journalism seemed quite natural to me. I decided to loosely focus my 
dissertation on the questions that emerged from the series I wrote back in 2006. As with all 
dissertations, my research questions developed as I read the literature available and decided 
how I wanted to focus my research. The general purpose of this dissertation, then, is to unpack 
the complexities of how British Newspapers report suicide, the discourses employed by the 
press and the framing of suicide stories in an effort to gain a better understanding of how this 
complicated issue is portrayed to the British populous.
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1.5 Challenges Faced
Completing this dissertation has proven to be quite a challenge. I was trained as a journalist in 
the United States and my training taught me that, in journalism, one must be objective, have a 
high code of ethics, work toward a higher ideal and never compromise work ethic. When 
studying the British Press, however, all that I held to be true about journalism was discarded as 
fallacy. British journalists place themselves in stories, and tend to be treated disdainfully and as 
untrustworthy by the populous. While journalists are not always seen as trustworthy in the US, 
they are widely seen as professionals. As will become apparent through an examination of 
Franklin's (1997) research later in this dissertation, newspaper reporters in the UK are mostly 
seen as working class, while in the US a university degree is needed to enter the field of 
journalism, so journalism is perceived as a more middle-class profession.
In this research project, it was difficult for me to negotiate between holding British 
journalists and the field of journalism to a high standard, and following along with how the 
literature and previous research explains the field in terms of social constructionism. Yet, I am a 
social constructionist, sometimes. Social constructionism is a term that refers 'broadly to any 
theories that regard reality as socially constructed or constituted by individuals in contexts of 
interaction, as an outcome of interpretive definitions of the situation' (Harrington, 2005: 328). 
This dissertation will argue that childhood is a socially constructed life stage, that the literature 
around journalism shows the field to be one that is socially constructed based on ideologies and 
specific production practices held as tenets of that field, that issues around social class are 
socially constructed; one is not born 'lower class', but rather into an economically-sanctioned 
label given by society as being lower class; and all three will be evidenced through the news 
reporting of the Bridgend suicides. When it comes to the issue of suicide, however, and
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positioning myself amongst the literature, you will read how I sometimes align myself with 
psychological theory while discarding the sociological theories present.
I have not reconciled myself on these two issues, nor do I think I ever will. I believe that 
journalists should be held to a higher standard than they are now, as the power to persuade and 
inform the citizenry is a heavy responsibility, one that should be treated with respect, caution 
and careful attention. Yet, I fundamentally know that journalists do not report 'truth'. They are 
creating the stories in which they report said 'tru th '—we get to read a journalist's perspective 
on a particular topic, something that has been created based on professional ideologies and 
newsroom practices. When it comes to the issue of suicide, however, I fundamentally believe 
that this issue is not just socially constructed, that it is a psychological and biological issue with 
answers rooted in those fields. Journalists should seek out the answers in these areas but, 
instead, they merely construct their own version of what they deem the answers to why suicide 
occurs.
It is important to raise these points here to show that this dissertation, while providing 
insight and new knowledge as to how British Newspapers report suicide, it was also used as a 
tool on my part to work through my own grief and questions about suicide, in addition to 
critically engaging with, and questioning my own firmly-held beliefs around the field of 
journalism and what it means to be a journalist.
1.6 Childhood and Bridgend
I started this dissertation in 2006, initially looking at how British Newspapers discursively 
constructed three child suicides through their reporting. As I have already indicated, this 
approach was influenced by the editorials I wrote as a reporter where I was instructed to focus 
on children. Laura Rhodes, thirteen, from Swansea, Wales, died September 4th, 2004. Rhodes 
and her friend Rebecca Ling met in an internet chat room and soon became friends. The two
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then met outside of the chat room and spent time with each other and eventually holidayed for 
two weeks in Greece with Rhodes' family. Upon their return to Wales, however, the two girls 
ran away. Police found them after a day and returned them to their families, but, within hours, 
both had overdosed, with Ling surviving and Rhodes dying.
The focus of this story revolved around the Internet, and it was the first of its kind that I 
could find that suggested that it was the unregulated, unknown nature of the Internet that 
enabled the two young girls to form a suicide pact. That discourse dominated news reports for 
the months following the death, up until the inquest. At the inquest, the coroner announced the 
13-year-old had been bullied at school for being overweight. With that, the suicide pact 
discourse and that of the Internet, faded into the background as a mere mention and bullying 
was the new reason for why Rhodes died —and indeed for why all childhood suicide occurs. 
Additionally, a third discourse emerged: the two girls were allegedly gay and did not wish to 
be parted, and so a discourse around suicide pacts and sexuality consequently became 
dominant.
Rhodes' death was something of an anomaly. Childhood suicide is rare, or that is what 
we are told (this will be covered in greater detail in Chapter Three), but Rhodes' death became 
the example used whenever any child suicides occurred in Wales. For example, two years later, 
in November 2006, and then again in 2008, the South Wales Echo continued to use Rhodes' 
suicide as an example of what happens when children are not kept safe. The 2008 South Wales 
Echo article mentioned the Bridgend suicides in passing, but focused mostly on rising suicide 
rates in Wales. I found this quite interesting as the discourses that emerged following Rhodes' 
suicide were quite prevalent at some point or another during the Bridgend suicides. Regardless 
of the similarities, real or otherwise created by the British Press, the last story in which Rhodes'
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death was mentioned was 31st January, 2008, despite her death being, for a time, such a 
prominent focus of the main discourses that surround a childhood suicide.
I examined two other child suicides prior to turning my attention to the Bridgend 
suicides. Eleven-year-old Ben Vodden of West Sussex hanged himself December 12th, 2006. 
Vodden's suicide made national headlines as it was well documented that he was being 
physically bullied by classmates at his school, while also being verbally bullied by his school 
bus driver. At Vodden's inquest, the coroner found bullying was to blame for his death, but left 
the verdict as open, as he did not believe the boy intended to kill himself. As a result of 
Vodden's death, a documentary was created for Channel Four to highlight bullying. Around 
the same time, new laws came into effect to curb bullying on school buses and celebrities 
launched a BeatBullying campaign which featured Vodden's face on posters and t-shirts. Like 
Rhodes', his story continued to be reported until January 14th, 2008, when The Daily Telegraph 
asked: 'What drives children to suicide?'. After that, his story was eclipsed by the reporting of 
the Bridgend suicides.
The first story regarding the Bridgend suicides appeared in the South Wales Echo on 17th 
January, 2008. Prior to that, no suicide-related stories dealing with the Bridgend area or those 
that came to be represented in the overall story ran in either the Welsh or national newspapers 
in 2007. This is an extremely important piece of information to keep in mind, especially when I 
discuss the Werther Effect, or the 'suicide copycat theory' in Chapter Three. The first Bridgend 
suicide story had its roots back in September 2006 when Dale Crole, eighteen, of Porthcawl, 
Wales, went missing. His decomposed body was found hanged in early January 2007. His was 
the first suicide to be reported in 2008 as part of the Bridgend spate.
A death that was not reported in 2008 in the Bridgend spate was that of 15-year-old 
Jonathan Reynolds of Bridgend, whose death happened to be part of my original three
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childhood case-studies. Reynolds killed himself by lying down on a railway track. Like Vodden 
and Rhodes, Reynolds' death was allegedly linked to bullying, both physical and verbal5, at his 
comprehensive school. Reynolds was also allegedly gay. Like the other childhood deaths I 
initially examined, Reynolds' story was reported in the press until mid-2007. The question that 
stood out to me when deciding to focus solely on the Bridgend deaths as a sample was why 
Reynolds' death was not more visible in the Bridgend reporting. While there were similar 
discourses to those of other suicides —fear of the Internet's influence, a possible suicide pact, 
bullying, being gay —the one key difference was the method of death. While all the suicides in 
Bridgend had hanged themselves, Reynolds had been killed by a train. If journalists who 
reported the Bridgend suicides truly wished to uncover the whole story and fulfill their social 
responsibility to report and prevent suicide, then Reynolds' suicide, like Crole's, should 
arguably have been reported as part of the Bridgend story. By reporting his death, journalists 
would have accurately portrayed the issue of suicide in this South Wales region, but 
additionally, a conversation could be had about various methods chosen to complete a suicide, 
as well as addressing the issue of childhood suicide, instead of just ignoring it completely.
This brief look at the way childhood suicide is constructed in the media leads me to 
believe that the key discourses around how and why suicides occur did not change when it 
came to Bridgend. Discourses around method, causation and technology were all present. The 
key difference or divergence of paths comes when talking about who died. In these childhood 
cases, the overarching discourse was that of protection, vulnerability and innocence, three
5 M ost experts  ag ree  th a t  th e re  a re  tw o  types of bullying: th a t  which is d irect, tend ing  to  b e  physical, and th a t  
which is indirect,  which is m ore  psychological. Physical bullying can include, (this is by no m eans an exhaustive list): 
hitting, tripping, taking belongings, beating, kicking, jostling, punching, pushing, pinching, maiming and can even 
lead to  m urder  (Smith and  Sharp, 1994; Rigby, 1996; Tattum, 1993; Olweus, 1993; Smith and  Thompson, 1991). 
Psychological bullying can include th e  following, (again, this is no t  an exhaustive list): making faces, dirty gestures, 
telling nasty stories, intimidation, spreading malicious rum ours ,  n a m e  calling, stalking behaviour, malicious 
te lephone  calls to  th e  h o m e and  repea ted ly  hiding an o th e r 's  belongings (Smith and  Sharp, 1994; Rigby, 1996; 
Tattum, 1993; Olweus, 1993; Smith and  Thompson, 1991).
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discourses that also apply to the Bridgend suicides. In the case of these three childhood deaths6, 
however, schools, parents and other adults were deemed as not doing enough to protect these 
children from being bullied, and the consequence was suicide. In the case of Bridgend, it was 
the Internet and in part, government that shouldered the blame for why the suicides happened.
1.7 Breaking News: Suicides in Bridgend
The first story of the Bridgend suicides ran in the South Wales Echo on 17th January 2008. Nearly 
a full week after the original newspaper report, the Bridgend story became national news on 
23rd January, 2008. One might assume the national newspapers were slow to pick up on a 
potential suicide 'cluster7; in fact, a news release from the Wales News Service on January 22nd is 
what kicked off the coverage and deemed the suicides as part of something more sinister: 'A 
teenage suicide cult is sweeping through a town with seven young people killing themselves in 
copycat deaths', the lead of that release read (Appendix I). Consequently, between 23rd January 
and 28th January, the newspapers in my sample ran 57 stories between them7. Another key 
event, the publication of a press release (Appendix II) by the suicide prevention organization 
PAPYRUS, demanding journalists stop reporting the suicides, only fuelled the fire. As a direct 
result coverage that had been decreasing made another leap, with 25 news articles published 
between February 6th, 2008 and February 16th, 2008. It is important to note that PAPYRUS 
disseminated this release during the height of coverage in an attempt to calm the press down, 
but instead of achieving its goal, my sample showed a spike in coverage.
Additionally, during February 2008, two cousins, Nathaniel Pritchard, fifteen, and Kelly 
Stephenson, 20, died, which created the climax of the story. It was on the 20th and 21st of
6 Laura Rhodes, Ben Vodden and Jona than  Reynolds
7 The N ew spapers  s tudied in this sam ple  w ere: The Times, The Guardian, The Daily Mail, The Sun, The Mirror, South 
Wales Echo, The Western Mail, The Times on Sunday, The Observer, The M ail on Sunday, The Sunday M irror and 
Wales on Sunday.
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February, when 46 stories ran, that the story reached its peak. The press was already 
encouraged to focus on suicide in Bridgend by the deaths of the two cousins, as well as an 
additional suicide on the 19th February. On the 20th February, however, the South Wales Police, 
as well as Pritchard's parents, accused the media of causing the suicides, specifically pointing to 
the South Wales Echo as the primary culprit. This created outrage amongst journalists, especially 
as there was no evidence to support such a claim. After that, Bridgend continued to be an issue 
in the press, though not always in each newspaper. It was March 20th before another spike in 
coverage occurred, with 21 articles being published in my newspaper sample. The coroner for 
Bridgend had ruled on five of the suicides and deemed only two as actual suicides8. After this 
announcement, the stories dwindled until the death of Sean Rees, 19, a Sainsbury's grocery 
store worker who killed himself on April 20th, 2008. On the 21st and 22nd of April, a total of ten 
stories ran in the newspapers sampled in this study. Between April 24th, 2008, and June 30th, 
2008, only a further 45 stories ran, thus bringing the coverage to a natural endpoint.
While the Bridgend story was ongoing, two other prominent suicides made national 
headlines in 2008. The first was the death of police chief constable Michael Todd of the Greater 
Manchester police force. Todd was found dead on a mountain in North Wales in early March 
2008. His death dominated national headlines in both print and broadcast for an initial week 
and then in the days after his inquest and funeral in early April 2008. Print stories alluded to the 
fact that he had suffered depression in the past and had recently separated from his wife and 
children due to infidelity on his part. The second prominent death came only weeks after 
Todd's funeral. In mid-April 2008, children's television presenter Mark Speight was found 
hanged in a remote area of Paddington train station close to two weeks after he went missing.
8 For a d ea th  to  be ruled a suicide in th e  UK, th e  co roner  m ust  have conc re te  evidence th e  person in tended  to  kill 
them selves.
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Speight's death came after extensive media coverage surrounding the death of his fiancee 
earlier in the year who had died after taking cocaine, sleeping pills and alcohol on a night out. 
He had been arrested on suspicion of murder, (he was later released without charge). He had to 
leave his presenting job in February 2008 and newspapers alleged that he could not bear to 
return to the flat where he had found his fiancee dead. I introduce these suicides here to 
illustrate how dominant a news story suicide was in the first half of 2008.
1.8 What this Research Entails
The dissertation focuses on a sample of print newspaper articles over a six-month period during 
the first half of 2008. Originally this study was going to examine the discourses constructed in 
childhood suicide stories. Since my initial engagement with the issue of press reporting of child 
suicides, the project has developed a focus on suicidal deaths in Bridgend. Not only will it 
provide some insight into how British Newspapers report suicide, but it will also further the 
context for understanding how society views the 'life stage' of childhood. Bridgend offers a 
clear example of some of the ways in which suicides of young people is embedded within 
discourses of childhood, which will be discussed in some detail in Chapters Three and Six.
In the early part of 2008, it seemed that suicide mania was sweeping the UK: suicide 
dominated both the national and local headlines. Not only were there near-weekly suicides 
happening in Wales, a prominent police chief had also taken his own life, as well as a popular 
children's television presenter. As will be seen in Chapter Three, there is currently a marked 
gap in research analyzing suicide and the media. What little research that exists has largely been 
undertaken outside of journalism studies and has tended to centre attention on blaming the 
media for causing or at the very least, contributing to, suicide. The research undertaken in this 
study will not attempt to refute psychological data that already exists, though I will place my 
study amongst it theoretically by showing the common assumptions in the current literature
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around discourses of media and suicide that this body of research continues to propagate. My 
study, then, seeks to address and encourage the development of further journalism studies 
research in this area. While it is impossible for any dissertation to tackle all aspects of the 
reporting of suicide, I will nevertheless seek to cover a wide breadth of what I believe to be the 
most pressing issues for journalism studies.
The overarching question for this research is: How do British Newspapers report 
suicide? To address this question, I will closely examine the discourses that shape newspaper 
reporting of suicide, as well as how journalists report suicide in terms of format, placement, 
sourcing, framing, visuals and causation. As I have already indicated, this question is quite 
broad. My initial thoughts going into this project centred on two important issues. Firstly, that 
one of the key roles of the press in a liberal democracy is to report the news so that informed 
public discussion can occur and the right decisions made about how best to organise, regulate 
and fairly distribute resources in society. Secondly, journalists also have a responsibility to 
bring to public attention and scrutiny social issues that might endanger the stability of civil 
society. These points underpin my final research question: How do journalists balance their 
social responsibility to report suicide, so as to ensure an informed citizenry, with their role of 
maintaining stability in society?
I will argue in this dissertation that when reporting suicide, journalists must constantly 
negotiate between the two. One of the fundamental purposes of journalism is to tell us what we 
need to know as citizens. A journalist has a social responsibility to report suicides, not only to 
create awareness of the issues involved, but also to help prevent suicide. Journalists have 
important public platforms from which they are able to shed light on social issues, delve deeper 
into topics that are uncomfortable and, in this case, create public awareness of some of the early
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warning signs to look for in a potential suicide case so that people might be better equipped to 
help loved ones.
As part of this social responsibility, journalists should report on these issues without 
creating panic. However, in the case of Bridgend, journalists did not live up to their social 
responsibility. I will argue that the story was blown out of proportion, sensationalized and, that 
ultimately, journalists created a moral panic around the topic of suicide, thus making it difficult 
for the citizenry to have a reasonable debate about the issue.
It will emerge in this dissertation that, at its root, suicide is a destabilizing influence on 
society. This idea is not something I will prove through my research findings, but I point it out 
as an illustration of how panic around such an issue can lead to distorted understanding and 
simplistic explanations. When suicide occurs, it adversely affects the wider society as well as 
those immediately bereaved. As will be seen in Chapter Three, research shows that the health of 
a democracy can be judged by the number of citizens who choose to kill themselves. In fact, 
those who die by suicide are themselves often labelled as 'unstable'. I will show in this 
dissertation how the discourses and conceptions around childhood are so closely aligned to the 
discourses and conceptions around suicide that it could be argued that the functionability of a 
society rests on these conceptions. Both suicide and childhood share features that are rooted in 
society's fears and concerns around innocence, vulnerability, helplessness and protection. For 
example, children are held to be vulnerable, helpless beings that must be protected by adults as 
they are going through childhood. Those who suffer mental illness are also considered to be 
vulnerable to persuasion, helpless to heal, and requiring protection from themselves. Strength, 
not weakness, is the foundation of a healthy democracy, yet the created life stage of childhood, 
and those who suffer mental illness and consequently go on to die by suicide, are considered 
weak, thus destabilizing society and creating disorder.
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I will show in this dissertation that in order to maintain social stability, journalists tend 
to fall back on 'othering' those who have died, as well as describing them in terms of social 
class, with the working classes seen to be the most vulnerable due to economic and social 
disadvantage. Hall (1997) believes, as do I, that journalists create a constructed reality within 
which a society operates. Within those social constructions, Hall (1997) defines the term 
'otherness': '... people who are in any way significantly different from the majority 'them' 
rather than 'us' — are frequently exposed to this binary form of representation. They seem to be 
represented through sharply opposed polarized binary extremes' (226). Yet, as stated, 
journalists also reported suicide in terms of social class. For the purposes of this dissertation, 
Urry's (1989) definition of social class as the 'past, current and future economic power of a 
family' should be considered (85). Together, these two social constructions, 'othering' and 
'social class' create categories through which journalists can maintain stability when reporting a 
destabilizing issue such as suicide. Journalists maintain this stability by reporting young adult 
suicide as a 'lower class' issue, as well as reducing those who chose to die to the constructed life 
stage of childhood. This will be explored in extensive detail in Chapter Six.
The issue of why a suicide happens is also important. From personal experience, suicide 
turns a bereaved person's world upside down; a person bereaved by suicide questions 
everything they know to be true and will often change or mould opinions in a different 
direction. To maintain stability, journalists must try and fill in those 'why?' gaps, providing 
some sort of context for why someone would kill themselves. Not doing so would leave people 
questioning their own lives, their own beliefs, their own conceptions and constructions in 
everyday life. A suicidal death, as will be explained further in Chapter Three, is different to that
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of a 'normal' death. The accepted discourse around death is that it must be 'natural'9. Suicide, 
however, is a choice; a person chooses the time, date and place where he or she will die, and 
generally does not involve others in the process. Conceptions of suicide held in society are that 
it is a weak act, an immoral and cowardly act, as well as rooted in social and religious stigma. 
Those who are bereaved by suicide question those conceptions for it is quite difficult to think of 
someone who has died by suicide as weak or immoral or as a coward. Few would like to think 
ill of their loved ones in death. Questioning the conception of suicide as leading to the potential 
destabilization of society, goes against the current accepted discourses around suicide in 
society, thus this questioning ultimately puts our conception of democracy in peril.
1.9 Structure of this PhD
This PhD contains two literature review chapters, a methods chapter, two findings chapters and 
a conclusion. Chapter Two will articulate the workings of British Newspapers, explaining its 
social responsibility to report the news and illustrating it through theories around news values, 
reporting and moral panics, ideology, framing, and othering. Engaging with these features of 
news reporting will provide context and understanding about how British Newspapers operate. 
Having this understanding is necessary in order to draw out inherent discourses journalists use 
to further stigmatize suicide.
Chapter Three explores the theories of suicide put forward by the French sociologist 
Emile Durkheim and American suicidologist, Edwin Shneidman. Durkheim (1951) can be 
considered the 'father of sociology'. His work on suicide was the first of its kind, and his 
developed framework is still relevant today when discussing causation of suicide, both in the 
fields of sociology and suicidology. Shneidman's (1969) contemporary work in the field of 
suicidology spans nearly five decades and his work around 'psychache' — a mental pain which
9 For example, m urder  and eu thanasia  are  no t acceptab le  form s of  d e a th  in British society.
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causes suicide —is considered quite groundbreaking in the field. These theories will lay a 
foundation for my research and provide explanation as to why suicide occurs. They will also 
allow me to position my own work on media reporting of suicide amongst the literature. In that 
chapter, I also review the literature around the Werther Effect10, and present existing research 
about media reporting of suicide. My research will not attempt to refute or clarify the already 
established body of research presented here, but it will provide a new path that subsequent 
researchers might consider following. Additionally, Chapter Three will explore societal 
conceptions of childhood and childhood suicide and discuss the discourses that emerge in the 
media as a result of those conceptions. Lastly, Chapter Three will briefly discuss the concept of 
bullying. As previously stated, bullying is the common discourse and reason given for a child 
suicide. An explanation of what bullying is will be provided, as will a review of the current 
literature, not to help explain or provide context for the Bridgend suicides, but to illustrate why 
the media would choose bullying as a reason to explain away a childhood suicide. It should be 
clear, by the end of Chapter Three, the specific ways in which journalists are charged with an 
obligation to report suicide responsibly in order to help sustain and stabilize civil society.
Chapter Four, will set up the study methodologically. This dissertation uses two main 
methods of analysis; quantitative content analysis and qualitative discourse analysis. I chose 
these methods as I felt they would yield the best results both in breadth and depth. Conducting 
a content analysis allowed me to look at my sample as a whole, drawing general conclusions 
about the reporting in terms of sourcing, framing, causation and format, to name a few.
10 David Phillips (1974) found a 12% increase in th e  US national suicide ra te  following th e  dea th  of actress Marilyn 
Monroe in 1962. Following his discovery, he coined th e  te rm  th e  'W e r th e r  Effect' so called because of th e  potential 
impact a celebrity d e a th  might have on others,  and how it might lead th e m  to  end their  own lives. This theo ry  has 
now b ec o m e  widely accep ted  in th e  suicidology and psychology fields to  m ean  t h a t  th e  m ore  suicide is repor ted  in 
the  media, th e  m ore  suicides occur.
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Wanting to gain more depth from my study, however, I conducted a close-reading discourse 
analysis of some newspaper articles from my sample. These articles enabled investigation of 
issues around stigma, social class, othering and causation. Additionally, in-depth interviews 
were carried out as a means of testing some of the findings from the content analysis and the 
discourse analysis. The interviews should be seen as a complementary enhancement to the two 
main methods rather than a stand-alone qualitative method. The interviews were primarily 
conducted to gain a better understanding of the findings already produced in both the 
discourse analysis and content analysis. Chapter Four outlines the rationale for my research 
design and introduces each method.
The dissertation then presents the two findings chapters. Chapter Five, focuses mainly 
on the content analysis, exploring themes of production, labelling and framing. In terms of 
production, I will present findings regarding how the Bridgend sample was reported, while 
taking an in-depth look at news sources to determine which voices were heard the most and to 
look for the presence of patterns in reporting a suicide story. When looking at labelling in the 
content analysis, I will analyze the usage of labels such as 'commit suicide', the method and 
descriptive terms such as 'suicide cult' and 'suicide victim.' Lastly, I will take a close look at the 
dominant frames that emerged around reporting of the Bridgend suicides, especially around 
causation11, method, the area of Bridgend itself, the Internet and why the suicides happened.
The findings in Chapter Five provide a foundation for the close-reading discourse 
analysis reported in Chapter Six, where I examine a sample of twelve articles. After describing 
each one, I take a close look at one article in particular, chosen because of its ideological richness
11 It should be no ted  th a t  for this d issertation, causation refers mostly to  w h ere  th e  b lam e for th e  suicides is 
placed. For example, new spapers  could blame t h e  breakdow n of a relationship or a social networking site. Looking 
at th e  f ram e of 'Why?' re ferences  how new spapers  th e n  unpacked th e  causation. For example, why would a 
relationship breakdown cause so m e o n e  to  take  their  own life?
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in terms of gender, social class, race, the suicide act itself, and the visuals present in the 
reporting of the story. I also use an interview with the journalist who wrote the article to 
illustrate the key categories that emerged, and explain why I think that it is representative of the 
overall coverage of the Bridgend suicides. The categories I look at revolve around my argument 
that the press must negotiate its role around social responsibility and stability. Those categories 
are: reaction to death, reason for death, description of the deceased, infantilization and suicide 
and Internet usage. I finish the chapter by illustrating some of the ways in which discourses of 
childhood and those around suicide are articulated, and how such articulations are negotiated 
by journalists.
The final chapter reviews my findings and reflects on the implication for theory, method 
and practice. The final chapter of this dissertation will conclude that, overall, the Bridgend 
coverage did not report suicide responsibly —that is to say, in ways that would provide 
important information about suicide to citizens without creating sensation or panic. The 
reporting of Bridgend highlighted the fact that, while suicide is a legal act in the UK, it is largely 
misunderstood. The sensationalized reporting of the suicides hampered any sensible discussion 
that could take place, consequently limiting debate around suicide and hindering future suicide 
prevention.
First, however, a discussion around how British Newspapers operate is critical to the 
understanding of press production processes and to analyze discourses that might emerge from 
my research. Tony Harcup (2004), Jack Fuller (1996) and Stuart Allan's (2004) definitions of 
news and the role news values play in news reporting will be examined first. As journalists are 
influenced by discourses embedded in society as much as the next person, ideologies of news 
will also be examined, focusing on Samuel Becker's (1984) theory of ideology where he states: 
'Ideology governs the way we perceive our world and ourselves; it controls what we see as
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natural or obvious' (1984: 69). It will be important to see what role, if any, ideology plays in the 
reporting of suicide. I will also explore the theory of framing in news articles to see what role it 
plays in the reporting of suicide. The literature presented in Chapter Two will provide a context 
within which newspaper reporting can be understood, and it will also help situate my 
argument of journalism as playing an important role in maintaining stability in society by 
creating the key discourses around the reporting of suicide.
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Chapter Two: Production Processes of the British Press
2.1 Introduction
The British Press plays a vital role in contextualizing and recontextualizing important 
discourses of the day to its readers. This dissertation looks at how those discourses are both 
constructed and articulated to the society at large through newspaper pages. This chapter will 
examine Allan (2004), Harcup (2004) and Zelizer's (2004) definitions of news construction and 
what role those constructions play in news production and will also explore Becker's (1984) 
definition of ideology and explain the role that ideology and social class play in the reporting of 
news. Stanley Cohen's work around moral panics and folk devils will also be discussed in 
relation to both childhood suicide and the Bridgend suicides, which are the focus of this 
dissertation. Theories around framing will also be explored in this chapter, setting a foundation 
to explore how British Newspapers use framing to construct particular discourses around the 
issue of suicide. In the reporting of Bridgend, as stated in Chapter One, press releases and news 
releases played an important role in thrusting that story onto the national stage. Because of this, 
the roles that public relations and news agencies play in today's reporting of news will also be 
briefly examined. The chapter will conclude with a summary of arguments and an introduction 
to the theoretical, multi-disciplinary foundation of conceptual frames that will be outlined and 
explored in Chapter Three.
2.2 Theories of News
In general terms, the news is everywhere around us and is happening all the time. Anything can 
be a story; the key is being able to take everyday happenings and turn them into a news story so 
that they can be packaged, framed and communicated to an audience. This concept of the news 
is outlined by Cohen (1992), who suggests that: '...the news and the newsworthy are created, 
not discovered, by the press through its act of publication —they are whatever the news people
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say they are' (8). Halberstam (1992) concurs, contending that the news is not 'out there' waiting 
to be reported, rather that 'events are transformed into news only if they meet the specific 
demands and practices of the news-making process: events become news by the news 
perspective and not because of its objective characteristics' (15). Harcup (2004) comes at his 
definition of news from a different theoretical perspective. With his ideas firmly rooted in a 
Habermassian frame of the public sphere, he states that journalists 'inform society about itself 
and [make] public that which would otherwise be private' (2). Fuller (1996) is more general in 
his definition, maintaining that 'news is a report of what a news organization has recently 
learned about matters of some significance or interest to the specific community that news 
organization serves' (6). Further still, Allan (2004) and Chalaby (1998) who both come at the 
definition of news from a historical context, tracing its roots back to the 15th Century with the 
development of 'language in oral or preliterate communities' (Allan, 2004: 9).
What is evident from the literature is that there is no consensus amongst academics as to 
what news actually is. There are consistent elements amongst their definitions, but there is not 
one definitive definition. For the purposes of this dissertation, my definition of news will align 
most closely with Zelizer (2004), who argues that news is something which has been created to 
help maintain a social group's solidarity (5). The 'news' is reported, or framed, in a specific way 
to maintain that solidarity, but it also maintains stability, or the status quo, in a society as well. 
In a democratic society, such stability is highly valued since it helps maintain, it is thought, a 
democratic system of government —i.e. for a society to uphold its norms and values, each 
member of the society must generally believe in and follow those rules and regulations, so that 
order, not chaos, is maintained. The media's role is to integrate its audience (the members of the 
society) into certain agreed-upon norms, and to continue to reinforce and replicate them on a 
daily basis. According to liberal theory, the principle democratic role of the media is to act as a
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watchdog, or the fourth estate —i.e. keep an eye on government (McNair, 2000:9). Curran (2002) 
explains further,'... the media can also be viewed in a more expansive way, in liberal theory, as 
an agency of information and debate which facilitates the functioning of democracy' (225). The 
media playa significant role in maintaining a functioning democracy by reinforcing order and 
stability in the construction of news reporting. Journalists do this by creating frames for stories, 
discourses around particular issues and topics, and representing those stories in particular 
ways, both visually and linguistically, on news pages. In fact, they choose the voices we hear in 
the public sphere and use those voices to reinforce to audiences what they should be thinking 
about or worrying about when it comes to a particular issue. Fundamentally, newspapers do 
this through the use of news values and ideologies.
2.3 Constructing the News
Galtung and Ruge (1965) made an important early contribution to academic thinking about the
news values debate when trying to determine how foreign news gets reported. They initially
listed eighteen news values that they thought journalists used to determine the value of a story:
frequency, consonance, negativity, continuity, unexpectedness, composition, unambiguity,
competition, personalization, co-optation, meaningful/cultural proximity, prefabrication,
reference to elite nations, predictability, reference to elite persons, time constraints, conflict and
logistics (70). More specifically, Galtung and Ruge (1965) argued:
... the more events satisfy the criteria mentioned, the more likely that they will 
be registered as news (selection); Once a news item has been selected what 
makes it newsworthy according to the factors will be accentuated (selection);
Both the process of selection and the process of distortion will take place at all 
steps in the chain from event to reader (1965: 71).
Most journalists, when asked how they 'uncover7 news, reference their field as needing a 
'sixth sense —a news sense' (Zelizer, 2004: 30). In fact, it is a common statement made within the 
journalism field and noted by academics (Allan, 2004; Shoemaker and Reese, 1991; Chalaby,
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1998; Fuller, 19%; Harcup, 2004). Allan (2004), however, argues that a 'nose for news' or a 'gut 
feeling' is not at the root of how news stories are created. Rather, it is a set of commonly held, 
yet unwritten, inherently bought-into beliefs —news values. Allan claims that 'news values help 
the newsworker to justify the selection of certain types of events as newsworthy at the expense 
of alternative ones' (61). Allan (2004) lays out the twelve news values reporters use to gauge 
whether an event is newsworthy: conflict, relevance, timeliness, simplification, personalization, 
unexpectedness, continuity, composition, reference to elite nations, reference to elite persons, 
cultural specificity, and negativity (62-63). In their content analysis study, Harcup and O' Neill 
(2001) concluded after reviewing Galtung and Ruge's original study, that while a good starting 
point, the original news values from the 1960s needed to be changed to fit in with a more 
technologically diverse media field. They also concluded that, 'in contrast to some of the more 
mechanistic analyses of newspaper content, we should be constantly aware that identifying 
news factors or news values may tell us more about how stories are covered than why they 
were chosen in the first place' (Harcup and O' Neill, 2001: 277). They cautioned that Galtung 
and Ruge's news values should be regarded as 'open to question, rather than recited as if 
written on a tablet of stone' (2001: 277). They reduced Galtung and Ruge's list of 18 news values 
to a list of ten: The power elite, celebrity, entertainment, surprise, bad news, good news, 
magnitude, relevance, follow-up and newspaper agenda (2001: 279). Further still, however, 
Shoemaker and Reese (1991) distilled their news values into six, which working journalists 
more commonly use: importance, interest, controversy, the unusual, timeliness and proximity 
(90). Allan (2004) is of the view that news values enhance a 'hierarchical series of normative 
rules by which social life is to be understood' (84). It is more the routine of gathering news, 
Shoemaker and Reese argue, that explains how news gets defined in the first place: 'Through
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their [the journalist's] routines, they actively construct reality' (98). Hall et al (1978) agree, 
maintaining that:
... it is sufficient to say that news values provide the criteria in the routine 
practices of journalism which enable journalists, editors, and newsmen to decide 
routinely and regularly which stories are 'newsworthy' and which are not, which 
stories are major 'lead' stories and which are relatively insignificant, which 
stories to run, and which to drop (1978: 54).
Through these decisions, the media create a constructed reality for their audiences:
We exist as members of one society because it is assumed we share a common 
stock of cultural knowledge with our own fellow men: we have access to the 
same 'maps of meanings.' Not only are we all able to manipulate these maps of 
meanings to understand events, but we have fundamental interests, values and 
concerns in common, which these maps embody or reflect (Hall et al, 1978: 55).
An issue I have struggled with throughout this research, as stated in Chapter One, is reconciling
what I was taught when becoming a journalist —that truth is absolute —with my views that all
journalism is constructed—that truth is a fabrication in the news production process. The
literature points to a debate of 'reporting truth'. As a journalist trained in the US, I would argue
that my job is to find facts and report them, accurately fulfilling my liberal democratic role of
watchdog, yet from a social constructionist perspective, the idea that journalists can publish the
truth is far-fetched. When a journalist brings his or her own life experiences to a story, the idea
of 'truth ' becomes tainted in the reporting process. Allan (2004) echoes this notion, arguing that,
'... we rely on news accounts to be faithful representations of reality. We are asked to believe,
after all, that truly professional journalists are able to set aside their individual preconceptions,
values and opinions in order to depict reality as it actually is to us, their audience' (83).
In a classic study of the social and political dynamics of the newsroom, Warren Breed
(1955) looked at newsroom policy as it pertained to covering news stories. He interviewed some
120 journalists in the northeastern US, asking them how they learned newsroom policy—how
they knew which stories to write and which ones to ignore. Most said it came from 'osmosis',
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but Breed determined: 'basically, the learning of policy is a process by which the recruit
discovers and internalizes the rights and obligations of his status and its norms and values. He
learns to anticipate what is expected of him so as to win rewards and avoid punishments (1955:
328). Consequently, Breed finds the idea of social control in the newsroom to be extremely
important in maintaining newsroom solidarity: 'The obligation-esteem factor seems to be the
active variable in determining not only policy conformity, but morale and good news
performance as well' (1955: 334). Thus, it is not just a journalists own ideologies, or belief system
at work, but rather a socially controlled newsroom with a strict hierarchy in place that
determines what stories are covered and what are not. Breed concludes that while nothing was
formally written down, a policy was still followed. Breed drew the conclusion that unwritten
policies are stronger than formal ones:
The newsman's source of rewards is located not among the readers who are 
manifestly his clients, but among his colleagues and superiors. Instead of 
adhering to societal and professional ideals, he redefines his values to the more 
pragmatic level of the newsroom group. He thereby gains not only status 
rewards, but also acceptance in a solidary group engaged in interesting, varied 
and sometimes important work (Breed, 1955: 354).
Zelizer (2004) sums up this point, noting that, 'Through social control, the newspaper was
thought to maintain its own smooth functioning, as well as that of existing power relationships
in society' (54). The question then becomes whether or not news values reflect, or mirror, the
values that society holds. Shoemaker and Reese (1991) define the two arguments, with one side
believing that the media is a 'passive transmitter of events', and the other side viewing the
media as 'taking a far more active role in manipulating reality'. As a social constructionist, I
accept the latter approach; that the media play an active role in constructing discourses for
society to follow. To extend this point, Halberstam argues that 'news is perpetually defining
and redefining, constituting and reconstituting social phenomena' (1992, 16). He uses the
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example of a 'deviant' event—'man bites dog.' Such an event, from a journalistic perspective, is
news; it is unusual and out of the ordinary, from a societal perspective, however, such an event
could result in chaos, since it indicates a deviation from the norms held that dogs should be pets
for humans, and not something to be eaten by them. With generally agreed-upon news values
defining how to report a story, this 'deviant event' would be covered within a newspaper to
reinforce the fact that such behaviour is not allowed in society—a rule has been broken. Hartley
(1982) probably best explains this: 'Part of what determines the discourse of the news is the way
the news-makers themselves act within the constraints, pressures, structures and norms that
bring the larger world of social relations to bear on their work' (47-48). The role of reporters
therefore is partly to tell members of society how they should act and behave on an everyday
basis. When reporters jump on a story, reporting to the point of sensationalism, it is suggested
that this should be a clue to readers that journalists, in their job of interpreting the social mood,
convey public discomfort with the event and work to restore a sense of social 'normalcy'. Peter
Cole and Tony Harcup (2010) explain further:
... neither governments nor media employers need to tell journalists what Tine' to 
take on important issues of the day because, broadly speaking and with exceptions 
which merely go to prove the rule, journalists have internalized the dominant 
societal values. Thus, it is regarded merely as common sense that falling house 
prices should be a cause for gloomy rather than celebratory coverage, even though 
cheaper housing might in reality be good news for many people, not least the low- 
paid journalists in the provincial press. Low air fares, on the other hand, tend to be 
reported as good news for consumers rather than bad news for the environment
Such examples of interpreting the social mood and setting the tone for how audiences should
react to 'deviant' events can be seen in the childhood suicide cases presented in Chapter One.
For those three child suicides, journalists created a discourse around bullying to try and restore
'normalcy'. As will be seen in Chapter Three, bullying is the key discourse provided when a
child takes his or her own life. Suicide is a taboo issue, and even more so when a child dies by
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suicide. By using the discourse of bullying, journalists are reinforcing a societally-accepted
discourse around childhood that children must be protected. Allan (2004) puts it best:
Their news accounts shape in decisive ways our perceptions of the 'world out 
there' beyond our immediate experience. For many of us, our sense of what is 
happening in the society around us, what we should know and care about from 
one day to the next, is largely derived from the news stories they tell (83).
Zelizer (2004), however, will not be pigeonholed into one area of the discussion or another. In
her research interviewing journalists, she discovered the journalism field can be seen in several
different ways, only one of which is a mirror to society (30-32). She determined that journalism
can be defined as a 'container'; it can be 'seen to contain the day's news, holding information for
the public until it can appraise what has happened' (2004: 30). Journalism, she argues, may
therefore be regarded as a service: 'referring to journalism as a service, positions journalism in
the public interest and in conjunction with the needs of citizenship' (32). It could be argued here
that the public is made to depend on the media to reinforce what cultural attributes we as a
society have already agreed to agree upon. Zelizer's (2004) last argument is that journalism can
be seen as a child. In her view, journalists are caretakers of the news, and journalism is a
phenomenon in need of 'nurturing, attending, supervision and care. Journalists adopt a
somewhat continuous parental position', she suggests (32). Zelizer thus positions the journalist
in a parental role. In Chapter Three of this dissertation, it will be determined that adults hold
power and control over children to keep them socially in line and to help them avoid breaking
rules. The same argument could be made here in that the way the media chooses, covers and
creates the news, maintaining and perpetuating the agreed-upon rules of society, is similar to
the parental role Zelizer envisages. As Claire Wardle (2008) notes in her study on crime
reporting in British newspapers, 'describing how a society responds to the threat of illegal
behavior as a morality play has particular resonance as a way of understanding the role of
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newspapers and their coverage of crime and punishment' (2008: 146). It is unwritten news 
values and the journalist's preconceived values, perceptions and ideologies that ultimately seek 
to reinforce an inherent set of rules and structure within society, and no moreso than when 
covering suicide.
2.4 Ideology and Social Class
In recent history, journalists have been perceived as crusaders, proponents of truth, exposers of
corruption, oppression and exploitation (Franklin, 1997: 27). A field that has at least part of its
origins in the working classes, trying to build a cohesive sense of class consciousness through
articulating particular doctrines and ideologies, and showing trade workers that they did
indeed share the same interests and political objectives, now finds itself as a firmly middle-class
profession (Chalaby, 1998: 30-31). Despite still being considered a trade and not a profession by
many, more than two-thirds of journalists have a university degree, making newsrooms,
despite the poor pay, a middle-class stomping ground (Franklin, 1997: 50). Social class in the UK
can be equated to the past, current and future economic power of a family, thus social class,
much like childhood and the news itself, is a created structure. Urry (1989) states that, 'people
experience or live social class through their experience as black or white, male or female' (85). If
this is the case, as Halsey (1986), also argues, then 'a fully developed class system is both a
structure of market inequality and also a hereditary system of recruitment' (50). It should come
as no shock, then, that as the journalist's social class has changed, so too has the method in
which news is reported. Ideologies now play a firm role in how news stories are written,
produced and framed on a page. Becker's (1984) definition of ideology is helpful in this regard:
Ideology governs the way we perceive our world and ourselves; it controls what 
we see as natural or obvious. An ideology is an integrated set of frames of 
reference through which each of us sees the world and to which all of us adjust 
our actions (1984: 69).
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With this definition in mind, then, it makes sense that journalists would bring to their coverage
of news stories biases, firmly held religious morals, and beliefs on economic policy and social
issues that tend to align with that of their respective social classes. What to think about social
class trickles down through newspaper management from publisher to editor, editor to
reporter, reporter to reader. Various ideologies come into play at different stages, thus creating
a voice that newspapers circulate in society that encourages readers to believe particular things
about the various levels of social class in the society. Fuller (1996) concurs with this view,
claiming that: 'No one has ever achieved objective journalism, and no one ever could. The bias
of the observer always enters the picture, if not colouring the details, then at least guiding the
choice of them' (14). Morson (1992) agrees with this point, stating that ideological views creep
into news stories when reporters are 'blind to all facts except those that accord with their own,
long-held point of view' (27). Even if a reporter does his or her best, to refrain from including
class ideals, the mere fact that reporters use news values to report the news is a major issue.
Allan (2004) argues that news values help to 'rule in' certain types of events as newsworthy
while also 'ruling out' alternative types (63):
At the heart of these processes of inclusion and exclusion are certain principles of 
organization or frames which work to impose order on the multiple happenings of 
the social world so as to render them into a series of meaningful events. Precisely 
how a particular news event is framed by the journalist claiming to be providing 
an objective or balanced account thus takes on a distinct ideological significance 
(Allan, 2004: 63).
Ideology, therefore, is not just an individual reporter's beliefs; it is a societal-level 
phenomenon in which ideals held by the society are put forth in the media. As Gramsci (1971) 
puts it, 'they organize human masses, and create the terrain on which men move, acquire 
consciousness of their position [and] struggle' (1971: 376). Ideologies, then, are about power 
and social control. The easiest way to maintain social control is to create social hierarchy. Griggs
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(1989) argues that the social hierarchy structure was established with the intention of
controlling the working class. When a reporter defines the news, 'often presenting information
about events which occur outside the direct experience of the majority of the society', the media
gain ideological power (Hall et al, 1978: 56). Shoemaker and Reese (1991) concur with this view,
claiming that 'one of the key functions performed by the media is to maintain boundaries in a
culture', or maintain social class divisions within society (186). Raymond Williams (1980)
summarizes this best when discussing residual and emergent forms of culture:
By residual I mean that some experiences, meanings and values, which cannot be 
verified or cannot be expressed in terms of the dominant culture, are nevertheless 
lived and practised on the basis of the residue—cultural as well as social—of some 
previous social formation. There is a real case of this in certain religious values, by 
contrast with the very evident incorporation of most religious meanings and 
values into the dominant system. The same is true, in a culture like Britain, of 
certain notions derived from a rural past, which have a very significant popularity 
(Williams, 1980: 42).
Take, for example, the construction of social class. Many academics argue that social mobility — 
being able to elevate oneself from the working class to the middle class —is steeped in one's 
educational history (Goldthorpe et al, 1980; Abercrombie et al, 1994; Halsey, 1986; Morrison, 
1997; Heath and Payne, 2000; Aries, 1960). Yet Entwistle (1978) states that social class is a much 
broader construction, encompassing, he argues, not only education, but also artistic taste, 
religion, speech, manners, dress, geographical location, size of residence, ownership of property 
and sources of income (1978: 35). The news media, then, as Allan (2004) argues, 'permit, indeed 
encourage, spirited debate, criticism and dissent, as long as there remain faithfully within the 
system of presupposition and principles that constitute an elite consensus' (57). Hall et al (1978) 
agree with this argument, claiming that: 'Hierarchical structures of command and review, 
informal socialisation into institutional roles, the sedimenting of dominant ideas into the 
'professional ideology'—all help to ensure, within the media, their continued reproduction in
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the dominant form' (60). It was Karl Marx and Frederick Engels who, in 1846, argued that 
ideologies have a firm grasp within the inner workings of the media. This grasp helps the media 
maintain ruling-class interests (1976: 59). Harcup (2004) explains that Marxists believe that the 
ruling class ideology is propagated throughout Western capitalist societies with the help of the 
media. Ideology may be slippery and contested, but it is argued that the principle remains 
essential:
...the ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas: i.e., the class 
which is the ruling material force of society, is at the same time its ruling 
intellectual force. The class which as a means of material production at its 
disposal, has control at the same time over the means of mental production, so 
that thereby, generally speaking, the ideas of those who lack the means of mental 
production are subject to it. The ruling ideas are nothing more than the ideal 
expression of the dominant material relationships, the dominant material 
relationships grasped his ideas; hence the relationships which make the one class 
the ruling one, therefore the ideas of its dominance (Marx and Engels, 1976: 59).
Gramsci extends this point, noting that the most prominent and dynamic part of the ideology
structure is the press: 'The press is the most dynamic part of the ideological structure, but not
the only one. Everything which influences or is able to influence public opinion, directly or
indirectly, belongs to it.. /  (1985: 389).
It seems, then, that news organizations reproduce and reinforce certain societal norms
and values. The news media tend to tell their readers what is important, what is acceptable,
what is normal and moral and in their society, and thus, 'elites' are formed— including those
that strictly follow society's rules. The media donot simply or straightforwardly serve the
'interests of the class which owns and controls the media' (Shoemaker and Reese, 1991: 190);
instead it creates and 'defines the majority of the population [as to] what significant events are
taking place, but also, they offer powerful interpretations of how to understand these events'
(Hall et al, 1978: 57). Media scholars try to understand the nuances of these events through the
study of hegemony. Williams (1980) has indicated that in any society there is a 'central system
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of practices, meanings and values which we can properly call dominant and effective' (36).
Thus, hegemony is defined as a voluntary yielding to authority, or power (Allan, 2004; Zelizer,
2004; Hartley, 1982; Hall et al, 1978; Shoemaker and Reese, 1991):
... the central, effective and dominant system of meanings and values [are] not 
merely abstract but are organized and lived. That is why hegemony is not to be 
understood at the level of mere opinion or mere manipulation. It is a whole body 
of practices and expectations; our assignments of energy, our ordinary 
understanding of the nature of man and of his world. It is a set of meanings and 
values which as they are experienced as practices appear as reciprocally 
confirming (Williams, 1980: 36).
While Gramsci's (1971: 376) idea of 'media institutions serving a hegemonic function by 
continually producing a cohesive ideology, a set of commonsensical values and norms, that 
serves to reproduce and legitimate the social structure through which the subordinate classes 
participate in their own domination', seems a strong one, the idea that journalists secure 
agreement by consensus rather than forced compliance (Zelizer, 2004: 73) is debatable. To 
reinforce societal norms and values, the media demandforced compliance. It does this in the 
way it reports news stories, the way it frames stories, the wording and headlines that are used, 
the pictures that run on our news pages, and through the demonization of various societal 
groups. Examples of this will be provided in Chapters Five and Six of this dissertation when the 
discourses that emerged from the reporting and framing of the Bridgend suicides are discussed.
2.5 Framing News
Every story in a newspaper is 'framed' in a particular way. Whitney et al (2004) explains the 
concept:
It [framing] refers to the process by which journalists select topics, define the 
underlying issue and interpret causes and effects. A frame is essentially a way of 
organizing otherwise fragmentary pieces of information in a thematic way that 
facilitates news gathering, news production, and, in principle at least, audience 
comprehension and learning (2004:405).
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This can be seen quite clearly in the reporting of suicide as will be evidenced in Chapters Five
and Six. According to researchers, framing is another source of misrepresentation in the process
of creating news (Allan, 2004; Whitney et al, 2004; Zelizer, 2004; Chalaby, 1998; Hall et al, 1978).
Tuchman (1978) explains framing as 'the window through which newspeople viewed and
composed their picture of the world' (1). That picture of the world is helped along by ideologies
and news values —the way media power is projected onto society.
Framing can be broken down into several different distinctions. Hall et al (1978) discuss
the 'mode of address', whereby language, or the way a topic is discussed, can be framed in a
particular way (61). For example, using the informal 'Gordon', instead of 'Prime Minister
Gordon Brown', gives two completely different images of Britain's Prime Minister in a story,
and connotes a different meaning of hierarchical power within the story and the issue. Allan
(2004) cautions that how a story can be framed in regard to headlines, pictures, pullouts,
placement on a page, and language must be taken into consideration (90-92).
This dissertation examines how news stories are framed when it comes to suicide. News
stories about suicide, especially in the case of Bridgend, are framed to inspire moral panic. The
concept of moral panics stems from Stanley Cohen's work in the early 1970s around
delinquency, youth cultures and subcultures, as well as football hooliganism. He explains his
original thinking here:
... that the attribution of the moral panic label means that the 'things' extent and 
significance has been exaggerated (a) in itself (compared with other more 
reliable, valid and objective sources) and /or (b) compared with other, more 
serious problems. This labeling derives from a willful refusal by liberals, radicals 
and leftists to take public anxieties seriously. Instead, they are furthering a 
politically correct agenda: to downgrade traditional values and moral concerns 
(2002: viii).
For a moral panic to occur, Cohen (2002) describes three steps in his discursive formula. The 
first is that the issue is either new or old, Tying dormant perhaps, but hard to recognize;
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deceptively ordinary and routine, but invisibly creeping up the moral horizon' or that the 
issues are 'camouflaged versions of traditional and well know evils; (2002: viii). The second is 
that the issue is either damaging or a warning sign of the real danger, while lastly, the issue 
needs to be transparent or opaque, meaning either that anyone can see what is happening 
regarding the issue, or 'accredited experts must explain the perils hidden behind the 
superficially harmless' (2002: viii). While an issue can be labelled a moral panic, Nachman Ben- 
Yehuda (2009) explains its participants: 'Moral panics have to create focus on and sustain 
powerfully persuasive images of, folk devils that can serve at the heart of moral fears' (1). Ben- 
Yehuda goes on:
... moral panics are about representations, images and coercion: about which 
sector of a society has the power to represent and impose its images, world views 
and interests onto others as being both legitimate and valid (2009: 3).
Critcher (2009) argues that it is the middle class that helps to intensify fears surrounding an
issue:
The anxiety of the middle class intensifies and finds expression in social 
movements whenever moral order seems to be collapsing in general or at 
particular sites where some specific social anxiety serves to mobilize an array of 
different issues and alliances of disparate social forces. Such anxieties are 
provoked by crises, real or imagined, in the political and social order (2009: 21).
Ben-Yehuda concludes: 'In other words, moral panics are about struggles for moral hegemony
over interpretations of the legitimacy (or not) of prevailing social arrangements and material
interests' (2009: 3).
It is important to have an understanding of moral panics and folk devils, because the 
reporting of the Bridgend suicides was arguably a moral panic. The story of Bridgend has many 
facets; primarily, the fear of the Internet, the fear of social networking sites and the fear of 
suicide, coupled with the fact that the demonization of those who took their own lives led to 
over exposure of a sensitive issue that dragged out unnecessarily on news pages across the
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British Isles for more than six months, causing irreparable harm to those bereaved by suicide,
those who worked in suicide prevention and those who suffer from mental health issues. Story
framing played a large role in the creation of the Bridgend suicides story, as it did in the case of
the industrial strikes in the UK in the 1970s and 1980s, studied from the 1970s onwards by the
Glasgow University Media Group (GUMG), amongst others.
It is useful to examine the GUMG's influential work on reporting strikes as it provides a
way to understand how the British Press has historically framed certain contentious issues.
When GUMG researchers analyzed broadcast coverage of industrial life during the 1970s and
1980s, they found that there was little connection between its portrayal and its reality.
Researchers concluded that there was no relationship between 'the severity of the stoppages
and the amount of news coverage they get'. In fact, the strikes that were covered the most were
those that were 'perceived as threatening for the middle classes' (retrieved June 9th, 2009 from
www.glasgowmediagroup.org). Strikes are not widely considered to be 'legitimate' by middle-
class managers, researchers suggested, so media coverage of an industrial strike under this
theory must demonize the strike and frame it as negative and unacceptable in an orderly British
society. Hall (1997) describes this demonization in terms of 'otherness', explaining:
... people who are in any way significantly different from the majority 'them' 
rather than 'u s '—are frequently exposed to this binary form of representation.
They seem to be represented through sharply opposed polarized binary extremes 
(226).
The sociological argument, which this dissertation supports, states that 'culture depends on 
giving things meaning by assigning them to different positions within a classificatory system... 
social groups impose meaning on their world by ordering and organizing things into 
classificatory systems' (Hall, 1997: 237). By imposing meaning and stability onto events, a 
society is able to maintain its status quo and deter chaos. Othering comes into play in media
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stories when the stability of norms and values are threatened. In short, the othering in news 
stories helps set the frame for the story. The frame then sets the stage for how the issue is to be 
interpreted.
2.6 News Production
Interpretation of issues on news pages can be influenced by many things. As stated earlier, 
journalists and editors bring their own backgrounds, sets of experiences and ideologies to the 
stories we read and the way that we read them on a page. Traditionally, newsrooms have been 
made up of journalists who perceive their job to be about seeking truth and who wish to hold 
those in power accountable and help foster democracy. As newsroom budgets decline, 
however, and more and more journalists are voluntarily leaving journalism or being laid off, 
what we are seeing as a result is a serious shift in newsgathering practices both at local and 
national levels. Franklin (2006) states that Tocal newspapers are increasingly a business success 
but a journalistic failure' (4), meaning that as advertising revenues become more important at 
management levels, newsgathering and reporting practices are being impacted 'in ways that 
diminish the range and quality of editorial in the provincial press' (4). Consequently, journalists 
become reliant on press releases and copy available from news agencies (Franklin, 2006: 11). 
This is important to note with regard to this dissertation, as the Bridgend suicides story began 
with the creation of a news release disseminated by the Wales News Service, followed by a 
press release by the suicide charity, PAPYRUS. These two releases alone had the power to 
firstly dictate the coverage and secondly reinforce future reporting of the story.
Justin Lewis et al (2008) found in a study of 2,207 items in the UK National 'quality' (i.e. 
broadsheet) newspapers and 402 items broadcast on radio and television news reports that 
'nearly half of all press stories appeared to come wholly or mainly from agency services' (5). 
This, Franklin argues, is critical for investigative journalism, for the local press which enjoyed
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the title of 'local watchdog' is now gone (2006:13). In the case of Bridgend, it was a release from
a news agency that broke the story, not a local newspaper.
Local journalism traditionally has been about local people, their stories, their
tribulations, their frustrations, their successes. Local news reported how the newest council
vote on zoning would impact the local comer shop or how the new regulations on literacy
would improve the economic impact for the town or region. As the makeup of the newsroom
has changed, however, so too has the role of the local newspaper: 'The established local
newspaper groups have little ambition to disrupt the local networks of economic and political
power into which they are so closely integrated' (Franklin, 2006: 13). Consequently, this shift
has left newsrooms wide open to the use of pre-prepared copy from news agencies and PR
firms at whim. In their study, Lewis et al (2008) found the following:
60 percent of press stories rely wholly or mainly on pre-packaged information, a 
further 20 percent are reliant to varying degrees on PR and agency materials. Of 
the remaining 20 percent, only 12 percent are without any discernible pre­
packaged content and in 8 percent of cases, the presence of PR content was 
unclear (14).
While these results seem alarming upon first glance, they are not surprising. Media outlets have 
relied on wire services for copy, be it the Associated Press, Reuters or United Press 
International, since the late 1800s (Hamer, 2006: 211). The wires provided international and 
national news for a fee, but as newsrooms became increasingly understaffed and with the 
emergence of new technologies, most notably the Internet, news agencies have found a new 
role in helping fledgling newspapers fill their news holes with pre-packaged local fluff (Hamer, 
2006: 212). Consequently, local newspapers now consist mostly of public relations content 
and /o r agency copy. This has potentially serious consequences in establishing who is actually 
setting a newspaper's agenda. Agencies themselves admit proudly that they do have an 
influence in setting the media's agenda (Hamer, 2006: 210). This might not seem important at
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first, but when an agency or public relations firm with a particular ideology is able to get its 
copy reprinted freely on newspapers across both national and local media, without a word, 
headline, or picture changed, the future of democracy is called into question. Voices that we 
once heard in the press will dwindle; issues that were once deemed important but controversial 
will no longer be given even news brief status. In short, the press will become a mouthpiece for 
whatever news agency or PR firm can provide the most copy at the cheapest price. One must 
not be alarmist regarding this situation, but it is important to understand the consequences of 
this reliance on news agency copy. The impact of this was never clearer than in the case of the 
Bridgend suicides. The story came to light based on an overly sensationalized, poorly reported, 
weakly sourced news agency story that targeted both print and broadcast media, and that was 
delivered to all markets across the UK in January, 2008. It was this one piece of copy that 
triggered a media event around suicide, the likes of which the UK had never seen.
2.7 News Gathering Practices
While one can demonize news agencies for their flippant way of infiltrating news pages and 
putting forth poorly-reported copy, the fact of the matter is that the newspapers who buy their 
copy get away with it because the fundamental principles of journalism are followed. As stated 
earlier in this chapter, news is everywhere around us and is happening all the time. The key to a 
good story is being able to mould information into news, so that a news story can be packaged, 
framed and communicated to an audience. But how is a story constructed? Earlier in this 
chapter, news values and what role they play in the construction of news was discussed at 
length. To recap, news values are the categories journalists use to decide if something is worth 
reporting or not. Shoemaker and Reese (1991) distilled their news values into six, which 
working journalists most commonly use: importance, interest, controversy, the unusual, 
timeliness and proximity (90). If these are in place, reporting follows. In the section that follows,
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the newsgathering process will be briefly examined. It is important to look at this as it proved 
critical in uncovering the discourses and frames that were exhibited in the reporting of the 
Bridgend suicides.
The newsgathering process is not something that is widely examined by scholars, 
though Verica Rupar (2006) makes a good case for further study in her study of newsgathering 
and transparency in the New Zealand press. One of Rupar7s (2006) arguments is that when 
journalists are quoting information, they do not specifically say where they got that 
information. For example, she notes the difference between saying, 'the Prime Minister said 
yesterday at a press conference in the Beehive that...' versus, 'The Prime Minister thinks...'. She 
adds:
This categorization refers to the explicit description of the newsgathering 
process. The investigation of the clarity of newsgathering process does not go 
into details about frequency of the use of particular journalism techniques 
(interview, survey, press release, press conference, meeting...). Instead, it is 
focused on the more general question of presence or absence of any explanation 
of how the journalist obtained the information (2006:130).
She argued that a full attribution of sources, and explanation of how the source was found and
used, would only enhance the meaning of the news (2006: 134). Rupar's point, though valid,
seems a little simplistic. At the root of the relationship between a news story and its sources is
power. Rupar would like to see an explanation of the newsgathering method: 'The more
authontative the sources are, the less there is an explanation of the newsgathering method'
(2006:135). Yet, the way the current structure is set up, makes this impossible. News sourcing is
a complicated issue. Ericson et al (1989) explain it perfectly:
What is at stake in news production is the meaning attributed to events, 
processes, or states of affairs. As much as the news itself is light reading, listening 
and viewing, the process of assigning meaning is not a light matter. It is crucial to 
the constitution of political culture (377).
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In fact, the power play at hand is another example of what Zelizer (2004) argued as to why we 
even have this function in society called news: it is created to help maintain a social group's 
solidarity (5). That solidarity, as argued earlier, is a way for stability and the status quo to be 
maintained. Norms and values must be upheld so that chaos does not reign. What better way 
for journalists to aid in upholding these values than through their choice of sources? Journalists 
are certainly not passive dupes who accept all that is handed to them; rather, journalists play a 
critical role within the already created power structures in society, which is evident through 
story sourcing. A crime story will always have a quote from a police official, a story about 
budget woes will always contain a quote from an elected official, and a story about higher 
education will always contain a quote from a qualified academic. Ericson et al (1989) explain 
further:
There is considerable variation in who controls the process, depending on the 
context, the type of sources involved, the type of news organizations involved, 
and what is at issue. It is a matter of who wants to control whom via news 
accounts and how all the sources and news organizations involved see 
themselves fitting into the picture. The process operates within structural 
pressures and power imbalances (1989: 378).
While those who hold power—elected officials, CEOs, education authorities, 
politicians —might seem to use the media to further their bureaucratic propaganda, the media, 
too, have power in their own way. For instance, the media has the power to deny those sources 
access to their news pages, the power to sustain coverage of a particular issue for as long as 
they want, the power to articulate complicated messages into commonsense for readers, and 
the power to have the last word (Ericson et al, 1989: 378). These power struggles are continually 
at play, with the media mostly winning. If a source decides to participate in a public 
conversation, then he or she is exposing their organization to the discourse of 'deviance and 
control... that is [the source] must come to the fact that... to translate the local knowledge
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into... common sense they [the media] focus on procedural propriety and offer moral 
assessments' (1989: 379). Additionally, sources also must accept 'that the news accounts 
themselves will be routinely experienced as bad, inaccurate, distorted, unfair, biased, and 
wrong' (379). These news gathering practices will become clearer when discussed in relation to 
the Bridgend suicides in Chapters Five and Six of this dissertation.
2.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the groundwork for analysis into the Bridgend suicides, which is the focus of this 
dissertation, has been laid. Understanding how British Newspapers work, what ideologies are 
brought to a news page, how sources are chosen, how stories are framed and how stories can be 
interpreted is important because of the larger democratic implications and policies that can be 
formed based on what is put forward as part of a newspaper's news agenda.
The literature presented in this dissertation serves as a foundation for how British 
Newspapers operate and how journalists construct news stories. Having an understanding of 
such theories is important, as the research discussed in this chapter can and will be attributed to 
the findings chapters around the reporting of the Bridgend suicides.
Chapter Three will set out the theoretical, multi-disciplinary foundation for this dissertation, 
laying out the conceptual frames within which my arguments surrounding childhood and 
suicide are situated. That chapter, argues that British Newspapers routinely report suicide in a 
narrow way, perpetuating stigma and fear around the issue of suicide. It also argues that 
newspapers tend to draw on certain discourses of childhood that, in my view, are out of step 
with how childhood is actually experienced. Moreover, the discourse of bullying needs to be 
reconsidered, as British Newspapers tend to see it as the primary reason for childhood suicide.
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Chapter Three: Foundation for a Suicidal Culture
3.1 Introduction
Academic research into suicide is ongoing in several different fields; namely, sociology, 
psychology, psychiatry, epidemiology, medicine and economics, amongst others (Aggleton et 
al, 2000; Alao et al, 2006; Barker et al, 1994; Berman and Jobes, 1991; Bird and Faulkner, 2000; 
Brent et al, 1993; Brown and Barraclough, 1997; Chew and McCleary, 1995; Coyle and 
MacWhannell, 2002; Fishman et al, 1997; Hawton et al, 1999; Heath et al, 2000; Kenny, 2001; 
Lester, 1971; Pirkis et al, 2007; Pirkis et al, 2006; Van Heeringen, 2001) In the journalism studies 
field, however, there has been little research to date. Existing studies have variously examined 
the media effects of reporting suicide on audiences, or have conducted interviews with 
journalists in order to establish how and why they report suicide in certain ways. However, few 
so far have engaged with these issues from a media or journalism studies perspective. The 
research currently available tends to situate itself firmly in one of the aforementioned fields of 
study, which can be problematic when reviewed by media scholars. That is to say, such studies 
frequently utilize strongly challenged, if not discredited, theories of direct or causal media 
effects. As such, these studies have tended to point to the media as the 'cause' of suicide, failing 
to take into consideration more recent, and critical, approaches to the reporting of suicide. Thus, 
important discussions that in my view need to occur around the media and its 'effect' on suicide 
and suicidal tendencies are at a dead end, and probably have been since the mid-1980s. No 
recent methodologies or theories have been introduced to the field of suicidology to study 
whether reporting suicide has an influence on suicide. The purpose of this media dissertation is 
to unpack, from a journalism studies perspective, the complexities of how British Newspapers 
report suicide, the discourses employed by them, and the framing of suicide stories.
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I will explore the relationship the press has to the issue of suicide and how that taints, or 
enhances, the coverage of childhood suicide. Theories surrounding childhood need to be 
understood and explored because of the strong presence 'infantilization' had in the reporting of 
young adult suicide; as will be seen in the case of the Bridgend suicides, young adults who died 
by suicide were discursively constructed using societally-accepted discourses of childhood. The 
theories surrounding childhood are multi-faceted and never more so than when suicide is 
introduced into a world in which it is assumed that it is the responsibility of adults to protect 
children from harm. Childhood, as will be explained is conceptualized by adults as a time of 
innocence, weakness, naivete, subordination, ignorance and incompetence. When a child does 
take his or her own life, that 'unnatural death' throws this dominant conception of childhood 
into question, with adults left behind to try and rationalize the death. These discourses also 
hold true for the issue of suicide, especially in the case of the Bridgend suicides when those who 
took their own lives were discursively constructed as vulnerable, innocent and dependent by 
British Newspapers. This will be discussed later in this chapter as well as in Chapters Five and 
Six, Traditionally, because such assumptions are made about childhood in western societies (see 
Aries, 1960), the academic literature shows that the main discourse that has emerged to 'explain' 
childhood suicide is that of bullying. Those who research suicide understand that it is a 
complex issue, with many contributing factors at work before the event takes place. When 
reporting a childhood suicide, however, British newspapers tended to list a single mitigating 
factor —bullying—a frame that has largely been accepted by those researching childhood. This 
reason for childhood suicide, however, does not hold true when discussing the suicide of an 
adult, as will be seen in Chapters Five and Six of this dissertation. There is no one, dominant 
frame or discourse around adult suicides, yet bullying is rarely an option when contextualizing 
the death. Bullying, as a reason for suicide is only used when describing the suicide of a child.
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This chapter first explores society's conceptions of childhood. I will discuss French 
sociologist Phillipe Aries' theory of childhood in which he questions whether children should 
be considered 'mini adults', as they were once perceived, or as 'naive, weak and innocent' 
beings in need of protection, as they are seen today. I will also take an in-depth look at how the 
media report childhood to illustrate the commonly-held discourses around childhood that the 
media articulates to society at-large. Following this discussion on conceptions of childhood, I 
will examine the issue of suicide, providing background suicide statistics for the UK, so the 
Bridgend suicides can be taken in context when explained in subsequent chapters of this 
dissertation. Also discussed will be French sociologist Emile Durkheim's framework for suicide 
and American suicidologist, Edwin S. Shneidman's theory of 'psychache'. Both will help to put 
the issue of suicide in context, while also providing some hypotheses as to why suicide occurs. 
This dissertation will not attempt to answer why suicide occurs, but it will explore discourses 
put forth by British Newspapers that attempt to explain why it occurs. 'Why?' is an important 
question in suicide research. It is the first question asked by one bereaved by suicide, as well as 
the greater society. It can be hard to fathom that life can be so difficult that anyone would take 
his or her own life. When it does happen, society's underlying Judeo-Christian tradition 
prompts the question of 'why?7 based on its 'sanctity of life' framework. Within the section on 
suicide, the Werther Effect, or copycat suicide theory will be introduced to illustrate commonly 
held beliefs about the role of the media in perpetuating suicide in society. In addition, examples 
of current studies around the reporting of suicide will be presented in order to illustrate how 
the literature is stuck in the 'effects' method of analyzing data. Lastly, this chapter will look at 
bullying in order to help place the issue of childhood suicide in context. Bullying was neither a 
dominant discourse nor frame in the Bridgend suicides, yet it was quite prevalent in the suicidal 
deaths of Laura Rhodes, Ben Vodden and Jonathan Reynolds, the three childhood suicides
mentioned in the introductory chapter. The issue of bullying must be discussed to show the 
contrast between how the press reports a child suicide to that of an adult suicide. In terms of 
Bridgend it should be noted that while bullying was not a dominant discourse, features of the 
bullying discourse, such as a 'child in need of protection' was present. The Bridgend suicides 
flagged the issue that despite being 'adults' by societal standards, these adults were most 
recently 'children' and therefore were still in need of protection. By the end of this dissertation, 
it should be clear that, while the frame changes around causation of death, the newspaper 
reporting of child suicide and adult suicide is really no different. The frame of bullying is used 
to reinforce the fact that children need to be protected, but, at the same time, 'others'12 a child's 
death and places it outside the accepted discourse of why children can die.
3.2 Conceptions of Childhood in Society
Since at least the early 1960s, researchers have struggled to establish a theoretical basis upon 
which to understand modem cultural assumptions about childhood. Aries (1960) introduced 
the idea that, in historical terms, children in Western societies were not generally perceived to 
be fundamentally different from adults (1960: 36). Aries' work, critically acclaimed in the field 
of sociology, was widely regarded as a pioneering contribution to the field of childhood studies. 
Against academic opinion at the time, Aries demonstrated that childhood is not a separate stage 
of the life cycle, as many researchers once thought. In fact, his hypotheses challenged the field to 
define the contexts of childhood; was childhood a time for coddling, a place for the child to 
remain as 'the sweet little creature with whom people played affectionately but with liberty, if 
not indeed with license and without any thought of morality or education' or was childhood, as
12 As s ta te d  in th e  previous ch ap te r, I define 'o th erin g ' based on Hall's (1997) social constructionist a p p ro a c h : '... 
people w ho are  in any w ay significantly d ifferen t from  th e  m ajority 'th em ' ra th e r than  'u s '—are  frequently  
exposed to  this binary form  of rep resen ta tio n . They seem  to  be  rep resen ted  th rough  sharply opposed  polarized 
binary ex trem es ' (226).
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is more accepted today, a 'realization of the innocence and the weakness of childhood, and 
consequently of the duty of adults to safeguard the former and strengthen the latter' (Aries, 
1960: 316). Aries' argument provided a foundation for sociological theorists to deem that 
childhood is socially constructed. Those theorists believe that the time period which we call 
childhood is not a naturally occurring label, but rather one which was created in response to 
social and economic hardships of the industrial revolution (Aries, 1960; James & Prout, 1997; 
Jenks, 1982,19%; Davin, 1999; Kennedy, 1998; Woodhead, 1997; Hillman, 1982).
Aries (1960) examined historical records related to childhood dating back to medieval 
times, when the idea or conception of childhood as something separate from adulthood did not 
really exist (1960:125). He argues that the notion of a long period of childhood is a social 
construct which began to take shape over the 16th and 17th centuries. In medieval society, Aries 
claims childhood was perceived to be a very short period in one's life. He argues that an 
awareness of the particular nature which distinguishes the child from the adult, even the young 
adult, was missing in medieval society. That is why, in Aries' view, 'as soon as the child could 
live without constant solicitude of his mother, his nanny or his cradle-rocker, he belonged to 
adult society' (Aries, 1960: 125). This is a key point to keep in mind when considering the ways 
in which the news media represent children, with journalists largely seeing them as 'innocents' 
who therefore must be treated with utmost care because in cultural terms they tend to be 
regarded as naive and vulnerable (Freeman, 1995: 79). This notion of 'innocence' will also 
clearly be seen when I discuss the Bridgend suicides in Chapters Five and Six. Despite the fact 
that it was young adults who took their own lives, the media continued to describe these adults 
in terms of childhood, reducing them to 'vulnerable children' who carried out a 'childish' act. 
Aries (1960) plainly states that descriptions such as these are a more modern-day phenomenon. 
Since Aries' intervention, research into childhood studies has established a wide range of
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evidence about some of the ways in which childhood is being constructed, and several 
significant themes have emerged. Those themes—from the social perceptions of childhood, to 
the social constraints of childhood, and the oppression of children by adults—will be reviewed 
in order to provide a sound basis for understanding cultural discourses around childhood.
James and Prout (1997), two leading researchers into the sociology of childhood, define 
childhood through the creation of their emergent paradigm, which is broken down into three 
assertions. The first is that there is a need for an interpretative framework in order to 
understand the early years of human life. This assertion states that childhood is to be 
understood as socially constructed: 'In these terms, it is biological immaturity rather than 
childhood which is a universal and natural feature of human groups, for ways of understanding 
this period of human life' (James and Prout, 1997:3). Durkheim (1982), often referred to as one of 
the 'founding fathers of sociology', sees childhood as a period of growth:'... [it is] the period in 
which the individual, in both the physical and moral sense, does not yet exist, the period in 
which he [sic] is made, develops and is formed' (146-147). James and Prout's second assertion is 
that childhood can never be separated from other variables, such as class, gender or ethnicity, 
because of the inherent ideological and structural position of children in western societies (1997: 
4; Adams, 1986). The third assertion made is that children's social relationships and cultures are 
worthy of study in their own right and not just in relation to their social construction by adults 
(1997: 3-4). The authors further argue that children play a role in the construction of their own 
social lives, stating: They [children] can no longer be regarded as simply the passive subjects of 
structural determinations (James and Prout, 1997: 4). Although James and Prout make a good 
argument, their assertion that children's social relationships and cultures could be studied 
outside the confines of an already defined structure of childhood seems naive. While it is noble 
to want to study children outside the confines of an adult construction of childhood, unless we
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can revert back to pre-industrialized ideations of childhood, it is a concern that children will 
never be fully understood (Franklin, 1986).
Jenks (1982,1996) concurs with James and Prout, suggesting that the social construction 
of childhood is a 'social status delineated by boundaries incorporated within the social structure 
and manifested through certain typical forms of conduct, all of which are essentially related to a 
particular cultural setting' (1982: 12). Davin (1999) agrees with this point, maintaining that 
childhood is always defined by a cultural or economic context. Even Hillman (1982), who 
disagrees with James and Prout's third assertion, has developed his own theory of the social 
construction of childhood. For Hillman, '... childhood is not an actual state, but rather a mode 
of existence and perception and emotion which we still today insist belongs to actual children, 
so that we construct a world for them following our need to place this fantasy somewhere in 
actuality' (1982: 98-99).
If it is adults creating a conception of childhood then the perceptions we have of 
children are also similarly created. Perceptions are extremely important when it comes to 
childhood. How adults think children should act during this time of human development 
contributes to how we treat them, how we care for them and how we perceive the need to keep 
them 'safe' from emotional and physical harm (Franklin, 1995; Freeman, 1995; Holt, 1975). This 
was (most certainly) reinforced in the press reporting of the three childhood suicides mentioned 
in the introductory chapter of this dissertation. The constructions around those three childhood 
deaths focused mostly on the emotional and physical harm the children faced because of 
bullying, a discourse, as previously shown, that was constructed by the media to help society, 
or adults, deal with the concept of a child suicide. When it came to the Bridgend suicides, as 
will be seen in Chapters Five and Six, journalists used a similar method of construction to help 
society deal with the deaths, but instead of using the discourse of bullying, journalists
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discursively constructed young adult suicide in terms of childhood, creating a category of 
'deviant non-child' in which to place the action of suicide outside normal socially-accepted 
discourses around why a person can die.
3.3 'Adultist' Power
Childhood is maintained by adults, and children are compelled to live their lives within these 
boundaries where the source of power rests firmly with adults. The term 'adultist' has been 
coined for the purposes of this dissertation, and will be used to describe the restrictions and 
power adults hold over children and the state of childhood. The phrase will be used in 
conjunction with arguments surrounding the structure, perceptions and oppression of 
childhood, encompassing the arguments of James, Prout, Jenks, Davin and even Hillman before 
me —that childhood is socially constructed. An example of this power that adults hold over 
childhood can be found in the choice of words available to adults to describe the created life 
stage; it additionally leaves adults with a perception of what the 'perfect' child's manner should 
be. In fact, the lexical choices for describing childhood are so widespread that the media use 
these words, thus perpetuating and reinforcing the conception of childhood as one where the 
child is innocent, dependent, weak, naive, unknowing; childhood is a time of subordination, 
fun, ignorance, incompetence, and children are vulnerable, in need of protection, in need of 
discipline, capable of only limited responsibility, small, carefree, safe and protected (Jenks, 1982, 
1996; Davin, 1999; Holland, 2004; Prout, 2005; Goldson, 1997; Scraton, 1997; Fletcher & Hussey, 
1999; Davis & Bourhill, 1997; Coppock, 1997; Wyness, 2006; Devine, 2002; Aries, 1960; 
Durkheim, 1982; Denzin, 1982; James & Prout, 1997; Woodhead, 1997; Qvortrup, 1997; 
Kitzinger, 1997). These words, however, are not created by the children themselves, who 
partake of childhood; it is adults who have fabricated a certain ideology and created a stage of 
life which we call childhood (Torstenson-Ed, 2007: 58).
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Thisdissertation departs from commonly-held beliefs about what age childhood begins 
and ends. For example, the United Nations Conventions on the Rights of the Child state in 
Article One that 'The convention defines a 'child' as a person below the age of 18, unless the 
laws of a particular country set the legal age for adulthood younger' (www.unicef.org, retrieved 
October 22nd, 2010) For the purposes of this dissertation, however, a child will be considered, as 
it is considered by many academics, as any person under the age of fifteen (Haim, 1969; 
Qvortrup, 1997). As already defined by Haim (1969), adolescence encompasses, 'someone who 
is no longer a child, but not yet an adult, and at the same time, still a child and already an adult' 
(1969: 34). This concept is important when considering child suicide, but also something that 
should be highlighted and remembered when discussing the Bridgend suicides. Those that died 
in the Bridgend area were between the ages of fifteen and 29. While one of the suiciders can be 
considered a child, or even an adolescent, as Haim (1969) defined, there were nineteen that were 
not, and were in fact legally considered adults. This is important to note as this group of young 
adults were not children, but they were not discursively treated as adults, either. It highlights 
the need for this 'transitional' group to be treated in a slightly different manner, by both 
academics and also journalists.
Prout (2005) calls childhood a 'social phenomenon' (2005: 56). Maybin and Woodhead
(2003) say there is nothing 'natural' about childhood, 'for children in Western societies [are] 
mainly centred around home, classroom and playground, as well as in cars, buses and other 
forms of transport, in shopping malls and disco's. These are human creations that regulate 
children's lives' (2003: in Prout (2005): 56). Moreover, these human creations tend to be found in 
the ideas of play and 'carefree, disorganized bliss,' according to Jenks (1982:189). With an adult- 
created childhood, adults have also created a system in which children are dependent upon
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adults to meet their needs. Scraton believes it comes down to adults exerting their power over 
children:
... children's experiences are reconstructed by adults who easily portray power 
as responsibility, control as care, and regulation as protection. Typically adults 
direct and children obey with age and status (parents, guardians, professional) 
ensuring legitimacy (1997:163).
The research literature on childhood is now remarkably analogous, concurring that childhood is
a created life stage, one ruled and, in a more abstracted sense, executed, by adults. That is why,
when children appear to step outside the 'normal' perceptions of childhood, chaos erupts
within the structured confines of an adultist world. When certain events occur which seem to
challenge preconceived notions around childhood innocence, the adultist world of childhood is
thrown off kilter and thus questions arise—especially in the fields of sociology, psychology and
Media Studies—as to whether or not childhood can actually exist. Kitzinger broke ground in the
1980s with her studies of childhood sexual abuse (1997:166). Her research established the basis
for understanding the ideological and concrete implications of constructing childhood as a time
of innocence —that is to say, that where harm against children occurs, it is constructed as a
'violation of childhood' or the 'victimized childhood' (1997:167-168). This idea of 'victimization'
was used by journalists reporting the Bridgend suicides to discursively describe those that took
their own lives. However, while Kitzinger (1997) uses it to illustrate an actual act of assault by
another, in the case of the Bridgend suicides, it was used to further 'infantilize' those that died,
instead of acknowledging the fact that one cannot be portrayed as a victim when it was the
person's own choice to die. It is worth quoting Kitzinger at length because her research
provides a context in which the adultist perception of childhood innocence can be perceived:
First, the notion of childhood innocence is itself a source of titillation for abusers.
A glance at pornography leaves little doubt that innocence is a sexual 
commodity. Second, innocence is a double-edged sword in the fight against 
sexual abuse because it stigmatizes the 'knowing' child. The romanticization of
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childhood innocence excludes those who do not conform to the ideal. Innocence 
is used to imply asexuality, 'pre-sexual personhood' or a limited and discrete 
childlike sensuality. This penalizes the child who sexually responds to the abuse 
or who appears flirtatious and sexually aware. If the violation of innocence is the 
criterion against which the act of sexual abuse is judged then violating a 
'knowing' child becomes a lesser offence than violating an 'innocent child'. It is 
this notion which allows an abuser to defend himself on the grounds that his 
victim was 'no angel', citing as evidence, that the girl drinks, smokes and often 
fails to do her homework on time. Without her innocence the child has lost the 
magic cloak supposed to make her impervious to harm. (Kitzinger, 1997: 168- 
169).
Childhood victimization is seen as a corruption of childhood; the 'normal' view of
childhood is diminished in such a child, and therefore he or she is negatively tainted. Jenks
(1996) argues that cultural assumptions surrounding the presumed innocence of childhood lead
to the conclusion that it is the experiences of society that sometimes corrupt children. Further, it
is therefore assumed that: 'Left to its own devices, the child would, by nature, it was supposed,
be guiltless. Children are thought to be innocent because of their lack of social experience' (1996:
124). It is the use of adult power over children, however, that leads to such 'corruption'. In the
case of sexual abuse in children, Kitzinger (1997) suggests that discussing the idea of power
with children is the only way that researchers will discover 'why some children passively
comply with abusers and why some actively resist but are still abused' (1997: 182-183). Adult
power is a core feature shaping contemporary conceptions of childhood. Adults use their power
over children to control what they perceive to be the unruliness of childhood. As some research
shows, children tend to understand the power dynamic between children and adults from an
early age. Prout (2005), paraphrasing Darwin, has suggested that:
One of his [Darwin's] main arguments is that human children quickly acquire the 
capacity to understand their caretakers. This happens before they have the 
capacity to understand language. Children's capacity to derive meaning from 
what is being communicated by their caretakers seems to be accomplished by 
reading the expression on their faces and the intonation of their words (2005: 45).
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Following this point, one might argue that it is reasonable to assume that children could take 
what they learn about adult power and use this in their own lives, even if it causes harm.
3.4 Reporting Childhood
In 1993, when 'little' Jamie Bulger (aged three), was murdered by two other 'little' children 
(aged ten), a more visible construction of the child emerged —that of the 'deviant' who had 
stepped outside the boundaries of 'normal' childhood. This notion of 'deviant' can also be seen 
in constructions of those who killed themselves as part of the Bridgend spate; they were 
categorized as the 'deviant non-child', as a way to further infantilize and stigmatize their 
deaths. This will be explored further in Chapters Five and Six.
The case of the two young boys who killed the three-year-old is now widely considered 
responsible for undermining the case made by certain children's rights campaigners for 
children to gain greater independence from adults. Devine (2002) maintains that, after this case, 
'any hopes childhood activists might have had about a lessening of power by adults over 
children were dashed' (2002: 305). The Bulger murder was evidence for an adultist society, 
which was being increasingly challenged by children, that adult power was necessary in order 
to ensure that 'deviant' children who were out of step with the actual 'norm' of childhood 
would be controlled and punished. Because the concept of childhood assumes that childhood is 
a period of vulnerability and innocence, the Bulger murder created an image problem. 
Moreover, it is an anomaly with which the news media has been unable to come to terms. Jenks
(1996) sums it up:
First, the traditional image of 'the child' has been shattered through the dramatic 
denial of childish innocence. Second, the unitary idea of the child, which such an 
ideology so long encouraged, has been revealed as illusory. No longer confined to 
the academy, the idea that childhood is contestable and culturally variable has 
entered a more public arena. No longer can different children be othered from the 
category of child. (Jenks, 1996:124-125).
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The Bulger murder, therefore, made an important contribution to rethinking childhood 
theories and research. For example, Davis and Bourhill (1997) note that the media reported the 
Bulger murder as evidence of a larger issue: a breakdown in moral order and a crisis in 
childhood. The 'folk devils', as the two young killers were reported in the press, were 
representative of a continuum of violence in childhood, yet it was acknowledged that the crime, 
the killing of a child by another child/children, was rare (1997: 46). As Davis and Bourhill 
rightly point out, however, the Bulger case outraged the adult community in the UK. There was 
a desire, Davis and Bourhill (1997) argue, to turn the two ten-year-old killers, Jon Thompson 
and Robert Venables, into figures who are very different from ordinary or 'normal boys. The 
problem, suggests Davis and Bourhill, is that the boys were not 'different' but very ordinary, 
thus calling into question many of the assumptions underpinning conventional discourses of 
childhood. Comprehending such a violent act was difficult for many adults and children alike 
and so, discursively, Thompson and Venables were defined as 'deviant' in an attempt to 
maintain the category of 'normal' childhood. To restore the image of the innocent childhood, 
those who committed acts of violence would be relegated to another category of childhood: the 
deviant, or a category of evil (Jenks, 1996: 129). This categorization was quite similar to what 
happened during the Bridgend suicides when journalists relegated those who killed themselves 
to the category of 'deviant non-child', which placed the adults who took their own lives outside 
the traditional 'adult' discourse, thus reducing their action to that of a childish one. This will be 
explored in greater depth in Chapter Six.
To further restore the image of 'innocent' childhood, James Bulger was quickly turned into 
the more affable 'Jamie' by the UK press: 'James isn't just the formally correct Christian name, 
but what the child was called by those who knew him' (Morrison, 1997: 35). This is significant, 
as making the young child more affable, reinforced the innocence he held as a very young child.
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The two young murderers were described in newspapers as: 'street urchins' (so called,
Morrison argues, because they were of a lower social class); 'evil' (according to the lead
policeman on the case) and 'freaks who just found each other7 (according to a reporter who
interviewed Thompson) (Morrison, 1997: 230-231). The two killers were also referred to by their
last names, Thompson and Venables, the way people are referred to in the military or even
prison. This made them sound much older, almost as if they were adults, which in the public
mind made them more likely to be answerable for their actions. In fact, because of such emotive
terminology being used in the media in the lead up to the trial, the trial almost did not happen:
Matters of opinion had been canvassed on page after page and, while the criminal 
investigation was proceeding, the nature of reporting went way beyond what was 
normally done by the media before defendants are charged and the trial begins. It 
was not a case where the publicity had been merely local. There had been 
widespread comment and articles containing alleged information about the case 
and the background of the defendants... editors had expressed opinion and 
comment and suggested innuendo that the defendants were guilty. Publicity had 
been misleading, prejudicial and, in a number of cases, highly sensational (Smith,
1994:198).
Journalists in the UK press took a stand with the Bulger case, like with no case before, calling 
the two boys 'monsters' and 'bastards' in headlines across news pages day-in and day-out over 
the 30 days of the trial. Journalists told their audiences what they should think about this trial 
and why: it was a decay of British morals; it was the end of childhood innocence.
Strasburger and Wilson (2002) define two theories of thought surrounding children and 
the media. The first comes from the construction of the innocent, weak, vulnerable child, in 
need of adult protection. The media is often criticized for featuring 'material that children are 
simply not ready yet to confront' (2002: 9). Valkenburg (2004) agrees, stating this first theory 
views children from an effects perspective, with children as passive consumers of media — 
'supporters of this paradigm believe that the effects of media are great and that children are 
influenced by media in large numbers' (2004: 8). The contrasting viewpoint is 'that children are
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increasingly sophisticated, mature and media savvy' (Strasburger and Wilson, 2002: 9). Those 
who conform to this viewpoint think that children should be empowered to make their own 
media choices and become more independent consumers of media, able to spend their money 
how they choose (Buckingham, 2000; Strasburger and Wilson, 2002; Jenkins, 1998). Valkenburg
(2004) firmly places supporters of this theory in commercial and marketing circles: 'They 
[children] easily see through any attempt to deceive or manipulate, and they are spoiled and 
difficult to please' (2004: 8). With two extremes like this, the only conclusions that can be drawn 
are that there is a middle grey area and that, no matter what, children will always be seen as 
different from adults (Strasburger and Wilson, 2002; Jenkins, 1998; Valkenburg, 2004).
Historically speaking, there are few who have sought to question the media effects 
research on and with children—how it began and how it has become the predominant 
paradigm. The first studies, according to Valkenburg (2004), began in the 1960s, looking at the 
effects of television on children. It is good to note here that television was still a relatively new 
media for many households. The 1970s saw Albert Bandura testing the effects that television 
had on behaviour—leading to the creation of the 'Social Learning' theory (Valkenburg, 2004: 9). 
Bandura's 'Bobo Doll' experiments were a way to test his hypothesis that children learn in two 
ways —through direct experience and through observation of others. Bandura found that if 
children were exposed to an adult punching a Bobo doll, then they would copy and punch the 
doll too. According to Bandura, 'these principles work in the same way when children observe 
the behaviour of people in the media' (Valkenburg, 2004: 9). This theory can be challenged, 
especially as it is the media theory most applied to suicide effects research by those outside the 
media field. Bandura's experiments do not take into account—nor does much of the media and 
suicide-orientated research—environmental factors, socio-economic factors, previous history of 
violence or abuse, or, probably the biggest factor omitted,—free choice.
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Following Bandura's Social Learning theory method of research, the uses and 
gratification's model was conceived: '[This] tradition assumed media users, including children, 
actively and selectively look for information and entertainment to satisfy a certain need' 
(Valkenburg, 2004: 9). From the 1950s onwards, the field of Cultural Studies began to develop, 
reaching a high point of influence in the 1970s and 1980s. Here, researchers were more 
concerned with 'the question of whether various groups of children have the same level of 
access to culture', or whether all children have access to television, books, electronic games, 
movies and media software (Valkenburg, 2004:10). With the empowered child at the centre of 
its conceptual framework, researchers in the field of Cultural Studies have been interested in 
understanding children's media preferences and how they influence their identity construction 
and subjectivities as consumers (Valkenburg, 2004; Buckingham, 2000; Jenkins, 1998).
Cultural Studies research focused on the operation of ideologies in culture: In its early 
days, 'cultural texts have preferred meanings that are difficult to resist by the public' 
(Valkenburg, 2004:11). The American communications scholar Marsha Kinder (1999) points out 
that neither paradigm—supporters of the passive, vulnerable child, nor that of the active 
consumer—can ignore the issues the media raise when it comes to children: 'These include the 
escalation of violence among youngsters, the ever-increasing younger age at which children are 
regarded as consumers, the myriad of challenges and risks on the Internet, and the increased 
need for policy measures concerning children and media' (Kinder, 1999: 20).
All of this, of course, goes back to a central concern —that children tend to be used to 
embody adult fears about contemporary culture and media (Buckingham, 2000: 40). Similarly, 
journalists who reported the Bridgend suicides extended these concerns into young adulthood 
by infantilizing those who took their own lives, but also by linking their suicides to the Internet.
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Journalists in the Bridgend case used childhood discourses on young adults in an attempt to
further reinforce fears adults have about contemporary culture and media.
The media has come to play an increasingly significant role in everyday life in the West.
In the 1960s, it v/as television that was the "new technology' that was being blamed for a more
outspoken, less respectful generation of children; in the noughties, the 'new technology' is the
Internet. Strasburger and Wilson (2002) explain that the concern with the media today is due to
the 'sheer proliferation of media outlets and technologies' (5). It can also be traced back to the
fact that the current generation has more access to media technology than their grandparents, or
even their parents, as Buckingham (2000) describes: '...young people's experience of new media
technologies (and particularly of computers) as driving a wedge between their culture and that
of their parent's generation' (Buckingham, 2000; Strasburger and Wilson, 2002).
Spigel (1998) defines the fear of new technology as a way for adults to maintain control
over the created concept of childhood: '...childhood —as a moment of purity and innocence —
exists only so long as the young are protected from certain types of knowledge. Given this, it is
not surprising that mass media typically has been viewed with trepidation by the adult culture'
(1998:114). Buckingham (2000) said there is a struggle between adults and new technology:
On the one hand, these new forms are seen to have enormous positive potential, 
particularly in terms of learning while on the other, they are frequently seen to be 
harmful to those who are regarded as particularly vulnerable. In both cases, it is 
children—or perhaps more accurately, the idea of childhood —which is the vehicle 
for many of these aspirations and concerns (2000: 43).
Here, it would be useful to introduce social networking sites. This will become more important
when discussing my own research in the coming chapters, so it is vital to have grounding in
some of the literature already published. Similar to the fears evoked with the introduction of
the Internet, as described by Buckingham above, the use of social networking sites (SNS) has
evoked an even stronger response, as evidenced, too, by the reporting of the Bridgend suicides
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where social networking sites were initially blamed for the deaths. Pfeil et al (2009) describe
these sites as a way to connect with others:
...they encourage users to connect to other users on the site, establishing and/or 
maintaining a group of friends. These activities allow members of SNS to engage 
in social activities and build and maintain social capital in these online settings, by 
sustained contact between friends and family (2009: 643)
Yet the inherent fears surrounding children, teenagers and young adults using these
social networking sites to engage in 'deviant' behaviour seems to be coming true. William and
Merten's (2008) results indicate that 'online profiles contain a wealth of intimate, candid and
publicly available information on a wide range of social issues...' (2008: 253). Some of those
issues are: romantic relationships, friends, parents, substance use, sexuality, popular culture,
eating disorders, trouble at school, depression, conflicts, self expression and self harm (255).
[They] have become a standard form of teenage communication comparable to cell 
phones, e-mail or instant messaging. The difference between blogging and other 
forms of communication is: 1.) they are accessible at any time, from any location,
2.) they leave a trail of observable dialogue that can be printed or stored, and 3.) 
they incorporate advanced multimedia components. Adolescents have the ability 
to construct a personal profile or online environment, depicting how they view 
themselves or how they want others to view them (2008: 255)
It is these profiles that many elected officials and police take issue with. For example, in the case
of the Bridgend suicides, the deaths were initially linked to social networking sites. Several of
those who died by suicide were friends on the likes of MySpace, Facebook and Bebo.
Additionally, in the cases of two of the childhood suicides presented earlier, Laura Rhodes and
Jonathan Reynolds, the press reported in both cases that the Internet and social networking
sites played a role in their suicidal deaths. In the case of the Bridgend suicides, the survivors of
the suicides tended to gravitate towards these networking sites to openly display their grief.
Williams and Merten (2009) explain:
As their thought processes are becoming more abstract, when dealing with loss, 
adolescents may feel comforted by their perception that they are communicating
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with the deceased. Putting their thoughts into text helps adolescents make sense of 
the death not only by verbalizing, but also by visualizing their feelings and having 
the opportunity to reflect on their bereavement process (2009: 69).
They also found that when experiencing 'the sudden, unexpected death of a loved one', despite
available resources such as family, friends and counselors, adolescents often feel unable to
express their feelings (71). In fact, researchers found that 'posting commentary online allows
multiple users to talk about their feelings and experiences and express grief in ways that might
not feel comfortable in face-to-face interaction as they are simultaneously experiencing the grief
process' (2009: 71). The most interesting finding from their study was that when adolescents
posted online to a deceased peer's profile, 'the language they used indicates they were talking
directly to the deceased':
While talking to the dead as if they were an attentive audience, adolescents 
reminisced about past shared experiences, provided updates on their current 
situations, discussed the death and their bereavement process, and posted a 
variety of emotional commentary which, based on theory, was assessed as 
indication of active coping (Williams and Merten, 2009: 85).
In fact, researchers would advocate this form of coping compared to what Brent et al (1993)
found. In their study, Brent et al (1993) determined that those adolescents and youth exposed to
suicide have a higher chance of developing their own mental health episode, which included
suicidal ideation for much longer than originally thought one month after the suicide (509).
We did not anticipate as severe or long-lasting an impact on the exposed group as 
we apparently found. However, it may be possible that peers represent a more 
important source of support for these high-risk youth than for the average 
adolescent, and the loss of one peer may have a proportionally greater impact 
(516).
The purpose of looking at this in such depth here is to set up a foundation for when I discuss 
my own research later in this dissertation, as well as draw the conclusion, that while Internet 
and social networking sites have been deemed negative influences on children and young 
adults, they can also serve a positive function, as Buckingham (2000) argued earlier. The fact of
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the matter is that media infiltrate every aspect of a child's life. 'Yet, in key respects, it is adult 
conceptions of childhood and adult provision for childhood, or lack thereof, which have made 
them so' (Livingstone, 2002: 78). But Livingstone contends that, as much as children and young 
people enjoy media, 'their first inclination is often towards activities with friends' (2002: 79). 
Strasburger and Wilson (2002) state that older children are being exposed to a more 'adult' (or 
older—eg: TV) market of media, while younger children are targeted for a new niche market 
(newer—eg: Internet). This means that boundaries are being blurred, the press likes to 
capitalize on this: '... in the press, stories about 'children at risk' make for the kind of 
sensational copy which sells newspapers —a phenomenon that has become much more 
prominent as the boundaries between the 'popular' and the 'quality' press have become 
steadily more blurred' (2002:104). This is an important piece of research to note, as by reducing 
suicide to a childish act and infantilizing those who took their own lives, (as will be discussed 
in Chapter Six), journalists were able to create a sensation around the Bridgend suicides that 
also focused on 'children at risk', despite the fact that nineteen of the 20 suicides that were 
examined in this six-month sample were legally considered adults. Before exploring the 
literature on media reporting of suicide, it is important to first examine theories around the 
issue of suicide itself for a greater understanding of the complexities involved.
3.5 Defining Suicide
A World Health Organization (WHO) report released in 2004 stated that more than one million 
people die by suicide each year, and an additional ten to twenty times more attempt to take 
their own lives. In England, about 5,000 people die by suicide annually. Approximately 19,000 
suicide attempts are made by adolescents every year in Britain. Each month in Britain, more 
than 70 young people aged 15-24 die by suicide. Yearly, approximately 12,000 children aged 5- 
14 are admitted to psychiatric hospitals for suicidal behaviour (Hill, 1995; Marris et al, 2000;
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Duffy and Ryan, 2004). A review of suicide literature shows that it is important to understand 
what suicide is, its 'causes', its history, common perceptions and how these ideas make up the 
larger stigmas and associations that society, including the press, have about suicide before 
delving into its application towards theories of childhood. Further, in this section, discourses 
around childhood suicide will be discussed. Before turning to this issue, however, the questions 
as to what suicide is must be addressed; this will be examined by introducing the broader 
sociological perspectives on suicide compared to what is presented in the media.
Simply stated, suicide is the taking of one's own life. French sociologist Emile 
Durkheim's (1897) work on suicide established the sociological framework and theory that is 
still used today by many suicidologists. He argued that suicide is the result of society's strength 
or weakness of control over an individual (Berman and Jobes, 1991: 37). Within his theory, 
Durkheim identified four categories that each completed suicide would fit into based on the 
individual's relationship to society: egoistic, altruistic, anomic and fatalistic. According to 
Durkheim, egoistic suicides are not connected with, or dependent on, their community. In 
contrast, the person who is overly integrated into a group, and feels that no sacrifice is too great 
for the good of the larger group, would be considered an altruistic suicide. Anomic suicides 
occur when the victim is not capable of dealing with a crisis rationally, or when their 
relationship with society is suddenly changed. Suicide is the solution to a problem in this form. 
The last category, fatalistic suicide, is thought to be caused by excessive societal regulation that 
restricts the victim's freedom; this person sees no viable future for themself. Additionally, in his 
germinal book on the subject, Durkheim found that the existence of a strong community, where 
a person is integrated and has support from family, neighbourhood and a religious group is one 
way to prevent suicide, while he also found that the rate of suicide increases when society's
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control of its members is diminished (Sainsbury et al, 1979: 43). Durkheim's work helped to
bring the discussion around suicide into public discourse13.
While his categories still have an impact on the study of suicide today, it is Edwin S.
Shneidman's work in the field of psychology that has further described what suicide is, what
causes it, why it happens, who it happens to, how it happens, and what can be done to prevent
it. Shneidman (1996) states:
In almost every case, suicide is caused by pain, a certain kind of pain — 
psychological pain, which I call psychache. Furthermore, this psychache stems 
from thwarted or distorted psychological needs. In other words, suicide is chiefly 
a drama of the mind. Even though I know that each suicidal death is a multi­
faceted event—that biological, biochemical, cultural, sociological, interpersonal, 
intrapsychic, logical, philosophical, conscious and unconscious elements are 
always present—I retain the belief that, in the proper distillation of the event, its 
essential nature is psychological. That is, each suicide drama occurs in the mind 
of a unique individual (4-5).
Shneidman believes that in order to prevent and address the issue of suicide, it is best to ask
about a person's emotions, rather than engage in the study of the structure of the brain, social
statistics or mental diseases. The two questions he argues need to be asked are: 'Where do you
hurt?' and 'How can I help you?' (1996: 6). The essential fact to keep in mind when dealing with
suicide is that it never happens because someone is happy or joyous. Instead, it is the result of
negative emotions and anguish.
3.6 Questioning Suicide
The why of suicide can never be completely explained, yet it is a question that survivors of 
suicide (those left behind when a loved one dies), the press and researchers still attempt to 
answer or determine, with often futile results. Unfortunately, the person who has the answer is 
now deceased. However, research shows there can be precipitating factors that can help address
13 W hile Durkheim 's work c re a te d  a general fram ew ork in which th e  reasons for suicide can be explored, he did not 
delve into th e  specifics or d ifferences b e tw een  male and fem ale suicides, nor differences betw een  age groups.
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the 'why?' question. Sidney M. Jourard (1969: 132) states that 'a person lives as long as he 
experiences his life as having meaning and value and as long as he has something to live for'. 
Jack D. Douglas (1969: 111) explains his theory in a six-step plan, which includes the willing of 
self-destruction, the loss of will and the motivation to be dead or die which causes a person to 
make sure it actually happens.
Shneidman (1985) indicates that suicidologists agree that precipitating events can be the 
cause or trigger for a suicide. He refers to them as: suffering ill health, being jilted, losing one's 
fortune and being humiliated or shamed (1985: 123). For Shneidman (1996), most suicides fall 
into one of five clusters of psychological needs. It is when those needs are not met that 
psychological pain ensues, and suicide can happen. The first is thwarted love, acceptance and 
belonging; a person experiencing this kind of emotional pain is frustrated and only wants to be 
taken care of and loved by another. The second is fractured control, and a loss of predictability 
and arrangement; this person is frustrated in the quest for achievement, autonomy, order and 
understanding. The third is assaulted self-image and the avoidance of shame, defeat, 
humiliation and disgrace; the person feels a frustrated need for affiliation, defendance and 
shame-avoidance. The fourth category is ruptured key relationships. Again, a person in this 
category is frustrated in their needs for affiliation and nurturing. The last category is excessive 
anger, rage and hostility. This person has frustrated needs relating to dominance, aggression 
and counteraction (Shneidman, 1996: 25). Shneidman's five clusters are similar to Durkheim's 
four labels of suicide, but, in my view, have better explanatory power for understanding suicide 
today.
Shneidman's (19%) definition of suicide, psychache plays a large role in understanding 
why a suicide might occur. Psychache is the hurt, anguish and pain that takes over the mind. 
Psychologically, a suicidal person is feeling shame, guilt, fear, anxiety, loneliness, angst and
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dread. It is when these emotions become unbearable that suicide seems like the only solution 
(Shneidman, 1996: 13). Additionally, as Ad J.F.M. Kerkhof and Ella Arensman (2001) argue, 
quality of life factors such as living conditions, personal relationships, ambitions, fulfilments 
and values can also play a role. Other factors they found include physical, sexual and mental 
maltreatment by parents in childhood. In addition, psychiatric and psychological characteristics 
also play a major role: substance abuse, depression, hopelessness, powerlessness, personality 
disorders, unstable living conditions or living alone, criminal records, previous psychiatric 
treatments and a history of stressful traumatic life events including broken homes and family 
violence (2001: 32).
However, one of the key factors— and the single reliable indicator of a potential 
suicide—is depression. A person suffering from depression tends to suffer from feelings of low 
mood. The feelings a person suffers with depression are ongoing, meaning they last for days, 
weeks, months, even years. The feelings are intense and tend to exhibit both psychological and 
physical signs: persistent sadness, helplessness, hopelessness, sleeplessness, loss of energy, loss 
of self-confidence, loss of self-esteem, difficulty concentrating, loss of appetite, avoidance and 
isolation (DepressionAlliance.org, retrieved June 13th, 2007). In a 1992 survey of public attitudes 
surrounding depression, a prevailing stigma attached to mental health problems and 
psychiatric disorders was found. In the public sphere, mental illness implies weakness, 
abnormality and instability, all terms, which consequently are used to describe the created life 
stage of childhood. Because of this stigma, those who suffered from depression were found to 
avoid getting help. It should be noted here that depression is one of the leading causes for 
childhood suicide (Hill, 1995:102).
The issue with suicide is that it seems to spurn all efforts to categorise or define it. It can 
happen at any age. It can happen in any geographic location. It happens to both sexes, though
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men are more likely to kill themselves, while women attempt suicide more often. Lisa Bird and 
Alison Faulkner (2000) have studied suicide and self-harm in England and Wales. In their 
research they found there were seasonal differences in the levels of suicide, with spring and 
early summer showing high levels. In addition, suicides peaked in January. Barker et al (1994) 
contend that those increases can be partly accounted for by the weather. They state: "...the 
spring and early summer peak in suicidal behaviour is because of the seasonal change in the 
occurrence of episodes of affective disorder and /or the discrepancy noticed by depressed 
persons viewing the external world bursting into life when their internal world is lifeless' (1994: 
375). Bird and Faulkner's (2000) research was inconclusive, however, and previous research 
would deem a January increase an anomaly (Lester, 1971; Barker et al, 1994; Chew and 
McCleary, 1995; Hakko et al, 1998).
3.7 Societal Views of Suicide
Every year in England and Wales, more than three times as many men as women kill 
themselves. The most common methods used in suicides were: poisoning (including car exhaust 
fumes), hanging and suffocation, drowning, firearms, jumping, cutting and piercing, and 
overdoses (Bird and Faulkner, 2000: 1-8). This holds true for most countries, except the United 
States where firearms are the leading method of suicide death, followed by hanging and 
suffocation. Bird and Faulkner (2000) consider the influence of social deprivation and social 
class in their study, but their conclusions are largely based on research conducted between 1975 
and 1990. At that time, suicide was associated with poverty, poor social conditions, and 
unemployment and violence, particularly amongst young men. Reasons given at the time were 
the rise in people living alone, the number of divorced men, the increase in unemployment and 
homelessness, the increase in illegal drug use, alcohol consumption and the HIV/AIDS 
epidemic, which might have influenced gay men to kill themselves (Bird and Faulkner, 2000: 8).
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Further study is needed regarding this issue today since it has been twenty years since such 
research was initiated.
Suicide is a social issue, one that many researchers around the world are trying to 
address. Engaging with the problem means discussing it, and in the discussion lies the inherent 
problem. Suicide is a difficult issue to discuss; it is distressing, and can bring up emotions and 
passions most people would rather keep buried. Most people have a belief or stance on suicide, 
but it is where these beliefs and stances come from that create the discourses that circulate in the 
public sphere. For instance, many believe suicide is a mortal sin; this belief largely originates 
from religious teachings, while others believe that since suicide used to be illegal, it is still a 
crime against society. Furthermore, those who hold the tenets of psychology as truth would 
tend to believe that suicide is inherently caused by mental illness. It is not the purpose of this 
dissertation to discover which, if any, of the above is correct, but rather to look at these 
discourses and see how they contribute to newspaper coverage of suicide.
In many societies, suicide was historically regarded as a proper way to end ones life 
nobly as a way of pacifying the Gods when one had acted inappropriately (Hume, 2005: 6-13); it 
was during the Middle Ages, in Western Europe that suicide became widely regarded as a 
mortal sin, as Catholicism increasingly became the moral compass for society. According to 
Bille-Brahe (2001), for most of the last century, suicide was perceived as a psychotic act, while 
today, in some circles, it is considered a rational act, or even a human right, especially in the 
context of terminal illness (2001:183). Historical views on suicide over the centuries have helped 
to shape public attitudes over time in specific ways. Tolerance, acceptance, condemnation, scorn 
and contempt can all be traced around this issue throughout the ages. The most decisive 
condemnation came from the Catholic Church, however, when it deemed suicide a mortal sin. 
Achille Vander Heeren (1912), a scholar of Catechism, explains:
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Suicide perpetuated without God's consent always constitutes a grave injustice 
towards Him. To destroy a thing is to dispose of it as an absolute master and to 
act as one having dull and independent dominion over it; but man does not 
possess this full and independent dominion over his life, since to be an owner, 
one must be superior to his property (retrieved October 3rd, 2008 from 
www.newadvent.org).
The idea that a person would feel he or she had more power than 'God' to make such decisions 
was a deeply offensive one to the Catholic Church: 'The Christian Middle Ages were 
unacquainted with this [suicide] morbid tendency, but it had reappeared at a more recent 
period, has developed constantly since the Renaissance, and at present has reached such an 
intensity among all civilized nations that it may be considered one of the special evils of our 
time' (Vander Heeren, 1912, retrieved October 3rd, 2008 from www.newadvent.org). The church 
saw suicide as 'de-Christianizing' a country and thusly deemed it a mortal sin, bringing with it 
a stigma and dissolution of tolerant attitudes (Bille-Brahe, 2001: 183). It was only when 
Durkheim (in 1897) and Austrian-born psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud (in 1910) began studying 
and discussing suicide that it was determined that the suicidal act needed to be seen in relation 
to the individual and societal circumstances, rather than as an act against humanity. However, a 
stigma around suicide persists to this day. Graham Thomicroft (2006) breaks stigma down into 
two separate words that provides a more coherent understanding of the word. The first is 
prejudice. According to Thomicroft, prejudice is 'the unwarranted negative attitudes people hold 
towards us based on their own beliefs and preconceptions, rather than on our specific, 
individual attributes' (2006: xii). The second is discrimination. The definition is the 'societal 
codification of such attitudes, as expressed in laws and customs that result in us having a lower 
social status and fewer rights than non-labelled people do' (2006: xii). Readers should work 
from these two definitions of stigma when reading this dissertation.
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One of the problems with discussing suicide is that most people do not pay it any 
attention unless it has affected them or their family in some way (Smith, 2004:100). Myths still 
surround suicide. For example, many people believe that talking about suicide to a person who 
may be suicidal will cause more harm, possibly triggering that person to carry out self-harm 
(Haim: 1969: xi). Another myth is that suicide happens out of the blue. In fact, most people with 
suicidal tendencies leave clues, sometimes months before they carry out the act (Shneidman: 
1985: 238). Debunking this myth helps to create a stronger argument for why the media cannot 
be blamed entirely for the repetition of suicides in a given community. Yet, the research that 
looks directly at how the media report suicide focuses on the effects that media reporting can 
have on the continuation of suicide rather than critically analysing reporting and providing 
context for how that reporting affects societal discourses around the issue of suicide.
3.8 Reporting Suicide
Academics in the fields of sociology, psychology, psychiatry and medicine cite the media as the 
predominant cause for 'copycat', or imitative suicides (Coyle and MacWhannell, 2002; Gould et 
al, 2003; Hawton et al, 1999; Jamison et al, 2003; Martin, 1998; Martin and Koo, 1997; Pfeffer, 
1986; Phillips, 1974; Pirelli and Jeglic, 2009; Smith, 1994; Tam et al, 2007; Traskman-Bendz and 
Westrin, 2001; Van Heeringen, 2001; Weiss and Stephens, 1992). While exception can be taken 
with this research on several points, debunking the research is not the purpose of this 
dissertation. The research is explained here, in order to illustrate the current thinking regarding 
how the media report suicide. The current research often uses what has been referred to as the 
'Werther Effect', based on Goethe's, The Sorrows of Young Werther, published in 1774. Several 
suicides occurred following the publication of the book, with the deceased dressing in a similar 
fashion to Young Werther and adopting his method of killing himself; some who died, were 
found with the book. The Werther Effect theory did not come to light, however, until the 1970s,
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when David Phillips (1974) researched imitative suicidal behaviours occurring in response to
the portrayal of suicide in the news or entertainment media. Phillips' (1974) study was among
the first to look at the effect that newspaper reporting of celebrity suicides had on national
suicide rates in the months following Marilyn Monroe's suicide in 1962. He found a twelve per
cent increase in the US national suicide rate. Following this discovery, he coined the term,
'Werther Effect,' to describe the potential impact of a celebrity suicide on inspiring others to end
their lives. Phillips' theory, however, goes against anything previously held to be true by
Durkheim as Phillips (1974) acknowledges:
Durkheim believes that imitation might influence a few persons in the immediate 
vicinity of a well-known suicide, but he asserted that imitation does not affect the 
national level of suicides. He conceded that a few suicides might be precipitated 
by suggestion, but he felt that those would probably have occurred eventually, 
even in the absence of suggestion (340).
Phillips believed that he could turn Durkheim's assertions on their head.
The Werther Effect theory has become widely influential, despite various flaws in
statistical analysis. First, in the choosing of newspapers, a representative sample, (i.e., one that
would be available and readable to all social classes), was not chosen for Phillips' study.
Second, the sample was based on a postwar period, but did not acknowledge research around
higher increases of suicide during and immediately after war time (Kushner and Sterk, 2005:
1141-1142). Lastly, while the study tried to draw national comparisons of suicide, Phillips did
not take into account the regionally of 'national' newspapers in the US. For example, while the
Neiv York Times is considered a national newspaper, it mostly covers the New York and
Northeastern regions of the US. The Werther Effect has since been a hotly contested piece of
research within the field of suicidology and since the coining of the phrase, researchers have
been frustrated when trying to replicate Phillips' study as his results cannot always be
discerned.
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According to the WHO's media guidelines on reporting suicide, more than 50 other 
investigations into imitative suicides have been conducted: 'Collectively, these studies have 
strengthened the body of evidence in a number of ways' (WHO, 2008:8). What those academics 
who fall in line behind the Werther Effect fail to consistently mention is that not all of the 50 
studies can adequately replicate the Werther Effect, or a copycat syndrome in those studies. For 
instance, Hittner (2005) re-examined the Werther Effect and found only partial support for its 
existence, stating:
Although a number of studies have reported positive associations between mass 
media portrayals of suicide and actual suicide rates, these studies have been 
criticized on both methodological and statistical grounds. Perhaps the most central 
statistical concern is that these studies did not control for the positive correlation 
(i.e., dependency) between the expected and observed suicide rates before 
examining the impact of media publicity on the observed number of suicides (2005:
193)
Mick Temple (2008) in his analysis of power and the British Press summed up the issues with
relying too heavily on effects-research:
The relationship between cause and effect does not flow one way... readers can 
influence their newspapers. There are many other influences (home, work, 
education) impacting on our political beliefs and the huge number of media outlets 
makes it difficult to ascribe impact to, for example, newspapers, or even any one 
newspaper. It is also the case that different people use the same media in different 
ways and for different purposes, making it likely that a newspaper will have 
different effects on different people. People have a well-developed capacity to 
suppress, forget, distort or misinterpret messages to fit their view of the world' 
(2008:121).
If suicidologists agree, as stated earlier in this chapter, that precipitating factors must be 
involved before a person takes his or her own life, then it only reasons that newspaper 
reporting cannot cause a suicide, if it is merely reacting to the event that has happened.
In a study of college-aged students, Pirelli et al (2009) found that 'exposure to suicide 
and non-suicidal death were not related to current suicidal ideation; however, students who 
had made a suicide attempt were more likely to have been exposed to a death by suicide or
acute death' (136). As Brent et al (1993) argue, those that are exposed to a suicide personally, 
meaning they had a relationship with the person, be it friendship or familial, have an increased 
likelihood of taking their own life, whether they are exposed to news reports or not (Brent et al, 
1993; Pirelli et al, 2009). This research will become quite prominent when discussing the 
Bridgend suicides and will be explored further in Chapters Five and Six of this dissertation.
Yet, despite these more recent findings, the Werther Effect theory is consistently called 
upon as explanation for suicide when deaths are reported by the media. The WHO report states: 
'systematic reviews of these studies have consistently drawn the same conclusion: media 
reporting of suicide can lead to imitative suicidal behaviours' (WHO, 2008: 8). The word 'can' is 
important to note as it is the only acknowledgement that the Werther Effect can let down its 
researchers. The Werther Effect is, for all intents and purposes, a good example of what critics 
of certain effects research have referred to as a 'hypodermic needle approach' to media 
research— i.e., that all media audiences passively accept media messages. As such, media 
audiences will be encouraged to see suicide as an option to be used to solve their problems 
based purely on the fact that a suicide is reported in the media. I do contend that the media play 
a role in this social issue, as it does in any social issue. The media must report responsibly, have 
some consideration for families of the deceased, but, probably most importantly, the media has 
a role to play in educating citizens about suicide, the effect it has on those left behind, the 
warnings and signs of suicide prevention.
Shneidman (1996) stands by his notion of psychache and psychological pain needing to 
be already present before a suicide takes place (1996: 4). He believes that most of the psychache 
people experience is rooted in childhood experiences (1996: 163). Dying by suicide is a sudden 
event to those left behind. Death is the one event everyone knows must happen... one day. 
Suicide names the day, time, place and method: 'Suicide is the only kind of death in which the
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individual supplies most of the details for the death certificate' (Shneidman, 1996: 160). How 
those details are articulated in the media, then, can explain whether suicide is reported 
responsibly or not.
Jamieson et al (2003) studied whether the reporting of suicide in print was responsible 
journalism. The undercurrent of the article was to prevent journalists from causing copycat 
suicides. Despite that fact, the authors found some interesting points: 'Content analysis of the 
Neiv York Times for 1990,1995 and 1999 indicates that although the suicide rate did not increase 
during this period, the prominence of suicide reporting did. In addition, articles did not focus 
on treatable pre-existing conditions (eg. depression) that play a role in up to 90% of self-inflicted 
deaths' (2003:1,643). Jamieson et al also found that 60% of the suicide stories suggested a cause: 
'However, these causes tended to focus on immediate precursors, such as negative life events, 
rather than long-standing and treatable conditions such as depression' (1,646). In fact, the 
authors found that depression, a potential contributor to suicide, was mentioned in only 8% of 
the stories. The authors concluded that 'readers are unlikely to learn much about the likely 
causes of this form of death and hence are unlikely to understand the importance of seeking 
treatment for mental disorders that increase the risk of suicide' Qamieson et al, 2003: 1,646). 
Similar findings were established by researchers examining the Hong Kong news media. Au et 
al (2004) determined that newspaper reporting on suicide cases in Hong Kong 'is selective in its 
coverage and incomplete in reporting the risk factors' (165). Additionally, the authors found 
that student suicides were over-reported, whereas elderly suicides were under-reported. This 
could be attributed to conceptions of childhood and young adulthood held by the rest of society 
that 'children' have their lives in front of them and therefore would have no need, or want, to 
die. This concept will be explored further in Chapter Six when a similar finding emerged in the
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reporting of the Bridgend suicides. Selective coverage of suicide, however, is irresponsible, and
can also be detrimental to the citizenry:
Biased or incomplete information may generate incorrect impressions and foster 
myths among the general public, which may negatively alter their attitudes 
toward suicide. In the long run, the public may be misled by the press and 
misunderstand the extent and implications of suicide, or may try to deal with the 
problem based on incomplete and biased perceptions formed by newspaper 
reporting (2004:166).
Jamieson et al's (2003) study also concluded that the 57 reporters they interviewed were
unaware that 'their reporting could produce suicide imitation' (2003: 1,643). Yet imitative
suicide, caused by the media as previously mentioned, cannot always be proven. One such case
was Martin and Koo's (1997) study into the effects of Kurt Cobain's suicide on young people in
Australia. Their study looked at broadcast media for the 30-day period following the
announcement of Cobain's suicide in 1994. Martin and Koo (1997) concluded that male suicide
rates in 1994 were lower than those of 1992 and 1993, and that female deaths showed a steady
decline over five years: 'There was no evidence of any increase in deaths from gunshot, the
method used by Cobain. The conclusion appears to be that this celebrity suicide had little
impact on suicide in young persons in Australia' (1997:187).
Yet, Martin (1998) insists that the media is responsible for most suicides that occur:
We must now accept that reports that are 'front page', repeated and/or multi­
channel, have suicide prominent in the report or in the title, glorify suicide in some 
way, are accompanied by photographs, discuss in detail the method of suicide 
and, in particular, concern celebrities, will influence others to suicide (1998: 59).
Martin calls quite strongly for near censorship and most definitely punishment for suicide 
stories that do not adhere to his ideals of how the media should report suicide. He states: 'If this 
does not occur then the media collectively must accept some responsibility for the ongoing 
number of unnecessary suicides across the world (1998: 59-60). Martin is unclear as to whether 
the media should also be monitored and punished in regards to the world's murder and hunger
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rates too. He quite easily dismisses Durkheim's (1951) postulation that: 'imitation is not 
involved in the act of suicide, and instead that suicide is an individual response separate from 
social group or subgroup manifestation' (as quoted in Martin, 1998: 59). In fact, Martin (1998) 
goes as far as to insult every memory of a person who died by suicide and offend the loved ones 
they left behind when he states that the media need to 'develop, wherever possible, an attitude 
toward suicide as wasteful, destructive to those who remain, an act with no inherent value' 
(Martin, 1998: 61). In his work, he ultimately demonizes those who choose to take their own 
lives and reduces the complexities of suicide to the single attitude of 'waste'. His work 
ultimately reinforces the stigmas found to be already reported by journalists in regards to 
suicide.
While Hawton et al (1999) found studies of televised UK news reports of suicides that 
'have suggested associations with a short-term increased incidence of suicide, especially if the 
reports are repeated and the deaths are highly publicized', the authors at least noted that other 
studies 'have not shown such an effect' (973). Hawton and his co-authors also did not call for a 
bullish attitude towards those with suicide ideations.
Pirkis et al (2006) and Pirkis et al (2007) seem to be the most responsible in articulating 
their arguments around the reporting of suicide. Both sets of research advocate the 'need for 
media professionals and suicide experts to work together to balance newsworthiness against the 
risk of copycat behaviour' (2007: 278). While Pirkis and her collaborators do believe that 
imitation is a potential factor in suicide with regard to news reporting, the researchers do 
concede that other factors can contribute to a person taking his or her own life.
While most researchers study the relationship between the suicide rates and the news 
stories covered, Fishman and Weimann (1997) direct their media and suicide research in a 
different direction, looking at types of suicide reporting that appear on news pages in Israel.
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The authors found the three motives for suicide most frequently cited in the press to be: 
economic hardship, romantic disappointment and mental problems (201), arguing that, 'These 
three motives were also found to have the largest discrepancies between the official statistics 
and the press reports' (1997: 201). The authors also found the following results: 
misrepresentation of the real frequency of the very young and the very old; slightly exaggerated 
percentages of male suicides; Arabs represented as more frequent suicide victims; the 
proportion of married to unmarried victims reported was almost identical with that recorded 
by the official statistics; motive—economic hardships, romantic disappointment and mental 
problems—were severely over-reported, with romantic disappointment being attributed 16.1% 
of the motives in the press compared to the actual 1.2% allocated by official statistics (1997: 203- 
205). Overall, the authors concluded that motives for suicide are 'socially reconstructed by the 
press' (1997:199).
Peelo et al (2004) discuss social construction in the press, but as it pertains to homicide. 
Many of their findings can, however, be attributed to suicide. Despite the fact that suicide is not 
an act of crime, many in society, including the newspapers, insist on using the term 'commit' 
suicide, which can imply a criminal act in the phrasing. Peelo et al (2004) explains further: 
'Newspapers have a unique place in contributing to the framing of criminological problems, 
regularly reaching large readerships in a highly accessible form. The process of framing 
criminological problems may occur in response to outstanding alarming or shocking crimes, 
and move from being framed as a public problem to being a more pressing matter of 
panic'(2004: 257).
The Bridgend suicides, those at the heart of this dissertation, are an example of such a 
panic. The coverage in both regional and national newspapers jumped to the conclusion that 24
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suicides, over the course of 2008, were a result of a suicide pact. Brown and Barraclough (1997) 
discuss further:
The people who take part in suicide pacts tend to be older, more likely to be 
married, without children, and are generally of a higher social class than those 
who commit solitary suicide. In solitary suicides, males outnumber females by 
about three to one, but in suicide pacts, the ratio of male to female is about equal. 
Suicide pacts comprise less than 1 percent of all suicides in England and Wales, 
amounting to 124 people in 62 pacts between January 1, 1988 and December 31,
1992 (1997: 286).
There is no evidence of a suicide pact link in the Bridgend suicides. Those who killed 
themselves ranged in age from 15-29, and were mostly unmarried, as Brown and Barraclough
(1997) mentioned in their explanation. One explanation for the suicides could be discovered in 
Brent et al's (1993), Pirelli et al's (2009) and Gould et al's (2003) findings that those who had 
been personally affected by a suicide were more likely to take their own life. Gould and her 
researchers found in 'a  nationally representative stratified random sample of US high school 
students that students who had attempted suicide were about three times more likely to 
attempt suicide than teens who did not know someone who had attempted suicide' (2003: 
1,272).
3.9 Reportine Childhood Suicide
Suicides, like all unnatural deaths, warrant a legal investigation by coroners to rule out foul 
play. The inquiry sets out to establish a reason for death. These coroner investigations—where 
witnesses are present, post-mortem reports and suicide notes are read and the press feverishly 
take notes—can often turn into chaotic media events, causing grief and anguish for family and 
friends left behind. In England and Wales, there is the additional stigma of the criminality of a 
suicide. Suicide and attempted suicide were crimes in both England and Wales until 1961, and 
the suicide verdict at inquires still reflects an innocent-until-proven-guilty criminal heritage 
(Hill, 1995:15). The coroner's definition of suicide is strict. The law requires that the intention of
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a suicide victim —to die —must be known without any doubt. The same weight of evidence
must be present, as in a murder case (Shneidman, 1969; Hill, 1995; Kenny, 2001). This raises
major issues, as Hill (1995) points out, especially when it comes to childhood suicide. As stated
previously, society's underlying Judeo-Christian tradition prompts the framework for the
'sanctity of life'—that life should be preserved, and especially should be preserved for
children—but in the case of a childhood suicide, that preservation of life is discarded. Thus,
legally, in the UK, a coroner must know without a doubt that a child intended to die. By hiding
verdicts, or leaving them 'open', a coroner can save a family shame and embarrassment that
their child went against societal conventions and made the decision to end their own life
because of the pain they were feeling.
Unlike what was shown in the previous section about the media reporting of suicide in
adults, when it comes to childhood suicide, journalists rely quite heavily on coroners to share
their verdicts (Hill, 1995:17). As with an adult suicide, clear intent on wanting to die needs to be
proven, without doubt, before a suicide verdict may be recorded in England and Wales. Hill's
research found the following: Between 1980 and 1990, 33% of 10-14 year olds; 75% of 15-19 year
olds and 89% of 20-24 year olds who died by hanging themselves were given a suicide verdict
at an inquest. When it came to overdoses, 14% of 10-14 year olds, 34% of 15-19 year olds and
39% of 20-24 year olds were given suicide verdicts (Hill, 1995:16):
The burden of legal proof within the English system makes the under-reporting 
of suicide common practice. The youth suicide rate is also eroded by tactful 
coroners. The inquest highlights how a system for gathering suicide data can 
become choked by stigma and private grief. (1995:16).
The willingness to ignore and deny childhood suicide casts the problem aside and 
renders it unworthy of attention. Many childhood suicide deaths within the English criminal 
system are left as 'open verdicts,' or 'undetermined deaths,' thus preventing true numbers of
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childhood suicide being known. These deaths, however, as Hill (1995) discovered, have all the 
hallmarks of being suicides. Verdicts were left open, she said, to spare family members the grief 
and chaos associated with the stigma of such a death. Nevertheless, when added to 1980 
numbers, she was able to estimate that the number of suicides in the 10-14 year old age category 
jumps 240% (1995: 19). The media play a role in burying these suicide statistics, instead 
choosing to create the discourse of bullying as a way to explain away childhood suicide.
One of the issues regarding childhood suicide is that the term "adolescent suicide" is 
frequently used, encompassing a fairly large group from 10 year olds up to 19 year olds. 
However, that said, some researchers claim that adolescence, 11-13 year olds, is the only time in 
which adolescent suicide can be discussed: "there is virtual unanimity that adolescence begins 
with the onset of puberty' (Haim, 1969: 30). He claims that for Western cultures puberty is 
between the ages of 10-12 for girls and 12-14 for boys. The problem with this statement is that 
puberty is not the same for every child. That is to say, does that mean that 10-year-old boys 
remain children while 10-year-old girls become adolescents because something biological has 
changed in their body? A larger issue still is the fact that "adolescence" is another creation to try 
and distinguish and to separate older from younger children as "others." Using the term 
adolescence, especially with regard to suicide, is another way to restructure childhood: "That 
adolescence is neither a mere continuation of childhood, nor a beginning without a past; it is, at 
the same time, an integration of new factors and a reshaping of the structures of childhood 
(Haim, 1969: 38). Haim's point is one that should be noted, especially when discussing the 
Bridgend suicides. While the deaths of nineteen young adults in Bridgend cannot be considered 
a restructuring of childhood one could argue that by infantilizing those adults, theories of 
childhood are being extended to a stage of life that is considered more transitional than 
anything else.
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French sociologist Phillipe Aries (1960) stated that for many centuries, from the Middle 
Ages up until the end of the 15th Century in Western Europe, people believed children to be 
miniature adults (1960:125). Naming a particular age group who die by suicide 'adolescents/ is 
another way to 'other' deviant children. Instead, that term, as Haim said (1969), classifies 
adolescents as, 'someone who is no longer a child but not yet an adult, and at the same time, 
still a child and already an adult (1969: 34). To follow in the footsteps of Haim (1969), in this 
dissertation, all people under the age of fifteen will be called children.
There are many facets to childhood suicide. One fact is clear: more boys kill themselves 
than girls. Getting a family to discuss or even admit that their child died by suicide is next to 
impossible (Pfeffer, 1986). The secrecy comes from a parent's guilt over their role in the child's 
behaviour, or because of the fear of social stigma associated with suicidal behaviour (1986:15). 
The stigma is much worse when a child is involved in a suicide. In 1980, a study was carried out 
in the US by Lawrence Calhoun, James Selby and Michael E. Faulstick to determine perceptions 
about a family who had lost a child to suicide. The 119 participants were given two newspaper 
articles from a large city daily newspaper. The first story described a 10-year-old child who had 
died by suicide. The second story described a 10-year-old child who had died from natural 
causes. The participants were asked numerous questions about their beliefs regarding the 
child's psychological state and the role of the deceased child's parents. The results confirmed 
the stigma surrounding suicide (Calhoun et al, 1980: 535). The participants viewed the child 
who had died by suicide to be more psychologically disturbed than a child who died from 
natural causes. The parents of the suicidal child were blamed for contributing to the child's 
emotional turmoil. The study determined that people outside a family touched by suicide 
firmly believe that parental factors strongly influence a child's propensity toward suicidal 
behaviour (Calhoun et al, 1980; Pfeffer, 1986).
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A contributing factor to suicide is thought to be social class, but, as yet, the research to
back up that claim has not been carried out. For example, the most comprehensive study of
child suicide in England and Wales was conducted by David Shafer between 1962 and 1968.
Thirty children were documented during that time period to have killed themselves. In that
sample, 21 were boys and nine were girls. The researcher was unable to track whether social
class was a contributing factor in those deaths as there was no information listed on the
coroner's records about social class specifically (Pfeffer, 1986: 27). The best Shaffer (1974) could
do was to describe an image of the suicided children in his study; they '... tended to lead a
solitary, isolated existence, were of superior intelligence, were at grammar school, seemed
culturally distant from their parents who were less well educated' (288). Additionally, he found
that their mothers were mentally ill, suicide notes hinted at internal conflict and they seemed to
be depressed or withdrawn right before their deaths (288).
In Britain, because of the frequent mislabelling of the suicide deaths as 'open verdicts' or
undetermined death', and because of the few details required on death certificates (for example:
no details of racial or cultural identity), researchers have yet to determine whether social class
plays a pivotal role in completed suicides and suicide attempts. Hill (1995) said that if such
research existed, she would hypothesize that 'class differences in suicide are likely, in some
cases, to reflect the stresses of poor finances, housing and employment conditions. Poverty, in
general, is known to heighten depression and anxiety' (Hill, 1995; Strand and Kunst, 2006). It is
no secret that depression is rampant amongst children. Berman and Jobes (1991) maintain that:
Adolescence is so commonly portrayed as a difficult, if not a dark and angry 
developmental stage, that to consider it otherwise may seem absurd to some. At 
first glance, one might wonder why adolescents even bother to go on— 
depression and suicidal behaviours would be natural sequelae to the 
developmental issues inherent in adolescence (1991: 52).
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Yet the fact remains that children do suffer from depression, the same depression the 
Depression Alliance defined earlier. While adults and children tend to suffer from the same 
types of feelings and emotions when they are depressed, how these feelings and emotions come 
about are completely different. Haim (1969) said that the events in a child's life that will bring 
on a depressive state are: the loss of a loved one; failure in an important relationship, such as 
breaking up with a boyfriend or girlfriend; an event that damages the social standing of the 
child or the failure to fit in at school (1969: 243). A failure to fit in at school can sometimes be 
attributed to bullying.
Bullying14 is deemed the frame and discourse of choice by journalists when reporting a 
child suicide. This was evidenced in my original cases of the deaths of children Laura Rhodes, 
Ben Vodden and Jonathan Reynolds. All three, before they took their own lives, had been 
bullied; Rhodes for being overweight and possibly gay, Vodden for being meek, and Reynolds 
for being gay. Yet this frame and discourse around bullying was not evident when looking at 
the young adult suicides that occurred in Bridgend in 2008. As mentioned earlier, my 
hypothesis is that blaming 'bullying' for a child's suicide is an acceptable discourse in society by 
which the act of suicide can further be 'othered'.
The most severe consequence of bullying is suicide, but all bullying does not inevitably 
end with the death of its 'victim'. Earlier in this chapter, the stigma surrounding suicide was
14 M ost au thors agree th a t th e re  are  tw o types of bullying: th a t  which is d irect tending  to  be physical, and th a t 
which is indirect, which is m ore psychological. Physical bullying can include, (bu t this is by no m eans an exhaustive 
list): hitting, tripping, taking belongings, beating, kicking, jostling, punching, pushing, pinching, maiming and even 
m urder (Smith and Sharp, 1994; Rigby, 1996; Tattum , 1993; Olweus, 1993; Smith and Thompson, 1991). 
Psychological bullying can include th e  following, (again, th is is no t an exhaustive list): making faces, dirty gestures, 
telling nasty stories, intim idation, spread ing  malicious rum ours, nam e calling, stalking behaviour, malicious 
te lep h o n e  calls to  a s tu d e n t's  hom e and rep eated ly  hiding a n o th e r 's  belongings (Smith and Sharp, 1994; Rigby, 
1996; Tattum , 1993; Olweus, 1993; Smith and  Thom pson, 1991). LaFontaine's (1991) research  has found th a t over 
th ree -q u a rte rs  of bullying rep o rted  to  ChildLine hap p en ed  in school. Additionally, she observes th a t som e of th e  
m ost violent bullying occurs on th e  way to  and from  school (1991: 16). Once a t school, how ever, th e  playground 
becom es th e  b u l l / s  kingdom . It is w here  he or she rules, and  w here  m ost of th e  dam age is done.
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examined. Based on societal conceptions of childhood, stigma is even more pronounced when it
is a child who has chosen to die — children should be innocent, naive beings, not beings who
wish to die. Media reporting of child suicide is embedded within a set of social beliefs around
these conceptions of childhood. So, too, is the media reporting of young adult suicide, as will be
seen in Chapters Five and Six when I examine the Bridgend suicides in more detail. It is
important to examine and understand the childhood literature presented in this chapter
because as will be seen later in this dissertation, young adult suicides are infantilized and
placed in a category of the 'deviant non-child', which highlights the fact that an adult suicide is
discursively described in terms of childhood. Such an action by journalists does not just further
stigmatize the issue of suicide, but it further reinforces the discourses, or blame that emerges
when a child suicide actually does occur.
While it is important to remember that most media reports portray childhood suicide as
coming to fruition because of bullying, a recent analysis of childhood bullying, conducted at the
Yale School of Medicine's Child Study Center by Young-Shin Kim shows that, 'there is no
definitive evidence that bullying makes kids more likely to kill themselves' (2008:133). Instead,
'there's a likely association [between bullying and suicide]. Thus the research confirms what
most scholars have held to be common sense: bullying can be a trigger for suicide, but is not
always the cause of suicide' (2008:153). In a study in Britain that included 7,000 interviews with
children and adolescents, Katz et al (2001) determined that when you compare severely bullied
girls and boys with those who are not bullied, there are much higher levels of distress among
the bullied victims (2001: 28):
Depression, suicidal thoughts, suicide attempts and an almost pervasive sense of 
hopelessness particularly for the boys, permeate their replies. A sad finding was 
that although one in five of the severely bullied boys had attempted suicide, 
nearly one in three of the less severely bullied had also attempted suicide (2001:
28).
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Rigby (1996) conducted a study in Adelaide, Australia, in 1993 to see if the general health of 
children who are victimized by their peers at school can be seriously affected. He sampled 377 
boys, of which 23% who called themselves bullying victims said they wished they were dead, 
while 12 percent who said they were not victims also said they wanted to die. His sample of 400 
girls was equally alarming. Forty percent of girls who said they were victims of bullying wished 
to be dead, while 21% who considered themselves not to be victims also wished to die (1996: 54- 
55).
Researchers who study bullying all agree that power is the starting point of the bully-
victim relationship (Rigby, 1996; LaFontaine, 1991; Katz et al, 2001; Besag, 1989; Tattum, 1993;
Olweus, 1993; Smith and Thompson, 1991; Aggleton et al, 2000; Thompson, 2000; Smith and
Sharp, 1994). Scraton (1997) maintains that adults regularly reconstruct children's experiences
with power to minimize disorder. In fact, Prout (2005) has argued that children learn and
perceive relations of power from an early age. It is no wonder, then, that bullying appears to be
an enduring feature in UK schools. Smith and Sharp (1994) describe the everyday power
struggle taking place in schools:
Bullying can be described as the systematic abuse of power. There will always be 
power relationships in social groups by virtue of strength, of size or ability, force 
of personality, sheer numbers or recognized hierarchy. Power can be abused; the 
exact definition of what constitutes abuse will depend on the social behaviour. If 
the above is systematic—repeated and deliberate—bullying seems a good name 
to describe it. (1994: 2)
Besides exerting power, bullying also creates vulnerability, isolation and loneliness in its 
victim, thus inherent in its make-up is the possibility that a child could choose to end his or her 
own life. The frame of bullying, therefore, further reinforces society's conception that children 
are in need of protection. Bullying, as Thompson and Smith (1991) have suggested, 'basically 
consists of the over-use of violence to establish social dominance in ordinary inter-personal
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situations' (1991: 140). A way that bullies gain their power is through a created leadership
position, either given by peers or taken and then begrudgingly accepted by peers. The core
foundation of bullying, then, comes from the 'fairly basic aspects of the way children learn to be
social' (Thompson and Smith, 1991:140).
Research into bullying did not begin in earnest until the 1970s. It initially began in
Scandinavia after a series of childhood suicides there. It was only in 1989 that the field of
bullying research began in the UK, following the suicide of a young schoolgirl, who was
thought to have killed herself because she was bullied at school. There are three commonly
used definitions of bullying by researchers. The first, initially defined by Olweus in 1978 is, 'A
student is being bullied or victimized15 when he or she is exposed, repeatedly and over time, to
negative actions on the part of one or more other students' (1993: 9). Likewise, in 1989, Roland
suggested that, 'Bullying is longstanding violence, physical or psychological, conducted by an
individual or a group and directed against an individual who is not able to defend himself in
the actual situation' (1993: 16). It is Besag's (1989) definition, however, that incorporates all
aspects of the literature and should be considered the definition this dissertation works from:
Bullying is a behaviour which can be defined as the repeated attack—physical, 
psychological, social or verbal—by those in a position of power, which is 
formally or situationally defined, on those who are powerless to resist, with the 
intention of causing distress for their own gain or gratification (1989: 4).
The conceptions held around the bully-victim relationship are reinforced in the press
reporting of a child suicide. A description of the child who has taken his or her own life is
steeped in society’s conceptions of childhood; the child was weak and not protected from a bully,
15 A s te reo ty p e  persists th a t victims of bullying are  physically sm aller and less aggressive th an  bullies, according to  
Aggleton e t al (2000: 204). Victims are  also seen  to  be socially isolated , from  'average ' children due to  th e  fact th a t 
they  are  tall, short, fa t or th in . Foster and T hom pson (1991) add th a t  victims of bullying tend  to  lack self- 
confidence and have low se lf-esteem . On th e  o th e r  hand, bullies, T attum  (1993) suggests, are  often physically 
strong, active and assertive: 'o n e  could add  th a t  th e y  are  easily provoked, see  insult w hen none is in tended and 
actually enjoy aggression ' (1993:13).
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therefore he or she chose to die. The suicide then sets the stage for being able to classify those in 
the bully-victim relationship as outside the acceptable discourse of what childhood is.
3.10 Chapter Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to introduce the key sociological and psychological 
perspectives around suicide and childhood and the reporting of both in the media. This needed 
to be done to show the current frame within which newspaper journalists describe both 
children and the issue of childhood. This also needed to be established early on in this 
dissertation for a greater understanding of why the childhood literature is so important both in 
reference to the original three childhood suicides I looked at, as well as the Bridgend case 
study. Journalists use society's conceptions of childhood to help demonize the issue of suicide. 
This was touched upon briefly throughout this chapter, but will be explored further in Chapters 
Five and Six. What I established in this chapter is that suicide is a complex issue, involving 
several precipitating factors that consequently will lead to the decision to take one's life. In 
popular discourse, bullying, as portrayed by the media is, it seems, the only reason a childhood 
suicide could occur. This discourse, largely established by the media, seems to also be bought 
into and perpetuated by many academics researching childhood.
Each section of this chapter is interconnected. Understanding the complexities of suicide 
can help understand why society might further take issue with a child suicide. Yet to 
understand a child suicide, one must also understand the societal conceptions of childhood 
because they also apply to young adult suicide, as will be seen in my examination of the 
Bridgend suicides. It was also important to look at the current research regarding media 
reporting of both suicide and childhood. Understanding the media, especially for the purposes 
of this dissertation, was key to see how British Newspapersexplained the complexities of both 
suicide and childhood and consequently the discourses employed and the framing of stories.
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The first three chapters of this dissertation set a strong theoretical foundation, based on 
the literature already available around suicide, childhood, and media reporting practices. Based 
on this, it should be clear that the research in this dissertation has been approached from a 
social constructionist perspective, believing that the news, childhood and discourses in the 
press are all socially constructed and accepted by the citizenry within society. It should also be 
clear that the issue of suicide is approached mostly from a sociological and psychological 
perspective, and that this dissertation does not share the view of other academics who research 
suicide; that the media is to blame for the continuation of suicides when they are reported. That 
said, it is not the purpose of this dissertation to uncover whether the media has an effect on 
increasing suicide statistics, but rather to uncover the discourses presented by the media 
through their reporting of suicide. Examining the current childhood literature was imperative 
to help unpack some of those frames and discourses, especially when analyzing the reporting of 
the Bridgend suicides.
A variety of methodologies will be used to uncover these discourses, which will be 
discussed at length in the next chapter. Chapter Four will explore the methodologies of content 
analysis, discourse analysis and interviews to explain why these methods were best for 
conducting this particular research around the reporting of the Bridgend suicides.
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Chapter Four: Methodology
4.1 Introduction
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the discourses which shape how British 
Newspapers report suicide. Such discourses tend to frame newspaper reporting of suicide in 
ways, that one could argue, encourage audiences to understand suicide in particular ways. In 
the case of the Bridgend suicides, as will be seen in the analysis chapters, newspapers 
encouraged the public to be fearful of the Internet and social networking sites and to live in a 
state of utter disbelief and shock, continuously asking why the suicides occurred. It is these 
frames that discursively determined what the country should feel about the issue of suicide. 
The most important thing to remember about the research undertaken in this dissertation is that 
it fills a gap in the media reporting of suicide. Not much has been written on media reporting of 
suicide, and that which has been written is lacking actual media-based theory and 
understanding, as they have been written in fields outside of media and journalism. It is my 
hope that the research in this dissertation will set the stage for further studies in this area by 
media academics.
While the Bridgend suicides are the central focus of this dissertation, three other recent 
childhood suicide cases have also been examined in order to determine how newspaper 
reporting of these suicides differs or is comparable to that of the Bridgend cases. To draw out 
discourses around childhood suicide, it is important to have a selection of actual cases at hand 
to help in the analysis. That said, the examples of childhood suicide are not the focal point of 
this research; the Bridgend cases are. The suicides in Bridgend provide a snapshot of how 
British Newspapers responded to the issue of suicide, taking into consideration, for example, 
stigmas of suicide, the issue of social class and conceptions of childhood. Journalists 
discursively constructed the young adults that killed themselves as children, demonized them
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as 'deviants' and reduced them to a lower social class, which consequently further stigmatized 
not only the issue of suicide, but also that of childhood suicide. This will be explored in greater 
depth in Chapters Five and Six.
Before delving into the analysis, however, it is important to understand the methods 
employed and how the study could be replicated. This research employed both the quantitative 
content analysis and the qualitative method, discourse analysis. Additionally, qualitative 
interviews were used for illustrative purposes to provide perspective and explanation of the 
findings that emerged from the two methods used.
This chapter is divided into four sections. In the first, the quantitative content analysis 
will be described and the strengths and weaknesses of using such a method reviewed; also why 
it was important to use that method in this research. Secondly, the use of discourse analysis, 
mostly from Wetherell's (1987) social psychological perspective, but also drawing on relevant 
elements from Foucault, Wodak and Fairclough when necessary will be described. Also in this 
chapter will be described how discourse analysis helped in discovering critical discourses about 
suicide and how it also helped in the understanding of how stories are framed. In the third 
section of this chapter, the process of conducting interviews will be explained, as will why that 
qualitative method was useful as an accompaniment to discourse analysis. Lastly, the research 
at hand will be discussed, as will how and why the sample was chosen and the key research 
questions for the sample.
4.2 Choosing the Methods
Quantitative and qualitative methodologies both have refined methods with which to conduct 
research. The simplest of explanations comes from Asa Berger (2000); he states that qualitative 
research 'evaluates, uses concepts to explicate, focuses on aesthetics in texts, is theoretical, 
interprets, leads to an evaluation where the interpretation can be attacked/ while quantitative
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methods, on the other hand, 'counts and measures, processes data collected, focuses on
incidences of X in texts, is statistical, describes, explains and predicts, leads to a hypothesis or
theory where the methodology can be attacked' (2000: 14). Qualitative research attempts to
answer questions, getting more at the 'why' questions than a quantitative study ever could.
Stewart (2002) explains qualitative methods as varied and flexible:
... the qualitative researcher often uses a blend of methods to acquire the degree 
of detail required. It is also not uncommon for a qualitative researcher to begin 
with one data-collection technique, for example naturalistic observation, and 
later add or switch to another, such as interviewing, and even later add a third, 
perhaps the collection of artefacts. (2002:132).
Wimmer and Dominick (2003) concede that 'qualitative techniques can increase a researcher's
depth of understanding of the phenomenon under investigation, but the methods are not
without weakness' (2003: 47). Sample sizes can sometimes be too small, hindering the
researcher from generalizing on a larger scale. The differences between quantitative and
qualitative research is that the goal of quantitative research 'is to isolate and define categories as
precisely as possible before the study is undertaken' and then once it is complete, to 'determine
again with great precision the relationship between them,' while the goal of qualitative research
is to 'isolate and define categories during the process of research', but also to expect 'the nature
and definition of the analytic categories to change over the course of the project' (McCracken,
1988: 16). Qualitative research generally looks for patterns of interrelationships, rather than the
'delineated relationship between a limited set of them' (McCracken, 1988:16). Yet quantitative
research is not infallible either. A quantitative study will only yield numbers that provide
context for one specific question a researcher asks. McCracken (1988) explains further:
The quantitative project requires investigators to construct a 'sample' of the 
necessary size and type to generalize to the larger population. In the qualitative 
case, however, the issue is not one of generalizability... it is to gain access to the 
cultural categories and assumptions according to which one culture constructs 
the world (17).
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The difference, then, between the two methodologies, besides the fact that they look at different 
aspects of the same reality, is that one (quantitative) looks at something that is chosen to 
represent the larger society whereas one (qualitative) looks at the 'complicated character, 
organization and logic of culture' (McCracken, 1988:17).
4.3 Counting the Content
Content analysis16 was chosen as a method for this dissertation because of the broad 
representations of suicide its findings could provide. Deacon et al (1999) explains: 'The purpose 
of content analysis is to quantify salient and manifest features of a large number of texts, and 
the statistics are used to make broader inferences about the processes and politics of 
representation' (1999:116). A full-blown content analysis can be quite rich in statistical findings. 
For the purpose of this study, a sample of newspaper articles from January 2008 until June 2008 
was examined. While the content analysis yielded some important and interesting results 
(examined in the next chapter), it did not provide descriptive answers to the research questions. 
Neuendorf (2002) says that a 'content analysis can be as easy or as difficult as a researcher 
determines it to be but it 'needs substantial planning and understanding' (2002: 8). The content 
analysis undertaken in this dissertation looked at frequencies of phrases and words to 
determine how often the issue of suicide was represented in a positive or negative light, and 
cross tabulations were also conducted for a more in depth look at the articles in the study. 
Despite not being an in-depth statistical analysis, it is still important to have a conceptual 
framework of how the method works in the event that the project were to be expanded upon in 
greater depth in the future. Hansen et al (1998) discuss the overarching purpose of using the 
content analysis method, stating:
16 See Appendix III for C onten t Analysis Coding S heet
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The purpose of the method is to identify and count the occurrence of specified 
characteristics or dimensions of texts, and through this, to be able to say 
something about the messages, images, representations of such texts and their 
wider social significance (1998: 95).
Asa Berger (2000) and Stewart (2002) are both advocates of the method, stating that the 
advantages in conducting a content analysis range from being inexpensive, to dealing with 
current events, and topics of present-day interest, and using information that is easy to obtain 
and work with. Hansen et al (1998) argue that it is best used in conjunction with qualitative 
methods:
...content analysis is and should be enriched by the theoretical framework 
offered by other more qualitative approaches, while bringing to these a 
methodological rigour, prescriptions of use, and systematically rarely found in 
many of the more qualitative approaches (1998: 91).
Asa Berger (2000) notes the difficulties of using a content analysis: finding a representative
sample, determining measurable units, obtaining reliability in coding and defining terms
operationally (2000:182). But Hansen et al (1998) have a much larger concern on a more societal
level:
The problem, however, is how far quantification is taken in content analysis and 
to what degree the quantitative indicators that this technique offers are read or 
interpreted in relation to questions about the intensity of meaning in texts, the 
social impact of texts, or the relationship between media texts and the realities 
which they reflect (1998: 95).
The concern, therefore, is that content analysis puts too much emphasis on numbers, and 
not enough on digging beyond the statistics and looking for a more qualitative meaning. 
Hansen et al (1998) state, 'content analysis can help provide some indication of relative 
prominences and absence of key characteristics in media texts, but the inferences that can be 
drawn from such indications depend entirely on the context and framework of interpretation by 
which the texts analyzed are circumscribed' (Hansen et al, 1998: 95). It is here that Asa Berger 
(2000) explains that a researcher using the content analysis method needs to frame her research
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within either a historical approach or a comparative approach. The historical approach is to put 
numbers into context, to give some perspective (2000: 176). For example, when looking at 
suicide in the Bridgend area between 1996 and 2006, one would be able to conclude that, while 
the suicides in the area were significantly above the all-Wales rates for suicide, the peak in the 
area was actually in 2002 (NPHS, 2008:11). Using that data, one could then take the information 
compiled in this study and determine in a historical context whether or not the suicides in 2008 
were actually statistically significant. Asa Berger (2000) also discussed the comparative 
approach. This is the approach that will be used in this dissertation.
The comparative approach is simple: compare the number of suicide stories in one 
newspaper against the number of suicide stories in another (2000:177). In a full-blown content 
analysis, terms would need to be defined operationally. For example, in a study of suicide 
where binge drinking is identified as the main cause for the suicides, it would be imperative 
that the term 'binge drinking' be operationally defined. Questions such as the following would 
need to be answered in order to define the operational term for the study: What constitutes 
binge drinking? Does binge drinking have to occur all in one sitting? If a person goes out one 
night a month and gets drunk, is this binge drinking? If a person goes out four nights a week 
and gets drunk, is that binge drinking? What age does binge drinking start? Can an adult binge 
drink? (2000: 177). Additionally, each category in the study must be mutually exclusive: 'you 
must not define your concept in a way that it can be applied to more than one kind of 
behaviour' (2000: 177). For example, in the case of violence, some researchers do not think 
smacking or beating up a character in a children's cartoon is considered violence. Others 
disagree (Asa Berger, 2000:177).
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Reliability is a big issue when dealing with any quantitative method. Neuendorf (2002) 
mentions four important terms for content analysis: reliability, validity, accuracy and precision 
(112-113):
Reliability is the extent to which a measuring procedure yields the same results 
on repeated trials. The notion relevant to content analysis is that a measure is not 
valuable if it can be conducted only once or only by one particular person (2002:
112).
Additionally, inter-coder reliability is important in a full blown content analysis study.
According to Messenger Davies and Mosdell (2006), inter-coder reliability is when you have
'another person code a text in the same way that you have. This will avoid accusations of
subjectivity, but will also help you construct the final version so that categories are clear and
mutually exclusive' (2006:106). As the only person coding my research, I did not need to check
for inter-coder reliability. If the study were to be expanded in the future, with several coders
working on the project, inter-coder reliability would then be important.
Additionally, other key concepts to understand when doing a content analysis are
validity and accuracy. Neuendorf (2002) defines validity as: 'the extent to which a measuring
procedure represents the intended, and only the intended, concept' (2002:112). Accuracy is the
extent to which a measuring procedure is free from bias (non-random error) while precision is
the fineness of distinction made between categories or levels of a measure, such as measuring a
person's age in years versus decades (Neuendorf, 2002: 113). Two things to keep in mind,
however, when completing a content analysis and analyzing the data are firstly that a measure
cannot be valid if it is not reliable, accurate and relatively precise; and secondly that a measure
might be reliable, accurate and precise and still not be valid (Neuendorf, 2002:113). Hansen et al
(1998) sum the method up quite nicely:
Content analyses count occurrences of specified dimensions and they analyze 
the relationships between these dimensions. Although content analysis initially
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fragments texts down into constituent parts which can be counted, it re­
assembles these constituent parts at the analysis and interpretation stage to 
examine which ones co-occur in which contexts, for what purposes, and with 
what implications. Moreover, and in contrast to many 
'qualitative/interpretative' approaches, content analysis, because it follows 
clearly articulated rules and procedures, lays open to scrutiny the means by 
which textual meaning is dissected and examined (1998: 98).
To further the findings of a content analysis and to provide more depth to those findings, 
discourse analysis was conducted to help put qualitative findings into perspective.
4.4 Explaining Discourse Analysis
The study of discourse is the study of language in use, or the study of human meaning-making
(Wetherell et al, 2004: 3). The most common definition of discourse analysis comes from
Wetherell et al (2004):
Discourse analysis is concerned with the meanings that events and experiences 
hold for social actors. It offers new methods and techniques for the social 
researcher interested in meaning-making. More than this, however, discourse 
analysis is also a theory of language and communication, a perspective on social 
interaction and an approach to knowledge construction across history, societies 
and cultures (2004:1).
Deacon et al (1999) describe discourse as a way to conjoin language use as both a text and a
practice: 'What we identify as 'discourse' and what we identify as 'social' are deeply
intertwined. The discursive and the social mutually inform and mutually act upon each other,
so that it is not as if discourse resides here, in our words, or in the newspapers and magazines
you read, while the social is out there, in some quite separate realm of living and thinking'
(1999: 147). Phillips and Jorgensen (2002) suggest that that discourse contributes to the
construction of 'social identities, social relations and systems of knowledge and meaning' (2002:
67). These three constructed vehicles of communication are linked together through language.
Taylor (2001) argues that discourse analysts look at language in use, mostly in order to find
patterns (2001: 6). It is these patterns that help construct ideologies for society, which are then
perpetuated by the press. Taylor (2001) and Phillips and Jorgensen (2002) argue that language is
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a vehicle for meaning, conveying meaning from one person to another, as long as elements of
the language are understood:
... language is a machine that generates, and as a result constitutes, the social 
world. This also extends to the constitution of social identities and social 
relations. It means that changes in discourse are a means by which the social 
world is changed. Struggles at the discursive level take part in changing, as well 
as in reproducing, the social reality (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002: 9)
To explain discourse analysis in the simplest terms, language is the vehicle by which texts are
created. Those texts communicate about events and processes in the world and then they
'establish and reproduce social relations, or construct links with the situations in which they are
used' (Deacon et al, 1999: 149). For the purpose of this dissertation, discourse analysis was
conducted predominantly with Potter and Wetherell's (1987) model of social psychology in
mind, but also with elements drawn from Foucault, Fairclough and Wodak's perspectives on
critical discourse analysis. Potter and Wetherell's (1987) model is mainly focused on here, as it
helps me focus my data collection on how the issue of suicide is constructed. They explain it
best here:
'We are not linguists attempting to add social awareness to linguistics through the 
addition of the study of pragmatics. We are social psychologists expecting to gain 
a better understanding of social life and social interaction from our study of social 
texts' (1987: 7).
This dissertation, therefore, will not focus linguistically on the texts constructed by newspapers, 
but will look instead at the organization of newspaper articles to determine the ways in which 
discourses are socially constructed. Before explaining how Wetherell's model of discourse 
analysis was used in this dissertation, the elements of critical discourse analysis that were 
adhered to in this study must be explained.
Phillips and Jorgensen (2002) define critical discourse analysis as a form of action which 
is 'socially and historically situated' in a dialectical relationship with other aspects of the social
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society (2002: 62). Ultimately, the goal of critical discourse analysis is to shed light on the 
linguistic side of both the social and cultural happenings in a society. As the method is 
outwardly subjective, it is not a politically neutral method of analysis; using this method means 
that the researcher is committed to social change in some form or another: 'In the name of 
emancipation, critical discourse analytical approaches take the side of oppressed social groups' 
(Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002: 64). In this dissertation, the oppressed social group should be 
considered to be those who suffer from mental illness or who have died by suicide. These 
people are 'othered17' by society and by the press. This will become clear in the following 
analysis chapters.
The first tradition of critical discourse analysis to be examined was formulated by 
French genealogist Michel Foucault. Foucault's stance when it comes to critical analysis is 
debatable; however, his work is too important to the method and theory to simply push it to 
one side. The following is a short, yet concise, view of where his framework fits in the 
overarching theory of critical discourse analysis. Foucault bases his theory of critical analysis 
heavily on power and the idea of histories, but strongly disagrees with the theory of ideology. 
An example of this comes in his work on sexuality. Foucault argues that the discourses created 
around sex and sexuality came to be an exercise in power relations. He states: 'As if in order to 
gain mastery over it [sex] in reality, it had first been necessary to subjugate it at the level of 
language, control its free circulation in speech, expunge it from the things that were said, and 
extinguish the words that rendered it too visibly present' (Foucault, 1979: 5). By doing that, 
however, sex became a taboo topic around which several discourses were created. The creation
17 'O thering ' is defined based on Hall's (1997) social construction ist a p p ro a c h : '... people w ho are in any way 
significantly d ifferent from th e  m ajority 'th em ' ra the r th an  'u s '—are  frequently  exposed to  this binary form of 
rep resen ta tion . They seem  to  be  rep resen ted  through sharply opposed  polarized binary ex trem es' (226).
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of these discourses came from an institutional excitement; those with power in society wanted
to talk about sex, they wanted to hear what others had to say about it, and they wanted to create
a detailed discourse about sex in society. Foucault argues that this was a case of power gone
astray, rather than a case of ideologues perpetuating their viewpoints (Foucault, 1979: 6).
Phillips and Jorgensen (2002) articulate his stance clearly:
Foucault focuses on power. In common with discourse, power does not belong 
to particular agents such as individuals or the state or groups with particular 
interests; rather power is spread across different social practices. Power should 
not be understood as exclusively oppressive but as productive; power 
constitutes discourse, knowledge, bodies and subjectivities (2002:13).
Power, Foucault argues, is what creates the social world in which we live: 'it is in power
that our social world is produced and objects are separated from one another and thus attain
their individual characteristics and relationships to one another' (Foucault, 2002: 13). The
individual characteristics of which Foucault speaks is that of unequal power relations between
social groups. For example, unequal power relations can be seen between social classes,
between men and women, and between ethnic minorities and the majority. This explanation of
power relations in terms of how it has already been mentioned in this dissertation comes down
to the theory of ideology, one which Foucault adamantly argues against. Foucault disagrees
with the theory of ideology because 'truth, subjects and relations between subjects are created in
discourse, and there is no possibility of getting behind the discourse to discover a 'truer' truth'
(Foucault, 2002: 18). What Foucault is stating is that ideology distorts the 'real' in social
relationships. If we rid our society of the theory of ideology, subjects would gain access to social
relationships on a new level, and would also gain access to the truth.
According to Phillips and Jorgensen (2002), Foucault 'adheres to the general social
constructionist premise that knowledge is not just a reflection of reality. Truth is a discursive
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construction and different regimes of knowledge determine what is true and false' (2002: 13).
Discourse, Foucault argues, convincingly constructs the topic. Hall (2004) explains it best:
[Discourse] defines and produces the objects of our knowledge. It governs the 
way that a topic can be meaningfully talked about and reasoned about. It also 
influences how ideas are put into practice and used to regulate the conduct of 
others. Just as a discourse 'rules in' certain ways of talking about a topic, 
defining an acceptable and intelligible way to talk, write, or conduct oneself, so 
also, by definition, it 'rules out', limits and restricts other ways of talking, of 
conducting ourselves in relation to the topic or constructing knowledge about it 
(2004: 72).
Using the method of critical discourse analysis, then, involves determining where meaning
comes from (Hall, 2004: 73). For the purposes of this dissertation, however, the issue of suicide
and how the press explains it to its audience must be explored. This gives a better
understanding of how the topic of suicide is accepted socially. Foucault, however, believes in
the ideas of histories:
Discourse is made up of a limited number of statements for which a group of 
conditions of existence can be defined. Discourse in this sense is not an ideal, 
timeless form... it is, from beginning to end, historical—a fragment of history... 
posing its own limits, its divisions, its transformations, the specific modes of its 
temporality (Foucault, 1972:117).
Foucault's (1972) theory of histories is unsatisfactory, in part because of his insistence that
histories have 'no necessary continuity between them' (1972:118). If this is so, then many social
ills, which are passed down from generation to generation, would no longer exist, or they
would come and go as the generations pass. Suicide is an example of this. Suicide has been
stigmatized throughout the ages, and was even against the law in England and Wales until the
early 1960s. If Foucault's theory of histories was logical, then the stigma surrounding suicide
should have died out sometime during the Middle Ages. Also taking issue with Foucault's
theory are Phillips and Jorgensen (2002):
The majority of contemporary discourse analytical approaches follow Foucault's 
conception of discourses as relatively rule-bound sets of statements which
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impose limits on what gives meaning. And they build on his ideas about truth 
being something which is, at least to a large extent, created discursively. 
However, they all diverge from Foucault's tendency to identify only one 
knowledge regime in each historical period; instead, they operate with a more 
conflictual picture in which different discourses exist side by side or struggle for 
the right to define truth. (2002:13).
Fairclough, however, does not work within the confines of 'truth', but prefers to focus on
ideologies, which are understood to be:
... significations/constructions of reality (the physical world, social relations, 
social identities), which are built into various dimensions of the forms/meanings 
of discursive practices, and which contribute to the production, reproduction or 
transformation of relations of domination (1992:87).
Fairclough prefers to describe power struggles in terms of Gramsci's theory of hegemony:
'discursive practice can be seen as an aspect of a hegemonic struggle that contributes to the
reproduction and transformation of the order of discourse of which it is part (and consequently
of the existing power relations). Discursive change takes place when discursive elements are
articulated in new ways' (Fairclough, 1992: 93). Fairclough, too, subscribes to the concept of
unequal power relations, as does Foucault, though Fairclough specifies in his work that such
relations need to be understood in terms of social differentiation, gender struggles, generation
gaps, and, most of all, class structure. He argues that language is the basis for the formation of
class structure as it sets the parameters for which populations are constrained to develop
(Fairclough, 1995: 219). As a result then, discourse is thusly determined by social structures.
Deacon et al (1999) summarize: 'There is therefore power in discourse and power behind
discourse' (1999: 153). This is an important argument to take note of, as what it implies is that
the interaction between the production of discourse and consequently the process of
interpretation of that discourse is all based on the beliefs, ideas, values, norms, knowledge and
assumptions instilled in an audience. Where Fairclough differs from other critical discourse
analysis specialists is in his interpretation of discourse and social reproduction. He claims that
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discourse is created as a result of social and cultural change, while other critical discourse
analysis researchers believe that discourse is a reflection of an underlying structure at work in
society (Fairclough, 1995:126).
Ruth Wodak and Teun van Dijk, the last two theorists to be studied in regard to critical
discourse analysis, come at their theory from a place of social cognition. They state that it is not
so much that 'discourse itself has meaning, but rather that meaning is something assigned to a
discourse by language users' (van Dijk, 1997: 8). Here it is described further:
Discourse analysis of news is not limited to textual structures. We have seen that 
these structures express or signal various 'underlying' meaning, opinions and 
ideologies. In order to show how these underlying meanings are related to the 
text, we need an analysis of the cognitive, social, political and cultural context.
The cognitive approach is premised on the fact that texts do not 'have' meanings, 
but are assigned meanings by language users, or, to be precise, by the mental 
processes of language users. In other words, we need to spell out the cognitive 
representations and strategies of journalists in the production of the news report 
and those of the reader when understanding and memorizing it (van Dijk, 1991:
116).
Titshcher et al (2000) discuss the strategies in place to deal with a constructed reality, which are
learned in the process of socialization:
... these include culture, gender, and class membership, and speech situation, 
together, with personality or psycho-pathogenesis as individual determinants.
From this social-psychological preconditioning are derived 'frames' and 
'schemata' for the structuring and perception of reality. Frames are understood 
as global patterns which summarize our general knowledge of some situation 
(Titscher et al, 2000:155).
4.5 Framing and Discourse Analysis
In the last chapter, the theory of framing was discussed at length. It is important to refresh the 
idea here, but in terms of how it works alongside the methodology of discourse analysis. 
Johnson-Cartee (2005) states that language 'determines to a large extent what can be known and 
what can be achieved by a society' (2005: 3). It is the media, she states, that communicate 
messages to society: '...the images that we hold in modem society are primarily created
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through an individual's contact with the media rather than direct experience... the mass media
provide us with the mosaics from which we build our own personal reality' (2005: 4). News is
socially constructed to create a societal 'reality', which occurs when journalists frame stories.
'Framing,' in turn is the 'process by which a communication source, such as a news
organization, defines and constructs a political issue or public controversy' (2005: 24).
Moreover, the news frame 'is a central organizing idea for news content that supplies a context
and suggests what the issue is through the use of selection, emphasis, exclusion and
elaboration' (2005: 24). Tuchman (1993) adds to this point, suggesting that 'the frame or
'condensing symbols' of news packages are a form of shorthand making it possible to display
the package as a whole with a deft metaphor, catchphrase, or other symbolic device. They may
resound with cultural themes...' (1993: 89). Media frames, then, influence and affect news
audiences, telling them how to interpret a particular issue: 'By framing social and political
issues in specific ways, news organizations declare the underlying causes and likely
consequences of a problem and establish criteria for evaluating potential remedies of the
problem' (Nelson et al, 1997: 567). Tannen (1993) describes frames as something larger and also
as serving a wider purpose. Here she explains:
In order to function in the world, people cannot treat each new person, object, or 
event as unique and separate. The only way we can make sense of the world is to 
see the connections between things, and between present things and things we 
have experienced before or heard about. These vital connections are learned as 
we grow up and live in a given culture (Tannen, 1993:14).
Looking at frames was at the core of my discourse analysis, as how journalists framed 
the Bridgend suicides told audiences how to interpret the stories. The frames used were 
uncovered using Potter and Wetherell's (1987) discussion on discourse analysis from a social 
psychological perspective. Their three ideas I ascribed to here, were categories, social 
representation and interpretative repertoires.
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Categories
Potter (1996) defines categorization:
We regard an attitude as the categorization of a stimulus object along an 
evaluative dimension based upon, or generated from, three general classes of 
information: 1.) cognitive information, 2.) affective/emotional information 
and/or 3.) information concerning past behaviours or behavioural intentions 
(124).
To explain this simply, people populate their lives with others, or stimuli, from all walks of life;
men, women, doctors, friends, immigrants, political extremists, adolescents etc.: 'People are
taken to be members of relatively enduring social categories, and in virtue of their category
membership inferences are made from the attributes of individuals to the attributes of the rest
of the category' (Potter and Wetherell, 1987: 116). The research for this dissertation is based
firmly on the idea of categories because of how it can help explain discursive constructions
about the issue of suicide. Potter and Wetherell (1987) explain:
One of the benefits of the discourse approach to categorization is that it has 
directed attention away from the cognitive processes assumed to be operating 
under people's skulls and on towards the detail of how categories are actually 
used. The study of categories unfolds into the general study of the organization 
of discourse and its consequences. It is not surprising that categories are so 
important, because they are the nouns from which we construct versions of the 
collectivities in which we live. In a sense, they are the building blocks of our 
many versions of the social world; however, once we look closely at the blocks, 
we see that they themselves are not solid and defined, but have to be moulded in 
discourse for use in different accounts (Potter and Wetherell, 1987:137).
One of the important aspects of using discourse analysis as a method of analysis is that it allows
us to look at the inequality in news language, and how that helps create discriminating
discourses around suicide (Matheson, 2005; Fowler, 1998). The media do this through
categorization and labelling. Category labels, Fowler states, 'tell us a good deal about the
structure of the ideological world represented by a newspaper' (1998: 93). Fie argues that the
newspapers tell us, based on the stories they run and do not run, what is important. While
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Fowler (1998) does not believe this is done intentionally on the part of the newspapers, he does 
believe that when a journalist draws on a discourse which is routinely used within the media, 
he or she also plays a part in the perpetuation of the media system (Phillips and Jorgensen, 
2002; Fowler, 1998). For the purpose of this dissertation, two of the categories Potter and 
Wetherell (1987) laid out were followed: categories and prototypes, and categorization and 
particularization.
Prototypes are believed to be a typical example of a category. For example, when 
looking at first year students who attend university, a prototype would be a person aged 17-18 
years old, from a middle-class family. These students would have had to pass A-Level exams 
and also have a desire to attain a higher degree (i.e. at university). Cantor and Mischel (1979) 
explain further: 'Each person carries around a large set of preformed, mentally encoded 
prototypes; if the potential member shares enough features with one of these, it will be included 
in the category' (203). However, Potter and Wetherell (1987) point out that, 'social categories are 
not homogeneous entities where each member shares a specified set of features and no others; 
rather they are 'fuzzy sets' in which members have many things in common, but also many 
differences' (119).
In terms of categorization and particularization, Billig (1985) states that: 'people are 
constantly prejudiced against groups whose members they have never met and hence we ignore 
the social convention component in prejudice' (79). Particularization, then, is the opposite of 
categorizing people. Potter and Wetherell (1987) argue that particularization, or 'splitting 
categories in parts, or distinguishing specific instances from categories is necessary for dealing 
with the world' (121). What particularization aims to do, then, is place unfamiliar or uneasy 
topics into 'safe and familiar categories', as a way to order a 'messy stimulus world' (Billig, 
1985: 87).
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Both categories have a strong presence in the discourse analysis conducted here on the 
Bridgend suicides. As mentioned several times in this thesis already, the goal of this 
dissertation is to uncover whether and how the issue of suicide was socially constructed and 
represented to the British people during the spate of suicides in the borough of Bridgend.
Social Representations
Social representations of an issue provide a way for people to evaluate and understand the
society in which they live: 'Social representations are also assumed to underpin attributions or
the causal explanations people give for events (Potter and Wetherell, 1987: 140). This can be
seen in the analysis here of the Bridgend suicides in terms of the reasons given for why the
suicides occurred. Moscovici (1985) explains the three processes socially needed to understand
social representations in society. There are quoted here at length for his in-depth explanations:
First, social representations are intrinsically linked to communication processes, 
and in particular to people's unstructured everyday talk; their gossip, chat, pub 
arguments and family discussions. Second, they are social because they provide 
an agreed code for communications. That is, to the extent that people share 
representations, they will be able to understand what other people are talking 
about and will have fluid and intelligible conversations. The agreed 
representations provide a stable, external version of the world which can form a 
topic for conversation. The third sense in which representations are social is their 
provision of a theoretically coherent way of distinguishing between social 
groups. Because social representations supply a conventional code for 
communications, and because they are the central dynamic for understanding, 
all who share a representation will agree in their understanding and evaluation 
of an aspect of the world. The representation will thus be a crucial unifying and 
homogenizing force (1985: 92-93).
Social representations are constructed then, and when people make sense of their world, 'that
world will be constructed by, and in terms of, social representations' (Potter and Wetherell,
1987: 141). They go on to explain how odd, or out-of-the-norm, topics are dealt with using
'anchoring' and 'objectification'. Both of these concepts were used when conducting the
discourse analysis for this dissertation as they work well with categorization.
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'In the first stage—anchoring—the novel object is assigned to one of the categories of 
thought, or elements, in an existing representation (Potter and Wetherell, 1987: 141). This 
process, as the researchers point out, is quite similar to assigning prototype stimuli to 
categories: 'The novel case is related to typical or paradigm cases, and this allows the 
unfamiliar to be understood in terms of the more familiar' (1987:141). An example of this that 
will be seen in the analysis chapters here is when journalists assigned particular reasons for 
why the suicides in Bridgend occurred.
In terms of 'objectification/ the out-of-the-norm issue is transformed into a 'concrete, 
pictorial element of the representation to which it is anchored, and this new version of the 
representation is diffused in the course of conversation throughout the social group' (Potter and 
Wetherell, 1987:142). Thus, what was considered disrupting has now become part of the reality. 
This, too, was evident when examining the issue of suicide in the borough of Bridgend.
Coyle and MacWhannell (2002) explored the meaning of suicide as represented in news 
articles in two broadsheet newspapers and two tabloids in Scotland. Their aim was to 'provide 
insights into how dominant values and discourses on death and suicide are mediated and 
represented' (2002: 692). Their three research questions were:
1. How do the print media construct suicide?
2. How do newspaper reports shape and structure our perception of 'reality'?
3. What implications does this have for our understanding of suicide and our 
response to it, at an individual and societal level?
The qualitative findings of 191 suicide articles showed that the articles were reported as a 'why
dunnit?' that needed to be unravelled (2002: 705). Using the basic tenets of discourse analysis,
the researchers had read and reread each story, creating categories, themes and issues, and,
once the categories were specific enough, began analysis. They ultimately found 'that issues of
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attribution, blame, responsibility and moral identity may be important to our understanding of 
how suicide is represented in newspapers' (Coyle and MacWhannell, 2002: 694).
Interpretative Repertoires
The last element examined in terms of Potter and Wetherell's (1987) method of discourse 
analysis was that of interpretative repertoires, which are defined as:
... recurrently used systems of terms used for characterizing and evaluating
actions, events and other phenomena (1987:149).
This can most commonly be seen when a repertoire is organized around 'specific metaphors 
and figures of speech' (1987: 149). In the case of this research, interpretative repertoires can be 
seen in the way particular phrases like 'commit suicide,' and 'suicide cult' were used in the 
news stories. This will be examined further in Chapter Five.
The discussion around discourse analysis in this chapter centred on two schools of 
thought: critical discourse analysis and discourse analysis from a social psychological 
perspective. While the discourse analysis used in this dissertation focused mostly on the latter— 
categorization, social representations and interpretative repertoires —elements were borrowed 
from the critical discourse analysts discussed here already. From Foucault, the concept of 'rule- 
in' and 'rule-out'—noting the discourse in the Bridgend suicides about what was mentioned 
and discussed versus what was not— was used in addition to Fairclough's theory that discourse 
is determined by socially-created structures. What is important to keep in mind with discourse 
analysis is that its validity is not absolute. It is always open to further interpretation, analysis 
and findings—therefore the findings are changeable—but it is those factors that make discourse 
analysis such an important method of analysis. This dissertation takes the stance that ideologies 
are at play when creating the news; those ideologies are still at play when analyzing the news, 
thus by choosing to use discourse analysis, a changeable method, as a tool to analyze texts, this
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research opens up future possible interpretations by other researchers who might embark on 
replicating this study. Consequently, this project can serve as a foundational building block for 
other researchers to come and add their thoughts about media reporting of suicide.
4.6 The Art of the Interview
As outlined already in this chapter, the two main methods for my research were content 
analysis and discourse analysis. As a subsidiary to these methods, to help explain my findings 
from the primary methods, interviews were conducted with journalists, those in the upper 
echelons of the journalism field, PR representatives and those who worked in the non-profit 
field (i.e. charities).
At the foundation of this dissertation is the core belief that society, as it is represented in 
the press, is not a mere reflection of some pre-existing reality, but is instead socially constructed. 
As such, childhood and youth as we understand them are also socially constructed, as are 
beliefs about suicide—helped along by the press, which, in its own right, is an institution that is 
socially constructed as well. Journalists socially construct news stories that empower certain 
discourses within the society. It is because of this social constructionist view that the method of 
active interviews to further unpack and help understand my findings from a content analysis 
and discourse analysis was chosen. Charmaz (2001) explains the purpose of the interview as a 
way to explore 'an aspect of life about which the interviewee has substantial experience, often 
combined with considerable insight' (2001: 676). According to Asa Berger (2000), there are four 
main categories of interview —which in its loosest definition means a 'conversation between a 
researcher—someone who wishes to gain information—and an informant—someone who 
presumably has information of interest on the subject—there is the informal interview, 
unstructured interview, semistructured interview and the structured interview (2000:112). It is 
the semistructured and structured interviews that will be discussed in this section.
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Traditionally, the structured long interview has been at the core of the qualitative art of 
interviewing: 'The method can take us into the mental world of the individual, to glimpse the 
categories and logic by which he or she sees the world. It can also take us into the world of the 
individual, to see the content and pattern of daily experience' (McCracken, 1988: 9). The 
purpose of any interview, according to Asa Berger, is to observe what they (the informant) does, 
ask them about what they are doing, and analyze the texts and artifacts produced by them 
(2000: 112). In the semistructured interview, the researcher 'abandons concerns with 
standardization and control, and seeks to promote an active, open-ended dialogue' (Wimmer 
and Dominick, 2003: 65). While control is loosely held, it is not lost; an interviewer still guides 
the interview with a set of questions — allowing tangents, but always with a set course for the 
conversation (Wimmer and Dominick, 2003). In the structured interview, however, McCracken 
(1988) argues that the imperative is to impose order and structure, by creating specific interview 
questions from which no deviation occurs. He also suggests the use of questionnaires as a way 
to 'ensure that the investigator covers all the terrain in the same order for each respondent' and 
to maintain 'the care and scheduling of the prompts necessary to manufacture distance (1988: 
24). His reasoning for this is based on his firmly-held belief of objectivity, which has been 
dissuaded in the last chapter: 'Active listening strategies must not be used by the qualitative 
researcher; they are obtrusive in precisely the manner that this research wishes to avoid' 
(McCracken, 1988: 21). Semi-structured interviewing tends to be more constructionist than 
positivist: 'Interview participants are more likely to be viewed as meaning-makers, not passive 
conduits for retrieving information from an existing vessel of answers (Warren, 2002: 83). 
Indeed, Warren's (2002) argument extends to even the researcher:
Each researcher implicitly draws upon his or her commonsense cultural
knowledge—or 'stock of knowledge'... and creates or constructs the truth or
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interpretation that will work for all practical (intellectual) purposes (Johnson,
2002:106)
Holstein and Gubrium (1995) agree, suggesting that:
.. .meaning is socially constituted; all knowledge is created from the action taken 
to obtain it... treating interviewing as a social encounter leads us rather quickly 
to the possibility that the interview is not merely a neutral conduit or source of 
distortion but rather the productive site of reportable knowledge itself (1995:3).
McCracken (1988), on the other hand, argues that interviews should be a presented
manipulation, striking a balance between formality and informality, but ultimately
manipulating the informant to believe that they hold the power in the interviewer-interviewee
relationship (1988: 26). The fundamental problem with the structured long interview, which
McCracken (1988) defends so vehemently, is that it does not take into consideration the natural
bias of socially constructed, ideologically based beliefs that both the interviewer and the
interviewee bring to the interview setting.
In conducting the active interview, however, the foundation of the method is rooted in
the principle that both parties are creating meaning. Holstein and Gubrium (1995) explain that
meaning is not found through apt questioning or transported through the interviewee's
responses; rather, it is 'actively and communicatively assembled in the interview encounter7
(1995: 4). By using the active interview, and by knowing ahead of time that meaning is being
created, the researcher can not only learn how the meaning is produced (in newspapers), but
also how the interviewee explains those meanings and creates new meaning in the interview
context:
Understanding how the meaning-making process unfolds in the interview is as 
critical as apprehending what is substantively asked and conveyed. The hows, of 
course, refer to the interactional, narrative procedures of knowledge production, 
not merely to interview techniques. The whats pertain to the issues guiding the 
interview, the content of questions, and the substantive information 
communicated by the respondent (Holstein and Gubrium, 1995:4).
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In choosing to conduct an active interview, one must understand that in going into the 
interview, I was also a participant. I went into my interviews with a history. I had been a 
practicing print journalist for nearly seven years and I had also been personally affected by 
suicide: 'The interviewer, like the respondent, participates in the interview from historically 
grounded biographical as well as disciplinary perspectives. Biographical perspectives may 
frame entire analyses or affect the selection of illustrative quotes (Warren, 2002: 97). Holstein 
and Gubrium (1995) agree: 'In part, it is a matter of controlling oneself as an interviewer so that 
one does not interfere with what the passive subject is only too willing to put forth. The 
interviewer must shake off self-consciousness, suppress personal opinion, and avoid 
stereotyping the respondent (1995: 11). It is worth mentioning briefly here that all interviews 
conducted for this study were recorded phone interviews. Gaining access to journalists is 
difficult at the best of times, and having been a journalist myself, I knew it would be easier to 
get someone to talk to me on the phone for 30 minutes, rather than sit in an office with them 
face-to-face. It could be argued that I tainted the method and lost valuable information by not 
seeing their body language and how they reacted to the questions. My counter-argument is that 
journalists work in a demanding, deadline-driven environment. To better understand the 
workings of a journalist, and how they cover suicide stories, I decided that it would be best to 
employ my honed joumalistic-interviewing skills, from seven years of my own experience, to 
get at the questions I needed to ask within the time allotted. Working with journalists in a style 
they understand is key to getting the access that we researchers desire.
A study compiled by the Media Wise Trust (2007) to see how journalists cover suicide 
and how they could make that coverage more sensitive was ultimately a study in how not to 
conduct research with journalists. Requests for interviews were sent to 45 journalists and 
editors, with fifteen agreeing to be interviewed. The interviews were conducted by a freelance
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journalist, but they seemed weak and incomplete. The report stated that the information should
be regarded as 'indicative rather than representative of journalists generally' (2007: 11). With a
captive audience, it might have been useful if the interviewer had spent some more time, and
delved further into the issue of using the term 'committed suicide', problems that journalists
come up against when reporting suicide, and possibly how much journalists actually
understand about the concept of suicide itself. The study reported that those who agreed to
interviews mostly had reported on suicide themselves:
... it is clear that the subject is more likely to interest those who either have had 
experience of covering suicide stories and thus have been confronted with 
ethical or emotional dilemmas, or those who have had contact with people who 
have taken their own lives or displayed suicidal behaviour (2007:10).
I conducted twelve interviews for this dissertation, transcripts of which can be found on the 
accompanying CD-ROM (Appendix V). I took notes during the interviews, and transcribed each 
recorded interview following the discussion. All who participated in the interviews gave their 
permission for their names and transcripts to be used freely for the purpose of this research.
A good example of a study conducted using content analysis and interviews was 
Jamieson et al (2003). The purpose of the study was to determine if responsible reporting of 
suicide was taking place in print journalism. Content-wise, the study determined that 75% of 
suicide stories appeared in the first nine pages of the American newspapers studied in 1999. The 
word suicide was either used, or implied 50% of the time in headlines. Approximately 60% of 
the stories suggested a cause as to why the suicide occurred. When it came to interviews, 
Jamieson et al (2003) states that: 'Our interviews with journalists were designed to determine (a) 
the criteria they use to evaluate the newsworthiness of a suicide story, (b) the elements they 
consider important in crafting a compelling narrative and (c) their knowledge of the potential
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for suicide contagion resulting from their stories' (2003: 1647). The questions, some of which I 
asked in my own interviews (see Appendix IV) are as follows:
1. What do you think makes any one suicide more newsworthy than another?
2. Other than the rules governing all reporting, are there any specific rules of reporting 
that you follow when doing a story about suicide?
3. What are these rules and can you recall any debates in the newsroom about applying 
these rules?
4. Have you ever heard of contagion effects of news reporting about suicide? If yes, 
how does this influence your reporting of suicide?
Some startling results emerged from Jamieson et al's (2003) interviews. The researchers
determined that there is a larger need to inform reporters 'of the current scientific consensus
that suicide contagion can result from news reporting' (1648). As previously stated in this
dissertation, I disagree with the scientific findings of these contagion studies, as they cannot be
replicated on an ongoing basis. Additionally, Jamieson et al (2003) found that 'reporters felt that
an act of suicide is not in and of itself newsworthy' and that 'reporters expressed a sense of
unease about covering acts of suicide at all. Words such as personal and private recurred in
statements expressing reluctance to cover the act' (2003:1649). Ultimately, Jamieson et al (2003)
conclude:
We learned from our interviews with reporters that they are more likely to cover 
a suicide story if it can be drawn into a compelling narrative. Important elements 
in this consideration include access to persons who can serve as sources of 
information about the victim, photographs of the victim or place of death, and 
salient trends or storylines that increase the relevance of the death to the news 
audience (1653).
This, too, was a finding in my own interviews, which will be discussed at length in Chapters 
Five and Six. By engaging primarily with content analysis and discourse analysis and, 
secondarily, interviews with journalists, I have been able to draw both generalised and in-depth 
conclusions from my research. The next and final section of this chapter will discuss how the
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research into the Bridgend suicides was conducted and restate again the research questions for 
this study.
4.7 The Research
As stated earlier in this dissertation, by the time the suicides in the borough of Bridgend hit the 
headlines in January, 2008, I had already completed a year and a half of my dissertation. I 
originally started out researching childhood suicide, but when the stories started appearing 
from Bridgend, it was too geographically close and too present in my everyday research to 
ignore. The decision was made to envelop it into this dissertation and see if I could use such a 
sample to draw on the differences between the reporting of an 'adult' suicide versus a 'child' 
suicide, as well as to determine if the frames of childhood extended beyond actual childhood 
and if they could tell us anything about the Bridgend suicides. As explained in Chapter One, I 
then decided to use what I had learned about the three childhood cases as background context 
for what I could find out in the Bridgend reporting.
The focus of this dissertation was to discover how British Newspapers framed suicide 
on their news pages during the Bridgend County suicides amongst fifteen to 29 year olds in 
South Wales between January 1st, 2008 and June 30th, 2008. This particular sample was chosen as 
it gave some breadth to a debatable 'cluster' of suicides across the range of news coverage, and 
because of the natural endpoint it provided, as coverage naturally started to decline following 
its climax in the middle of February, 2008, with smaller highpoints of coverage in March and 
April. I chose to look specifically at newspaper coverage because this was where most of the 
coverage was focused. While there was local radio and local television coverage, radio coverage 
tended to be short news bulletins, or the odd discussion on BBC local stations talking about 
media influence on suicide, while television coverage was also limited. The broadcast coverage, 
as a whole, tended to be brief and lacked editorial critique or discussion. This quite possibly
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could be due to OFCOM18 regulations on how broadcasters can report and discuss suicide on 
the airwaves. It was a natural choice then to study newspaper coverage as it was British 
newspapers that were blamed for sensationalizing the story; it was newspaper headlines that 
were blamed for continuation of the suicides in the area, and it was newspapers that
predominantly told and sold the story to the British audience.
Content Analysis
A sample of newspapers were looked at for the content analysis in this dissertation—five 
national newspapers (including their Sunday counterparts) and two regionals (based in South 
Wales). The content analysis in this dissertation cannot be considered representative of the 
entire British Press, but it does give a fair overview of how the Bridgend suicides were typically 
portrayed across a fairly wide sample of newspapers.
As social class was one of the key discourses mentioned in the Bridgend case study, it
was imperative to choose newspapers that targeted specific classes of people in Britain, for an 
inclusive look at how suicide is conveyed to both the lower and middle classes. As a result, 
from politically conservative or right wing perspectives, newspaper portrayal was examined in 
The Times/The Times on Sunday and The Daily Mail/The Mail on Sunday, while on the political left, 
I looked at The Guardian/The Observer and The Daily Mirror/The Sunday Mirror. Additionally, The 
Sun was examined for a more middle of the road representation. It should be mentioned here, 
however, that The Sun, for the first time since 1997, is now backing the Conservative Party in the 
run up to the National elections in 2010. (It is debatable whether this shift will return the 
newspaper to its more conservative ideologies of the past.) The regional newspapers looked at 
were the South Wales Echo and the Western Mail These newspapers were chosen based on their
18 OFCOM is th e  British com m unications regulator, responsible for both  television and radio, as well as the  
airwaves over which w ireless com m unications opera te .
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availability to the majority of people living in South Wales, but also because those newspapers 
were covering the Bridgend suicides long before the London-based newspapers started to cover 
the story. When the national press took up the story, it seemed that the regional newspapers, 
those that were located at the heart of the community affected, changed their coverage to 
compete with them.
I began collecting articles in January 2008, and continued until June 30th, 2008. Initially, I 
used the database Nexis to compile the sample, but as I had an actual selection of newspapers at 
hand, I began to notice that Nexis was not reliably retrieving all the articles I already had in my 
possession. David Deacon (2007) addressed this same issue in his article on the reliability of 
digital archives, looking specifically at Nexis. In his research he discussed 'false negatives', 
when search terms are too precise and thus exclude 'significant amounts of relevant coverage' 
(2007: 8). He stated:
'Put simply, key word searching is best suited for identifying tangible 'things'
(i.e. people, places, events and policies) rather than 'themes' (i.e. more abstract, 
subtler and multifaceted concepts). Because of this, there are certain topics that 
may be readily analysed via manual content searches, but which can never be 
captured through exclusive dependence on key words (2007: 8).
Similarly concerned, I decided to cross reference my articles regarding the Bridgend 
suicides with the articles that appeared in the database News UK. As final insurance, when 
conducting the research, I used hard copies of the newspapers to make sure I had a complete 
archive with which to work.
It became clear early on in the process of data collection that I needed to decide whether 
I wanted to include online news articles in the chosen newspaper sample or not. I chose to 
specifically focus on the hard copies of newspapers because of the multiple issues with online 
data gathering, including verification and methodological, not to mention the audience 
reception problems.
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I concluded early on in the process that I could not verify the different versions of stories 
available on each news site, nor could I determine how they were actually presented on 
newspaper pages. Another matter of concern was the fact that several of the articles online were 
merely presented as news bulletins or news flashes as another death occurred and lasted online 
for a couple of hours, and in most cases, for less than a day. The biggest problems with online 
data gathering were time and resources. To pinpoint each particular item I would have needed 
to refresh online news pages for all 12 newspapers in my sample several times a minute; this 
was not possible. The second issue that arose were with methodological considerations. 
Conducting an online content analysis is quite difficult as the method has not been adapted nor 
enhanced to handle such a task. Unfortunately, due to time restrictions on my own research, it 
was not conceivable for me to create my own methodology that would allow me to incorporate 
online articles into my sample. Additionally, had I attempted this method, I would have been 
faced with trying to identify what a story actually consists of: is it merely the text and the 
pictures that accompanied it, or would it also include links to other websites, other pages, 
related stories, helpline information etc.? Based on these potential and significant issues with 
the data collection of online news stories, I decided against incorporating the online news 
stories around the Bridgend suicides in my official sample. The third and final issue that I 
identified with online data gathering was related to audience reception. Much of the current 
literature around readership numbers states that fewer people in the 18-35 year-old age bracket 
are reading newspapers; instead they get their news from online web portals such as Google, 
Yahoo, and MSN (McNair, 2009). Until journalism studies scholars can have a firmer 
understanding of where and how people are now consuming their news, I felt it appropriate to 
stick with a traditional medium in which to conduct my research, as newspapers were, during 
the reporting of the suicides, the key media commentators on what was happening in the
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region. Because of these decisions, the sample was reduced from more than 1,000 articles to 322. 
It is my hope to return to the online sample at some point in the future, when the method is 
more concretely developed as I think looking at the online coverage of the Bridgend suicides 
would add another element to the discussion of how the media report suicide. In conducting 
this content analysis, I piloted the study three times to capture the key discourses used and the 
predominant causation put forth, as well as adding a section on visuals used, as it is important 
not to overlook such an important part of a news package. The pilot studies were carried out in 
the summer of 2008, with the content analysis being completed between September 2008 and 
March 2009.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, when using content analysis, I looked at the 
frequencies in the sample. For example, how frequently words and phrases such as 'suicide', 
'suicide pact', 'suicide club', 'suicide cluster7, 'hanged', 'hanging', 'committed suicide', 'killed 
himself/herself', 'died by suicide', 'relationship breakup', 'unemployment', 'drinking', 'alcohol', 
and 'drugs' to name a few, were used in news stories. This provided a quantitative statistical 
framework on which my discourse analysis could then build.
Discourse Analysis
When it came to the analysis of the Bridgend suicides, using discourse analysis, I chose to 
follow four deaths that spanned the coverage—at the beginning, at the climax and near the end. 
This showed the range of discourses that continued throughout the six-month sample period 
and also how the coverage did not change significantly between February 2008 and June 2008. 
This study was carried out using twelve newspaper articles of a possible 46 relating to these 
four chosen suicides.
The first was Angie Fuller, who died in February, 2008. Fuller was represented as an 
ethnic 'other7 in the coverage. The second and third deaths chosen were two cousins, Nathaniel
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Pritchard and Kelly Stephenson, who died within hours of each other, also in February 2008. 
Pritchard was fifteen when he died, and his death was represented as a result of teenage angst 
due to a relationship breakdown; while Stephenson was openly gay and died as a result of 
hearing of her cousin's death, according to the newspapers. The last death examined was that of 
Sean Rees. Sean died in April 2008. He was a Sainsbury's shop worker, a 'working-class lad'. 
The coverage surrounding these deaths was chosen for study because it is ideologically rich, 
providing an insight into how British Newspapers stigmatized suicide for its public and also for 
how the stories were framed in terms of conceptions of childhood.
As I have extensively reviewed ideologies in the previous chapters, it was important to 
determine what common ideologies are encouraged by newspapersr to make sense of suicide. 
This was done by analyzing news copy, headlines and pictures when available (though not in 
great depth, as the focus of this dissertation was not visual representation). The ultimate focus 
of the discourse analysis was to arrive at a deeper understanding of how suicide is discursively 
constructed in the press.
In addition to using Bridgend as a case study, three childhood suicides that received 
extensive coverage by the British press, on par with that of Bridgend, were also examined. It 
was my hope that, by using these three childhood suicides, the different techniques journalists 
use when covering a child suicide versus an 'adult' suicide could be determined, if in fact, there 
actually was a difference. The three childhood case studies were: Laura Rhodes, thirteen, of 
Neath, Wales who died September 4th, 2004; Jonathan Reynolds, fifteen of Bridgend, Wales who 
died January 25th, 2006; and Ben Vodden, eleven, of West Sussex, England who died December 
12th, 2006. These three cases were chosen for very specific, yet different, reasons. In a 
preliminary scan of childhood suicide cases from January 2004 until January 2008, it appeared 
that these cases shared certain elements— as will be discussed in much greater detail in the
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following analysis chapters of this dissertation—with the collective group of 24 suicides in 
Bridgend County in 2008. The press used Laura Rhodes' death to discuss the fears surrounding 
the Internet and suicide. In the case of Ben Vodden, the fact that he hanged himself caused great 
debate on news pages around the country. Jonathan Reynolds' death, however, fell outside this 
common ground. The only thing his death had in common with the 'Bridgend spate' is the fact 
that he came from Bridgend; yet his death was not counted amongst those who were listed in 
the 'Bridgend death list' that frequented The Times' news stories. While the three have certain 
commonalities with the Bridgend County suicides, all three have one discourse in common with 
each other: bullying. As stated in Chapter Three, the press has socially constructed the discourse 
of bullying to make the issue of child suicide easier to cope with. When it came to the Bridgend 
suicides, however, the bullying discourse was not a key finding. What was interesting, 
however, was that the young adults in Bridgend were categorized as 'deviants' and also 
discursively described in terms of childhood. These findings will be explored in greater depth 
in Chapters Five and Six of this dissertation.
Interviews
The subsidiary method used in this dissertation, to complement the primary methods of content 
analysis and discourse analysis, was that of the interview. The purpose of conducting 
interviews was to determine why the suicides were covered in the way they were. Twelve 
people were interviewed; journalists, editors, PR spokespeople and representatives from non­
profit organizations — all key stakeholders in the Bridgend suicides. While twelve interviews 
might not normally be considered enough to warrant a representative response in a particular 
research study, in this case, I feel it was appropriate and imposed by necessity. I had difficulty 
getting journalists to speak to me, based on the media being blamed for the Bridgend suicides — 
many feared that I would take their quotes out of context and use their information to further
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the argument that the British Press was indeed responsible for the continuation of suicidal 
deaths. The responses I did get, I feel, added an extra element to the project that might not have 
been present had I made the decision to not interview them, or not use their responses. The 
purpose of this study was to shed some light on how suicide is reported in British newspapers. 
Interviewing those who worked in the media field, despite the low number, was important to 
have in this study, because of the rich information the interviewees provided about how they 
perceived media reporting of suicide in the UK, as well as media reporting of the Bridgend 
suicides. Those who did agree to be interviewed shared their experiences of the suicides and its 
reporting and provided some critical insights that helped to enhance the findings yielded in my 
content analysis and discourse analysis.
A final note on my methodological considerations and decisions must include why I 
decided against conducting an audience/reception study. The nature of suicide is that it is a 
sensitive and difficult topic to address, not only for those who have been bereaved by suicide, 
but also for those who have participated in the counselling and guiding of those who have been 
bereaved. I made a conscious decision not to interview those who were affected by the suicides 
in the Bridgend area and also not to interview those who lived in the community. My reasons 
were quite simple, first, I did not wish to impart any further grief, angst or hurt on the 
community and those that had been bereaved, but second, and probably more important, I 
could not guarantee with one hundred percent certainty that I would not have a negative 
impact with my questions and thusly serve as the trigger for another potential suicide, or 
mental illness episode. Additionally, as I have stated since the beginning of this dissertation, the 
purpose of this study was to understand how British newspapers report suicide, using the 
Bridgend suicides as a main case study. I do not think incorporating an audience study would 
have aided in my analysis, nor do I think leaving it out has made my findings any less rich. I
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chose the methods explained in this chapter because of the ways in which they could best 
answer my research questions:
1. How do British Newspapers report suicide?
2. How do journalists balance their social responsibility to report suicide so as to 
ensure an informed citizenry with their role of maintaining stability in society?
4.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I have described in extensive detail the methods chosen in this dissertation: 
content analysis, discourse analysis and interviews. These methods were chosen based on how 
well they complemented each other, and how each would enhance the method employed before 
it. Content analysis provided a tool to gamer some statistical data, which could help position 
the data in terms of numbers, before moving on to a more textual based analysis. The discourse 
analysis took the numbers from the content analysis and used them as a basis to dig deeper into 
the text and see if the numbers matched up with what was written and articulated to readers. 
The discourse analysis method also allowed for deeper meanings of discourses to be uncovered 
and also flagged up issues that journalists have when reporting suicide. By conducting 
interviews with journalists, both the content analysis and the discourse analysis raised serious 
issues in the reporting of suicide, which could then be questioned and answered with the help 
of those who were writing or who commented on the stories. This chapter also set about 
introducing the sample used in the study, and outlined the research questions put forth at the 
beginning of this research.
The next two chapters of this dissertation will now produce the findings of my research. 
Chapter Five will focus mainly on the results from my content analysis, which will be explained 
further, when necessary, with interview data. Chapter Six, will focus mainly on the results 
yielded from my discourse analysis, again explained and augmented by information garnered
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from my interviews. Chapter Seven, will conclude this dissertation by summing up the key 
points raised and point towards future research that still needs to be conducted in this area.
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Chapter Five: Stigmatization of Suicide
5.1 Introduction
This chapter will focus mainly on content analysis findings, using interview data and discourse 
analysis data to strengthen quantitative findings around the three distinct sections discussed: 
production, discursive elements and framing. The section on production will discuss and define 
how journalists reported the Bridgend story in terms of placement of stories on news pages, 
editorial decisions and sensationalization of the topic. Byline usage, the role of press agency 
copy in the Bridgend reporting and sourcing will also be examined. The results will illustrate 
and provide a general overview for how British Newspapers reported suicide.
The second section of this chapter on discursive elements of news stories will show 
particular features in the production of texts (news reports), while also examining discursive 
features of those same texts in the forms of language and images. Here the analysis is broken 
down into key words and phrases which have been analyzed, in the first instance for the 
frequency of their occurrence. In doing so, an impression of how responsible or irresponsible 
journalists were at creating stigma, or not, around the issue of suicide can be obtained. Defining 
the issue of responsibility is a complicated one in the field of journalism, as so often it gets 
mixed up with the issue of accountability (Hodges, 1986: 14). Simply put, The issue of 
responsibility is a practical one, the answer to which can come from an examination of the 
society's needs to know and the press' abilities to inform' (1986: 14). Responsible journalism is 
built upon the assumption that journalists understand that their actions affect those around 
them:
The roots of responsibility per se lie in the fact that we are both individual and 
social beings whose decisions and actions inevitably affect others. The very fact 
that we have the ability or power to affect each other deeply, either for good or 
for ill, requires that we act responsibly toward each other if society is to endure 
(Hodges, 1986:16).
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With this idea in mind, I point out in this section the responsibilities newspapers have in 
reporting suicide. Chapter Two, discussed in detail Zelizer's (2004) argument about the press' 
role as a mirror of society, meaning it reflects what is already believed (54). Furthering that 
discussion, Hodges (1986) points out three other press functions. The press, he argues, has a 
responsibility to fulfil a political role, informing the citizenry of what its government and other 
centres of power are doing. The second is an educational function, which includes, 'reporting on 
and promoting discussion of ideas, opinions and truths toward the end of social refinement of 
those ideas, opinions and truths' (1986: 21). The third press function is that of a societal 'bulletin 
board', where all the information about the society is reported. I bring these up here as an 
explanation for what responsible journalism looks like. These roles will be further highlighted 
throughout this chapter and Chapter Six in relation to press reporting around the issue of 
suicide. By analyzing the language used in describing the act of suicide, it can be demonstrated 
how newspapers discursively constructed the story, and thus what readers are directed to think 
about this complicated issue.
The last section of this chapter will examine closely the dominant frames that emerged 
from the content analysis, especially around causation, method, location, the Internet and 
broader social questions as to why suicide is thought to occur. These frames illustrate some of 
the ways in which journalists engage in the reporting of suicide and alerting citizens to its 
potential social ramifications.
5.2 Production
Reviewing the Bridgend suicide newspaper coverage at this point in the chapter is helpful in 
supporting an understanding of the key events that took place, and is useful to examine before I 
present the analysis of the content analysis data. Prior to January 17th, 2008, no suicide-related
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stories dealing with Bridgend, or those that came to be represented as part of the story, ran in
Welsh or national newspapers in the previous year. The first hint of a possible situation around
suicide occurred January 17th, 2008 in the South Wales Echo. In Chapter Three of this dissertation,
extensive discussion of the Werther Effect, or the 'copycat suicide' theory, was provided. To
briefly summarize, this theory states that the more the media report suicide, the greater the
likelihood that incidences of suicide will increase. Traditionally, the Werther Effect, when it has
been successfully replicated (meaning the same results can be found by other researchers)
measures suicide as a year-on-year phenomenon. In the case of Bridgend, this was not the case,
especially as there was no coverage of suicide in the Bridgend region in 2007, yet the theory was
used time and again in newspaper coverage to help explain why the suicides in Bridgend were
occurring. With regard to this point, Stephen Pritchard, Readers Editor at The Observer noted in
a telephone interview I conducted with him that:
I think it's very difficult, incredibly difficult, to point the finger and say that 
young folk were reading the papers every day and were thinking, 'well maybe I 
should do that'. I think that's really tricky, a tricky, tricky area. ... The copycat 
element, seemed at the time to be almost irrefutable, it seemed, what else, how 
else could you explain what was going on? Now, some months after the event,
I'm not sure that that's absolutely the case. I really don't know. There are lots of 
sources, lots of different factors, certainly in each individual death, that it's 
probably wrong to draw that conclusion.
As Pritchard notes, however, journalists needed something to help explain why the suicides 
were happening, thus they turned to the accepted academic discourse and research on media 
reporting of suicide to provide those answers.
Following the January 17th, 2008 article in the South Wales Echo, the Bridgend story 
became national news on January 23rd, nearly a full week after the original story ran. One might 
assume that the national newspapers were slow to pick up on a potential suicide 'cluster', but, 
in fact, it appears that it was a news release from the Wales News Service on January 22nd that
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kicked the coverage off and deemed that the suicides were part of a more sinister ploy: 'A
teenage suicide cult is sweeping through a town with seven young people killing themselves in
copycat deaths', the lead of that release read (Appendix I). Paul Horton, the News Editor and
Director for Wales News Services Ltd. said that he was tipped off to the story by a senior
member of the emergency services brigade in the Bridgend area, who was concerned at what he
thought was an increase in the number of suicide-related calls he was getting. In an interview
with Horton, I enquired as to whether, in retrospect, he would have changed the words that he
used to describe events in Bridgend, and which seemed to provide the impetus for the ensuing
spike in media coverage, to which he responded:
I read our copy again today, and looked at the words 'cult' and 'craze'. Now we 
got those words, a senior member of the emergency services said it was a cult, or 
something sinister was going on down there, and a parent said the word craze, it 
was like a craze, suicide had become a craze of some sort. There was a time a few 
months ago when I said that we wished we didn't use those words, but today I 
remembered the emotion. No, I wouldn't change it. It made people sit up and take 
notice.
Horton illustrates here the role that journalists played in reporting the Bridgend suicides. He 
also highlights the continuing construction of young people being described in childlike ways; 
that they are vulnerable and still in need of adult or parental protection. This also reinforces 
what I argued in Chapter Three about 'adultist' power that adults are in charge of setting the 
confines of the constructed life stage of childhood. In fact, his discussion of coverage points out 
how young adult suicide is being articulated as an extension of childhood. The decision to 
report the story came, as he points out, because there was 'something' going on that needed to 
be flagged to the general public. He defends his agency's usage of sensational words such as 
'cult' or 'craze', highlighting the argument I make that, by using charged language, despite 
fulfilling its social role of reporting suicide, the news agency, while attempting to maintain the
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status quo, in actuality ended up 'othering' the act of suicide and those who took their own 
lives in the area.
Following Horton's press release, newspapers in my sample ran 57 stories between 
January 23rd and January 28th, 2008. The coverage did not stop there. Another key event, the 
publication of a press release by the suicide prevention organization PAPYRUS (Appendix II), 
demanding that journalists stop reporting the suicides, only fuelled the fire. The reporting, after 
the initial 57 stories was dwindling, but on February 6th, 2008 and continuing until February 
16th, 2008, newspaper coverage leaped with 25 news articles published during that time. It is 
important to note that PAPYRUS disseminated this release during the height of the coverage in 
an attempt to calm the press down, but instead of achieving its goal, my sample showed a spike 
in coverage. In a telephone interview, I asked Rosemary Vaux, spokeswoman for PAPYRUS, 
why the decision was made to try and stop journalists from reporting the story. She explains 
here:
[We] had one or two pretty young girls, um, taking their own lives in the area, 
we then started to get big pictures, you know, pretty young girls who, who, you 
know, there was the risk of glamorization, um, normalization possibly. Um and 
the trustees were very concerned that there would be further deaths. It's known 
that um, people who have lost somebody close to them can become vulnerable 
themselves. That takes you up to when the trustees asked me to put up a 
temporary cessation, just for a period of calm, that's what we, that's all we, were 
asking for.
As evidenced, the story did not cease, and the press release, it could be argued, sparked 
further press interest in the story. Some of this interest came from that fact that it was a 'pretty 
young girl' who had hanged herself. This point highlights yet again, the infantilization of these 
young adults who took their own lives. Using the word 'girl' instead of 'woman' reduces the 
status of the adult to that of a child, and also implies her perceived 'vulnerability, similar to 
what happened to James Bulger, when he was murdered—his name was changed to 'Jamie' by
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the press, and his two murderers were only made mention to by their last names, Thompson
and Venables, as discussed extensively in Chapter Three. Another reason the interest continued
in this story with fervor, I believe, is because of the cynicism that exists in journalism which is
engrained in every cub reporter in a newsroom: If you are told to stop reporting, then
something is being hidden and must be uncovered (Keeble, 2001: 4). From my own experience
as a journalist, when I was told I could not or should not report something, it only made me
more eager. I felt that it was my duty, or, as I argue here, my social responsibility, to report
something that affects so many. I believe, too, that this was just one reason why newspaper
reporting around the Bridgend suicides continued for as long as it did. In addition, during
February, 2008, two cousins, Nathaniel Pritchard and Kelly Stephenson, both killed themselves,
creating a climax to the story with the highest amount of reporting coverage over the 20th and
21st of February with 46 news stories published. The press was already encouraged to report
further on Bridgend by the deaths of the two cousins, as well as an additional suicide on 19th
February. On the 20th February, however, the South Wales Police, as well as the parents of
Nathaniel Pritchard, publicly accused the media of causing the suicides, specifically pointing to
the South Wales Echo in a live, televised, national press conference, as the primary culprit. This
apparently created outrage amongst journalists because, as some pointed out, there was no
concrete evidence to support such a claim. For instance, Mike Hill, Editor of the South Wales
Echo, who declined to be interviewed for this research, nevertheless did respond to my
questions via e-mail:
Following a shameful South Wales Police press conference last year I wrote an 
editorial because I thought we owed it to our readers to explain why we were 
covering the story and the manner in which we were doing so. That editorial was 
also a response to what I saw as various people using the tragedies for their own 
ends - and that includes those in the police, politicians and the media -  rather 
than looking for why so many young people were taking their own lives. I don't 
intend to say any more than I did in that editorial, save for that I stand by the
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way we have covered and continue to cover the story in Bridgend. I've never 
believed there was or is a simple answer to what has happened there and it has 
been one of the most difficult stories I've ever had to cover. Nevertheless I have 
remained conscious of the responsibility that we have as journalists to cover it 
fairly, accurately and, above all, with sensitivity.
Hill's statement here shows the frustration newspapers had with those who disseminated
information about the suicides, but more importantly, he points out the confusion around why
the suicides were occurring. Hill acknowledges that journalists had a responsibility to report the
suicides, but he also reiterates the argument of this dissertation that journalists report suicide in
a way that maintains the status quo, eliminating the possibility of instability within society.
They do this, as he states, by reporting, 'fairly, accurately and, above all, with sensitivity'.
Throughout this chapter and the next, I will illustrate the frustration that news reporting
contained around why suicide happened; I will also show how irresponsible reporting, on the
part of most of the newspapers in my sample, worked more in the favour of continuing suicide
stigma, rather than helping to destigmatize the issue. Journalists report according to the
traditional reporting tenets of responsibility, fairness, accuracy and sensitivity. In the case of
reporting the Bridgend suicides, these tenets were used, either consciously or unconsciously, as
a method to maintain stability, which further stigmatized the issue of suicide. I have attached
Hill's editorial with my interview transcripts at the back of this dissertation (Appendix V)19.
Following the press conference with the police and parents, Bridgend continued to be
visible on news pages, though not always in each newspaper. It was March 20th before another
spike in coverage could be seen, when the coroner for Bridgend ruled on five of the deaths,
ruling three as open deaths and only two as actual suicides. For a death to be labelled a suicide
in the UK, the coroner must have concrete evidence that the person intended to kill themselves.
19 Many reporters a t th e  South Wales Echo declined my invitation to  be interview ed, with th e  exception of one.
The interview  with this journalist, Ben Glaze, will be reported  and analyzed in C hapter Six.
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Twenty-one articles were published in my sample around that event. After this announcement, 
the stories dwindled until the death of Sean Rees, a Sainsbury's employee who killed himself on 
April 20th, 2008. On the 21st and 22nd of April, a total of ten stories ran in the newspapers 
sampled in this study. Between April 24th, 2008, and June 30th, 2008, only a further 45 stories ran, 
thus ending the most intensive reporting of the Bridgend suicides in newspapers.
In his development of a theory for news dissemination and flow Ostgaard (1965) found 
that sensationalized news events were written, 'so as to move the reader to feel some emotion— 
amusement, excitement, sorrow, even grief (1965: 49). This theory holds true today, as seen in 
the case of the Bridgend reporting. The Bridgend story naturally ended in June, 2008. This does 
not mean that the suicides stopped; it means that the reporting of the story ceased. The 
declining interest from newspaper organizations occurred, I believe, because the suicides in the 
region were not coming as fast as they had been in the early part of 2008. Additionally, 
journalists had exhausted their arsenal of blame, and had no further answers as to why the 
suicides were happening.
As evidenced in this section, journalists play an important role in the reporting of social 
issues such as suicide. 'Responsibility' seems to be the magic word that journalists and 
academic suicidologists alike use when describing how newspapers report suicide. Yet it is clear 
from this basic history of the six-month event that sensationalizm was more important than 
understanding, and asking why the suicides happened and directing blame was more 
important than educating the public about suicide and accepting that suicide is a natural 
occurrence (thought not acceptable) in most societies.
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5.2(a) Reporting the Storu
The results of the content analysis showed that, in this sample, the Bridgend suicide story was 
predominantly reported by the Welsh Press20 which made up 50.9% (164) of the coverage. The 
Sun, the middle of the road tabloid, led the national coverage with 35, followed by The Times 33, 
and The Daily Mirror 27. The Daily Mail, of the political right and The Guardian, of the political 
left, ran a similar number of stories over the six-month sampling period with 19 and 18 
respectively. A story's placement in a newspaper is determined based on its news value: 'news 
values are the criteria employed by journalists to measure and therefore to judge the 
'newsworthiness' of events (Richardson, 2007: 91). While the Bridgend suicides were prevalent 
on news pages throughout the six-month period, only 29 stories made it onto the front page. Of 
those, however, 21 (72.4%) were run in the Welsh media. This means that while Bridgend was a 
highly-regarded, well-publicised story throughout the UK, it did not feature heavily throughout 
the six months on the front pages of the national newspapers in this sample. This makes sense 
in terms of the news agenda and the proximity (a news value,) (see Galtung and Ruge, 1965) 
that the suicides had in Wales, compared to the unusualness (a news value) that was employed 
by those working at the national newspapers. In fact, the majority of stories 187 ran on the first 
seven pages of the newspaper. While 95.3% of all the articles ran in the m ain/ news sections of 
the newspapers, The Daily Mail, The Mirror and The Times on Sunday ran stories in a weekly news 
review, which tended to be a page near the back of each newspaper, rounding up the week's 
news, in short, brief, catchy stories. The Times and The Mirror also ran stories in a 
Culture/Society section. The Times also had a story in its financial section which tried to provide 
an alternative perspective on suicide, showing the economic impact a suicide can have on a
20 The South Wales Echo, Western M ail and Wales on Sunday.
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society, while The Guardian addressed the suicides on three of its Media and IT pages. As the 
story initially featured so much emphasis on the role of the Internet in the suicides, The Guardian 
ran some of its coverage in an IT section, making the story more about the role of the Internet 
and social networking sites, rather than about the social complexities of suicide itself. What is 
interesting about these findings is that newspapers, in their attempt to fulfil their social 
responsibility of reporting the suicides as news stories, also attempted to subtly show the effects 
that suicide has on our culture, how it affects our society economically, and also how it can 
infringe on the technological aspects of the society as well. By doing this, and, granted, it was 
not significantly reported, newspapers attempted to show the damage that a suicide can do to 
the society in which they are happening.
5.2(b) News Formats
The majority of the Bridgend coverage was created in the form of lengthy articles 212 (65.8%), 
followed by news briefs, 67 (20.8%) which ran between 100 and 120 words. The news brief 
descends originally from the police blotter, or police brief—a short, daily synopsis of the day's 
crime. When analyzing the frames of news briefs, 20 were framed as 'crime'21, while 15 were 
framed as 'culture'22. These types of news were coded based on the general types of news which 
journalists report. For example, in the case of the Bridgend suicides, the suicides themselves fell 
into two 'types of news'23: Crime Reporting and Health Reporting (Pape and Featherstone, 2005: 
104).'... the stories that a crime reporter will cover are often the attention grabbers and the front 
page splashes', while health reporting, on the other hand is an area of reporting where, 'it's 
important to look beyond and find the truth and to be able to ask the awkward questions and,
21 Crime was coded in this sam ple w hen articles suggested th a t som e illegal activity had taken  place, or drugs and 
alcohol might have had an influence on why th e  suicide occurred.
22 Culture was coded in this sam ple w hen articles referred  to  th e  reason th e  suicide happened as a general societal 
decline.
23 O ther types of news, according to  Pape and F eatherstone (2005), include: courts, council, crime, sport, health, 
business, education and general.
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more importantly, get answers' (Pape and Featherstone, 2005: 104-105). Throughout this 
research, it could be found that shorter pieces dealing with frames around causation relied 
heavily on crime as the reason for the suicides, despite suicide not being a crime in England or 
Wales since the early 1960s. I would suggest that the news brief draws heavily on the format 
and construction of the traditional police blotter. Following up on this point, Siobhain 
Butterworth, Reader's Editor at The Guardian, stated in a telephone interview: '...so, I think, you 
know, it [suicide] really was kind of um, part of court reporting for a long time and part of the 
tradition of, kind of the sort of things that newspapers report...' While reporting suicide as if it 
were a crime might seem insignificant, stigma is reproduced in the minutiae (Thomicroft, 2006: 
xii); thus reporting suicide in the traditional format of crime reporting, implies that suicide, too, 
is a criminal act.
When it came to editorials, newspapers in this sample mostly did not take an editorial
position on the suicides—news articles presented a newspaper's ideological stance. This seemed
quite odd, as 'the editorial and op-ed (opposite-editorial) pages are central to a newspaper's
identity (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2008: 71). Karin Wahl-Jorgensen elaborates:
They [the editorial pages] are the only place in the paper where journalists are 
authorized to express opinion, often guided by the political leanings of the 
newspaper. It is in editorials that newspapers speak both for and to their 
audience, creating a distinctive voice for the newspaper that is otherwise buried 
under the conventions of objective journalism (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2008: 71).
In total, during the Bridgend coverage, just nine editorials24 were printed; four each in the South
Wales Echo and the Western Mail, and the only national newspaper to run an editorial was The
Times.
241 will no t analyze w hat has been said in th ese  editorials as they  are  qu ite  w eak ideologically. Instead, I have 
chosen to  exam ine news articles from th ese  new spapers because they  w ere ideologically rich and provided insight 
into reporting habits journalists em ploy w hen reporting suicide.
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Columns25 were a little more present, but only ran in The Sun, the South Wales Echo, The
Times on Sunday, The Mail on Sunday and The Sunday Mirror. When it came to running letters to
the editor, only The Guardian and its Sunday counterpart, The Observer, as well as The Daily Mail,
the South Wales Echo and the Western Mail, chose to run them. This seemed peculiar in the
overall coverage of the Bridgend, suicides as letters tend to be the second most read item in a
newspaper, only behind the front page (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2007). The purpose of running letters
to the editor, Wahl-Jorgensen (2007) argues, is to provide a Vigorous forum for public debate
(2007: 3). She explains here:
Journalism sees itself as a 'watchdog' on government or a 'fourth estate'—a 
critical institution that exists to scrutinize the practices of government. As part of 
this commitment, the press has emphasized its obligation to provide a platform 
for a diverse public debate and to encourage citizen participation in politics. The 
letters section represents the newspaper's attempt at realizing this fundamental 
tenet of the liberal democratic vision. When citizens talk to each other through 
letters to the editor, it represents a rare moment of direct and active participation 
in politics. More than that, the letters section is one of the few places where 
society as a whole fashions knowledge of itself (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2007: 3).
Yet, in the case of Bridgend, letters seemed to be chosen based on ideological stances that the
newspapers had already taken on their editorial pages. Two examples of this are The Guardian
and The Observer, who ran letters that blamed media reporting for the continuation of the
suicides in the Bridgend borough. These quality, left-leaning, newspapers adopted a stance and
language which epitomizes the Werther Effect, which states that the more suicide is reported by
the media, the greater the increase of actual suicides. However, in my interview with Siobhain
Butterworth, the Reader's Editor for The Guardian, she discussed some of the inherent problems
with the Werther Effect, which were not reflected on The Guardian's editorial pages:
25 Personal colum ns in new spapers provide a different perspective on topics of in terest. They can be witty, 
controversial, no-nonsense, hard-hitting, culturally eclectic, conversational, quirky, bitchy, whimsical, confessional, 
authoritative, subversive or irritating. Columnists use appropriate  style, language and to n e  for th e  new spaper for 
which they write, and they 'm ake up and are influenced by th e  overall 'p e rso n a lity  of th e  new spaper (Keeble, 
2001: 216 ).
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To try and work out whether the suicides around Bridgend at the time were the 
product of hysteria uh, as a result of the web, and you know, I, I, it's wrong to 
focus, and I know this is probably a complicating factor for your PhD, but it's a 
bit odd to focus on print... You know, there are other ways of getting 
information, that, you know I think it's an accusation that could have been 
leveled at the media more easily a hundred years ago than now, or easily twenty 
years ago, but I-I just don't know, I don't know how, obviously more studies 
need to be done and I don't know what influences people to commit suicide in 
2009, as opposed to 1989. Mmmm...kay. I mean I-I you know I just don't know 
... I suppose my-my response is I-I-1 just I don't know how, I don't know how 
it's possible to tell, but what I do know is the research that I've read on suicides 
and copycat behaviour is so convincing that I think voluntary restraint in 
reporting suicides is important.
Butterworth points out here the default position of most of the Bridgend coverage—that
journalists did not have the answers for their readers as to why the suicides occurred. The best
newspapers could do was fall back on academic research that pointed them towards just one
literature area around why suicide happens; in this case it happened to be the Werther Effect
theory. It is worth pointing out, however, that journalists were blamed for the continuation of
the deaths in the Bridgend area because of their 'excessive' reporting, thus allowing the more
highbrow of the quality British Newspapers to fall in line behind the academic research, and
provide an ideological stance—that irresponsible news reporting (other newspapers, not their
own) was to blame for the suicides in the Bridgend borough.
On their own, these representations using various news formats (crime reporting,
editorials, columns and letters to the editor) do not seem too alarming. However, I highlight
again, that the role of a journalist is to responsibly inform the public about possible threats to
the social fabric, and to take a position on its editorial page telling readers what to think. Few of
the newspapers analyzed in this dissertation took an official editorial position on what should
or could be done about the apparent spate of suicides. Even fewer columnists still commented
on the suicides. Additionally, few letters made it onto the editorial pages, thus hindering debate
around the issue of suicide that could have taken place. What became clear from the coverage
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was that newspapers took a collective ideological stance that suicide is a taboo topic for 
opinion-led reporting, and one that British Newspapers , at that time, were not willing to 
explore and explain to readers. Editorial pages used to be the place that newspapers talked 
about the important issues of the day, giving their readers food for thought (Wahl-Jorgensen, 
2008; Harrower, 2002), but in the case of Bridgend, it can be argued that newspapers allowed 
their sensational and poorly-researched articles to speak instead of using the traditional 
editorial soapbox.
5.2(c) News Elements
One example of how sensationalism was present in the newspapers was the way in which 
journalists appealed to readers: through the suicide count. For instance, 188 (58.4%) of all 
articles mentioned the total number of suicides in their stories, and some even went as far as to 
keep a running death count, or tally, at the bottom of each story. For example, in the lead of The 
Guardian, 'Their deaths bring the number of apparent suicides in the town to 16 in the last year, 
with the victims aged between 15 and 27' (Appendix XIII), or, as in The Sun's headline: 
'Bridgend toll 16 as cousins hang' (Appendix XI) or in the lead of the South Wales Echo, 'Sean 
Rees is the 19th person; there have been 18 other hanging deaths' (Appendix XIV). Repetition of 
numbers tended to suggest that an uncontrollable epidemic of suicides was occurring. Seeing a 
long list of dead people on a regular basis might be regarded as helping to fuel a moral panic 
around the issue of suicide. One way to combat that, as I was taught in my journalistic training, 
would be to use statistics to put things in perspective. Overwhelmingly, in the Bridgend case 
study, 288 (89.4%) of the stories did not use statistics. When journalists did use statistics 34 
(10.6%), they used them when creating panic around the Internet and when discussing the links 
between the people who had died. By providing statistics, journalists can give perspective and 
context to a story. In the case of these suicide stories, there was no way for a reader to judge
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whether the suicides in Bridgend County were out of the ordinary or not. Journalists allowed 
the continuous coverage of the deaths to provide both the context and perspective, when, in 
fact, had journalists published statistics from the preceding two or three years, they would have 
let readers know that the current 'spate' was nothing out of the ordinary for the region. The 
story could have become more educationally-focused, and purpose-driven, and could have 
encouraged the Welsh Assembly to implement a country-wide suicide prevention plan sooner, 
as well as preventing the ultimate sensationalist, dramatic 'why-dunnit?' death count that the 
story ultimately became.
Choosing journalists to interview for this dissertation became quite difficult, as more 
than 30% of all the articles written did not have a byline. Of those with bylines 176 (54.7%) 
turned out to be written by staff reporters. Dominic Kennedy of The Times, who declined to be 
interviewed but did share an e-mail response, sums up the situation facing journalism today 
well:
The only article I worked on about Bridgend was one Sunday when it emerged 
that a 19th young person had taken his life. My article was based on agency 
reports from the area, and on reading previous news reports about the suicides.
It was published in the Monday edition of the newspaper. I am sorry but on this 
occasion I do not feel that I have anything useful to contribute.
Kennedy highlights in his response the role that press agency or public relations material plays
in the construction and publication of news stories. As Franklin et al (2010) point out in their
research into press agency and PR copy in news content, bylines that appear with these types of
copy suggest that articles represent 'the work of independent in-house reporters (2010: 206).
They elaborate here:
The significance of these high levels of journalistic dependency on both PR and 
news agency materials is that they exercise a mutually reinforcing effect on 
newspapers' editorial contents. Our study revealed that journalists use PR 
subsidies directly, but PR text is also encoded in the agency copy which 
journalists use so routinely in news production. Forty-seven percent of press
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stories which were based 'wholly' around PR materials closely replicated agency 
copy, suggesting the existence of a 'multi-staged' process of news sourcing in 
which PR materials initially generate agency stories which in turn promote 
coverage in newspapers. Consequently, news agency copy serves as a Trojan 
horse for PR materials and must be analyzed carefully if the full impact of PR on 
editorial agendas is to be established (Franklin et al, 2010: 207).
In this study, Welsh Newspapers mostly did not list bylines with 47 of the South Wales
Echo articles and 26 of the Western Mail articles not having any bylines. That said, the Welsh
Newspapers were the only ones in the sample to list news agency stories as such, with 1 article
in the South Wales Echo and 2 articles in the Western Mail. These findings were surprising, as the
Bridgend suicide story was a local, Welsh, matter of interest. It reinforces what Thomas (2006)
argued; that the Welsh Press is poorly funded and in decline (2006: 51). The usage of news
agency copy was not as rampant as previously shown by Lewis et al (2008); it did seem odd,
however, that it was the local newspapers, who were geographically closest to the story that
listed its use. Mike Dodd, spokesman for the Press Association, the UK and Ireland's National
press agency, said that this has become a common practice in newsrooms around the country.
Elaborating on this point he indicated to me that:
AL: ... Now, what I noticed was, um, and I know this is... a lot of newspapers 
around the country pay into PA, and you know, and then are able to use your 
copy, but what I noticed a lot in the coverage, was the fact that a lot of national 
newspapers actually passed PA stories off as their own 
MD: Oh, that happens all the time.
AL: It does?
MD: Yeah, that's because that's the deal we do, unfortunately. I mean it's just 
part of the way in which, um ...
AL: Do you think that's misleading though, to the reader? You know that PA...
MD: No, because no, I wouldn't, I wouldn't say so. I mean, what the Press 
Association is, is a news agency, like, we're rather like Associated Press, we don't 
do investigative work, right, you know, so we don't do any investigative stories, 
uh, on the grounds that a good investigation needs to be conducted properly by 
journalists who, who have the trust of the editor 
AL: Right
MD: But, of course, the editor of the individual paper is the one who has to um, 
run the investigation, he has to do it in conjunction with his lawyers and so on 
and so forth, well we're not in the position to do that. What we do is we report
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what people say, and we report what happens, so we report what happens in 
court, we do general news, we do medicine, you know, medical news, education 
news, we do all the usual news sources, and we sell our copy, well we don't sell 
our copy, we sell the service to our subscribers on the basis that they can take 
what they want and they can use what they want, but they, they then, their final 
responsibility, if they make changes to our copy. Um, it's quite common, it's 
always been the case that Press Association copies is, is put into other people's 
newspapers under their own, you know, they'll put their own byline on it. They 
may have had their own reporter working on something and his stuff hasn't 
been as good as ours, or he hasn't got as much, or he's done something, he's 
taken a slightly different view and they decide our copy is the more newsworthy 
or the more most worth, you know the more worth using, um that, that's very 
common.
It has been well documented by Franklin (2006) that declining budgets in newsrooms do lead to 
an increase in outside-generated copy (2006: 13). There seemed to be an indication of this 
practice in the Bridgend case study, but it would need further exploration for any more 
definitive results.
5.2(d) Sources
What was interesting to note in the articles, whether they were in-house generated, or Press 
Association copy, was the limited representation of sources. One of the key ways to determine 
what voices are being heard is to look at sources—who is being chosen to share their viewpoint, 
and where that viewpoint is placed in a story: 'the term source is used only to refer to the 
people who reporters turn to for their information, often officials and experts connected to 
society's central institutions' (Berkowitz, 2009: 102). In this sample, I looked at primary and 
secondary sources. A primary source should be considered as the first person quoted in a story, 
while the secondary source is the second person quoted. In terms of primary sources, journalists 
choose who to quote first, thus helping construct an article, and place the power of construction 
in the hands of that source: 'Sources located within a power structure, who have both authority 
of knowledge and autonomy to speak about that knowledge, tend to be most powerful' 
(Berkowitz, 2009:105). Secondary sources, then, while important, do not have as much power in
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the eyes of the journalist to help shape and construct the news agenda (2009:105). O'Neill and
O' Connor (2008) found in their study of local newspapers in Yorkshire that a reliance on a
single source for stories perhaps reflected 'a shortage of time and resources, combined with
sources' skills in presenting positive public images, is a significant contributory factor to
uncritical local press reporting (2008:493). McNair (2009) echoed this sentiment:
... it is beyond argument that journalists are limited in their work by constraints 
built into the production process, such as deadlines, limits on space and access to 
sources. All contribute to the shaping of output and the form of the final product.
Any sociological account that fails to acknowledge the importance of these 
constraints is of minimal value in our understanding of how journalism is made.
But neither can one allow journalists to refer all criticisms of their work as 
'organizational factors' over which they have no control. Journalists hold beliefs and 
assumptions about who are the most authoritative and credible sources in the 
construction of a given story; about what is the most important story on a given 
day; and about how a story fits in with common sense or 'consensual' ways of 
seeing the world' (McNair, 2009: 65).
While the choosing of sources based on power can be seen and interpreted as quite negative, the
lack of them entirely, as O'Neill and O' Connor (2008) pointed out, can leave newspapers and
journalists alike open to criticism, as in the case of the Bridgend suicides. When looking at
primary sources in this sample it came to light that 47 (14.6%) of the stories did not have any
primary sources. Not only does this point towards poor journalistic reporting, it also points to a
possible regurgitation of rumours with no credible evidence to back up claims. An example of
this is in a story, published in the South Wales Echo: 'The couple got engaged last year, but had
delayed their wedding several times, according to friends' (Appendix VII). The sentence was
used to allude to the fact that the girl who killed herself suffered from mental illness and was
also quite 'needy'. By not using a specific quote to provide context, this leads to stigmatized
reporting around the issue of mental illness.
Overall, when primary sources were used in this sample, family members were quoted
53 (16.5%), police, 39 (12.1%) followed by politicians 37 (18.9%). I also looked at primary sources
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by newspaper, based on the highest occurrences, to determine if particular sources were relied 
upon more heavily than others. The South Wales Echo relied mostly on family members, with 19 
(35.8%) stories, followed by The Sun, 12 (22.6%), The Mirror, 7 (13.2%) and the Western Mail, 7 
(13.2%). The South Wales Echo again led the way in sourcing police, 9 (23.1%) followed by the 
Western Mail 7 (17.9%) and The Guardian 5 (12.8%). It was only the Welsh media that sourced 
politicians: the Western Mail 18 (48.6%), the South Wales Echo 10 (27%) and Wales on Sunday 4 
(10.8%). This anomaly leads me to believe that suicide was more of a political issue in Wales. 
The suicides in the Bridgend borough were held up as representing more serious economic 
issues in the country, such as deprivation, low unemployment and an absence of cultural 
cohesiveness that was once present in Wales. With journalists quoting politicians as primary 
and secondary sources, journalists were trying to reinforce the fact that powerful elites had the 
situation under control and that the suicides were more of an anomaly than something that 
should be worrying the citizenry as a whole.
Table 1: Common Sources x Newspapers
■ South W ales Echo 
■ W estern  Mail
□  The Sun
□  The Mirror
■  The G uardian 
□ W ales on S unday
Individual newspapers, however, relied on their own particular sources. The Times 
referenced academic experts 5 times and friends, 4; while The Guardian quoted police 5 times
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family members, 2 and academic experts, 2. The Daily Mail referenced police 3 times and friends, 
3. The Sun quoted family members 12, and police and friends, each 4 times. The Mirror quoted 
family members 7 times and the coroner, 4. The South Wales Echo chose family members 19 
times and the coroner 15. The Western Mail referenced politicians 18 times, family members, 7, 
and police, 7. The Times on Sunday quoted friends once; The Observer quoted police twice; The 
Mail on Sunday chose police once; The Sunday Mirror chose police and other 1 each, while Wales 
on Sunday quoted politicians, 4 times, family members, 2, academic experts, 2, and partners, 2.
Table 2: Primary Sources  ______
□ The Times
■ The Guardian
□ The Daily Mail
□ The Sun
■ The Mirror
■ South W ales 
Echo
■W estern Mail
While looking at primary sources is important, looking at secondary sources provides context 
for readers as well as giving a more rounded idea of where journalists seek further information. 
Overwhelmingly, when it came to secondary sources, there were none in 134 (41.6%) of the 
stories. When secondary sources were used, friends, 32, politicians, 29 and the coroner, 25 were 
the most heavily used. Alarmingly, secondary sources are not always used in stories about 
suicide, as evidenced from this sample. This means that stories are often under sourced and rely 
on only one voice, or the same voices in some cases, to help put a story in perspective, thus 
replicating socially-accepted discourses that are put forth by the sources themselves. This
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research showed that secondary sources are not used the majority of the time. With fewer 
resources at their disposal and less time to report stories, it is perhaps not surprising that 
journalists tend not to seek out secondary sources. Not only does this do readers a disservice 
because a balanced context cannot be provided, but it also proves difficult for journalists to 
fulfil their social responsibility in reporting suicide responsibly. Linksy (1986) states, 'If they 
[journalists] know the impact of what they are reporting and publishing in a specific case, then 
they may be said to have contributed to and be held partially responsible for the result' (1986: 
138). When only one source or no sources are used in reporting a story, readers cannot form an 
informed impression about the challenges facing suicide prevention. In the case of the Bridgend 
suicides, it could also be argued that, by not using secondary sources, journalists were trying to 
create distance between themselves and the issue of suicide, as it is an issue they do not clearly 
understand.
As with the primary sources, I also took a closer look at secondary sources broken down 
by newspapers to see the common sources they would turn to. The South Wales Echo and the 
Western Mail, 7 each, and The Mirror, 6, sourced friends in a second instance. The Western Mail 
13, South Wales Echo, 7 and The Times, 4, each sourced politicians after friends as a secondary 
source. The coroner was also sourced, led by the Western Mail, 8 and The Sun, 6. When looking 
at secondary sources by their individual newspapers, The Times chose politicians, 4, and non 
profits, 4; The Guardian, quoted family members in 3 instances; The Mirror, quoted friends 6 
times; the Western Mail referenced politicians 13 times; The Observer quoted politicians and the 
coroner once in each instance; The Sunday Mirror quoted friends once; The Daily Mail chose to 
reference family members 4 times; The Sun quoted the coroner 6 times; the South Wales Echo 
quoted police 14 times; The Times on Sunday referenced a non profit organization once; The Wales 
on Sunday quoted friends 4 times and The Mail on Sunday had no secondary sources.
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In this section on production, I looked at how the Bridgend story was reported, the news 
formats employed, the specific elements used to provide context in reporting the story and the 
sources journalists quoted to construct their stories. Additionally, I have looked at the frequency 
with which suicide appeared on the front pages, which newspapers covered the story, where 
suicide stories ran on news pages, the length of the articles, and the editorial stances 
newspapers took on the issue of suicide. Additionally, I have shown some examples of 
sensationalistic reporting and delved into the sources each newspaper used to provide voices in 
their stories. I have illustrated how British Newspapers have a social responsibility to report 
suicide, and the consequences if they do not do this responsibly. This section helped to answer 
the overarching, general research question: How do British Newspapers report suicide?
The next section of this chapter will discuss at length the quantifiable results around 
words and phrases that were used in the six-month sample. These results should be taken as a 
foundation for general discourses that emerged, which will be discussed in greater detail in the 
next chapter.
5.3 Discursive Elements
As discussed earlier in this dissertation, in Judeo-Christian cultures suicide has traditionally 
been heavily stigmatized. This situation has helped to perpetuate discourses that are potentially 
damaging to those suffering from poor mental health. As this dissertation is concerned with the 
discourses British Newspapers used when reporting suicide, it seemed fitting to firstly provide 
quantitative evidence relating to the discursive elements that make up those discourses. By 
highlighting phrases used in describing the act of suicide, and by also examining discursive 
features of those stories, I can show some of the ways in which the newspapers tried to control 
narratives around the Bridgend suicides.
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This section on discursive elements will be broken down into two sub-sections, one 
looking at discursive labelling, such as 'suicide' and 'commit suicide', while the second sub­
section will focus on discursive features of the stories, looking specifically at method, 
questioning and visuals and the role these three played in the continuation of the suicide 
coverage.
The discursive elements in this section were coded in headlines, subheads, the lead (first 
paragraph), the nut graf (second paragraph), info boxes and pull quotes. Each element was 
coded as it appeared in the story. For instance, if the word suicide occurred in a headline, 
second paragraph and pull quote, the story was coded as such. Overlap between the discursive 
elements was prevalent. For example, suicide could also be coded as 'commit suicide'. The 
method of coding was chosen based on an extensive review of available media guidelines on 
reporting suicide in the UK. Based on the WHO's guidelines, internationally recognized as the 
standard bearer, and backed by the International Association of Suicide Prevention, these 
guidelines advise: 'avoid language which sensationalizes or normalizes suicide, or presents it as 
a solution to problems; avoid explicit description of the method used in a completed or 
attempted suicide; word headlines carefully; show due consideration for people bereaved by 
suicide and provide information about where to seek help' (WHO, 2008: 3). The guidelines 
advise against the use of the word 'suicide' in a headline, yet this study found its use was 
prevalent in both the headline and lead of the samples coded.
5.3(a) Discursive Labelling: ' Suicide'
The South Wales Echo 26, the Western Mail 23 and The Mirror and The Times 16 each utilised the 
word 'suicide' in a headline, while 202 (62.7%) of all stories used the word 'suicide' in a lead. 
One would anticipate that the word 'suicide' might appear in a story about a self-inflicted 
death, but in this study, there were 21 stories that did not use the term. While this number is
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small, it is an important one. It lends itself to the argument that alternate discourses could be 
used in reporting suicide; the reasons for a death might be more societally based, as Durkheim 
stated. Durkheim argued that suicide is the result of society's strength or weakness of control 
over an individual (Berman and Jobes, 1991: 37). Based on the reasons given for death when the 
discursive term 'suicide' was not employed, Durkheim's assertion that anomic suicides occur 
when the victim is not capable of dealing with a crisis rationally, or when his or her relationship 
with society is suddenly changed, seems to be reinforced here, though not strongly. Moreover, 
this means an alternate discourse which mentions other triggers for death, instead of simply the 
suicider taking his or her own life. I suggest here that the word 'illicide' might offer a clearer 
understanding or create a stronger possibility for an alternative discourse to be used by 
journalists. I define 'illicide' as 'self-murder in order to make clear my mind'. Its etymology 
comes from 'ill', based on the word illustrate, defined by the Oxford English Dictionary's 
definition of the word in the 1580s which was, 'to make clear in my mind' 
(http://www.oxfordreference.com [Accessed July 12th, 2009]). The second 'i' in 'illicide' 
references the self, as in the first person, 7  chose to die'. The last part of the word, 'cide' means 
to kill or murder. With a definition such as this at a journalist's disposal, suicide, or rather, 
'illicide' could be seen more as a mental illness based on psychache26, rather than an issue 
steeped in stigma and crime.
5.3(b) Discursive Labelling:'Commit Suicide'
Tying this together, the phrase 'commit suicide' is commonly understood within the field of 
suicidology to imply a criminal act. This dates back to the negative stigma around suicide 
created by the Catholic Church, as explained in Chapter Three. Because of this, prior to the
26 Shneidman (1996) defines psychache as stem m ing from thw arted  or d isto rted  psychological needs. In o ther 
words, suicide is chiefly a dram a of th e  mind (1996: 4-5).
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1960s, suicide was a crime against humanity in both England and Wales. While the law has
changed, the usage of the phrase is still prevalent and commonplace in reporting and speech. I
asked Stephen Pritchard, Readers Editor for The Observer in a telephone interview why it was
that journalists wrote about suicide in an abstract way, 'as if it were this 'thing' that actually
took lives away and it wasn't an active choice by somebody.' He responded:
We're still, still using the term commit suicide, as though it somehow, uh, it's 
not a conscious decision and also to commit something, of course, rather 
reflects the fact that not very long ago, it was actually a crime to take your 
own life
As Pritchard states here, using the phrase 'commit suicide' is engrained in the British psyche 
because of previous laws, making change difficult to implement. That said, 274 (85.1%) stories 
in this sample did not use the phrase, which is a positive step in trying to destigmatize suicide; 
however, there were publications that did choose to use it. The Times used it 11 times, followed 
by The Daily Mail and the Western Mail at 10 each. The Times, however, was the only publication 
to also use the phrase in a headline.
When 'commit suicide' was used in a story, it was mostly relegated to the rest of the 
story (38 times), meaning the paragraphs following the nut graf (second paragraph). The phrase 
did not appear in The Observer or The Mail on Sunday. One could draw the conclusion that the 
discourse around the phrase 'commit suicide' is changing. No longer does the phrase imply a 
legal 'criminal act against humanity', an abstract phrase that does little to help those that are 
suffering from mental illness, or those bereaved by suicide (rather it implies a morally 
reprehensible act that damages the friendships and relationships of those that are left behind). 
While this small change might seem irrelevant, in fact, what it does is change the discourse from 
focusing on the why and how of the suicide, and instead focuses on those left behind and how 
the actions of the suicider affects someone else. Using this phrase could imply a shift in thinking
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about the suicide act; thus helping society to adapt its way of thinking about suicide. Where 
once the focus of a suicide was the person who had died, now the focus is on those who have 
been affected by the suicide. More likely, however, is that this shift is representative of the 
press' attempt at maintaining the already socially-accepted discourses around suicide. 
However, by shifting the discourse just slightly and by removing the phrase 'commit suicide' 
from the printed vernacular, and focusing on those left behind, the newspapers appeared to be 
suggesting to those who contemplate suicide that it would be wrong to do so, thus fulfilling its 
role of maintaining balance within the society.
5.3(c) Discursive Features: ' Method'
Discursive phrasing, as can be seen, plays an important role in understanding the issue of 
suicide, but so too are the discursive features that journalists use when they are reporting a 
suicide story. For example, the method a person chooses to use to die is a good discursive hook 
for journalists when trying to entice readers into a story. In 90 (28%) stories in the Bridgend 
case, the method was mentioned in the lead. An additional 40 (12.4%) references were 
mentioned in the headline. According to the WHO's media guidelines for reporting suicide, 
journalists should avoid excessive detail when describing how a suicide occurred (2008: 3). 
While saying that a person hanged themselves does not constitute excessive detail, when it is 
repeated in the top third of the story (headline, subhead, lead, and second paragraph), one 
begins to formulate an idea about what 'hanging' entails. The common belief within the media 
field is that readers only engage with the top one third of a story before moving on to the next 
news item (Harrower, 2002: 43). This gives journalists precious little space to make an impact 
around a particular social issue. The field of suicidology tends to argue that method is the
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defining aspect of media reporting that can cause27 suicide. In a telephone interview, Chris
Frost, Ethics Chair for the National Union of Journalists said:
[Keith Hawton] did some excellent work, drawing together a number of 
studies, um which seemed to show that it's unlikely that the media generally 
would drive suicide, but they certainly could influence method. So, then we 
needed to be extraordinarily careful, exactly how much detail we wrote, that 
said, in, in Bridgend, I thought that would have fitted more closely the method, 
because we weren't talking generally about sort of suicides or a suicide here or 
there, by saying all these suicides in one place, probably added more focus so 
that some people in Bridgend who may have been thinking about it, might just 
have been encouraged to do that. But that said, I mean Keith's work seems to 
suggest that potentially you're not very likely to encourage people to commit 
suicide, unless they were determined to do that in the first place. All you can 
do is influence how they're going to do it, so I can see why the, why the police 
wanted the media to shut up about it and not because they wanted the media 
to not be involved in, um, looking at how they were investigating it, although 
that's always a possibility, but um, because it would look as though we were 
encouraging it.
Frost raises some interesting points here, highlighting an issue I have been examining
throughout this dissertation regarding the media effects debate, and the Werther Effect research
with regard to suicide reporting. Media effects research works on the basis that audiences do
not critically engage with media messages (Lacey, 2002: 145). As Frost mentioned, Hawton
conducted research that found that media reporting is not likely to 'encourage people to commit
suicide, unless they were determined to do that in the first place'. While this dissertation's aim
is not to prove or disprove whether the media has an impact on increasing suicides, it is
important to note Gauntlett's thoughts on the matter:
If, after sixty years of a considerable amount of research effect, direct effects of 
media upon behaviour have not been clearly identified, then we should conclude 
that they are simply not there to be found (Gauntlett, 1998: 20).
I focus on this here, as the Werther Effect theory permeates through every aspect of this
dissertation, despite not being the focus of it. Journalists are well aware that the theory exists,
27 Note th e  W erther Effect th eo ry  lite ra tu re  in C hapter Three.
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reporting it as part of the Bridgend story. Frost, too, raises the point, but he highlights one of my 
general concerns with this particular way of thinking: the media is not likely to cause suicide, 
yet it can influence method. I would put it to my colleagues who research suicide that perhaps it 
is not that the media influence the method, but rather, as shown throughout my research 
findings that British Newspapers reinforce stigma as in the case of the word 'hang' by re­
presenting the word over and over again to its readers. In this over-representation of the 
particular method used (eg. hanged), newspapers 'othered' those that chose to die, but at the 
same time was able to reinforce what society believes to be 'normal' around the topic of death. 
To elaborate further, in quite simplistic terms, we are born; we die. This is the 'natural or 
normal' event of living. However, in the case of those who died in Bridgend—we are bom, and 
'they' hanged themselves. By using this method to explain death, British Newspapers 
reinforced the accepted discourse around life and about what is not accepted around death. 
5.3(d) Discursive Features: 'Questioning'
What became quite evident and further highlights my discussion regarding societally-accepted 
discourses around death, is how journalists questioned why suicide occurs, arduously trying to 
uncover an answer. Questions are a natural part of dealing with the aftermath of a suicide. In 
the case of Bridgend, British Newspapers took it upon themselves to play the role of national 
inquirer. Bob Satchwell, Executive Director of the Society of Editors, believes it was right for 
newspapers to cover the suicides in exactly the way they did. He told me in a telephone 
interview: '... which is perfectly proper in my view, absolutely right that they should be 
covered. God forbid young people kill themselves and no one bothers to make a fuss about it'. 
Satchwell's frustration here highlights conceptions held by society about childhood and young 
people. Aries (1960) argues that today adults have realized, the 'innocence and the weakness of 
childhood, and consequently the duty of adults to safeguard the former and strengthen the
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latter (1960: 316). Journalists carried out this role of national defender of 'childhood' and 'youth' 
by questioning why the suicides were happening. The findings show that questioning occurred 
in the latter two-thirds of the stories, 144 (44.7%). It occurred 18 times in headlines—for 
example: 'Internet Death Cults? Or is it a Humdrum Cause Closer to Home?' (Appendix VIII); 
'17 Hangings, 13 Months, 1 Town, 1 Question, Why?' (Appendix XVII). The South Wales Echo 
had 5 instances and The Times 4. In the subhead questioning appeared 4 times, while in the 
South Wales Echo 2 times, The Times, once, and The Mirror, once. In the lead, it appeared 12 times 
with The Times having 4 occurrences, the South Wales Echo 3, the Western Mail 2. In the second 
paragraph, questioning occurred 12 times, with The Times having 3 instances, and The Mirror, 
the South Wales Echo, and Western Mail all having 2 each.
Table 3: Discursive Feature: ’Questioning’
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The Times, then, as well as the South Wales Echo consistently questioned why the suicides 
happened in the top third of a story (headline, subhead, lead and second paragraph). 
Consequently, The Times became the questioning voice amongst the national newspapers and 
the South Wales Echo was the questioning voice in Wales.
Questioning why a death happens is to be expected, but in the case of suicidal death, it is 
mandatory. A society judges how well it is functioning based on the number of people in it
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killing themselves (Koch and Smith, 2006: 2). Questioning why people die is only natural based
on that thesis. When it comes to suicide, however, the only person who knows why the death
occurred is in the ground28. The press, then, must fill in the gaps so that the citizenry does not
think that suicide is an acceptable act. Paul Horton, News Editor and Director for Wales News
Services, Ltd. voiced his frustrations in a telephone interview:
It's difficult, the problem is, the problem is, you can't sit any of those young 
people down and say, why did you do it? And, that why is the big question, 
and you know this much better than me, why, why, why, why, why, why is the 
big question and nobody can ever bloody answer it. Each of those kids has 
their own back story, and there are certain similarities and connections 
between them, but they don't even know why29 they did things in the end, 
there's no magic bullet, anyway, no
Horton illustrates the big gap in reporting a suicide—there is no way to answer the question
'why?'. That said, however, at the heart of reporting a news story, the fundamentals of
journalism, the core news values, demand that the 'Why' question be addressed. It is a key
aspect of reporting a story—who, what, when, where and why? Asking the question, however,
and providing an answer, regardless if it is the right one or not, helps to maintain the ever-
fragile equilibrium of a society.
5.3(e) Discursive Features:' Visuals'
News stories, however, are not just told via discursive phrasing, or by highlighting key 
discursive features such as the method or questioning, as I have done here. A key element in the 
reporting of any story is the visual. While this dissertation did not methodologically conduct a 
visual analysis, it did take note of some of the key features that visuals added to the reporting of 
the Bridgend suicides. Journalists are encouraged in the WHO media reporting guidelines on
28 While suicide notes do provide inform ation in som e cases as to  why a person chose to  take his or her own life, in 
most cases, as Shneidm an (1996) found, suicide no tes are no t left behind by th o se  w ho have died (14).
29 It should be noted here th a t this quo te  by News Editor Paul Horton was used to  illustrate th a t journalists, much 
like the  populous, has a difficult tim e understanding why suicide occurs.
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suicide to not embellish with pictorial content, but, that said, most editors and journalists strive
to have at least one picture run with each story. Harrower (2002) describes in a tongue-and-
cheek way why a news page designer would want to run photos with a story:
Yes, you can design stories without art. But your pages will look lifeless and 
gray. After all, most stories are about people: people winning, losing, getting 
arrested, getting elected. (Often they get elected first, then arrested). Readers 
want to know what these people look like. So show them. Remember, mug shots 
attract readers. And attracting readers is your job (Harrower, 2002:46).
In the case of the Bridgend story, over the course of the six-month sampling of stories, 199
(61.8%) articles in newspapers had a picture, while 123 (38.2%) did not. The South Wales Echo
ran 56 (28.1%); the Western Mail ran 37 (18.6%), The Sun ran 28 (14.1%), and The Times ran 21
(10.6%). The Mail on Sunday was the only newspaper to not run any photos over the six-month
period. These results show that, visually, this story was not as stimulating in the national
newspapers, as in the Welsh Newspapers. The Welsh Newspapers made the story local, using
pictures to illustrate the angst and confusion around the suicides in the Bridgend area. Most,
215 (66.8%) versus 106 (32.9%), did not have more than one photo with a story. Of those that did
have more than one photo with a story, the South Wales Echo led the way with 31 (29.2%),
followed by the Western Mail and The Times each with 14 (13.2%), and The Sun with 12 (11.3%).
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the Bridgend suicides did not appear in a large way on the
front page of newspapers, except in the Welsh Newspapers. Consequently, jumping stories30
from the front page with a picture was also quite low with 25 (7. 5%).
The WHO encourages journalists to 'avoid prominent placement and undue repetition
of stories about suicide', stating: 'Newspaper stories about suicide should ideally be located on
the inside pages, towards the bottom of the page, rather than on the front page or at the top of
30 This is a journalistic te rm  to m ean starting a story on one page and 'jum ping' or finishing it on another. An 
example of this is starting a story on page one, and then  turning to  page six to  read its ending.
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an inside page' (2008: 8). While many newspapers did not run the story on the front page, the 
story did receive prominent placement on inside top right and inside top left pages. Throughout 
the six-month period and across the 322 individual newspapers sampled, 440 (75.9%) mugshots 
(generally just a face in the picture) were run with the stories; 63 (10.9%) landscape photos 
(pictures of the town or place where the person died) were rim, followed by 77 (13.2%) portraits 
(pictures of the family or deceased with family/friends, artistic shots with friends, flowers etc.). 
The South Wales Echo relied the heaviest on mugshots, running 100 (22.7%). The Sun also relied 
on them, publishing 69 (15.7%), followed by The Mirror 64 (14.5%) and The Times 53 (12%). 
Portraits31, which seemed to be used to illicit sympathy for family members and friends, were 
relied on by the South Wales Echo 31 (40.3%), The Sun 10 (13%) and The Daily Mail and the 
Western Mail 7 (9.1%) each.
Landscape pictures32 were also used 63 (10.8%). The Times relied on these 14 (22.2%), 
followed by the Western Mail 12 (19%), The Sun 11 (17.5%) and the South Wales Echo 10 (15.9%). It 
was The Times that pictorially referenced Bridgend as a possible reason for the deaths, using the 
same picture over and over again, despite the fact that the "depressed area of Bridgend" was 
referenced less than one per cent throughout the entire six-month sample as a possible 
causation of death. This result shows yet again that despite leading the coverage for the national 
newspapers, The Times, through every means of production, sought a way to distance 
themselves from the suicides, representing the story as an "us" and "them" situation, or in terms 
of social class.
When it came to who was in those pictures, newspapers in the sample mostly chose to 
run pictures of the deceased alone 379 (67%). Newspapers also chose to run the deceased with
31 Pictures of family, deceased  with fam ily/friends, artistic shots with friends, flowers etc.
32 Pictures of tow n, place w here th e  person died
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friends 22 (3.9%). Family was also present 22 (3.9%). The South Wales Echo published family 
pictures 7 (31.8%) and The Sun and the Western Mail each published 4 (18.3%). It is interesting to 
note that politicians were also visible pictorially, but only in Welsh Newspapers, 17 (3%). The 
South Wales Echo ran 9 (52.9%) pictures of politicians, followed by the Western Mail 5 (29.4%) and 
the Wales on Sunday 3 (17.6%). This is further evidence, that suicide was a political story in 
Wales; in local and regional newspapers, sources tend to be those who hold power and make 
decisions:
... the principal contributors are elite white men, with the 'ordinary' citizen, 
women, and members of ethnic minorities being far less frequently identified, 
since journalists are much more likely to seek out elite sources whom they 
believe will give their reports the requisite degree of gravitas and authority 
(Ross, 2006: 233).
In Wales, those elite sources are politicians, and this is why they featured heavily in the 
Bridgend reporting.
As with the choice of sources, the choice of pictures for a story is also important. A 
picture can be illustrative of a particular voice. As seen here, the content analysis showed that 
pictures of the deceased with friends, and family were used, but also showed that pictures of 
politicians were used too. What this does is reinforce the argument running throughout this 
dissertation thus far: Newspapers have a responsibility to report the news, based on their 
commonly held tenets and ideologies, but newspapers also play a significant role in 
maintaining stability in a democracy. From these visuals, it can be seen that, similar to when 
using the phrase 'commit suicide', journalists have subtly shifted the discourse around suicide 
to focus on those left behind (family and friends). Additionally, through visual means, 
journalists have presented politicians as the voices of power, those who hold the answers, those 
who can solve the problem of suicide and those who we, the citizenry, must turn to when we 
feel that our democracy is becoming destabilized.
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This section on discursive elements, which included looking at the discursive labels, 
'suicide' and 'commit suicide', and discursive features, 'method', 'questioning' and 'visuals' 
provides a quantitative basis to enable an extra level of understanding with regard to how 
suicide is portrayed by British Newspapers. What the findings show is that there is evidence 
that journalists are attempting to follow media reporting guidelines, as the majority of suicide 
stories ran on inside pages, albeit on the top right and top left, instead of on the bottom, as 
advised by the WHO. However, stories of importance are always signified by their prominent 
placement at the top of pages instead of the bottom, so a compromise on this guideline seems to 
work for the common good. There also seemed to be a shift in the discourse around the phrase 
'commit suicide'. That shift could suggest that the person who ended their life is no longer the 
focal point in a suicidal act, but rather, those left behind. A small percentage of stories discussed 
how the act of suicide affected those left behind rather than the 'why' of the act itself. It also 
became clear, if just slightly, that journalists see suicide as a way to infantilize those who kill 
themselves. This came to light when looking at how journalists needed to uncover why suicide 
was happening in the borough of Bridgend and will be explored in greater depth in Chapter 
Six. Throughout this section, and the chapter thus far, I have maintained the argument that 
journalists must fulfil a social role of responsibly reporting suicide. What I also highlight is that, 
in fulfilling that societal obligation, journalists tend to 'mirror' what society already deems 
acceptable discourses around the issue of suicide, regardless of whether those discourses are 
stigmatized or not. The next section of this chapter, will explore quantitatively the frames that 
emerged around the Bridgend suicides.
5.4 Framing
Gitlin (1980) explains the issue of framing as a way to 'naturalize the social world in accordance 
with certain discursive conventions' (1980: 6). Allan (1998) goes on to say that news frames
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'make the world beyond direct experience look natural7 (1998:120). This section will explore in 
depth the dominant frames that emerged in this quantitative sample around causation, method, 
location, the Internet and why suicide is thought to occur. These frames, as mentioned earlier in 
this chapter, illustrate some of the ways in which journalists engage in the reporting of suicide, 
and how they use these frames to stabilize the society once a suicide has happened.
The dominant frames throughout the six-month sample were: culture 128 (39.8%), 
questioning 63 (19.6%), mental health 52 (16.1%) and crime 46 (14.3%). Culture was coded as a 
general societal decline (could also be inferred as social class), while questioning was coded as 
the frustration of not understanding why the suicides were happening. A code of mental health 
deemed mental illness as a cause for death, but it was also coded when psychologists, medical 
doctors and epidemiologists were referenced in the story, while a code of crime, as mentioned 
earlier in this chapter, suggested that some illegal activity had taken place, or that drugs and 
alcohol might have had an influence. Education was a represented frame 39 (12.1%) overall, 
with the South Wales Echo leading the way 19 (48.7%), followed by The Sun 4 (10.3%) and The 
Guardian 1 (2.6%). This frame encourages educating the public about mental health, the signs 
and triggers for depression, as well as encouraging parents about the 'dangers' of allowing 
young people online. Of interest here is The Guardian's presence, and how it warned against the 
ills of online usage. The Guardian's coverage of the suicides seemed to be steeped in an 
awareness of social class, implying that suicide, in Wales especially, was a lower class issue, and 
not something with which middle-class readers needed to be concerned.
The Guardian lobbied for caution about allowing young people to use social networking 
sites, and argued that their usage could be yet another example of a decline amongst British 
youth. Yet Subrahmanyam et al (2008) found that social networking sites are used by young 
people to 'promote social interaction and reinforce important offline relationships,
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demonstrating that for them, technology is a tool for supporting interpersonal connections'
(2008: 423). These findings do not correspond with the discourse of social class put forth by
most of the British Newspapers examined. What becomes clear, however, is that online usage
now seems to be the benchmark by which social class is measured. As seen in my findings,
employment was not a primary fixture to determine social class—it was only the South Wales
Echo that used a frame of employment in one article. When asked in a telephone interview if
social class had anything to do with the reporting of suicide, Mike Dodd, spokesman for the
Press Association, responded with a definitive no. However, later in the interview, he went on
to contradict himself, saying:
But then, what do you do when you've got a large population of young people 
and in South Wales, I mean, this is something of a problem. You've got a large 
population of quite young people, many of whom are what they call 'NEETS' I 
think, which is 'not in education, employment, training or studying.' You know, 
so you've got a, if they've got no income, if they're living off, maybe living off 
benefits or scraping by on whatever they can it, I think it's a fairly um, a fairly 
depressing life and it may well be that it's just their own social circumstances 
which lead them to [suicide]...
Despite stating that social class does not play a role in the reporting of suicide, Dodd does 
nevertheless say that suicide can be caused by a lower social standing in society. This issue 
comes up time and again in my findings, and will be discursively explored in greater depth in 
Chapter Six.
When looking at how individual newspapers framed suicide, The Times 33 (10.2%), 
employed frames of culture 20 (60.6%), questioning 6 (18.2%) and mental health 5 (15.2%). The 
Sun 35 (10.9%) used frames of crime 11 (31.4%), culture 9 (25.7%) and questioning 6 (17.1%).The 
dominant discourse in The Sun was that suicide was a criminal act, and it should be noted here 
that The Sun also ran the second highest number (nearly 20%) of News Briefs (as described 
earlier in this chapter), in which the suicides were all framed as criminal acts. The South Wales
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Echo seemed to have the most appropriate frames in coverage using 97 (30.1%) of which culture 
28 (28.9%), mental health 20 (20.6%) and education 19 (19.6%) were dominant. These frames 
would be perceived as good and responsible because they shed light on mental health and 
education together, while encompassing it within a frame of culture—life has changed and 
young people have changed. Based on this quantitative analysis, the South Wales Echo, can be 
said to have had the most responsible coverage throughout the sample in this study, due to the 
attitude taken by Editor, Mike Hill, who said: T've never believed there was, or is, a simple 
answer to what has happened there [in Bridgend] and it has been one of the most difficult 
stories I've ever had to cover. Nevertheless I have remained conscious of the responsibility that 
we have as journalists to cover it fairly, accurately and, above all, with sensitivity/ In its stories, 
the Western Mail 67 (20.8%) used culture 30 (44.8%), mental health 13 (19.4%) and questioning 11 
(16.4%) as the dominant frames.
Table 4: Dominant Frames
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The Guardian was the only newspaper that employed the frame of media reporting with 18 
references, throughout its coverage. Media reporting was referenced 6 times, followed by 
culture, 5. This ties in with The Guardian's use of sources for its articles. For example, the
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newspaper quoted quite heavily from academic experts who supported the academic argument 
of the Werther Effect—that media coverage of suicide causes more suicides —which helped 
create this frame of media reporting.
Sources play a major role in how journalists construct their news stories. In discussing 
the selection of primary33 and secondary34 sources, Keeble (2001) argues that, 'journalists' 
sourcing routines tend to reflect the distribution of power in society, representatives of leading 
institutions and public services dominate having easier access to the press' (2001: 42).
My research on the Bridgend suicides shows that when looking at primary source usage, 
family members were quoted 53 (16.5%). Family then framed the stories as questioning 18 
(34%), culture 16 (30.2%) and education 12 (22.6%). This is to be expected, as family members 
are trying to make sense of their loved ones death and determine its cause, as well as 
wondering how they did not know what signs to look out for. Police were next on the list 39 
(12.1%). They tended to frame stories as crime 16 (41%), questioning 11 (28.2%), culture 10 
(25.6%). This result shows that police seem to have as little understanding of the nature of 
suicide as journalists. They, too, were confused and baffled as to why the suicides in Bridgend 
were happening. Next, politicians contributed 37 (18.9%), framing stories as culture 19 (51. 4%), 
youth 7 (18.9%) and questioning 7 (18.9%). From the beginning of the Bridgend reporting, 
politicians were pushing the 'social networking sites as dangerous for young people angle'. 
When quoted, they continuously regurgitated the same lines— that social networking sites, 
which connected young people together, were ultimately responsible for their deaths. While 
politicians were pushing for the culture frame, religious leaders were sources for frames of
33 Keeble (2001) defines prim ary sources a t the  local level as 'councils, M em bers of Parliam ent, courts, police, fire 
brigade, am bulance service, hospitals, local industries and their rep resen tative bodies, trad e  unions and trades 
councils' (2001: 42).
34 Keeble (2001) defines secondary sources as 'schools, colleges, churches, local clubs and societies, army, naval 
and air force bases, local branches of national p ressure groups and charities' (2001:42).
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'suicide is wrong' 3 (60%), while non-profits were sources for frames of education 13 (56.5%) 
and mental health 11 (47.8%). Berkowitz (2009) reminds us that looking at framing in terms of 
sources is a way to understand how reporters and their sources are creating meaning: 'When 
reporters or their sources reign in an issue, certain depictions become the dominant way of 
thinking as the issue runs its course' (2009: 106). In the case of the Bridgend suicides, as seen 
here, the dominant frame that continued to be present was that the Internet and social 
networking sites had a lot to answer for in terms of explaining why the suicides occurred.
5.4(a) Frame and Causation
When looking at framing and causation, the causes given for a suicide were: knowledge of 
other/others' death 66 (20.5%), social networking sites 62 (19.3%), mental health 47 (14.6%), and 
alcohol/drugs, 37 (11.5%). Overwhelmingly, the dominant frames tended to be culture, 
questioning and mental health. In the case of social networking sites as the cause, youth 10 
(16.1%) was an additional frame. Within this frame, newspapers cautioned against young 
people being allowed to engage with each other on the Internet for fear it would lead to death. 
Livingstone (2008) sums up the common discourse around online social networks and young 
people:
In short, it is commonly held that, at best, social networking is time-wasting and 
socially isolating, and, at worst, it allows paedophiles to groom children in their 
bedroom or sees teenagers lured into suicide pacts while parents think they are 
doing their homework (2008: 395).
The issue that Livingstone raises about suicide pacts is not one to discard. In fact, during the
coverage of the Bridgend suicides, newspapers did put forward the idea that an 'online suicide
cult' was to blame for the deaths. No evidence was found to support this claim, yet the use of
these terms led to further sensationalization of the suicides.
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When looking at the cause of death as drugs/alcohol, two extra frames were introduced, 
crime 13 (35.1%) and mental health 26 (55.3%). This result is to be expected, especially as crime 
and mental health are dominant discourses within the frame of alcohol and drug abuse. Weiss 
and Stephens (1992) state that those with mental health challenges turn to drugs and alcohol as 
a way to alleviate their discomfort (1992: 102). While it is important to examine the common 
discourses around causation and framing, it is also important to look at what was more 
infrequently presented as a reason for death. In this sample, I found that bullying, referenced 9 
times, and unemployment 5 times, were not dominant discourses. As mentioned in Chapter 
Three, bullying is a dominant frame and discourse for childhood suicide, as illustrated by the 
three childhood suicide cases presented earlier in this dissertation—the deaths of Laura Rhodes, 
Ben Vodden and Jonathan Reynolds. As discussed earlier in this chapter, I found a small 
showing of journalists infantilizing35 those who took their own lives. My findings show that 
bullying is not a dominant discourse or frame when it comes to suicide in my sample of young 
adult populations.
Throughout the coverage, politicians voiced their concern that the borough of Bridgend 
itself was being blamed for the deaths, but my research showed only 11 cases where this was 
actually discussed or commented on by journalists. When there was a discussion of the 
causation of suicide by individual newspapers, based on their political leanings, the causes for 
death were varied. For instance, The Times on the right ideologically, blamed social networking 
sites 9 (27.3%). The Western Mail blamed social networking sites 13 (19.4%) and knowledge of 
other/others' death 13 (19.4%). The Daily Mail, on the right, and The Mirror on the left, blamed 
knowledge of others/others' death 8 (42.1%) and 8 (29.6%) respectively. The Guardian, on the 
left, blamed media reporting 6 (33.3%), while The Sun in the centre, blamed drugs and alcohol
35 This will be explored in g rea ter depth  in Chapter Six.
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10 (28.6%). It was only the South Wales Echo that put forth the argument of no cause or trigger 17
(17.5%)—not meaning that the suicides had no cause36, but that the newspaper could not
adequately pinpoint where to allocate blame.
What this research showed is that political leanings did not matter, especially in the case
of The Daily Mail and The Mirror. Mark Brayne, former Director of the DART Centre for
Journalism and Trauma, explained to me in a telephone interview that journalists do not
understand why suicide happens, and that this is something with which they grapple:
... how much do most journalists know about, about what they're reporting 
when they report suicide? I would say, nine out of ten journalists who cover 
suicide, they may be doing it from the very best of intentions, with the very best, 
uh, without any intention to, to cause further harm, but they don't know what 
they're doing. They will be salacious, there will be salacious reporting, there will 
be exaggerated reporting, there will be sensational reporting, and I think, I think 
a lot of the Bridgend reporting falls into that. I'm not criticizing the individual 
journalists, I'm not accusing them of, of willfully uh, setting out to cause damage, 
but I, I think in the greater scheme of things, uh, the reporting almost certainly 
did more damage than it did good.
Those that study suicide and work in the field of suicide prevention are familiar with the 
impossibility of being able to point to one trigger that causes suicide. It is, in fact, a social issue 
that is individual and consequently variable, which can be frustrating, as Brayne highlighted, to 
journalists who want a neat little cause-and-effect package. It seems that the South Wales Echo is 
the only publication in this sample to realize that such a thing is not possible. Taking this into 
account then, the argument that journalists have a responsibility to report suicide and attempt 
to explain it to the public while also maintaining calm in our society, is stronger than ever. By 
limiting the discussion around suicide, journalists have damaged the quality of debate that the 
citizenry can have about this important social issue.
36 Kerkhof and Arensman (2001) list reasons for why a suicide could occur: living conditions, personal relationships, 
ambitions, fulfillments, physical, sexual and m ental m altreatm ent by paren ts in childhood, substance abuse, 
depression, hopelessness, pow erlessness, personality disorders, criminal records, previous psychiatric trea tm en ts 
and a history of stressful traum atic  life events including broken hom es and family violence (2001: 32).
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5.4(b) Frame and Method
The method that a person chooses to kill him/herself can be difficult to look at in terms of 
framing in the press, as quite often, it tends to be linked with causation/reason for a suicide. 
The easiest way to discuss it is through the use of discursive phrases, which I explored in depth 
in the last section of this chapter. In this sample, the three main frames to emerge around 
causation and method were knowledge of others/others' death 27 (8.4%), drugs and alcohol 19 
(5.9%) and relationship breakdown 15 (4.7%). When looking at the specific discursive elements, 
however, what can be seen is that culture and questioning seem to go hand-in-hand. In the 
headline, for instance, when studying the method and frame employed, one would find crime 
15 (37.5%) and culture and questioning each at 12 (30%). Rafferty (2008) explains that headlines 
serve two functions; the first is to act as a 'signpost to readers, telling them what the most 
important stories are/ and the second, is to act as a way 'to summarize the 'gist' of the report' 
(2008: 226). Based on my findings, before readers even got past the headline in the Bridgend 
stories they knew that there was a criminal aspect to the deaths that was influencing the youth 
of today, but that those in authority did not know why... yet. In the lead it was much the same, 
with culture 29 (32.2%), questioning 25 (27.8%) and crime 21 (23.3%) being highlighted as the 
critical frames when discussing method.
Table 5: Frame and Method
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These frames reinforce what was seen in the last section: that journalists do not 
understand why suicide happens37, and therefore try and fit each death into a neat little 
package. One way that they do so is by introducing discursive features around social class. For 
instance, when describing the death of Angie Fuller, a journalist wrote: 'Minutes later he [her 
boyfriend, Joel] was stemming the blood with a pair of tracksuit bottoms' (Appendix VIII). 
Angie's boyfriend, who found her hanging in the hallway, was shown to be a working-class lad. 
By including the detail of the pair of tracksuit bottoms the journalist was honing in on the 
discourse around the working-class stereotypes regarding the clothing that they wear38. 
Journalists reinforced discourses that it only happens to 'them', 'those lower-class people', 
'those people who suffer mental illness', 'those people who knew someone else who had died', 
'those people who were doing drugs and alcohol.'
By framing the story in this way, journalists do two things. The first is they create a 
buffer zone around readers, telling them that suicide is not an acceptable way to die, and almost 
hint at the fact that if 'you' die by suicide, then 'you' will be relegated to a lower social standing. 
The second is that they reinforce the notion that working-class life is miserable, simultaneously 
warning those in the working class that suicide is not an acceptable way in which to die, while 
encouraging those in the middle class to feel good about their economic position. This was 
clearly evidenced when looking at frames and the suicide count39. As discussed earlier in this 
chapter, many newspapers kept a count of those who died, using it as a hook to lure readers 
into a story. Based on the suicide count, The Guardian concluded that the suicide 'spate' in 
Bridgend was a Welsh, lower-class problem. That said, it was the Welsh Newspapers, as well as
37 This will be explored in g rea ter dep th  in Chapter Six.
38 The presence of social class in suicide reporting will be explored fu rther in Chapter Six.
39 Newspapers repeatedly listed th e  nam es of those  who took the ir lives and th e  curren t death  toll, either a t the 
end of stories, or as part of sidebar stories.
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The Sun (middle-of-the-road-tabloid) and The Times (political right) that referenced the suicide 
count the most. The Welsh Newspapers did so, I would argue, as more of a hook to bring to 
light a serious issue affecting a local community. The Sun 30 (85.7%) and The Times 26 (76.5%) 
did so to create distance from the deaths and to make it seem more of a South Wales problem, 
affecting only that region, rather than something that affected the entire UK. Regardless, when 
looking at framing and method, it is clear that journalists did not understand why the Bridgend 
suicides occured, and by 'othering' the region, distance can be created, which reinforces the idea 
that suicide is not an acceptable method in which to die.
5.4(c) Frame and Location
As mentioned, the area of Bridgend gained a bad reputation as being a 'cause' for the suicides. 
Contrary to popular belief that the 'depressed area of Bridgend' was to blame for the deaths, 
unemployment was only linked to 3 stories that discussed the suicide count. But, even then, a 
closer textual analysis showed that 'Bridgend is the teenage suicide capital of Britain—death 
cult town', or 'a small town hit by a spate of suicides'. It was described as 'the South Wales 
community of Bridgend', a 'town hit by a wave of young suicides', or 'the Welsh town of 
Bridgend'. No matter what way one looks at it, the area in which these suicides took place was 
being 'othered'. Illustrating the area in terms of it being Welsh meant that a natural 'us against 
them' situation could take place. For example, it is not very often that one would see in a 
newspaper the phrase, 'the English community of Stratford-Upon-Avon'. By stressing the 
Welsh aspect, the national newspapers in England were able to create a barrier between the UK 
and Wales, and define suicide as a Welsh issue40. Again, when newspapers highlighted that 
Bridgend was the 'teenage suicide capital of Britain', the discourse that was reinforced was that
40 This only applied to  national new spapers. Welsh new spapers simply referred  to  the  area as 'Bridgend' or the 
'Bridgend Borough'.
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Wales had an issue with suicide; England did not, therefore, there must be something seriously
wrong in Wales if people are killing themselves. By creating and reinforcing these discourses 
both in text and through the use of discursive features such as photographs (newspapers ran 
the same bleak picture to illustrate Bridgend over and over again), newspapers relegated the 
issue to a Welsh-only problem, thus limiting a serious and open debate about suicide that needs 
to be had in the UK.
5.4(d) Frame and Internet
Yet another way that journalists isolated the issue of suicide was by framing causation of death
around the Internet. Newspapers blamed social networking sites as a cause for death based on
the fact that several of the suiciders were friends on the likes of Bebo, Facebook and MySpace.
Both the police and press alike attempted to draw links between the social networking sites and
the suicides, but both were unsuccessful; no substantial evidence could be found to make this
true. What seemed to be fuelling the discourse around the Internet as having played a role in
the deaths of the suiciders was a lack of understanding on the part of the press as to how
exactly social networking sites work. Paul Horton, News Editor and Director for Wales News
Services Ltd. summed up the argument well in a telephone interview:
... because there was seven young people who had died, and there's this big 
question mark or not about Internet usage, um, parents don't understand Bebo, 
what's this latest craze all about? The same way when people started using the 
modem-fangled telephone, they were worried about use of, you know, it's 
natural, eh, thing when new machinery, new gadgets, you know come along.
When the television started, I'm sure the older generation complained and said 
where's this new-fangled television gonna take us? I mean, I think part of that 
was the Internet, social networking, e-mailing; it's a closed world that teenagers 
have to themselves, which middle-aged parents, elders aren't, aren't tuned in 
with and don't understand it, and they're frightened about it. I bet you anything 
they don't understand that it's not the sort of thing to be frightened about, and I 
think, think that's certainly part of it. We do stories like this all the time, and for 
some reason, some catch people's imaginations and this is one of them, and I 
mean, it did run, and of course, within the short time, the numbers were growing 
and people couldn't explain it. I can't explain it, I mean, I've had everyone,
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people ask me all the time, 'What do you think happened down in Bridgend?' I 
mean we've all got our own little pet theories, but, but I can't, I can't really 
explain it. Contagion, I think, is probably the best explanation.
Horton explains the fear that exists around the Internet, as well as the anxiety around not being
able to explain away the suicidal deaths. He also highlights the fear adults have about a world
in which children, or in the case of Bridgend, young adults, have to themselves. This reaffirms
the discussion in Chapter Three around 'adultist' power over childhood, where I explained that
childhood is a created life stage by adults, with created constructions of how children should
act. As seen throughout this dissertation, the Bridgend suicides were constructed as an
extension of childhood, thus the suicides in Bridgend were deemed to be outside the acceptable
confines of childhood, and were deemed as 'deviant' acts. Additionally, Horton's reference to
'contagion', which is used quite frequently in the suicide field to stand in for 'copycat' is an
interesting turn of phrase; contagion can also mean epidemic, virus, disease. While suicide can
be seen as the consequence of an untreated disease—depression—in this context it is clear that
falling back on the Werther Effect theory is the only viable explanation journalists had.
Thompson (1999) reiterates, however that those who have been affected by suicide are at a
much greater risk of completing suicide themselves:
Many of these suicides directly mimic the methods used by the initial individual 
who successfully completed suicide. These 'copycat' suicides are especially 
prevalent among the young... (Thompson, 1999: 449).
Again, Thompson's quote shows the commonly-held perceptions that suicide is a 'childish' act,
and those that do complete the suicidal act were people who were vulnerable and susceptible to
suggestion, something that 'adults' do not allegedly experience based on commonly-held
discourses. During the Bridgend suicide reporting, journalists jumped to the conclusion that
being friends on a social networking site meant close friendship; someone who was friends on a
social networking site, with the person who had died, could potentially take their own life in a
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copycat suicide. This became quite evident in the statements taken from social networking sites
by newspapers to illustrate the point that they were causing the deaths. Additionally, as
mentioned by Horton, by saying that social networking sites caused the deaths, journalists,
politicians, and academics, were all able to spout the contagion theory of the Werther Effect—
the more that suicide is reported, the more it happens—as the reason for the suicides. Horton
explains further in this rather long passage that illustrates the misunderstanding between
generations, as well as between older journalists and younger journalists in how the
Internet/social networking sites play a role in suicide:
I think the media, and when you say media, I honestly think that social 
networking, Bebo, that is the media to that age group. Not The Daily Express, not 
the BBC Radio Wales, not, you know, middle-aged people read The Daily Express,
Daily Mail. You don't see 17-year old kids wandering down the road clutching 
their Daily Mail. You don't see 21 year old boys tuning in to BBC Radio Wales.
No. No, no they're not doing it. They're buying Heat Magazine. Yea? They're 
social networking on MSN, they're on Bebo. You know, I've got kids. You know, 
newspapers to them are old men's things; that's what I do, I'm an old man. They 
don't read newspapers, they don't watch the regional news, they don't listen to 
the local radio, but, but, they are obsessed with MSN, Bebo, texting, so, I, it's just 
my personal theory that there is massive media involvement, but it's self­
generated media content; it's those kids, those young people, you know, building 
up a whirlwind of emotion about someone they knew: cousin's died across, 
across the other side of town, and a mystique grows up about Natasha, 'who's in 
a better place,' 'good luck babe', you know, I'll see you in heaven', 'the world's 
too good for a place' and it's like it's hero worship built up around the young 
person that's gone. I can't prove that, but it's just my pet theory.
Horton calls attention to two things —the first, that media use amongst young people centres
around the Internet and social networking sites; the second, that older generations and older
journalists do not understand the emotional language and the conventions by which young
people explore their grief in an open, online community. Chapter Three focused partly on just
that point, concluding, as did Williams and Merten (2009) that posting online after a suicide can
help young people cope with their grief:
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Posting commentary online allows multiple users to talk about their feelings and 
experiences and express grief in ways that might not feel comfortable in face-to- 
face interaction as they are simultaneously experiencing the grief process (2009:
71).
While there are risks related to online posting after suicide41, in the case of Bridgend, the 
research shows that copycat deaths were more likely to occur not because of media reporting, or 
because a person was 'friends' with the victim on a social networking site, but rather if a person 
had had direct contact with someone who had already taken their own life.
5.5 Chapter Summary
Journalism represents a cornerstone of liberal democracy, since it is charged with the role of 
holding people in power accountable and providing an objective, representative voice for the 
people, reflecting and reinforcing day-to-day political ideologies and societal discourses on 
their news pages. The analysis offered in this chapter demonstrates that suicide is an issue that 
is not understood by either journalists or the citizenry. It is a social issue that causes fear, 
anxiety and destabilization within a liberal democracy. This dissertation focuses on the role 
responsible journalism plays in society, and examines how journalists report suicide in an 
attempt to fulfil that social role.
This chapter focused mainly on findings taken from a six-month quantitative analysis 
sample of twelve newspapers reporting on the Bridgend suicides. Several important findings 
emerged during this analysis, probably the most prevalent of which was the fact that journalists 
did not understand why the suicides in Bridgend happened. Journalists have a responsibility to
41 See th e  following research:
Alao, A.K., Soderberg, M., Pohl, E.L., and Alao, A.L. (2006). Cyberspace: Review of th e  Role of Internet on Suicide. 
Cyberpsychology and Behaviour 9, pp. 489-493.
Eichenberg, C. (2008). In ternet M essage Boards for Suicidal People: A Typology of Users. Cyberpsychology and 
Behaviour 11, pp. 107-113.
Tam, J., Tang, W.S. and Fernando, D.J.S. (2007). The In ternet and Suicide: A Double-Edged Tool. European Journal 
of Internal Medicine 18, pp. 453-455.
Thompson, S. (1999). The In ternet and its Potential Influence on Suicide. Psychiatric Bulletin 23, pp. 449-451.
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report the news to inform readers about what they should know, but journalists should also 
lead on editorial pages, advising readers what to think about the news. In my findings, only 
nine editorials ran in six months of coverage. Eight of those editorials ran in Wales, with The 
Times being the sole national newspaper to take a stance on the suicides. Suicide, as determined 
by the current societally-accepted discourse, is a threat to the social fabric. Based on that, 
newspapers should have been paving the way for citizens to engage in debate about this issue. 
Instead, newspapers turned away from their leadership roles, and let their sensationalist news 
coverage speak on their behalf.
Another key finding was that the Bridgend suicides were politically charged in Wales. 
The suicides represented more than just young adults taking their own lives; rather, these 
suicides highlighted serious issues facing Wales, such as deprivation, low unemployment and 
an absence of cultural cohesiveness that once had once been a part of country life was quite 
prevalent in the country. Journalists in Wales chose politicians as their primary sources for 
information, and also featured them quite prominently in photographs as well. Based on these 
findings, it became clear that journalists were helping politicians to ease the concerns of the 
citizenry by sending a clear message that the situation in the borough of Bridgend was under 
control.
In response to these findings, I would reiterate my suggestion that a new word for 
'suicide' needs to be considered if alternative media discourses are to be created. I proposed the 
word 'illicide', defined as 'self-murder in order to make clear my mind', based on Shneidman's 
theory of psychache, which states that suicide is 'chiefly a drama of the mind' (1996: 3-4). One of 
the issues with using the word 'suicide' is that it is steeped in historical stigma, dating back to 
times of Antiquity. The word 'suicide' also does not incorporate an understanding that mental 
illness is primarily the leading cause of suicidal deaths. By changing how we speak about a
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'suicide', I hypothesize a shift in the discourse around 'suicidal deaths'. No longer will a 
'suicide' be confusing and frustrating to journalists—it can be understood that a mental illness 
caused the death, not, that the person truly wished to die; he or she simply wanted to rid 
themselves of the mental pain they were suffering. The fundamental issue with the current 
language used to describe someone who takes their own life is the fact that they have chosen 
death; it did not occur naturally, as Western discourses on death emphasize. By changing the 
language, perhaps the discourses, too, can change.
It was also clear from this quantitative research that the Internet is seen as a major threat 
to society, and that it is a double threat when suicide is involved. As shown in Chapter Three, 
the common belief in the literature around suicide is that young people who seek out 
entertainment and friendship online will end up being influenced and will consequently kill 
themselves. This has been reported in the press so as to create awareness of the threat and 
ensure that both the public and the government can respond to correct this unstable situation.
The fact of the matter is that suicide is a multi-faceted, complex social issue. When 
suicide occurs, it exposes tears in the social fabric that journalists then struggle to mend. Some 
of the visible 'tears' uncovered in this quantitative research are: that people choosing to die, 
goes against the accepted societal belief of 'survival'; that childhood is a threatened life stage, 
evidenced by the fact that those who kill themselves are infantilized and also evidenced by the 
moral panic in the wake of the Bridgend suicides around the Internet and social networking 
sites; and, lastly, that suicide underscores, yet again, the issues of social class that British society 
continues to face. At the crux of it all, journalists try to maintain stability within Britain's liberal 
democracy by writing around these three points, regurgitating stigmatized views on suicide, 
and ignoring these larger issues for the sake of trying to maintain control.
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The next chapter of this dissertation, will examine more closely a sample of the news 
stories that ran throughout the first six months of 2008 in relation to the Bridgend suicides. The 
method of discourse analysis will be employed to delve deeper into the texts and determine 
what underlying discourses were available that were not picked up in my quantitative analysis. 
Chapter Six also examines one article extensively pointing out key trends in the newspaper 
coverage, using an interview with the journalist who wrote the story in order to provide some 
insight into production processes.
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Chapter Six: Discursive Practices in Suicide Reporting
6.1 Introduction
When studying discourse, the researcher is looking at a meaning-making process: 'discourse 
analysis is also a theory of language and communication, a perspective on social interaction and 
an approach to knowledge construction across history, societies and cultures' (Wetherell et al, 
2004:1). With these points in mind, the method of discourse analysis will be employed to take a 
closer look at the constructions in discourse that took place across the coverage of the Bridgend 
suicides between January 2008 and June 2008.
In the last chapter, quantitative results yielded from my content analysis were examined. 
What became clear from those findings was that journalists, in the case of the Bridgend suicides, 
further stigmatized the issue of suicide, thus limiting the debate about this social issue in favour 
of replicating already-acceptable stigmatized beliefs. This chapter will examine twelve stories to 
determine the common discourses that emerged, and one death42 in particular which draws 
together my findings from the last chapter, while also incorporating the findings that will be 
discussed here.
There will be three key sections in this chapter, broken down into subsections as needed. 
The first section will look at the sample of twelve articles, exploring interpretative repertoires: 
'Interpretative repertoires are systematically related sets of terms, often used with stylistic and 
grammatical coherence, and often organized around one or more central metaphors' (Potter, 
2000: 116). These interpretative repertoires are drawn upon quite extensively by journalists 
when trying to construct a particular vision of the world. This section will deal with
42 The death  of 18-year-old Angie Fuller, who died a t the  beginning of February 2008 will be examined here. I 
decided to  look at her dea th  with greater care because of how ideologically rich her story was. Her death 
encom passed many of th e  discourses th a t em erged, and stigmas th a t w ere reinforced. For example, discourses 
around ethnicity, social class, childhood, gender and race em erged, while stigm as around m ental illness, social 
class and childhood w ere also reinforced.
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generalities, meaning how journalists used interpretative repertoires to generally describe the 
act of suicide and those who killed themselves in Bridgend: 'Discourse of this kind treats data as 
primary and only generalized, inexplicit formulations of the actions and beliefs [of the 
journalist]' (Potter, 2000: 116). One of the twelve stories will also be examined in depth and 
commentary from the journalist who wrote the story will be provided.
The second section of this chapter will look at categories of description. Categories, or 
the method of categorization, as described in Chapter Four, is a way of organizing people, 
objects and events as a thing with specific qualities and meaning. This section will examine five 
main categories that journalists used to explain suicide to its readers in the case of Bridgend: 
reaction to death by those left behind, reason for death, description of deceased, infantilization 
and suicide and Internet usage. By looking at the categories, it is possible to 'identify the ways 
in which participants [journalists] themselves actively construct and employ categories' (Wood 
and Kroger, 2000: 29). What will be seen in this section is that, rather than follow categorization 
by prototypes, meaning explaining suicide as something that is 'normal' and accepted in 
society, journalists instead defined the categories by particularization, placing all of the 
discourses firmly in the category of 'other', but in a way that attempted to normalize or 
reinforce for society-at-large.
The third section of this chapter will explain how the Bridgend suicides were socially 
represented to readers. Potter (2000) explains that how an issue is socially represented to the 
world 'helps people to perceive their world as safe and orderly' and helps promote 
'communication between people' (2000: 211). The Bridgend suicides were socially represented 
by the newspapers in this sample through two ideological frames: Why suicide happens, and a 
frame of childhood. By doing this, Allan (1998) argues that journalists have ordered the world 
'in conjunction with hierarchical rules of inclusion and exclusion (1998:120).
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The focus of this discourse analysis is the deaths of four people who were included in 
the Bridgend sample and were referenced time and again in the reporting of the other sixteen 
deaths that occurred in the six-month sample period. The four were: Angie Fuller, Nathaniel 
Pritchard, Kelly Stephenson and Sean Rees. The deaths represent different times in the 
coverage. Fuller's suicide was near the beginning, Pritchard and Stephenson's suicides were at 
the height of the coverage of the story, and Rees's suicide was towards the end. This is useful in 
showing the range of discourses that continued throughout the six-month sample period and 
also in showing how the coverage did not change significantly between February 2008 and June 
2008. Between the four deaths, there were 46 news articles written over the six-month sample 
period. Of those, I chose twelve to study in depth43. The articles came from the South Wales Echo, 
the Western Mail, Wales on Sunday, The Times, The Daily Mail, The Sun, The Daily Mirror, and The 
Guardian. The newspapers were chosen, not only for their coverage, but as covering a spectrum 
of political leanings, with The Guardian and The Daily Mirror on the left, The Sun in the middle, 
and The Times and The Daily Mail on the right. The articles chosen were also representative, 
meaning that it was more important to analyze an article that dealt with a specific death, 
instead of just mentioning it in passing, or using it to illustrate the long list of deaths in the 
Bridgend area.
Before engaging with the sample, some background information on those people whose 
deaths studied would be helpful, in order that the results can be taken in context per specific 
case. Angeline (Angie) Fuller, eighteen, died at the beginning of February, 2008. In analyzing 
the coverage around her death, it was found that she was portrayed as a goth-like figure who
43 These articles w ere chosen for tw o reasons; first to  ensure a range of new spapers across the  UK and across the 
political spectrum  with which to  work and to  be able to  draw  com parisons. Second, in o rder to  study the  work of 
particular journalists; all of th e  journalists in this sample have w ritten  m ore than th ree  articles about the  Bridgend 
suicides, and, in m ost cases, w ere lead reporters on th e  story.
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also happened to have a loving 'regular' boyfriend. Angie, not from Wales originally, had 
suffered from mental illness and also had attempted suicide several times before she completed 
the act. Nathaniel Pritchard was the youngest of the suiciders at fifteen years old. His death has 
always been portrayed in conjunction with that of his cousin, Kelly Stephenson, 20, who killed 
herself within hours of hearing that Pritchard had died. The two killed themselves in mid- 
February, 2008. Not much has been reported in the press about Pritchard's death. Initial media 
reports said that he killed himself to get back at a girlfriend who had started dating someone 
else behind his back. He allegedly called the girlfriend moments before he hanged himself, 
telling her it was her fault that he was going to die. This discourse, however, remained firmly 
within the arena of online stories, and no evidence of it could be found in printed articles in this 
sample. Upon hearing of Pritchard's death, Stephenson was distraught. Articles reported that 
Stephenson and Pritchard, who lived streets apart, were extremely close. Stephenson was gay 
and dated a university student. She was portrayed as a 'keen sportswoman'. It was Pritchard's 
parents who attacked the media at the height of the coverage (on February 20th and February 
21st, 2008), deeming it responsible for all the suicidal deaths in the area. While Pritchard and 
Stephenson's deaths occurred in mid-February, the coverage of the two has since continued. In 
fact, since Stephenson has died, her own father has hanged himself (March 2009). For the 
purpose of this study, however, the coverage of their deaths over the period of 16th and 17th 
February, 2008 was looked at as this was sufficient to determine the categories and 
interpretative repertoires that journalists created. The last death examined in this study was that 
of Sean Rees, nineteen, a worker in the local Sainsbury's supermarket. During the reporting of 
his death, journalists described him as a man with a future: he had just learned how to drive, 
and he was contemplating going to university. His work at Sainsbury's, however, seemed to be 
the focal point of the coverage. A suggested hypothesis is that Rees was representative of
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'Valley boy makes good', meaning that while he came from a working-class background, his 
chances of social mobility were significantly higher than others in this sample.
The suicides looked at in this chapter provide ideologically rich discourses around 
ethnicity, social class, childhood/youth, gender, sexuality, mental illness and the Internet, 
thereby reinforcing common stereotypes and stigmas around these issues. The findings in this 
chapter will reinforce my argument that, by continuing to stigmatize suicide, journalists help to 
maintain the status quo in society, but consequently deny the citizenry a chance to have open 
discussion and debate about this most important and complex social issue.
6.2 A Sampling of Interpretative Repertoires
What follows is a description of the articles chosen for inclusion in the discourse analysis. While 
Angie Fuller's death was chronologically the first in the sample the articles pertaining to her 
will be left until the end of this section, to be analyzed in more depth and in order to situate her 
death within the wider context of the other deaths. The second death in my sample was that of 
Nathaniel Pritchard, aged fifteen. None of the articles printed in the newspapers dealt with 
Pritchard's death in isolation. As his cousin, 20-year old Kelly Stephenson, hanged herself upon 
hearing of his death, the two were consistently reported together. In fact, because the two 
stories were referenced together, there was no analysis of why Pritchard chose to take his own 
life. Additionally, the reporting implied that the two deaths were linked, which was not actually 
the case: 'The pair lived 14 houses away from each other in the Cefn Glas area of Bridgend and 
were said to have been close' (Appendix XIII).
The articles chosen for analysis regarding their deaths came from The Guardian, The Daily 
Mail, The Sun, The Mirror and the Wales on Sunday. Ironically enough, it was The Guardian, a left- 
leaning newspaper, and The Daily Mail, a right-leaning newspaper, that ran similar stories, with 
similar interpretative repertoires emerging. In their respective headlines, The Guardian wrote:
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'Two cousins die from town hit by spate of young suicides', while The Daily Mail wrote:
'Cousins are in town hit by a spate of suicides'. This type of discursive phrasing was common
throughout the coverage relating to the cousins: the suddenness of the deaths, the fact that the
town was literally 'hit' by a force of death, showed the anxiety in the reporting around the
suicides. Additionally, the headlines imply a depersonalization of the suicides; that the deaths
were random and could not have been predicted. This explanation of suicide as an
interpretative repertoire, as Phillips and Jorgensen (2002) explain, shows how the issue of
suicide is a 'flexible resource', meaning that the act of suicide is a completely random and
unpredictable act (2002: 105). In fact, this depersonalization and anxiety around the suicides
was reinforced by a quote in The Daily Mail:
It's going crazy down in Bridgend and it's not going to stop. No one can 
understand what is going on. I know seven of the people who have killed 
themselves. People are saying it's got something to do with the Internet, but I 
don't believe that. But then I can't explain it either (Appendix XII).
What this quote illustrates is a lack of understanding about suicide and why it can happen, but
also the quote implies a fear that suicide could be catching. There is a tinge of hopelessness, as if
nothing at all will stop more suicides from happening.
The three remaining newspapers that reported Pritchard and Stephenson's deaths
mostly tackled categories, socially constructed groupings that help make inferences about a
particular issue (Wood and Kroger, 2000: 29). The Sun and The Mirror both went into great detail
about the grief a suicide leaves in its wake, as well as questioning the Internet's role, and trying
to create meaning as to why the suicides occurred. The Wales on Sunday, on the other hand,
sought to put the death into perspective for its readers, while also defending the roles of family
members and friends. These categories will be discussed in greater depth in the next section of
this chapter. When it came to Kelly Stephenson, however, it was the Welsh Newspapers that
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introduced some of the stigma around her death. The Wales on Sunday described the gay 20-year 
old as a 'sports fanatic', who liked to have 'nights out in Swansea', who 'worked, and loved 
making cocktails for the customers' while dating a 'university student'. The article also made it 
clear that 'both their parents were aware of their relationship'. As far as the family unit itself, 
the newspaper stressed that Kelly's family was cohesive, and described her cousin's family as 
'close' and 'supportive'. Within these interpretative repertoires, journalists sought to regain 
stability, maintain the status quo, all in an effort to 'normalize' her death. Few would be 
surprised at the discourses that emerged around Kelly's sexuality, or that her 'gayness' was 
deemed somewhat acceptable due to the fact that she was dating a university student; a perfect 
example of Foucault's notion of 'rule-in, rule-out'. By explaining Kelly Stephenson's death in 
this manner of interpretative repertoires, journalists 'ruled in' the stereotypes about a gay 
woman who decides to die by suicide, all in an effort to 'normalize' the discourse for society. 
Foucault explains:
The judges of normality are present everywhere. We are in the society of the 
teacher-judge, the doctor-judge, the educator-judge; it is on them that the 
universal reign of the normative is based (Foucault, 1977: 304).
Thus, in this instance, journalists were the judge as to what was acceptable or not in the case of
Kelly Stephenson's suicide.
In reference to Sean Rees, nineteen, the fourth death in this sample, the newspapers
chosen— The Times, South Wales Echo and The Western Mail -  similarly focused on the category
of shock and grief of a suicide, with stories around this young man clearly embedded within
certain assumptions about social class. In fact, in death, Sean Rees became known for working
at Sainsbury's, yet he had plans to attend university. His future economic earning potential was
also frequently brought to light and questioned; thus, Sean Rees's death became representative
of social class. As stated earlier in this chapter, Sean Rees became idealized in newspapers as
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having had the potential to 'make good', meaning that despite having a job at a supermarket, he
had a chance of social mobility44 because of his intentions to attend university. Despite that
potential for social mobility, by choosing to take his own life, Sean Rees' death went against the
socially-accepted discourse around how/when one can die, thus giving newspapers enough
ammunition to reinforce that while it could have been possible for him to attend university,
Rees would still have been a working-class 'lad'. As Entwistle (1978) states, social class is a
much larger construction that encompasses more than just education; it also includes artistic
taste, religion, speech, manners, dress, geographical location, size of residence, ownership of
property, sources of income, and, one can now argue, method of death (1978: 35).
In terms of interpretative repertoires and social class, journalists frequently used
language that implied that suicide is something that happens out of the blue and is not a chosen
act. Take these two quotes about Sean Rees' death. In the South Wales Echo:
Madeleine Moon, MP for Bridgend and a Parliamentary champion for the 
Samaritans, said: 'This is another tragedy for a family and another life cut off — 
his whole potential has been wasted and left unknown' (Appendix XIV).
In The Western Mail:
Mr. Michaelides added: 'We keep on asking why these young people are dying, 
but we are not getting any answers. I would like to see everyone involved from 
family and friends to police and the authorities really working together to see if 
there is a connection' (Appendix XVI).
Both quotes imply that suicide is 'catching', similar to the common cold that can be passed from
person to person; suicide is an abstract issue, one that happens, but is not chosen. In a telephone
interview, Darren Matthews, Bridgend Branch Director for the Samaritans, discussed the issue
of reporting suicide as an abstract concept:
44 Social mobility is being able to  elevate oneself from th e  working class to  the  middle class (Goldthorpe e t al, 
1980; Abercrombie e t al, 1994; Halsey, 1986; M orrison, 1997; Heath and Payne, 2000; Aries, 1960).
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They [journalists] didn't seem to take that there was a real life tragedy. Um, but 
yeah, they didn't focus on the fact of, well, hang on, they chose to do this, why 
do we think they chose to do it, um and so you know they, they seem to hook 
onto people saying, well you know, to me, they seemed fine, and they were 
happy, they were laughing and joking, um, but then, I would've thought that 
that perhaps they could have delved a little bit deeper into suicide and mental 
health and realized, well some of the happiest people, will come across as very, 
very happy, but that's because they've decided they're going to kill themselves 
and they've reached that decision and have made peace with themselves. Um, 
and so, they're putting things in order at home, and they are making sure the 
house is clean, the cat is fed, and things like that, can all be part of suicidal 
behaviour. So they didn't really look at anything like that, they just took it as, 
well, these kids died, but they seemed so happy, they had everything they 
wanted, why did they do it?
A particular interpretative repertoire around the Type of person who would die by suicide'
emerged from the reporting of Sean Rees' death. In the South Wales Echo story about Rees'
death, a quote read: 'I'm really shocked—he wasn't the sort of person who would do this'
(Appendix XIV). This sentiment can be seen across all articles in the six-month sample period
examined here. There is a specific discursive construction around the type of person who would
kill themselves. Mostly it revolves around outdated stigmatized vocabulary and the view that
society is 'supposed' to have of those who suffer with mental illness. For instance, using the
words 'crazy', 'mental' and 'nuts', conjures a particular image of people who are depressed,
schizophrenic or bipolar. Additionally, mental illness has always been an issue of 'othering'.
Depression happens to 'other people', suicide happens to 'other people'. At the root of this
tends to be the issue of social class. There is little research to back up this argument, as it is
difficult to prescribe a social class bracket to a person who is dead (coroners do not record this
information on death certificates), but what has been found throughout the course of this study
is that social class most certainly is reported in conjunction with a suicide story. It is represented
through descriptions of the deceased, their jobs, education, family life, who they associate with,
sexuality, spirituality and race. Thus, through the phrasing of interpretative repertoires,
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journalists are providing context for how readers should interpret the social class aspect of a 
suicidal death. This context, then, as my own argument states, constructs a way for suicide to be 
interpreted that falls in line with the commonly-held beliefs around suicide in society, without 
throwing the social fabric off its balance.
6.2(a) The Suicide ofAnsie Fuller
Chronologically speaking, the first death of the four that were examined closely was that of 
Angie Fuller. Angie, aged eighteen, was the second girl to hang herself and the fourteenth 
suicide reported in the total coverage of the Bridgend suicides. Her story stood out mostly 
because of the picture45 that typically ran with reports of her death, but also because of the 
interpretative repertoires used to define and describe her and the issue of suicide. In the case of 
Angie Fuller, three articles from two newspapers, The Times and the South Wales Echo were 
examined. Angie Fuller's suicide was delved into, not only because of its ideological richness, 
providing much information for the various categories journalists created to describe suicide, 
but also because the journalist who covered her death for the South Wales Echo agreed to be 
interviewed for this research.
The first thing that stands out with reporter Ben Glaze's three-page package is the 
photographs and the use of quotes as headlines (Appendix VI, VII). The headline on the front 
page of the February 6th, 2008, issue of the South Wales Echo reads: "'I love you my baby... and I 
always will'". The quote comes from Angie Fuller's boyfriend Joel Williams, who is pictured 
with her on the front page. Joel Williams head rests upon Angie Fuller's breast; while Fuller 
looks on sensual, with large, almond-shaped brown eyes, a dark and flawless complexion, and 
dark hair, wearing a dark, striped top and choker necklaces. In a telephone interview with me,
45 See Appendix VI for an example.
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Ben Glaze, a reporter with the South Wales Echo, who has covered the local Bridgend area for six
years, discussed how he went about reporting Angie Fuller's death:
Um, yeah, we, we heard that there'd been another suicide, um, because I'd 
worked for Bridgend for two years initially, my contacts there were really good. I 
found out which sort of street it was, went up, you know, you go to the local 
news, you know you go out and meet people, go to the pub, go into the local 
shop, get there and five minutes later, you've found out which street. Find out 
which street, start knocking on a couple more doors, you get the name. Um, once 
you've got the name I phoned through to someone in the office, they fed the 
name to Facebook and MySpace and Bebo, it came up with this good looking 
girl, with her boyfriend, all the tributes are already there, I mean and that, to be 
honest, that was it, job done. When we found out, I mean it sounds crude again, 
because she was a good looking girl, the picture was always going to have more 
impact than the fact that she was a girl...
This quote from Glaze illustrates how journalists did not live up to their social responsibility to
report suicide in a responsible manner. In fact, I would argue, how the story of Angie Fuller
came to be reported was quite sensationalist and borders on unethical, as Ward (2009) explains:
Journalism ethics is a species of applied media ethics that investigates the 'micro' 
problems of what individual journalists should do in particular situations, and 
the 'macro' problems of what news media should do, given their role in society. 
Journalists, as members of news organizations, have rights, duties and norms 
because, as human beings, they fall under general ethical principles such as to 
tell the truth and minimize harm, and because as professionals they have social 
power to frame the political agenda and influence public opinion (Ward, 2009:
296).
Fuller's death, in this instance, might not have been reported, as Glaze himself admitted, 
had the photos on her social networking site not been so visually appealing. When looking at 
the text on the front page of the South Wales Echo, a key interpretative repertoire emerged: 
suicide was discussed in the abstract. Glaze quoted Joel Williams (Angie's boyfriend) as saying: 
'At 1 am Monday morning, life took away from us one of the kindest, sweet-hearted, loving 
people we could ever have been blessed to know. I love Angie and I always will'. The quote 
infers that the abstract 'life' took Fuller away from her fiance. Additionally, when looking at the 
choice of phrasing used, writing in the abstract can also be seen: 'But police have denied that the
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teenager's death was linked to the spate of young people killing themselves in the borough —
which has claimed 14 lives in just over a year7. Using the verb 'claimed' reinforced imagery of a
'suicidal' hand coming down and taking back what rightfully belonged to it. This is a clear
example of 'anchoring', as Wetherell and Potter (1987) explain: '... [anchoring] allows the
unfamiliar to be understood in terms of the more familiar' (1987: 141). The front page of the
South Wales Echo reinforced the idea that suicide is something that spontaneously 'happens' and
is not an active choice by the suicider. When asked about reporting suicide in an abstract
manner, what Glaze believed to be true versus what was printed were at odds:
... I mean, when I wrote it [the article] I always, you know, you can't say, you 
can't write in a callous, cold-hearted way, because this person decided to kill 
themselves, a.) you can't pre-judge the inquest, um, I mean, no one's going to 
suggest that they just happened to be tying a noose in their bedroom and then 
accidentally slipped through it um, but, you know, these people, of course they 
decided to do this, themselves, the coroner, who dealt with most of the inquests 
he, said he didn't think that a lot of the young people realized how quickly one 
dies, when one hangs themself. Uh, my personal belief is that, yeah it's a 
personal choice whether that's affected by grief of your friend, um, pain because 
you've broken up with your girlfriend, whether you're on drink or drugs. They 
still made the decision, albeit your mind might be altered at the time.
Moving into the inside double-truck (two facing pages), readers were once again faced
with a quote in a headline: "Fiance's grief for 'poor, lost Angie'". The subhead read: 'Another
apparent teen suicide in Bridgend area as shop assistant found hanged after night party'
(Appendix VII). There were three pictures of Fuller on the inside pages; one, the picture already
shown on the front page, but a smaller version, another, where Fuller was wearing a strapless
dress, clearly dressed up for a special event. The third, and largest, picture of the three, on the
top inside left side, where the reader's eye is automatically drawn, is a smiling picture of Fuller,
wearing a dark top, black hat, with her hair braided, holding what can be assumed to be a cup
with an alcoholic beverage in it and a packet of cigarettes. The cut line under the picture reads:
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"'I don't like myself/ Angie Fuller was found dead in the home she shared with her fiance Joel
Williams, above right". Reporter Glaze explained his reasons for running the story as he did:
I tried to treat it as I would any other tragic death, so had Angie died in a car 
crash and her boyfriend had left some of the messages, and she hadn't of died as 
part of, you know, these Bridgend suicides, then the headline would've been the 
same, the picture would've been the same, and the treatment it got would have 
been the same, it would've still been on front because the beautiful quotes, 
because it's a tragic story, because she's a good looking girl, it was a beautiful 
picture. . .
Glaze reinforces what was discussed earlier; that the reason this suicide was covered as it was, 
was not because it was based on some idea of 'news', but rather that there was a 'beauty' to her 
death, a sensationalist draw because of the 'beautiful quotes', the fact of it being a 'tragic story', 
that she was a 'good-looking girl', and because he had a 'beautiful picture'. In fact, Glaze 
highlights the issue that I have been arguing throughout this dissertation that suicide in a 
'young person', such as Angie Fuller was a waste of not yet realized potential. The journalist, 
instead of playing the 'responsible' role and informing readers of a social problem that was 
affecting his regional area instead turned the story into something of a tragic fairy tale, one that 
would tug at the heartstrings, reinforcing the sense that Angie Fuller, similar to that of all the 
other 'young' suiciders in the region were too young to fully grasp the consequences of their 
choice to die. By doing this, journalists covering these suicides limited discussion and debate 
about the issue of suicide.
Without glancing at the text, categorization has emerged in just the headlines and sub­
heads of the South Wales Echo story. These categories will be discussed in more specific detail, 
taking into account the entire sample, in the next section of this chapter. Here, however, in 
terms of this current discussion on interpretative repertoires— which is 'pre-eminently a way of 
understanding the content of discourse and how that content is organized'—the headline 
implies that Fuller, who, the article reveals, suffered from mental health difficulties, was
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someone to be pitied, who had no direction in her life (Wetherell and Potter, 1992: 90). This is a
large claim to make about those who suffer from mental illness, with little evidence to support
it. Again, in the subhead, the story is framed in terms of certain social conceptions of childhood;
despite the fact that Fuller was an employed, eighteen-year-old woman, her death is referenced
as 'another apparent teen suicide'. Social class is also introduced in the subhead, with the
description of Fuller as a 'shop assistant'. The subhead reinforces the argument about her
mental state hinted at in the headline; that she was a 'partier', because she hanged herself after
she attended a 'night party'. It is the large picture, though, that ties everything together: here is
a dead, smiling, working-class girl, who liked to party, but hated herself, therefore she killed
herself. What is being conveyed to readers is that unless you, the reader, fall into one of these
categories, then suicide will not affect your life. In an attempt to maintain stability in society
and reaffirm that suicide only happens to a particular 'sort' or 'grouping' of person, journalists
have overwhelmingly marginalized the complexities of suicide.
One example of such marginalizing of suicide can be seen in the description of Fuller,
just hours before she died, and the 'victim' of her suicide, her fiance, Joel Williams. While
Williams was not interviewed for this article himself, Glaze took his words from various social
networking sites and used them as quotes; in addition, Glaze quoted others who explained
what Williams went through the night he found Fuller dead. One paragraph sums it up well:
Angie is understood to have killed herself after the couple held a late-night 
party. Joel went to bed early but Angie continued partying downstairs. He woke 
hours later and was worried because Angie was not in bed beside him. Sarah 
said: 'Joel found the bedroom door was locked and had to kick his way out, only 
to find Angie dead on the landing' (Appendix VII).
This paragraph reinforces the 'partier7 theme that was found in the headline, subhead and cut
line. It also portrays Fuller as conniving, in that she locked the door so that Williams could not
get out of the room. It portrays him as a victim in his own home, first by being locked in, and
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second by finding his dead fiance on the landing. Other references to the victimization46 of those 
left behind can be found in the description of the couple:'The couple got engaged last year, but 
had delayed their wedding several times, according to friends/ There is no explanation as to 
why this happened, but the story does go on to explain that Fuller suffered from mental illness 
and was also 'needy'. Excluding specific information about why the marriage did not take place 
adds to the argument that Fuller was fickle, or 'lost', as the headline stated. Glaze also described 
Williams as being in mourning, and quoted from his MySpace page to describe his mood as 
'lonely and crushed'. By treating Williams as a 'victim' of suicide, the South Wales Echo, like all 
other newspapers in this six month sample, 'othered' the person who died (See Appendices VI- 
XVI). There is little sympathy or understanding for the person who died; little discussion of 
why they took their own life; and there is no exploration in newspapers as to how it could 
happen. This is further evidence that British Newspapers did not report these suicides 
responsibly, and consequently limited discussion about the issue of suicide.
This article, as with the remaining twelve in this qualitative analysis shows that the 
reasons for death and the description of the deceased were closely linked. The articles feed into 
the discussion that was had earlier in this chapter around social class. In the case of Fuller, she 
was described as a 'young suicide victim', which implies connotations of childhood47, and also 
abstract reporting around the phrase 'suicide victim'. If Fuller chose to take her own life, as 
police and the coroner said, then how could she also be a victim? One can be a victim of sexual 
assault by another, a victim of a crime by another, but if one chooses a course of action, and 
then dies as a result, you cannot be portrayed as the victim. Fuller was also described in terms 
of her cultural identity, as well as her mental status:
46 Such interpretative reperto ires around victimization w ere quantified in my con ten t analysis findings. Such term s 
w ere found in headlines 15(4.7%) and in the  lead of a story 28(8.7%).
47 This will be explored extensively in th e  last section of this chapter.
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Mum-of-four Sarah said Angie, a fan of Goth culture and music and who worked 
at Jaeger clothes shop at Bridgend Designer Outlet, Sarn, suffered from 
depression and had previously slashed her wrists and taken an overdose: Tve 
known Angie since she was five. She was very needy' (Appendix VII).
The story went on to describe Fuller's future as 'looking good' because she had just become
engaged, but, through a sidebar, attempted, somewhat half-heartedly to delve into the state of
Fuller's mental health, based on what she had written on a social networking site: The
comments she has posted about herself offer a valuable insight into why the bright eighteen-
year-old who was engaged to Joel Williams, may have taken her own life: 'I hate religion, I love
my boyfriend and I had all my hair cut short and dyed purple yesterday' (Appendix VII). One
of the fundamental issues with this commentary is that it is just that: commentary from a
journalist. Glaze tried to rationalize Fuller's death, based on what she had written on a social
networking site. The statements she made about herself explain no more about her mental
health status on the night she died than they do on the day she was bom, yet they were relied
upon, as if they gave some new insight as to why her suicide occurred.
An issue that emerged as a result of this study is that journalists relied quite heavily on
information posted on social networking sites. This information, however, is not always
updated regularly, and really can only shed some light on a person's (self-represented) mood
on the particular day that the information was posted. In the case of Fuller, Glaze described
how important social networking sites have become to reporters when covering stories like
suicide, where police and charities are telling journalists to stop writing yet journalists are still
negotiating that role of having a duty to report the issue of suicide:
Unfortunately, the police completely shut down, um, their sort of co-operation 
with us. That wasn't forthcoming, so as soon as, you know, someone would die, 
the police wouldn't release the name either, because they only, they adopted this 
policy that they could only release the name if they were looking for someone in 
connection with it, i.e., if it wasn't suspicious and they didn't need the media's 
help, they wouldn't release the name. It always comes out because a.) you start
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knocking doors and everyone knows everyone else and people are happy, or, at 
least, content to tell you the name of the dead person. As soon as that happens, 
you get on your mobile phone, or your laptop, you type their name into Google, 
or MySpace, or Facebook, up will come dozens of pictures, up will come all 
tributes, so it's a simple job, and I mean, other people sort of have accused us of 
lazy journalism, they're not lazy, it's the fact that, if this is the only avenue 
available to you, this is the avenue you will take. All the tributes are there, so you 
copy and paste the tributes, you copy and paste the pictures, um, they're already 
in the public domain, so other, some of the youngsters who's written these 
tributes, they accuse us of being vultures and parasites, and say that we 
shouldn't be taking them. Well, they're on a public website, literally anyone in 
the entire world can access these; they know when they're writing, that they are 
writing on a public website.
The public/private debate around the public sphere48 seems to highlight one of the most 
common misperceptions about social networking sites presented here in terms of coverage of 
the Bridgend suicides. Not everyone who posts on one of these sites understands that they are 
open to the public, that what they write can be printed in newspapers, regardless of whether 
permission is given or not. Upon further analysis of Glaze's quote, it can be seen, yet again, how 
'young people' were treated as if they were children; for example when he discusses how those 
who were bereaved called journalists 'vultures and parasites' for taking information from 
websites that were in the public domain, he implies their upset is more a temper tantrum that 
could be seen in a child, rather than a complaint lodged by an adult. Fenton (2010) describes the 
usage of material like this as a 'decline of journalistic integrity', meaning that journalists are 
exploiting 'a human tragedy' for entertainment, rather than to inform (2010: 558).
As mentioned, elements of social class were also present throughout the South Wales 
Echo article. While it is clear that Fuller was a working-class girl, as implied by the newspaper 
article in the description of her job as a shop assistant, and her alleged partying lifestyle, the 
paper also made mention, as with Sean Rees, that there was the possibility for upward social
481 am conscious th a t this is an entirely different debate  to  th e  one being had in this dissertation. Research into 
social networking, th e  public sphere and th e  privacy debate , is needed, but cannot be tackled here due to  its 
extensiveness.
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mobility. This mobility was inferred based on her engagement to the /lovey-dovey/ Williams, 
the fact that they lived in a 'three-bedroom, mid-terraced home', and also based on quotes from 
friends that 'the future looked good'. For Fuller the positive constructions of her life seemed to 
outweigh the negative ones. Fuller was English, not Welsh, originally from Shrewsbury; she 
had only lived in Wales for about six months before her death. She also followed a 'Goth' 
lifestyle, choosing to listen to rock musicians Placebo, Alice in Chains and The Smashing 
Pumpkins. Fuller was also mixed race, with one parent Caucasian and the other Indian. While 
none of these elements in and of themselves can shed light on why she decided to hang herself, 
journalists constructed a narrative of her life which portrayed her as 'different', both mentally 
and physically, to the rest of us, thus establishing a discourse that could be considered 
representative across the entire six-month sample—that those who kill themselves are not 
'normal'; they are 'different'. Journalists illustrated this point by creating interpretative 
repertoires, as discussed in this section, around sexuality, social class, mental status and 
Internet usage.
Suicide is considered, as explained throughout this thesis, to be the least socially 
accepted type of death. It is stigmatized, misunderstood, marginalized, sensationalized and 
feared. When those conceptions of suicide are combined with society's prevailing discourses 
around sexuality, social class, and mental status, we are left with an issue that is fundamentally 
shaped by stereotypes, and thusly vilified. British Newspapers have created an acceptable 
meaning-making process as to why suicide occurs, which reinforces stigmatization, 
stereotyping and the vilification of those who do take their own lives. In the case of Fuller's 
death, Glaze finally admits that her death should not have been reported at all and that it was 
sensationalism, not responsible journalism that reporters were seeking:
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... I, particularly with this story, because there was still, you know, reporting by 
others of a suicide pact and everything else; well, it was clear that Angie wasn't 
part of any suicide pact she was being, a troubled young woman who had tried 
to take her life several times before. She obviously had her own issues, she didn't 
know a lot of the other people, um, she, you know, let's say she was an isolated 
incident, and had she have killed herself 20 miles away she wouldn't really be a 
story
This section on interpretative repertoires serves to explore the general descriptions of 
those who took their lives. The four deaths examined each highlight some of the key categories 
that will be discussed in the next section. These categories should be considered ever-changing 
groupings, defined and constructed by journalists, which can therefore be changed and 
redefined by them as well. The fundamental reason to conduct this discourse analysis in this 
way is, as Wetherell and Potter (1992) explained 'to gain a better understanding of social life 
and social interaction from texts' (1992: 2).
6.3 Categories of Description
It became clear during the Bridgend suicides that journalists constructed particular ways in 
which the deaths should be understood. Suicide, as discussed throughout this dissertation, is a 
complex and multifaceted social issue. Sorting through its complexities is not easy, yet British 
Newspapers, in the case of the Bridgend suicides, constructed five categories as methods of 
explanation, leaving no room for any other discourses. Categories, as Wetherell (1996) stated, 
'act like a template for making sense of society and for organizing perceptions of self and other. 
The categories we use in everyday life do not arise spontaneously, however. They are not 
idiosyncratic but consensual, conventional and socially constructed' (1996: 212). Thus the five 
categories—reaction to death by those left behind, reasons for death, description of the 
deceased, infantilization and suicide and Internet usage — that will be explored in-depth were 
not spontaneously created by journalists; rather, journalists have socially constructed them, 
based on socially-accepted discourses of suicide in society. Categories by their nature are
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malleable and can change over time, but, in this instance, the stories in this sample, whether 
Welsh or national in their origins, fit into these five categories of description (Wood and Kroger, 
2000: 29). As Potter and Wetherell (1987) point out, "categories are flexibly articulated in the 
course of certain sorts of talk and writing to accomplish particular goals, such as blamings or 
justifications' (1987: 116). As will be shown in the rest of this chapter, in order to explain both 
blaming and justification for suicide, journalists created these categories to reinforce commonly 
held and stigmatized beliefs around the issue of suicide. Those beliefs led to the 
particularization of categories, as discussed in Chapter Four. In short, within the categories 
there is the 'norm', or, as Wetherell and Potter (1987) put it, the 'prototype', but, for every 
accepted discourse, there is also an unaccepted one. In this case, it is termed particularization, 
or the 'other7. Particularization is necessary, Billig (1985) argues, to help people deal with the 
world:
Much of thinking is seen as a process of locking the unfamiliar into safe, familiar 
categories... the image of the person to emerge from this approach resembles 
that of a bureaucrat sensibly ordering the messy stimulus world (1985: 87).
Thus, with an issue like suicide, journalists had no choice, as Billig would argue, than to create
safe, familiar categories with which they could understand this issue. Consequently, what was
seen from these categories is that every single one of them particularized its category, meaning
that each of these categories, simply by their construction, 'othered' the issue of suicide, leaving
no room for alternate discourses.
6.3(a) Reaction to Death By Those Left Behind
When a loved one takes their own life, the reaction goes beyond that of a normal death. While 
the five stages of grief can be seen to take place in the grieving process, with a suicide there is an 
extra level of grief and reaction. Suicide carries stigma, and when a loved one takes his or her 
own life, it leaves those who are left behind a difficult path to trudge. From my own experience,
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for example, there is the decision whether to tell anyone or not; the incessant hashing and
rehashing of last hours and days to recall whether or not a signal was missed; there is concern
and fear that others could do the same thing; and there is the never-ending questioning of why
it happened. The Times, when reporting the death of Angie Fuller, highlighted the 'why'
question quite well. Quoting a man named only as Phillip, who had previously attempted
suicide, The Times provided some much-needed understanding for those who were grieving:
It feels like nobody has identified the real causes why young people and 
teenagers are having difficulties. The 'romanticizing death' angle is a nice line, 
but nobody who is connected with other people goes onto the Internet and 
thinks, 'I know, I think I'll kill myself'. You're not going to do it to get on to 
television. Looking at the reports into these deaths, I was struck by the lack of 
insight into the real reasons why any person might feel depressed. That families 
are very much separate. That there are parents who just switch on the television 
instead of being involved in their children's lives. They are too interested in 
mundane stuff like celebrities. It sounds so simple, but what I lacked in my life 
was a person who would engage with me at a profound level, who would allow 
me to be exactly as I was (Appendix VIII).
The South Wales Echo and the Western Mail, on the other hand, illustrated the more 
common reaction to a suicide when reporting Sean Rees' death: 'Yet again here in Bridgend we 
are mourning the loss of another young life. We just keep on asking why' (Appendices XIV, 
XVI). The first newspaper example points out that suicide can be complicated; there is mental 
illness involved, and simple answers, like blaming news coverage, or the Internet is an easy 
way out when dealing with this most complicated of issues. The Welsh newspapers, however, 
reflect more the process of reacting to a suicidal death, the sincere despair of wondering why 
someone would take their own life. The Times and The Guardian both expressed confusion that 
someone who was 'happy' and 'brilliant' should die by suicide; such qualities should make 
them immune (Appendices VII, XIII).
To highlight this, I refer to the following two quotes. The first appeared in The Times, 
where someone who knew Rees said, 'Sean was always really happy, always smiling. I'm really
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shocked. He wasn't the sort of person who would do this. He had loads of friends and was 
really popular' (Appendix XV). This passage shows the disbelief felt by those left behind that 
someone who appears to be happy could in fact want to take their own life. The Guardian 
pursued a similar angle. In describing Nathaniel Pritchard and Kelly Stephenson's deaths, the 
newspaper quoted someone close to them as saying: 'Kelly and Nathaniel were both brilliant 
kids with good futures ahead of them. We would never have thought in a million years that 
they were capable of anything like this' (Appendix XIII). There is a societal construction around 
the 'sort' of person who would kill themselves; this quote reinforces the fear attached to that 
construction when a family announces to the world that a loved one has died by suicide. 
Inherent in this construction is societal stigma, particularized and thrust upon families in times 
of grief. What this shows is a larger disconnect in societal understanding that mental illness and 
suicide can actually happen to anyone. No one is immune. Yet the way that these deaths were 
constructed for readers inferred that there are particular commonalities between those that die, 
hence the construction of the category, but, within that, there is further particularization to 
make the uneasy, easy.
Another fear that was represented in newspaper articles in this sample was the fear that 
suicide is 'catching'. This too was referenced in the South Wales Echo article regarding Angie 
Fuller7s death: 'Alice Collins, 21, who lives in Nantymoel, said: 'It's ridiculous, I'm worried now 
for the health of every young person in the Valleys. Most of those that have died are about my 
age' (Appendix VII). The Daily Mail also reinforced this when discussing the deaths of Nathaniel 
Pritchard and Kelly Stephenson: 'It's not going to stop. No one can understand what is going 
on' (Appendix XII). Instead of putting suicide into perspective for readers, the newspapers 
chose to let the quotes stand alone, which further particularized the issue, creating a panic of 
sorts. Goode and Ben-Yehuda explain this panic as, 'a kind of fever... characterized by
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heightened emotion, fear, dread, anxiety, hostility and a strong sense of righteousness' (1994:
31). These quotes illustrated that when a suicide happens, it is not just those immediately in
contact with the deceased who are affected; in fact, suicide affects and can panic an entire
community. These quotes, and the newspapers use of them, show a lack of understanding
around suicide, and also highlight the fact that journalists did not live up to their social
responsibility in portraying suicide in a way that readers could understand. The fact that a
person in the community fears that those around her 'could be next' highlights the existence of
a discursive gap between the issue and how the issue is portrayed. Suicide is not something that
can be given from one person to another; it is not a contagious disease, but newspapers did little
throughout this six-month sample to dispel this notion.
Another example illustrating the lack of understanding of how and why suicide
happens came in a Daily Mail article regarding the deaths of Nathaniel Pritchard and Kelly
Stephenson: 'One of Kelly's Internet friends said: 'I know seven of the people who have killed
themselves. People are saying it's got something to do with the Internet but I don't believe that.
But then I can't explain it either" (Appendix XII). The Mirror, also in its reporting about the
deaths of Pritchard and Stephenson stated: 'We just don't understand what is going on in
Bridgend' (Appendix X). These quotes lend further evidence that journalists missed a critical
opportunity to explain suicide to readers. With the evidence stacking up against press reporters
about how they report suicide, based on the fact that they did not explain it well enough to
prevent a moral panic, the question that begs to be asked is: do journalists get any training on
how to report suicide? Mike Dodd, spokesman for the Press Association explored this topic
with me in a telephone interview. He said:
No we don't get any training on how to report, I mean who's going to give it to 
you? Who's actually, what you're going to get, I mean, this is one of the things 
that again concerns me, is that when people want, they want to talk about
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training on reporting suicide and what they actually want to do is tell you this is 
the way I think you ought to do it, that's what they're saying. Now, the fact of 
the matter is, um, I don't think there is any ideal way to report suicide, in any 
way shape, manner or form. Uh, there are those who would like to impose some 
time, some form of, of doing it, but it depends, it depends one, on the situation, 
um, you know, it depends on all sorts of things, I mean, some suicides, no matter 
what you say are, are grim and horrible, and it, and although people write about 
suicide, they tend to write about suicide in the abstract, it may well be of course 
because they then want to say '17-year-old Fred Jones' found his life so horrible 
that he ended it.
Dodd expresses indignation in response to my raising the question of training being provided 
to journalists reporting suicide, but his response also reveals how journalists construct 
categories to make it easier to report:'... and although people write about suicide, they tend to 
write about suicide in the abstract'. He underscores that adults cannot deal with the fact that 
someone so young would want to kill themselves; that they do not realize how precious life 
actually is. This illustrates the distancing techniques, or particularization, that occurs in the 
category of 'reaction to death'. While having a reaction of grief to a suicide is 'normal', what has 
been done in the reporting of Bridgend is, as Billig (1985) suggested, a particularization which 
consisted of 'splitting categories in parts' to help delineate between tolerance of the issue 
(reaction of grief) versus prejudice of the issue (reaction of grief to a suicide) (1985: 88).
6.3(b) Reason for Death
The second category to emerge from an analysis of the twelve-story qualitative sample was the 
reasons for death. So far this chapter has already discussed the reporting of suicide in the 
abstract, which seems to have a firm placement amongst both interpretative repertoires, and the 
last category, reaction to death. Three discursive reasons in the sample were given for why the 
suicides happened in the Bridgend area: media reporting, coping skills and mental illness. 
When looking at the overall sample quantitatively, and when analyzing causation with the 
suicide count (a death list that journalists ran with each story to keep track of the number of
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deaths), my research showed three main reasons for death: knowledge of others/others' death 
53 (16.5%), social networking sites 44 (13.7%), and mental health 31 (9.6%). Contrary to popular 
belief that the 'depressed area of Bridgend' was to blame for the deaths, unemployment was 
only linked to 3 (0.9%) stories that discussed the suicide count. I point this out here to illustrate 
how, on this particular topic, causation of death results in both my quantitative study and 
qualitative study are quite similar. The ways in which journalists have reported death in the 
abstract has been discussed in both this chapter, and the previous chapter. In brief, here again 
the analysis showed how journalists frequently used language that implied that suicide is 
something that happens 'out of the blue' and is not a chosen act; it is spontaneous, rather than 
planned, (quite similar to how young people and children are perceived; they are impetuous 
and do not have 'life experience' from which to draw before making hasty decisions) or so the 
British Press would have us believe. For example, in a South Wales Echo story about the death of 
Angie Fuller, the newspaper begins one of its stories with the following statement: 'Bridgend 
MP Madeleine Moon is to lead a House of Commons debate addressing the spate of suicides 
from the borough, which on Monday apparently claimed its 14th victim' (Appendix VII). While 
suicide can be classified as a disease of the mind, it is not a disease that can be caught, as 
reiterated several times throughout this chapter. The action of suicide itself cannot 'claim' 
anything as it is not a concrete disease. This reporting of suicide in the abstract creates distance 
between the act itself and those who are reading and reporting the story. In a telephone 
interview with me, Chris Frost, Chair of the Ethics Committee with the National Union of 
Journalists, tried to shed some light on why journalists might turn to reporting suicide in the 
abstract:
Um, it, it goes, um, and our view of suicide hasn't changed hugely as far as I can 
tell over the last 50 years, I mean, this is something I've, I have done some more 
research on, not fantastic amounts but uh, certainly on the ethical side of it, and
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uh, our view of suicide as something criminal is no longer with us, I mean that 
was changed back in the 60's, um, so we've managed to get rid of that but we've 
not moved very much further than that, it's still something moderately shameful 
um, so we will go to some extent to try and suggest that it wasn't the person's 
fault, it wasn't a deliberate choice to take their life, we won't go as far as they do 
in some of the Catholic countries for instance, but I mean certainly there's an 
expectation that we would try and suggest there were other solutions, but that's 
purely culturalist, not any kind of deliberate approach.
Frost's comments on how journalists report suicide in the abstract highlights again the 
commonly accepted societal discourses that journalists mirror back to society. Instead of 
responsibly reporting the act of suicide, and trying to shed light on alternative interpretative 
repertoires, or categories, journalists reinforce the ones available to them, creating distance 
between the act and what is 'normal', as well as blaming other things for the deaths. The largest, 
and, as I have argued throughout this dissertation, the most far-fetched idea presented was that 
media reporting was causing the continuation of the suicides. The Werther Effect, as it is called, 
states that the more suicide is reported, the more deaths there will be. I take issue with this 
research as it cannot be reliably replicated49, but also note here that it is not the purpose of this 
dissertation to refute the findings. Rather, I raise the Werther Effect research as a way to 
illustrate what journalists were thinking about when apportioning blame for the suicides, and 
also to show their lack of responsible reporting when disseminating this research to readers. 
There is a difference between responsible and irresponsible reporting of suicide. As argued 
throughout this thesis, journalists have a social responsibility to report journalism in a sensitive
49 As discussed in depth in Chapter Three, this piece of research by Phillips (1974) has been hotly contested since 
its publication. The research was based in the  US and has been used to argue against media reporting of suicide 
throughout the  world. The key issues with the  research are, first that, in th e  choosing of newspapers, a 
representational sample, available and readable to  all social classes, was not chosen. Second, that the sample was 
based on the  post-war period, but did not acknowledge research around higher increases of suicide during and 
after wartime (Kushner and Sterk, 2005:1141-1142). Lastly, while the study tried to draw national comparisons of 
suicide, Phillips did not take into account the regionality of 'national' newspapers in the  US. For example, while The 
New York Times is considered a national newspaper, it mostly covers the  New York and Northeastern regions of 
the  US. What is most important here, however, is the fact that th e  correlation between suicide and reporting has 
to be considered year-on-year. In the  case of Bridgend, the  suicides in the  region had not been reported in 2007 in 
either the Welsh or national press.
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and accurate manner, without adding moral panic or stigmatization to the issue. In a telephone
interview, Mark Brayne, former Director for the DART Centre for Journalism and Trauma,
talked about the role of journalism and journalists in trauma reporting, such as suicide. He said:
MB: I think my fundamental point that I would want to make in this context then 
is to, uh come back to, come down to a, a rare uncomfortable question for 
journalists, a very challenging question for journalism, which is what is 
journalism for, is journalism there to entertain, sell newspapers, push up ratings, 
appeal to, um the lowest common denominator, that sell for their own sake, or is 
journalism there for an higher purpose? Now, I have a rather unfashionable view 
of journalism, um, unfashionable among journalists, in that I think journalism, 
journalists have a far greater responsibility to society than many are willing to 
contemplate. Um, journalism matters much more than journalists realize because 
an irresponsible journalism, that represents the planet on which we live, the 
society in which we live, um in a disjointed, dysfunctional manner, and is, is 
corrosive, is dangerous and is ultimately profoundly irresponsible, you know, 
whether we're looking how individuals live in community, uh, uh, or whether 
one is looking at how humankind lives on the planet, so I think the argument, 
arguments, about press freedom that we report what's there because we have a 
right to do that, I don't think that those arguments will stand the test, of, of 
history, um and I, my own view is that journalism has taken an understandable, 
but very dangerous wrong turning for quite some time now, where it has all 
about, been about the rights to report, um, freedom of information, with very 
little contemplation of responsibility, um, and, so that's the, sort of the context in 
which I see journalism, the practice of journalism as a whole, and it's very 
unfashionable, in fact very, very few people are making this, this case, um...
AL: Why is that?
MB: Because journalists, I think they're one of the very last professions to be 
unregulated, to somehow put themselves above, sort of on a, on a, on a pedestal 
that's separate from society, as if journalists are putting themselves in a kind of 
'holier than thou' self righteous position of somewhere in having the right, the 
right end, the right to and the responsibility for, pointing out everybody else's 
mistakes, um, so that journalists are, certainly in the UK and on the continents as 
well, don't really seem as accountable to anybody, except some kind of higher, 
self-defined definition of 'truth' um, the fact, um, and I think that's 
extraordinary, extraordinarily arrogant actually
To further Brayne's point about journalists arrogantly pointing out a 'kind of higher, 
self-defined definition of truth', newspapers throughout the course of the Bridgend suicides 
made unsubstantiated statements about a suicider's state of mind without providing context, 
nor evidence for readers. For example, in The Western Mail article about Kelly Stephenson killing
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herself, the article quoted her girlfriend as saying: 'She never spoke about killing herself, ever. 
She always said suicide was a stupid and selfish thing to do. What she did was totally out of 
character' (Appendix IX). The reporter did not go on to unpack this idea. First, it is clear that her 
girlfriend was suffering what is termed 'survivor7s guilt'; she was trying to make sense of the 
death and was pondering past conversations about Stephenson's viewpoints on suicide. The 
article also does not put this quote in context. There is no explanation as to why Stephenson 
might have died. Stephenson knew several of the other Bridgend suiciders before her cousin 
died—this was published quite frequently — however, none of the coverage throughout the six- 
month period discussed that those who have been affected by a suicide are more likely to 
attempt suicide themselves in the months that follow (Pirelli et al, 2009; Gould et al, 2003; Brent 
et al, 1993). Stephenson's reported comment about suicide being 'stupid and selfish' is a 
standard reaction to a suicide. Ironically, her comment about suicide before her death could be 
considered foreshadowing for how her own death was treated. She bought into societal 
discourses of suicide being a 'childish' act, as she said in her own words, perhaps something 
'stupid and selfish' that a child would carry out. Yet, she herself, at 20, could not be considered 
a child. This reinforces how engrained societal discourses around suicide and linking it to 
childhood actually are in the collective psyche. It also shows how she was trying to cope with 
the deaths. Unfortunately, as the media reported, when her cousin then took his own life, it was 
too much, and she then ended her own life. Based on Stephenson's experience with suicide, 
responsible journalists had a role to play when reporting the comments of those who are left 
behind. Suicide bereavement is just as complicated and critical as the act of a suicide, and the 
reporting of it as important as reporting the actual act itself, and yet again, as Wetherell and 
Potter (1987) pointed out, particularization, or creating boundaries of suicidal grief, occurred
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within this category's discourse (1987: 124). Prevention, in this case it seems, would have been 
intervention. A responsible journalist would have made that the story.
The last reason that emerged as a cause for death in the qualitative analysis was that of 
mental illness. The issue with reporting mental illness is twofold. First, journalists are to be 
commended for stating that mental illness might play a role in suicide. It was here that 
journalists attempted to typify, or create, a category prototype50, a small step in the right 
direction; however, the way that mental illness was reported still shows a misunderstanding of 
what it is and what role it eventually plays in a suicide, thereby creating a 'fuzzy set' within the 
category. This highlights the fact that, while category members have much in common, they 
also have many differences (Wetherell and Potter, 1987: 119). For example, newspaper articles 
about Angie Fuller, Kelly Stephenson and Sean Rees all implied that a smiling happy person 
will not/should not kill themselves. As stated earlier in this chapter by Darren Matthews of the 
Bridgend branch of the Samaritans, a person who is happy could be that way because they have 
finalized their plans for taking their own life. The Sun quoted someone as saying: 'I saw Kelly a 
month ago and she was fine—smiling and laughing' (Appendix XI). There is a societal image of 
a mentally ill person which is based on a stigmatized view of depression; a sad, down-in-the- 
dumps person, who does not leave the house, who cries all the time, and is separate from 
society (Thomicroft, xii). While this might be one picture of a depressed person, most certainly 
it is not the only one.
6.3(c) Description of Deceased
The newspapers in this twelve-article sample offer a detailed picture of how the four deaths 
were reported in the larger sample of 46, which was the total number of stories published across
50 As stated in Chapter Four, a category prototype is a 'typical or paradigm example ' (Wetherell and Potter, 1987: 
119).
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the six-month sample for these four suicides. Angie Fuller was deemed the mentally ill one; 
Kelly Stephenson, the drunk-loving gay; Nathaniel Pritchard, the child whose life was cut too 
short, and Sean Rees, the loveable hard worker who had a better future ahead. Each of these 
labels was constructed as a way to make the deaths pitiable, while at the same time 
particularizing them, or setting them apart from the 'norm'. For instance, The Mirror described 
Kelly Stephenson as a 'keen footballer' who 'loves to go out and get drunk and have a laugh 
with mates' (Appendix X). The 'keen sportswoman', as she was labelled by The Daily Mail, 
despite being gay, was also loveable; she was portrayed in this way by The Sun who wrote that 
her biggest fear in life was 'losing the people I love' (Appendices XII, XI). The way that she is 
described provides the opportunity for readers to identify with her; yet not fully, because there 
is an element to her lifestyle (being gay) that is not fully socially acceptable in society. 
Categories, by their definition, as Potter (1996) states, 'present some action as routine or, 
conversely, exceptional' (1996: 111). In the case of these four deaths, how they are described 
puts them into a category of 'exceptional', meaning that their lifestyles, for whatever reasons, do 
not fit in with acceptable discourses in society.
The description of Sean Rees reinforces Billig's (1985) theory of particularization. The 
South Wales Echo described him as 'the promising 19-year old', who had just 'passed his driving 
test'; he had a 'decent job working in Sainsbury's', as stated by The Times (Appendices XIV, XV). 
The Western Mail described him as having Toads of friends and was really popular' (Appendix 
XVI). Yet, Rees killed himself. The tone of the articles implies in their discursive description of 
Rees that had he worked just a little harder, maybe tried a little more, then he would have 
elevated himself from his current 'working-class lad' status and become middle class. This was 
implied in the description of his education status. The South Wales Echo encapsulated this 
concern best: 'Sean had been a pupil at the nearby Ynsawdre Comprehensive School, leaving
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school after completing his A levels. He had started the job at Sainsbury's but was hoping to go 
to college later this year7 (Appendix XIV).
As previously stated in this chapter, little has been written about Nathaniel Pritchard. 
Most of the articles published group him with Stephenson and lead with headlines like, 'Two 
cousins die', as in The Mirror, or 'Cousins hang', as in The Sun (Appendices X, XI). What can be 
deduced about this fifteen-year old is that he was the lone child suicide amongst the group, yet 
newspapers played it down, reporting his death only with that of his cousin. The Guardian 
reported: 'a 15-year old boy had harmed himself, while The Sun called him 'Schoolboy 
Nathaniel', with The Mirror stating, 'his life support was switched off' (Appendices XIII, XI, X). 
These newspapers are from three different political spectrums, yet they all follow normalized 
conceptions of childhood in reporting his death. The Guardian reported his age and labelled him 
a 'boy', but instead of saying that he died by suicide, the newspaper chose to soften the blow by 
saying he 'harmed himself (Appendix XIII). The Sun also referenced his age, while giving 
readers a not-too-subtle clue that he was a child (Appendix XI). Again, instead of stating that he 
had died by suicide, The Mirror chose to ignore that fact and instead to say that his 'life support 
was switched off' (Appendix X). Pritchard's death is an interesting one to look at as 
representative of a larger issue with the coverage of the Bridgend suicides. When a child 
chooses to end his own life, it highlights potential problems around not only the state of 
childhood, but also the mental well-being of its citizenry. As Koch and Smith (2006) state, the 
best way to judge the health of a democracy is to look at the number of suicides it has each year 
(2006: 2). Engaging with the issue of suicide, however, is where the inherent problem lies. 
Suicide is a difficult issue to discuss; it is distressing, and can bring up emotions and passions 
most people would rather keep buried. These beliefs, which are socially accepted within society 
and discursively reproduced by journalists, come from religion, the legal system and the field of
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psychology, as discussed in Chapter Three. The media reporting regarding the Bridgend 
suicides certainly highlighted the important role that journalists play in maintaining stability in 
society. By creating personas to describe those who died, newspapers were able to discursively 
situate the suiciders outside the norm, through the use of particularization. The category that 
was constructed by journalists around 'description of the deceased' is just one way in which 
they 'normalized' the deaths while simultaneously 'othering' them. All news stories pertaining 
to death have a description about the person who died, whether it is background information or 
quotes about the person that supply character information, and it was not unusual for 
journalists to create a category about the description of the suicide. What did occur was 
particularization, or placing the normalized discourse into a state of 'other7. By doing this, 
British Newspapers were, once again, able to create distance between readers and those that 
had killed themselves.
6.3(d) Infantilization
Another way that distance was created was through the cunning use of infantilization 
throughout the six-month sample. What puzzled me throughout this research was the fact that, 
each time a person died, despite their age, they were referred to as a young person or a 
teenager, thus introducing the idea that suicide in younger adults is infantilized. As discussed 
in Chapter Three, most researchers would argue that childhood starts at birth and ends 
sometime between age fifteen and eighteen. In countries like the US, where certain privileges 
are not given until age 21, sometimes the argument can be extended to age 21. However, for the 
most part, in the UK, childhood ends by the age of eighteen. The ages of the Bridgend suicides 
that were reported ranged between fifteen and 29. I have conceded already that Nathaniel 
Pritchard, in my view, was indeed a child suicide; however, that leaves nineteen other suicides 
in the six-month sample that were technically adults. So why then were the remaining suiciders
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referred to as if they were children? My argument is so that these deaths could be situated 
outside of the accepted norm of how adults are expected to behave. However, even within the 
confines of childhood, these suicides are not considered acceptable. Thus, nineteen adults were 
situated even further outside of the norm and categorized as 'deviant children'. As argued in 
Chapter Three, by dividing childhood into two levels, those that follow the accepted 
conceptions of childhood, and those that are deviants, our society has created a social hierarchy 
and class within the idea of childhood itself. In a telephone interview, Bob Satchwell, Executive 
Director for the Society of Editors, spoke about why journalists report suicides of those under 
the age of 30 so extensively. He said:
We accept that people in their thirties and forties sometimes die, for whatever
reason, but if it's young children, and teenagers, then we get very upset about it.
That's a perfectly normal, human reaction
Satchwell does not go further, but the fact is that the death of a person under the age of 30 
makes the rest of the society very uneasy; it creates instability in the society and highlights 
possible problems in the social makeup and structures of a democracy, which is why journalists 
create categories and particularize in their reporting of suicide. Ultimately, children are the 
future of any society. If children are killing themselves, this might signal that there are deeper 
problems within the fabric of the society that need to be addressed. Journalists, in their role of 
maintainers of the status quo, as argued throughout this thesis, must reinstall normalcy in the 
quickest way possible. The easiest way to do this is to talk about suicide and those who attempt 
and complete the act in a way that is understandable to all and also provides a warning to those 
who might contemplate it; that way would be to infantilize adults, discursively describing the 
act of suicide as something a child would do, but then particularizing the issue even further by 
then assigning adult suicide to the category of 'deviant child'.
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6.3(e) Suicide and Internet Usage
The last topic to be discussed within this section on the categories that emerged from the 
newspaper articles in the sample examined is Internet usage. This chapter has already discussed 
particularization in terms of lifestyle, sexuality, race, gender, age, nationality and ethnicity. 
Here, it will describe and analyze how those who killed themselves were 'othered' in terms of 
their Internet usage. It will also describe how the role of the Internet was a key element in the 
coverage of these deaths. The Times wrote in early February, when reporting the death of Angie 
Fuller:
Bridgend is the Teenage suicide capital of Britain'—'death cult town' for short, 
whose 'victims' were 'groomed' to kill themselves by sinister figures who roam 
the Internet in search, it has been claimed, of the emotionally vulnerable. The 
'Bebo Internet death cult' has gained increasing currency, despite counter­
arguments from people such as Darren Matthews, who runs the local Samaritans 
group and who points out: 'You could probably link loads of youngsters through 
the Internet.' Could the Internet have killed the young people of Bridgend? Is 
suicide catching? (Appendix VIII).
The article sums up the feeling throughout the Bridgend coverage that the Internet 
played a key role in the suicides of these people. After the first story ran with the Internet link in 
late January, 2008, the Welsh police announced that there was no suicide cult, club or Internet 
link between the deaths. As previously stated in this section, the only link was that some of the 
suiciders knew each other, and that intervention was not given to help them deal with their 
grief, meaning that they became a predictable statistic based on the fact that those that are 
affected by suicide are more likely to kill themselves in the months following the initial death 
(Gould et al., 2003).
Despite the police stating that no Internet link was present, journalists continued to 
construct a discursive fear and panic around the Internet, claiming that it played a sinister role
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in the suicides of those who died in Bridgend. Darren Matthews, Bridgend branch Director for
the Samaritans explained why he thought the Internet became its own particularized category:
AL: Right. So you know the police then came out in January, you know right 
after that and said there is no Internet suicide cult, but yet it continued, and it 
didn't matter how much you said it or the police said it, that it wasn't true, it just 
continued 
DM: Yep
AL: Why do you think that was?
DM: Because I think it, you know, suicide is um, it's an event that, there have 
always been suicides, but I think to keep a story going then there has to be a 
different side to it and the different side that makes it different from all the other 
suicides that occur in the UK every day was this possible link, to, to, to the 
Internet and perhaps to some criminal activity, you know, was somebody 
driving these people to do it? Was there somebody on the Internet sort of, uh, 
enticing them and all this sort of thing so there's lots of conspiracy type theories 
then that came out of it so that then really fuelled the newspapers even more I 
think. Um, and, of course, then the police were saying there's no link between 
any of these deaths, but then every sort of other day there would be a picture 
with um, one of the people who's died and one of the early ones and so it was 
really coming down to your definition of a link then, so if you're saying that you 
know the actual deaths themselves are linked, but then are you saying that 
people knew each other, then clearly some of them did, um well quite a few of 
them did
What is interesting to take from this, is that journalists could have easily reported the story as its 
own category based on the established link that many of the suiciders knew each other as 
friends, but newspapers further particularized this issue, taking the categorized prototype (that 
suiciders knew each other) and creating a particularized category based on the alleged Internet 
link. This is an important point to note, as journalists constructed not just an 'othering' of the 
issue of suicide in this instance, but also created an additional stigma to suicide, as well as a 
moral panic around the Internet, all as part of a grand gesture to maintain the typified, 
acceptable discourses in society: that suicide is not an acceptable way to die. When interviewed 
over the phone, Bob Satchwell, Executive Director for the Society of News Editors, said that 
journalists did not believe that there was no link between the suicides. He explains his position 
here:
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AL: No, no, definitely, I agree with you there, um, but the police did come out at 
one point and say that there was no Internet suicide pact, there was no link, yet, 
that discourse actually continued on throughout 2008, really 
BS: No. The police said that at a very early stage, I think. And just because the 
police say that, all that means is that the police have found no link, it doesn't 
mean, you know, I'm sorry. I'm a great admirer of the British police and the 
Welsh police, but it doesn't mean to say that you have to accept everything that 
they say as fact, and the point is just because there is no pact, what on earth was 
going on that was leading so many young people to commit suicide? The police 
were saying, there was no pact, therefore, there is nothing to investigate, and 
perhaps for the police there was nothing to investigate, after all, suicide is not a 
crime any longer,
AL: Yea, no that's true
BS: That doesn't mean to say that the other authorities shouldn't have been 
looking at it, and I think the purpose of what the argument was of the media 
and the points that I made was eventually, and not soon enough in my view, 
when the publicity was getting so powerful that the authorities did do 
something about it
Satchwell highlights a frustration that many face when dealing with suicide, 'what on 
earth was going on that was leading so many young people to commit suicide?' The question is 
a difficult one to answer. The theories this dissertation draws upon to help frame the answers 
are based in psychological and sociological research, as defined in Chapters Three and Five; 
Shneidman's theory of psychache, as pain in the mind; and the theory around survivors 
bereaved by suicide, who are dealing with a grief so profound that they are more likely to kill 
themselves in the months following the death than those who lose a loved one to a disease like 
cancer. The British Press, however, appeared content to blame the Internet and a phantom 
'suicide cult' for the deaths, rather than address the possible issues that experts like Darren 
Matthews of the Samaritans were raising. In a role that requires them to be socially responsible 
in their reporting to the democracy, journalists largely failed in the reporting of these suicides. 
This failure came about because journalists did not attempt to construct alternate discourses 
around the issue of suicide; they limited debate through their constructions of interpretative
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repertoires and categories and they created a moral panic around suicide and the role of the 
Internet.
In mid-February, 2008, the police did announce a link between the suicides, but it was
not the Internet. Instead, in their view, it was that the continuation of media reporting was
fuelling further suicides. Despite this second announcement by the Welsh police that the
Internet was not involved, newspapers throughout the UK continued to discuss the role that the
Internet played in the suicides, thus creating a moral panic, which ultimately signaled that
suicide was a threat to the 'moral order of society' (Allan, 2003: VI). Chris Frost, Chair of the
Ethics Committee with the National Union of Journalists, attempted to answer why there was a
moral panic around the Internet:
CF: That's a really interesting question, I don't know, it's um, it's because it, it's 
segregated I think, because it allows us access to a whole range of, um, things 
that are quite difficult to control, um, from grooming, from pornography, to 
suicide sites and some others, terrorism and so on, and um, it feeds into all the 
um, main fears that we have these days but I mean, of course in the West we're 
not scared of hunger any more, we're not scared of losing jobs particularly, we're 
not scared of all sorts of things which were the normal things to be scared of 
until fairly recently, we've had to find a whole new host of things to be scared 
about and most of those are underpinned by, by the Internet, so, I mean, that's 
pretty vague, I've not seen any better theories from any, anywhere else though, 
but um, it certainly ties into a number of the key moral panics, and helps drive 
them, I mean the perfect medium for driving moral panics
The panic around the Internet and the role it allegedly played in the Bridgend suicides 
highlights how fragile democratic societies actually are. Stability is at the core of maintaining a 
functional democracy; when that stability is threatened, panic can easily follow. In the case of 
the Bridgend suicides, not only did the suicides threaten the status quo, but the fact that the 
Internet, an unregulated world of information, ideas, suggestions and persuasion, could have 
been involved as well was enough to shock journalists into reconciling the situation in the best 
way they knew how: framing how readers should think.
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6.4 Social Representations as Frames
The last section of this chapter explored the various different categories that emerged from 
analysis of the data: reaction to the death by those left behind, reason for death, description of 
the deceased, infantilization, and suicide and Internet usage. This chapter was broken down in a 
way that would allow a close look at the key interpretative repertoires and categories that 
emerged, while at the same time building up to the two most important frames that emerged 
from the research: why suicide happens, and childhood. These two frames were at the 
foundation of the reporting of the Bridgend suicides across the six-month period in the select 
sample of newspapers which I examined. Both frames are also key to the argument of this 
dissertation that journalists have a duty within a democracy to report social issues responsibly; 
in this case, to report suicide in a sensitive, accurate and non-threatening manner. Additionally, 
journalists should encourage open and accessible debate around social issues, without creating 
a moral panic. These two frames have been socially constructed by journalists to help explain 
the issue of suicide in a stigmatized way.
Hypotheses around why suicide happens are usually just best guesses on the part of the 
journalist. However, the issue of suicide comes into conflict with how journalists report stories. 
From personal experience, journalists are drilled on the 5Ws: who, what, when, where and why; 
this is how journalists are trained to report stories. The most important role for journalists is to 
explain why things happen; it provides context to a story and also gives readers a sense of 
understanding of their world, and, perhaps without realizing it, journalists play a role in re- 
stabilizing society after the shock of a suicide. To better understand this claim, I offer an 
example outside the reporting of suicide. In the case of 9/11, when the World Trade Center 
Towers fell, after the initial shock wore off, reports made on the evening of the attacks and over 
the following three days quickly started to provide context as to why they occurred. This
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allowed Americans to feel their grief, but also to understand that there were particular reasons
(albeit heavily circumscribed and often problematic) as to why the US had been targeted for
terrorist activity. This consequently returned a sense of calm to the situation and allowed for
understanding that this situation could only occur under specific circumstances. In the case of
suicide, however, this can never happen. Up until Angie Fuller's death on February 4th, 2008,
journalists were trying to make sense of the suicidal deaths in the Bridgend area. It was her
death, arguably that was the point at which journalists realized this could not and would not
happen. To combat this, journalists constructed two frames to represent suicide in a more
accessible way to readers. Potter (1996) explains:
The central idea of social representations theory is that people come to 
understand their social world by way of images or social representations which 
are shared by members of a social group. These act like a map which makes a 
novel and baffling terrain familiar and passable, and in the process of making the 
terrain familiar, also provides evaluations which indicate which area is good and 
which bad (1996:121).
The map, in this case, as Potter pointed out, are the two frames that became apparent from my 
data collection. The first frame, and the most dominant to emerge, not unexpectedly based on 
what has already been discussed around interpretative repertoires and the various categories 
that have been explored, is that of why suicide happens. Why do people take their own lives? 
This section will tie together what has already been found in this research in Chapter Five, and 
incorporate what has already been discussed here in Chapter Six. The second frame to be 
discussed here is a little more subtle, but reference has been made to it in this chapter already 
and it has been referenced throughout this dissertation; it deals with the ideologies and social 
constructions around childhood that are attributed to the issue of suicide. This section on 
childhood will tie together the childhood suicides originally examined in this dissertation,
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before using the Bridgend suicides as a case study, and will also show how adult suicides are 
constructed with childhood conceptions in mind, in an attempt to 'deviant' the act of suicide.
6.4 (a) Why?
As stated several times throughout this dissertation, the issue of suicide is a complicated matter. 
There is no single reason as to why suicide occurs, yet newspapers attempted on a regular basis 
to pinpoint one key issue that could explain the deaths. Newspapers, as discussed extensively 
in Chapter Five, blamed unemployment, relationship breakdowns, websites that encouraged 
people to take their own lives, social networking sites, mental illness, drugs and alcohol, the 
region of Bridgend, growing up, knowledge of others' or another's death and media reporting. 
A complication of a suicidal death arguably, is the role of the coroner. In the UK, it is the 
coroner who decides whether a death is a suicide or not. Intent to kill oneself must be evident, 
or the death is left as an open or narrative verdict. In March, 2008, coroner Phillip Walters, who 
oversaw the Bridgend suicides, examined five of the suicides in one day. Two out of the five 
suicides were deemed 'actual suicides', while the other three were recorded as 'narrative 
verdicts', meaning that there was not enough evidence to imply intent. I take issue with this 
based on the fact that labeling a death—which at its core fulfills the definition of the word 
suicide, 'self-murder'—as a non-suicide muddies the definition of what actually occurred, not 
only for family members left behind, but also for the press that then reports it.
As previously mentioned in the last section of this chapter, the reaction to a suicidal 
death is enormous and also quite stigmatized. While a narrative verdict might lessen that 
stigma around the death of a particular person, it does not help in lessening the stigma around 
the act of suicide itself. If a person chooses to hang themselves, be they of sound mind, or in an 
altered state because of alcohol or drugs, and they die, then societal convention based on the 
definition of suicide tells us that the that death is indeed a suicide, or a self-murder. When a
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coroner, an authoritative figure of government, well-respected within a democracy, then goes 
on to say that in fact the death is not a suicide, but just a regular death, this causes problems. 
First, the press does not know what to do with that information. In this qualitative sample, the 
deaths of those who were legally deemed non-suicides were often still referenced as suicides. 
This was done because there is no other word in our vocabulary to describe a non-suicide in the 
UK. By not having a strong enough lexical choice to describe 'suicide', journalists are forced to 
repeat misinformation, which arguably, contributes to social uncertainty. This in turn 
encourages journalists to 'other' the act of suicide more and 'other7 those that have died more, 
all in an attempt to regain some balance and explanation.
As explained in Chapter Five, a new word is needed to describe the act of 'suicide' and 
to help answer why suicide happens. Shneidman (1996), as previously pointed out in Chapters 
Three, Five and Six, believes that a psychological pain, or psychache, is at the root of all suicidal 
deaths: 'Psychache stems from thwarted or distorted psychological needs. In other words, 
suicide is chiefly a drama of the mind' (1996: 4-5). Even Durkheim's (1897) work on suicide, 
which has created a sociological framework on how to define suicide, describes it as a 'strength 
or weakness of control' (Berman and Jobes, 1991: 37). With these theorists in mind, and based 
upon my own analysis of newspaper reporting of the Bridgend suicides, I suggest that the word 
'illicide' might offer a clearer definition and understanding of the act of killing oneself. The 
etymology of the word 'ill' comes from the word 'illustration', based on the Oxford English 
Dictionary's definition of the usage of the word illustrate in the 1580s, which was 'to make clear 
in the mind' (http://www.oxfordreference.com [Accessed July 12th, 2009]). The 'i' in 'illicide' 
references the self, as in the first person, 7 choose to die'. The last part of the word, 'cide', means 
to kill or murder. The definition of 'illicide' would then be 'self murder in order to make clear 
my mind'. This definition would incorporate both Shneidman's and Durkheim's well-respected
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and well-researched views on suicide, while at the same time providing an explanation for not 
only journalists, but also for the wider public on the reasons for an unnatural death. The usage 
of such a word would remove the stigmas attached with the current-termed 'suicide'. The word 
suicide is not helpful because there is so much mystery around the actual act. There is no 
understanding in society as to why someone would take their own life; and the word itself is 
deeply rooted in stereotypical and stigmatized viewpoints in both religious cultures and the 
criminal system. Changing the term used to describe that act of self-murder could help alleviate 
the mystery of why suicide happens and it would be automatically understood within the 
society that the person who chose to kill themselves was trying to clear their mind of a 
psychological pain. The mystery, then, of suicide would be addressed, wherein these deaths 
would be understood as an expression of mental illness, the degrees to which could then be 
determined by those who treat mentally ill people, no matter if their mind was altered by 
substances or not. This, too, would take away the excitement of reporting a suicidal death, and 
would force journalists to look at the societal problems that can lead to mental illness, thus 
changing the story from why did this person die, to what societal problem are we ignoring that 
ultimately led to this person's death?
The frame of 'why?' in the reporting of suicide is quite prominent. Take for example a 
headline that ran in The Sun in February, 2008: '17 hangings, 13 months, 1 town, 1 question, 
Why?' (Appendix XVII). This headline captured the mood throughout the six-month period, 
despite the fact that it ran at the beginning of the sequence of deaths. What kept changing, 
however, was the number of hangings and the timeline. Having a societally-understood 
definition for self-murder is imperative. Not only will it naturally maintain balance in a society, 
but it will also provide an answer for curious human minds. Not understanding something, or 
not having an answer to a question, leaves us feeling uneasy; we are not sure what to expect.
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Our social constructions about what it means to live and die are ways of making a citizenry feel 
at ease within its society. Suicide turns all of that on its head and, instead, makes a citizenry 
question why?
6.4(b) Childhood
The better part of the last two chapters have explored the discourses and societal conceptions 
around suicide and how journalists discursively construct this issue so that the citizenry can 
understand it. I have examined how journalists report suicide, exploring quantitatively in 
Chapter Five production, discursive elements and framing, while here in Chapter Six, I have 
qualitatively examined the discourses and constructed categories that emerged from a select 
number of newspaper articles. I have discussed how journalists describe the act of suicide, the 
person who took their own life and the reactions the bereaved experience. I have looked at the 
role that social class plays in the reporting of suicide, as well as explored how journalists 
created a moral panic around suicide and the Internet in an attempt to further particularize the 
issue. Yet, behind all of this examination, has been the frame of childhood, which ultimately has 
been helping journalists to construct and further stigmatize the issue of suicide, all in an attempt 
to dissuade the citizenry from ever taking their own lives.
As discussed in Chapter Three, the life stage of childhood is socially constructed to 
reinforce a hierarchy between adults and children. It can be argued that suicide, and the stigma 
attached to it, are also socially constructed to reinforce a hierarchy between what is socially 
accepted as 'normal' and what is not. My research shows that, in the reporting of the Bridgend 
suicides, journalists treated those who had killed themselves as children. As discussed earlier in 
this chapter, the deaths across the six-month sample ranged in age between fifteen and 29. 
Adults, who had deviated from the socially acceptable way of living and dying, were 'othered' 
to a category of child; they were infantilized. However, suicide in childhood is also
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unacceptable, which is why there is a socially accepted category of the 'deviant child'. As
mentioned in Chapter Three, the deviant child category is mostly retained for children who go
outside the acceptable discourse of what children should be. Such an example is the case of
James Bulger in 1993, or more recently, the death of Rhys Jones51 in 2007. However, other
examples of this can be seen in the three childhood suicides mentioned in Chapter One of this
thesis. The deaths of Laura Rhodes, Ben Vodden and Jonathan Reynolds were all reported as
outside of the norms of childhood. The press did this by creating identifiable, yet not, stories
about each of these children. Like with Angie Fuller, Nathaniel Pritchard, Kelly Stephenson and
Sean Rees, these three children were also reduced to stigmatized characters: Laura Rhodes was
the techno-savvy, overweight girl; Ben Vodden, the sensitive little boy; and Jonathan Reynolds,
the gay boy trying to find an identity —all can be identified with, yet, at the same time, they
were all particularized to a category of deviant. Death in a person under the age of 30 makes a
society feel uneasy; instability is inevitable because it highlights possible problems in the
structure of the democracy. Mike Dodd, spokesman for the Press Association, spoke at length in
a telephone interview with me about the conceptions of childhood that were present in the
reporting of the Bridgend suicides:
AL: And the story, actually what I noticed, was the story also focused, you know, 
on young people, um, it became 15-29, um, but there were suicides going on at 
the time of men and women in their 40's and 50's. Why do you think that, you 
know, the media focused so much, and the press focused so much...
MD: Because, because suicide among men of 40 and 50 or even women of 40 and 
50, is not actually that uh, it is unusual, but it's not that rare. That, that's the age 
at which people will become depressed, that's the age at which they start 
believing that there's no redemption, that there's, you know, there is no sunny 
up-land, that they're ever going to reach, that they're in the, you know, they may 
be suffering from very severe depression, for example, um, so those are 
reasonably common...
51 Rhys Jones was murdered by two rival gangs in Liverpool in 2007. He was shot in a car park on his way home. His 
killer thought he was part of the  rival gang, and consequently fired th ree  shots because he thought Jones was on 
his ' tu rf .
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AL: But why do you think the cut off was, like, 29? You know, why...
MD: Because after 29, you're not a young person really, I mean even up to 29 
you might say you're pushing the point a bit, when I was a kid you were an 
adult at the age of 21 and that was it 
AL: Yeah
MD: Um, well you have to look at what's happened to the school leaving age, 
that's been pushed up and they want to put it up to 18, you know what they're 
trying to do is extend childhood, if they can put adulthood off, it means they 
don't have to count them among the unemployed, which is one concern.
AL: Right, ok
MD: But then what do you do when you've got a large population of young 
people and in South Wales, I mean this is something of a problem, you've got a 
large population of quite young people, many of whom are what they call 
'NEETS' I think, which is 'not in education, employment, training or studying.'
You know, so you've got a, if they've got no income, if they're living off, maybe 
living off benefits or scraping by on whatever they can it, I think it's a fairly um, 
a fairly depressing life and it may well be that it's just their own social 
circumstances which lead them to. But saying that the newspaper story, doesn't, 
it's not going to sell the papers, and of course it's not actually going to explain, 
um, explain the death of the individual
AL: Yeah. But isn't there, you know, don't newspapers have some sort of 
responsibility though to, you know, report those things, or is just everything so 
driven by money now? You know...
MD: Well, I mean I've heard this phrase responsible journalism, right, um, who 
are the people that mostly use the phrase responsible journalism? Those who 
want, those who what? Yes, those who want to exercise control.
AL: Right
MD: It's always them. Now, I'm not saying that journalists get it right all the 
time, I mean (laughs) you know a ,a, a good look at the newspapers up and 
down the country would demonstrate that that is not the case, especially if you 
look at a paper like The Daily Star, and certain things will happen for all sorts of 
reasons, if you look at the coverage of Express newspapers for example, the 
coverage they gave to the disappearance of Madeleine McCann, uh, there are all 
sorts of questions which can be asked over that, but generally speaking I don't 
think that journalists aren't anywhere near as irresponsible than those who cry 
out for responsible journalism would like to claim. Or would like to allege at any 
rate.
Dodd raises two important issues here: unemployment and power. He refers to 
government officials who are in charge of running our democracy as trying to manipulate the 
created life stage of childhood in order to fudge unemployment figures. The citizenry's role in a 
capitalist democracy is to work, buy and spend. The accepted discourse amongst the citizenry is 
that, by doing this, one will lead a satisfactory, comfortable life. As Dodd mentions, however,
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not all members in our society have jobs, therefore the democracy is failing to provide for its 
citizens. While the research into Bridgend did not find that unemployment was a significant 
reason reported by journalists for the suicides to occur, that in itself is an interesting finding. It 
is commonly known that Bridgend is a working-class borough in the Welsh Valleys. The 
question that begs to be asked is why, then, was not more emphasis placed upon the socio­
economic status of the region in helping to explain why suicide rates in that area might be 
slightly elevated in comparison to those of the rest of the UK? Mike Dodd answered that 
himself in his quote above. He argues that those who lobby for responsible journalism are 
merely trying to exercise control over the press. What emerges from this is his fear that 
journalists might lose control and the power to decide what is socially acceptable and what is 
not. Currently, to maintain control over the issue of suicide, and to maintain stability, 
journalists fall back on socially acceptable discourses of 'other7, such as the deviant child. This is 
a discourse that is known, understood and agreed upon, for, as stated in Chapter Three, our 
conceptions of childhood are that children are sweet, innocent, weak and naive beings. By 
maintaining this discourse, and replicating it, and othering those who do not fit into it, 
journalists retain power and control over what is deemed acceptable for a democracy and what 
is not. It is the British Press, then, that ultimately holds control over what we believe to be right 
and wrong about the issue of suicide and it is blindly-accepted by the citizenry based on our 
reliance upon the press, whose discourses of credible and trustworthy are at the heart of its 
manipulation.
6.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the findings from a close-reading discourse analysis based on Wetherell 
and Potter7 s (1987) method of analysis using interpretative repertoires, categories (in terms of 
both prototypes and particularization) and social representation. Twelve newspaper articles
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that covered the suicidal deaths of Angie Fuller, Nathaniel Pritchard, Kelly Stephenson and 
Sean Rees between January 2008 and June 2008 were examined. These articles were examined in 
terms of interpretative repertoires, or discourses that emerged across the original 46-article 
sample, whittling the close reading down to twelve, so I could examine in more depth the five 
categories that were constructed by journalists to help explain the issue of suicide. Those 
categories were: reaction to death, reason for death, description of the deceased, infantilization 
and suicide and Internet usage. The chapter continued to build upon itself until the final 
analysis section on social representations as frames. It is here that I delved into the two 
predominant frames that enveloped the Bridgend suicide story throughout its coverage: why 
the suicides happened and adult suicides being described in terms of childhood. This chapter 
highlighted the fact that journalists reinforce stigmatization around suicide through the five 
constructed categories, but the frame of childhood is the ultimate stigma associated with this 
issue. Those who kill themselves are ultimately reduced to the category of child, and their 
deaths are described in terms of the conceptions society holds of childhood, as discussed in 
Chapter Three of this dissertation. As suicide is even less acceptable in childhood, however, as 
evidenced by the original three childhood suicide cases examined in Chapter One of this 
dissertation, adults are further relegated to the category of deviant child.
What these findings suggest is that journalists attempt to maintain balance and stability 
in a democracy through the use of everyday discourses around childhood and suicide. By 
focusing on these discourses, journalists limit discussion around the 'real' issues that are 
affecting society and prevent discussion—daring only to ask why a suicide happens, but not 
really examining a society to determine why its members feel so compelled to take their own 
lives.
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My concluding remarks in Chapter Seven will recap the key findings of the thesis, 
including strengths and weaknesses, while also pointing to future research that needs to be 
done in the area of media reporting and suicide.
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Conclusion
7.1 Introduction
The purpose of this dissertation was to examine how British Newspapers report suicide and 
how it socially constructs discourses to explain what this social issue is all about. In a liberal 
democracy, I believe that journalists have a responsibility to report the issue of suicide in an 
appropriate manner, so that citizens are informed about its complexities. The key responsibility 
of the newspapers, when covering suicide, is to engage with readers so that an open and honest 
discussion can occur around this issue. Suicide itself, as evidenced throughout this dissertation, 
can be a potentially destabilizing issue, not only because of the mystery that surrounds it, but 
also because of the stigma that has followed it down through the ages, stemming from both 
religious and legal cultures. The job of the British Press, then, is to maintain balance, and report 
suicide couched in socially-accepted discourses, in essence mirroring back what is already 
thought about suicide in society and not allowing alternative discourses to emerge.
The research in this dissertation found that in the case of reporting the Bridgend 
suicides, journalists did maintain that social stability by infantilizing the young people who 
killed themselves by reinforcing stigmas that were already present. I found that the young 
people tended to be described in ways that linked them in conceptual terms to childhood. 
Children, as discussed in Chapter Three, are routinely considered to be weak, naive, 
impressionable, and in need of protection. Similarly, then, these same discourses also emerged 
in newspaper reporting of the Bridgend suicides. Additionally, the young adults who died were 
treated as if taking their own life was not an adult choice; they were discursively constructed as 
having committed a childish act. To further this argument, it also became clear, based on the 
three original child suicide deaths that I examined (Laura Rhodes, Ben Vodden and Jonathan 
Reynolds), that childhood suicide is even less acceptable in society, therefore these children are
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'othered' into a category of the 'deviant non-child'. It is here that young adult suicide is also 
placed. The key frame to emerge is that young adult suicide is discursively described as the 
action of a deviant child.
In this dissertation I also argue that while journalists have a responsible role to play in 
the reporting of suicide, they must also do this without causing panic within the society, as this 
too can be destabilizing. As seen in Chapters Five and Six, however, journalists reporting the 
Bridgend suicides did not live up to this responsibility, as a moral panic was created about the 
role the Internet played in the continuation of these suicidal deaths; it was reported that an 
Internet suicide cult was to blame for the deaths, discarding any other potential reasons for why 
a suicide could occur, such as the loss of a friend who had already died by suicide.
This thesis began in Chapter Two by examining in more depth the academic literature 
on the role of the press in liberal democratic societies such as the UK, exploring academic 
thinking on the press's social responsibility to report the news. I did so by drawing on research 
investigating news values, reporting and moral panics, ideology, framing, and othering. The 
main ideas that emerged from these discussions is that the news is socially constructed through 
the help of news values and framed in a specific way to maintain solidarity amongst a citizenry 
in a democracy. Newspapers and journalists alike have a set of inherent ideologies with which 
they construct the news, which can add to or detract from their reporting, and, in worst cases, 
as seen here in the Bridgend suicides, can create a moral panic based on fears surrounding the 
Internet.
In Chapter Three I highlighted that research into suicide and the media is currently 
under-developed. What little research there is primarily tends to engage with issues around the 
causes and effects of media reporting of suicide on society. The focus of this dissertation is not 
to defend or prove the findings from the copycat theory, or the Werther Effect theory — that the
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more a suicide is reported, the more likely it is that suicides will occur—but simply to introduce 
this body of research, and illustrate the role it plays in how suicide is reported in British 
Newspapers. However, there are serious gaps in looking at how newspapers and the media at 
large report suicide. I believe that my study, then, at least in the UK, helps to address what 
some of those gaps are. From my research, there is now some quantitative evidence about how 
journalists portray suicide on news pages, in terms of space allocated; how stories are produced; 
and even how stories are sourced. Qualitatively, this study has shown what key figures in the 
upper echelons of the journalism field think about the issue of reporting suicide, but I have also 
analyzed the key stigmatized categories that journalists construct to better describe the issue of 
suicide. I also found the two main frames into which most all of the suicides in my sample fell: 
why suicide occurs and childhood. Later this chapter will discuss where future research can go 
from here, focusing more on the online reporting of suicide, as that seems to be the current 
trend in the field of journalism.
In theoretical terms, the research for this dissertation drew mainly from the ideas of
French sociologist Emile Durkheim's framework of suicide, where he identifies four categories
that a completed suicide would fit into based on the individual's relationship to society:
egoistic, altruistic, anomic and fatalistic52. In short, he found that a strong community where a
person was integrated and had support from family, the neighbourhood and possibly a
religious group would be a way to prevent suicide. His work helped to bring suicide into public
discourse (Sainsbury et al, 1979: 43). I also drew significantly from suicidologist Edwin
Shneidman's work around 'psychache', which states that suicide occurs because of a person's
52 Egoistic suicides are not connected with, or dependent on, their community, according to Durkheim. The person 
who is overly integrated into a group and feels no sacrifice is too  great for the  good of the  larger group would be 
considered an altruistic suicide. Anomic suicides occur when the  victim is not capable of dealing with a crisis 
rationally, or when his relationship with society is suddenly changed. Suicide is the  solution to  a problem in this 
form. The last category, fatalistic suicide, is thought to  be caused by excessive societal regulation that restricts the  
victim's freedom; this person sees no viable future for himself (Sainsbury e t al, 1979: 43).
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psychological pain experienced mentally; he called suicide 'chiefly a drama of the mind' (1996: 
3-4). In Chapter Three, I discussed at length the academic literature that examines the 
conceptions held by society around childhood which state that childhood is a constructed life 
stage that adults in society believe is a time of innocence, dependence, incompetence, 
vulnerability and should be safe and protected. In terms of childhood suicide, as explained in 
Chapter Three, journalists use these conceptions of childhood to create a discourse of bullying 
to explain why a child might take his or her own life. The discourse of bullying then becomes a 
category of 'deviancy', into which the three childhood suicides I mentioned earlier in this 
chapter were placed.
In Chapter Four, I set up the study methodologically. This dissertation used two main 
methods of analysis, with one subsidiary method to supplement the main two. I chose to use 
quantitative content analysis to gauge the breadth of the suicide reporting, in order to see how 
the coverage was covered more generally. To engage in more depth with the articles that were 
written, I also decided to examine them using the qualitative method, discourse analysis, from a 
predominantly social psychology perspective so that I could uncover broader meanings and 
discourses. I also used in-depth interviews to enhance the findings from the content analysis 
and the discourse analysis. While the interview data I collected was not a main method of 
analysis, I decided to conduct interviews so that I could understand the discourses about 
suicide that journalists had in their own heads when reporting the story. I felt that this would 
add an extra perspective to the findings from both the content analysis and the discourse 
analysis.
This thesis had two findings chapters, the first of which explored areas of production of 
texts, discursive phrasing and features and framing. In terms of production of texts, I presented 
findings regarding how the Bridgend sample was reported, while taking an in-depth look at
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what sources journalists chose to interview and quote from in their articles. I also reported my 
findings on the discursive phrasing that emerged around phrases such as 'suicide' and 'commit 
suicide', which showed that journalists are further stigmatizing the issue of suicide, despite 
making a half-hearted attempt to focus on those that are left behind. I also explored discursive 
features of the texts such as method and visuals. Based on WHO reporting guidelines on 
suicide, journalists should not explicitly mention the method a person uses to kill themselves, 
nor should there be excessive use of pictures with articles. My findings showed that, while 
British Newspapers have complied with some of these requests, there is still room for 
improvement. It was also in Chapter Five of this dissertation that I made clear when journalists 
were being responsible and irresponsible in their reporting of suicide. Key results that emerged 
from the content analysis and will be discussed later in this chapter were the dominant frames 
that were quantitatively measured around causation, method, the borough of Bridgend itself, 
the Internet and why the suicides happened. These findings signalled the key issues that 
journalists faced in reporting suicides to a citizenry that already had pre-existing ideas about 
suicide, and these results highlighted the categories of description that were developed further 
in the analysis of my discourse analysis.
In Chapter Six, I looked at the discourses that emerged from a small sample of twelve 
articles based around four deaths within the Bridgend sample: Angie Fuller, Nathaniel 
Pritchard, Kelly Stephenson and Sean Rees. I chose to look at their deaths because they carried 
the sample throughout the entire six-month time frame studied. Additionally, each death was 
ideologically rich, flagging issues of homophobia, social class, racism, mental illness and 
childhood that existed throughout the sample. I also decided to examine one article in depth, as 
it was one of the most poignant stories in the sample, both visually and textually. Additionally, 
the journalist who wrote the story agreed to an interview with me, so his unique perspective
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was also present in this analysis. The chapter looked at interpretative repertoires, providing 
more general insight into the coverage of the Bridgend suicides. I also explored the five 
descriptive categories that journalists use to explain the issue of suicide, which turned out to 
'other7, or particularize suicide each step of the way. Lastly, I explored the social representations 
of suicide, which became clear through the two frames of 'why' and 'childhood'. Based on my 
findings, it became clear that journalists do play a significant role in replicating discourses in 
society, mirroring back what is already accepted. This dissertation was trying to ascertain what 
those discourses actually were, while also trying to see how they are reported back to citizens 
within a democracy. I also wanted to determine if journalists strictly adhere to reporting what is 
already acceptable, or if they deviate from that, and try to go beyond what is currently accepted 
and attempt to construct and educate the public about this potential destabilizing issue. 
Unfortunately, journalists simply maintained the status quo, thereby reinforcing stigmatization 
of suicide and also infantilized those who took their own lives.
7.2 Review of Findings
This thesis studied the suicidal deaths that happened in the Bridgend borough of South Wales 
between January, 2008 through to the end of June, 2008. A selection of newspapers were chosen 
based on their political leanings as well as their proximity to the coverage, which included both 
Welsh newspapers and national UK newspapers: The Times/The Times on Sunday and The Daily 
Mail/The Mail on Sunday, were chosen from the political right, while on the political left, I looked 
at The Guardian/The Observer and The Daily Mirror/The Sunday Mirror. Additionally, I also 
examined The Sun for a more middle-of-the-road representation. I should mention here, 
however, that The Sun, for the first time since 1997, backed the Conservative Party (who 
consequently won) in the national elections in 2010. It is now debatable whether this shift will 
return the newspaper to its more Conservative ideologies of the past. The regional newspapers
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looked at were the South Wales Echo and the Western Mail These newspapers were chosen based 
on their availability to the majority of people living in South Wales, but also because those 
newspapers were covering the Bridgend suicides long before the London-based newspapers 
started to cover the story. I conducted a content analysis on 322 articles that appeared within 
the six-month sample period. From there, I chose the deaths of Angie Fuller, Nathaniel 
Pritchard, Kelly Stephenson and Sean Rees to examine discursively, as mentioned previously, 
which whittled my sample down to 46 articles. From there, I chose twelve articles, which 
became representative of the overarching 46. Additionally, I also interviewed journalists, 
editors, charity directors and media representatives to gain a little more perspective into how 
British Newspapers report suicide and the discourses they think exist around the issue of 
suicide.
The findings of this research show that journalists rely quite heavily on the academic 
research of the Werther Effect, basically a behavioural effects theory which tends to rely on a 
fairly basic understanding of cause-and-effect and assumes that all media audiences are passive. 
This theory purports that the more suicide is reported, the more likely suicides will occur. I can 
only hypothesize that the reason why this research is relied upon by journalists is because there 
is little alternative research that journalists can turn to when reporting a suicide. In the case of 
the Bridgend suicides, I showed that no suicides in the Bridgend area were reported in either 
the Welsh or national newspapers in 2007; the Werther Effect states that suicide reporting be 
compared year-on-year. Based on my limited sample, it was impossible to determine with 
absolute certainty that the media did not have an impact on the suicides; however, based on the 
theory, the evidence shows with near certainty it did not.
Journalists who reported the Bridgend suicides also described people in terms of the 
'other'. As Hall (1997) states, 'otherness' is applied to '... people who are in any way
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significantly different from the majority 'them' rather than 'us' —these people are frequently 
exposed to this binary form of representation. They seem to be represented through sharply 
opposed polarized binary extremes' (226). In my discourse analysis, I employed the phrasing 
particularization, which is often used in social psychology along with categorization. Categories 
are social groupings based on similar things; prototypes of those categories then mean that 
something is 'normal' and accepted by society. Particularization, on the other hand, is the 
opposite. It means placing the category outside of the norm, or creating a category of 'other7 
(Wetherell and Potter, 1987). By othering the act of suicide, journalists are reinforcing existing 
social stigma. An example of such a finding came in Chapter Five, when my content analysis 
uncovered the fact that journalists created distance between the act of suicide and where it was 
happening. While 5000 people take their lives in England each year (WHO, 2008), journalists 
reporting the Bridgend suicides, made it clear that these specific suicides were a Welsh 
problem.
Another finding from Chapter Five was that, overall, journalists quoted family 
members, the police and politicians the most when sourcing stories. All three, rather than 
dealing with the underlying issue of suicide, instead implied various different reasons for the 
deaths, from relationship breakdowns and usage of the Internet to mental illness and the 
problems facing the borough of Bridgend itself.
One of the key findings, however, that appeared in both Chapters Five and Six, was the 
fact that journalists do indeed play a significant role in maintaining stability and balance in 
society, keeping it from going off kilter by such a destabilizing issue such as suicide. It has 
already been established in Chapters Two and Three that one of the key indicators that a 
democracy is healthy is that its citizens are happy, functioning, alive, and have a good quality of 
life (Koch and Smith, 2006: 2). However, when members of a citizenry take their own lives, this
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points to potential underlying issues in the democracy that need to be addressed. The socially- 
accepted discourse around death is that it must be natural; to take one's own life, therefore, goes 
against a fundamental understanding of what it means to live and die; suicide destabilizes a 
democracy especially when it is a young person who is only just beginning to live.
When the suicides in Bridgend occurred, it was only 'natural' then for newspapers to try 
and regain stability and control of the situation. Instead of dealing with possible underlying 
issues of the society not being able to provide for its citizenry, journalists demonized those who 
killed themselves and ultimately infantilized them. Our conceptions of childhood in society 
deem that children are weak, innocent, gullible beings in need of protection—so too are those 
who die by suicide or attempt suicide, it seems, even when they are adults. This infantalizing is 
much easier to implement when they are also young adults. Moreover, since Western notions of 
childhood tend to construct children as either being 'normal' or 'deviant' to coincide with 
certain expectations around childhood as a time of life where children are innocent and naive, 
those who kill themselves may be labelled as 'deviant'. As suicide is even less accepted in 
childhood, those children and young adults who killed themselves in Bridgend were very easily 
slotted into the discursive category of 'deviant child'. To further reinstate balance, journalists 
shifted this demonization to another area: the Internet. A moral panic emerged through the 
reporting of the Bridgend suicides, as journalists pointed to 'it' as the primary culprit for why 
the suicides continued to happen. All of those who died were members of social networking 
sites such as Facebook, Bebo and MySpace. As many of them were 'friends' with each other on 
these sites, journalists jumped to the conclusion that the deaths must have been linked, despite 
evidence to the contrary. It can be seen, then, that journalists often did not report the suicides in 
a responsible, non-panic inducing way.
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Suicide has not been a crime in England and Wales since the early 1960s, yet stigma and 
stereotypes still revolve around this important social issue. I suggest in both Chapters Five and 
Six that a way to potentially change the discussion around suicide, shift the discourses, and 
destigmatize the issue, might be to simply change the word, so that the act of 'suicide' can be 
better understood. I offered the word 'illicide' to better encapsulate a self-imposed death to 
mean 'self-murder in order to make clear my mind'. In doing this, a self-imposed death would 
be understood to be a death because of illness in the mind, and it might better align with the 
current definition of what a suicidal death looks like in British law, which states that there must 
be 'clear intention' that a person wanted to die. Not all 'suicides', as seen in Chapter Six, are 
actually reported as acts of self-murder.
At the heart of this research is the role British Newspapers play in reporting suicide. I 
argue that journalists have a social responsibility to report suicide in a manner that does not 
create panic amongst the population. Additionally, journalists play a crucial role in maintaining 
stability in society. While looking at the issue of suicide, what has emerged, as explored in 
Chapter Six, is a fear that the press is losing its control over dictating what discourses are 
acceptable and what are not. This becomes clearer when looking at the issue of suicide, as it is 
one of the most stigmatized, destabilizing issues that affects our society. Journalists must 
maintain control and power over our democracy, so that the status quo can be reinforced. 
Suicide is the ultimate threat to that status quo. Therefore, journalists must create alternate 
discourses in which to keep the citizenry in line, and therefore when looking at suicide 
reporting, one is actually reading the warning that the press is giving to society.
7.3 Reflection
Upon reflection on the project, there are three things to which I would wish to return in future 
research. The first is expanding the project to include online newspaper articles. As stated in
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Chapter Four, I made a decision to examine only print newspaper articles as it was quite 
difficult to verify that I had all copies of online stories, as they changed so frequently during the 
'spate' of suicides. Methodologies available to examine online content are also quite weak, and 
this would have hindered this particular project significantly, especially when dealing with a 
content analysis as coding would need to be broken down into pages and links to other 
websites, and that was something I did not have time to develop. Studying online content is 
important, but I felt that it was also important to conduct the research and finish it as soon as 
possible to ensure that it was current and so that it might start aiding in the destigmatization 
and the prevention of further suicides.
The second aspect of this project that I would expand upon would be to include all 
national newspapers in the sample. This would result in a larger content analysis, but it would 
also include some more detailed results that would be more generalizable across British 
Newspapers in regard to how they report suicide. I think including these extra newspapers 
would also enhance the findings of this dissertation, and provide more specific and perhaps 
more strongly generalizable results.
Finally, in future studies, it would be important to undertake more extensive interviews 
with journalists. I had a difficult time getting journalists to commit to speaking with me, 
especially because of the blame many journalists faced from both the local Bridgend community 
and the South Wales police when reporting this story. On reflection, perhaps, more might have 
been done to interview journalists about the story as it was unfolding, thereby obtaining a more 
comprehensive look at how journalists went about reporting it. I think had I been interviewing 
journalists as the story developed, I might have earned more trust with them, before they were 
taken to task and blamed for their reporting of the suicides.
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As with any research, there are of course limits to what one can do, and, upon reflection, 
most certainly things one might wish to have done differently. In my case, I would not have 
spent as much time reading and analyzing for the discourse of bullying. Based on the childhood 
cases I was originally looking at prior to the start of the Bridgend suicides, I had assumed that 
bullying would also be a discourse that would emerge in adult suicide. I was wrong. Bullying 
as a causation for suicide seems to be rooted firmly in childhood suicide, and is definitely a case 
for future study.
I also found discourse analysis to be a complex method that constituted a challenge, not 
because it was difficult, but because I initially believed that I needed to conduct my research 
within the traditional confines of 'doing journalism studies discourse analysis', which tends to 
fall into the categories of Foucauldian discourse analysis, Fairclough's method of critical 
discourse analysis, conversation analysis, and rhetoric analysis, to name just a few. My 
theoretical framework for study, however, had all along been firmly rooted in both the fields of 
psychology and sociology, and trying to reconcile those fields with Foucault or Fairclough did 
not sit well with me, or my research. I eventually found my way to Wetherell and Potter's 
discursive method within social psychology, which allowed me to reconcile myself and my 
research, and meet those challenges head on and come up with some interesting and sound 
results, as shown in Chapter Six.
7.4 Future Research
Two weeks before submitting this PhD, I lost yet another person in my life to suicide. Joey 
Davis was a 23-year-old gay man who I had watched struggle with both his sexuality and his 
mental illness—bipolar disorder—for the better part of a decade. At various times throughout 
this project, my reasons for doing this research have shifted. Initially, as stated in Chapter One, 
losing my partner of nearly three years and the grief that engulfed me after his suicide was
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what started me down this path. Mid-way through the project, however, it was the suicides in 
Bridgend and the utter helplessness that I felt that continued to drive me forward, especially at 
those times when the subject matter was just a little bit too much. Over the last year, however, 
as I have become closer and closer to finishing, I have found myself wondering if there were 
research paths 'outside' of suicide for me. It is a difficult topic with which to grapple day-in and 
day-out, and, I'll admit, the idea of researching something 'happier' in the future was quite 
appealing. I never wanted to stop researching suicide completely, but did wonder if I could find 
it within myself to take a year or two away from it and find a new research path. Then Joey 
died. I found myself in what can only be described as a remarkable position. I was finishing up 
a PhD on suicide, grieving suicide yet again myself, supporting friends and Joey's family who 
had never experienced suicide before, and I was noticing new and potential avenues for 
research based on his death.
This study is groundbreaking in that it takes a close look at how British Newspapers 
report suicide, and it provides new data and analysis for the field of suicidology from which 
future research can be based. Yet there is still much to be done in terms of what role the 'media' 
play in reporting/representation of a suicide. Based on this thesis, there are four projects that 
could be established.
The first would be to look at the online representation of the Bridgend suicides, as I have 
already suggested. The key issue with online reporting is that news pages are being constantly 
updated. Not only is there more space online to print photos and text, but there is the capability 
to link stories to previous stories, helpful websites, not-so-helpful websites, etc. It would be 
interesting then to see if what is produced online is comparable to what is produced in hard 
copy editions of the same newspapers. I would hypothesize that, while the core frames and 
discourses that emerged in this research would be broadly similar, the story would be much
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more visual and sensationalized online than in the actual newspaper, due to the extra space 
available, and the links that can be inserted to send a reader to another website.
A second project might examine all UK newspapers in order to ascertain if there is a 
difference between tabloid newspapers and broadsheet newspapers. This would be an 
interesting study from which to gauge readership and the prominent discourses that are 
replicated about suicide in society. I would venture to guess, based on what I have read and 
seen of the coverage before I chose my final selection of newspapers for this study, that The 
Daily Star and The Express might be much more demonizing of those who die by suicide, than 
the newspapers in this sample. While I would like to state here that the suicides in the Bridgend 
borough have ceased, unfortunately that is not the case; several occurred in 2009 and 2010. 
While the media has not reported these deaths in the same, sensationalized way it did in 2008, 
the national newspapers are now reporting the story, where once, as in 2007, they did not. 
Suicide in Wales has now become a 'sexy' story. The area of Bridgend has been tainted as a 
'suicide capital', the location of the 'suicide death cult'; it is where the anxiety began about the 
Internet's role in perpetuating suicide; the area, in a sense, has become a permanent 
'newsworthy' target, that the media itself constructed, and therefore will probably continue to 
report.
A third project that would be interesting to examine would be a comparative analysis 
between suicide reporting in 2008 and 2010, and then again in 2013. Based on the Bridgend 
suicides, the Welsh Assembly Government created a five-year suicide prevention plan for all of 
Wales, with phases of implementation in each one of those years. The goal is to reduce suicides 
nationwide by 20% by 2013. I would be interested to see how reporting of suicide might or 
might not change over that time period. Anecdotally, I have not noticed much difference, and
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there is a continued presence of discourses around childhood being used to frame many of the 
stories I have seen published in 2009 and 2010.
The fourth project based on this dissertation that could be explored is that of 
'responsible journalism' in the reporting of suicide. While there have been several studies, 
mostly literature reviews, about the reporting guidelines for suicide, I believe that it would be 
informative to investigate the way in which these guidelines are actually used in newsrooms 
around the UK. This research would be best completed with the aid of journalists and editors, 
possibly through an ethnographic study in newsrooms, but most certainly should include focus 
groups and/or in-depth interviews with newsmakers.
The fifth study for research that I would propose is mostly based on my experiences in 
the last two weeks around my friend Joey's suicide, but also on something that was loosely 
mentioned throughout the reporting of the Bridgend suicides, but that did not prove to be of 
any significance in my analysis and did not feature prominently in my findings: the use of social 
networking sites as a way to cope with the aftermath of a suicide. As mentioned in Chapter 
Three, there have been some studies conducted around how young people use social 
networking sites to discuss their grief after a death. When reported in the Bridgend coverage, 
the term 'memorial sites' was featured, but not elaborated on. It was interesting to me that I 
learned of Joey's death on Facebook. A mutual 'friend' posted on the 'memorial site' that had 
been set up in Joey's honour, which was flagged up to me via my newsfeed on Facebook. When 
I 'joined' the memorial site group, there were 23 people, mostly family and close family friends, 
who were members. Within an hour, the group had grown to over 100 people, and within 
twelve hours, it had reached over 360 members. All members of the group knew Joey Davis. 
The outstanding outpouring of grief took place in a public space, but it was also very private 
grief. People consoled each other, spoke of the 'good times' and shared stories. It became an
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avenue to finalize plans for memorial services, remembrance gatherings, and an opportunity to 
post pictures, all of which the family was involved in. What occurred to me was that I was 
witnessing what once would have been called a 'wake'; this was its modern-day version. As 
stated several times in this dissertation on the reporting of the Bridgend suicides, suicide 
bereavement can be excruciatingly painful to go through. I believe that there is a strong research 
project to be developed around the function of social networking sites to help people with this 
grief, and potentially play quite a significant role in the de-stigmatization and re-education of a 
democracy's citizenry around the issue of suicide through this media platform.
7.5 Conclusion
British Newspapers, as shown throughout this dissertation, are not reporting suicide 
responsibly. The field of journalism is changing. No longer are newspapers and television the 
sole outlets the citizenry turns to when information is needed. Declining news budgets, which 
in turn lead to fewer journalists, and smaller news holes, mean 'sexier' news stories that are 
completed faster, and sensationalized in an effort to draw readers in. Chasing 'sexy' stories, or 
creating them, as was the case in the Bridgend suicides, is an exercise in newspapers trying to 
maintain control over societal discourses. In the case of Bridgend, this control was exerted by 
framing the act of suicide through infantilization and stigmatization, which did nothing but 
create more fear and confusion around this complex societal issue.
To change the perceptions of suicide in our society, journalists must fulfil their social 
responsibility to report suicide in a way that educates and informs the citizenry, by opening up 
the discussion, allowing new discourses to be created and allowing old, stigmatized discourses 
to die. Only then can a democracy truly declare itself to be open and deliberative.
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iVITH PICS
A teenage suicide cult is sweeping through a town with seven young people killing themselves in 
;opycrl deaths.
Police have warned parents to keep watch on their children - and fear Internet websites may be to 
flame for the chain of young deaths over the last year.
The latest victim was a girl of 17 in a trail of tragedies where six young men have died along with a 
spate of other attempted suicides.
Natasha Randall was found hanged at her family home and within 24 hours two of her friends had 
tried to kill themselves.
One - a girl of 15 - was on a life support machine yesterday after her family found her in the nick of
lime.
The other, also 15, survived after cutting her wrists but she was back with her parents yesterday after 
being discharged from hospital.
Police say the girls were part of a group of about 20 teenage friends in ansd around the town of 
Bridgend, South Wales - described as the suicide capital of Britain.
Officers have visited the parents of each of the girls warning them to keep an eye on their daughters.
They have also seized Natasha's home computer to investigate an Internet website link between the 
Iragedies.
Natasha's death is the latest in seven young suicides in Bridgend since January of last year.
Many of the victims had a site on the social networking Internet site Bebo where young people set up 
their own pages.
And since their deaths friends have set up memorial sites where they can post messages and buy a 
Virtual brick" in a remembrance wall.
The bricks for Natasha's site say things like "RIP chick", "Sleep Tight Princess" and "Sweetdreams
\ngel".
Police are concerned that teenagers may think it is "cool" to have an Internet memorial site and are 
killing themselves to achieve prestige and even hero worship among their 
peer group.
Detectives confirmed they are investigating a possible suicide chain - the victims are linked although 
they did not all know each other.
On Natasha's Internet website there is a chilling message to Liam Clarke, 20, who was found hanging 
in a Bridgend Park on December 27.
It states: Tasha Randall says: "R.I.P Clarky boy!! gonna miss ya! always remember the gd times! love ya 
P Me too!"
Liam was a friend of Thomas Davies who hanged himself in woods near Bridgend. He was just 20.
Thomas had bought himself a new suit just two days earlier to attend the funeral of his friend David 
Wiling, 19, who also hung himself.
Police are also linking the deaths of Dale Crole, 18, of nearby Porthcawl, and Zachary Barnes, 17, of 
Bridgend, with the spate of suicides.
And just two weeks ago Gareth Morgan, 27, was found hanged in his bedroom at his home in 
Bridgend.
Natasha is the first girl to die in the tragic toll of suicides.
Police and paramedics were called to her home in Blaengarw, Bridgend, at 6pm last Thursday night, 
tot she was already dead.
Natasha spent hours every day on her computer using the name "Wildchild".
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Stepmother Katrina said: "The police have been and taken Natasha's computer away to help with their 
investigation.
"This has come as a shock to all of us. We're just too upset to speak about it, her dad especially."
A South Wales Police spokeswoman said: "We can confirm the sudden death of a 17-year-old woman at 
round 6pm last Thursday.
"There are no suspicious circumstances and the coroner has been informed."
Superintendent Tim Jones, divisional commander of police in Bridgend, said: "We are keen to play a 
art in the drive to stop people taking their own lives.
"We have concerns about every death of this nature."
Natasha was in her first year on a Care and Childhood Studies course at Bridgend College where her 
iriends were weeping in the common room yesterday.
A college spokesman said: "We are deeply saddened to hear of the news relating to the death of 
Masha Randall.
"Natasha was a well respected and popular student.
"Both staff and students within the department have spoken very highly of her commitment and 
iedication to her course and future career aspirations.
"Natasha's outgoing and lively spirit were demonstrated in her enjoyment of the course and student
ife.
"Our sincere thoughts are with her family at this difficult time."
Two girls - who police say were known to Natasha - tried to commit suicide the following day,
One of the girls had spent the evening in her bedroom with a friend telling her that she felt suicidal and 
aw no point in going on.
When he friend left she tried to hang herself and was found close to death when her parents went to 
heck on her.
She spent two days on a life support machine but there were signs of an improvement yesterday.
Police said another 15-year-old girl made a less serious attempt to take her own life on the same 
evening.
The Bridgend MP Madeleine Moon has met with senior police officers to discuss the town's alarmingly 
ligh suicide rate which she believes is currently the highest in the country.
She said: "I don't know why it has reached this point but I do know we can't ignore it.
"Nobody can take sole responsibility for this but everyone has to work together to address it.
"The important thing is that the message goes out to young people that there is someone for them to 
alk to."
The Bridgend and Glamorgan Valleys Coroner Phillip Walters has also raised his concerns about the 
suicides among youg people.
A special "task force" has now been set up in the town to investigate the growing list of suicide among 
/oung people.
The group - which includes police, the Bro Morgannwg NHS Trust, schools and Bridgend Council - is 
taring the completion of a strategy document aimed at trying to stem the tragic trend.
Consultant psychiatrist Tegwyn Williams, director of mental health services for the NHS Trust, said: 
Unfortunately there's a culture where men don't tend to talk about how they feel.
"It comes to the point where they can't see any way out.
"The key is to break down the stigma attached to suicide in the community so that people aren't afraid 
a talk to someone of they feel depressed.
"It is also about educating people so that they know where to get help for themselves or someone they
mow.
"Unfortunately people often just don't know what to do about it. We need to educate them about 
that's out there."
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*** Grieving mother Melanie Davies yesterday(tues) told how her son hung himself - just like two of his 
close friends.
Melanie, 38, said: "It's like a craze - a stupid sort of fad. They all seem to be copying each other by 
wanting to die."
Her son Thomas, 20, comitted suicide just two days before he was due to go to the funeral of his close 
friend who died in the same way.
His friend Dai Dilling, 19, died just weeks after another former schoolfriend Dale Crole, 18, was also 
found hanged.
Melanie said: "He had bought a suit for Dai's funeral and was ready to go. He didn't go to Dale's but he 
was determined to be at Dai's.
"He didn't speak much about it other that to say he couldn't believe it because he had been with Dai 
just a few days before.
"I knew he was upset by it but had no idea how much it was playing on his mind.
"The next thing I knew was that the police were knocking on my door saying Thomas had been found 
hanged.
"It is very worrying that we have had so many other youngs deaths around here
"I think the problem is they do not know how to speak like adults about serious issues like this.
"They can speak to each other on the computer but do not know how to express their emotions in other
w ays.
"Thomas would spend about three hours a night on the computer, talking to his friends. The thing is 
that most parents don't understand what they are doing or what they are talking about.
"He did go on Bebo and apparently he had a page on there. He must have discussed his other friends 
dying on there because it had upset him.
"Like most parents, I have no idea how to get on these sites or what other kids are talking about.
"But I would warn other parents to beware and to keep a close eye on their children. My other son 
Nathan is 19 also uses the computer but mainly to speak to his girlfriend.
"I do my best to speak to him face-to-face about things and not let them bottle them up.
"Children need to speak to people not just spend hours on the computer. I think they have lost the habit 
of just talking - whether it's to parents, family, church, Samaritans or whoever to sort out their worries.
"I have lost my son and I know what all these other parents are going through - it is the worst 
nightmare any parent can go through.
"One of his friends told me that they feel that these kids seem to be copying each other. They said that 
so many of them are hanging themselves which is one of the worst ways to go."
Thomas, of North Cornelly, Bridgend, was found hanged from a tree in February.
His mother said: "When he was found hanged I thought someone must have spiked his drink or given 
him drugs - but there was nothing like that in his system.
"I have my son's ashes in my home. I had no inkling what was on his mind but to me he's still here. I 
say good night to him every day.
"I wouldn't want any other mother to go through what I have been through."
ends
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Suicide Prevention Charity Calls for End to Media Coverage of Bridgend Suicide
5 February 2008 - With reports today of another young death in the Bridgend area being attributed as a 
possible suicide, PAPYRUS, the national charity for prevention of young suicide, is calling on media to resist 
iirther coverage surrounding the recent tragic suicides in Bridgend. Although this latest death is not yet 
;onfirmed as suicide, the charity reiterates its concern regarding copycat instances. It is well known that 
insensitive media reporting of suicide can prompt copycat cases, says the charity.
Media coverage must stop," said Anne Parry, chair, PAPYRUS. "We believe there is nothing further to be 
gained. We are seriously concerned that any more coverage would be counter-productive and exacerbate the 
current state of affairs, with disastrous results. At worst it could lead to further suicide attempts. We are asking 
media please do not draw further attention to this situation. We are also calling on other charities to support 
jur initiative."
■ends -
About PAPYRUS
PAPYRUS is a national charity dedicated to the prevention of young suicide, raising awareness that suicide is 
not necessarily the ultimate result of feeling suicidal. Founded in 1997 by a group of parents who had lost a 
son or daughter to suicide, it aims to support families friends, carers and anyone else who works with young 
people in a professional capacity.
Hie charity's helpline - HOPELineUK 0870170 4000 - is a confidential telephone service staffed by trained 
professionals who listen, give practical advice, information and support needed in order to approach and 
respond to suicidal feelings, with the ultimate aim of preventing young suicide.
Editorial contact for more information: Rosemary Vaux, PAPYRUS press 
office tel 020 8943 5343 mobile 07792 72 62 41 e-mail rvaux@ravenstonepr.co.uk
Rosemary Vaux 
PAPYRUS Press Office
National Charity for Prevention of Young Suicide 
tel: 020 8943 5343 
mobile: 07792 72 62 41 
yww.papvrus-uk.org
HOPELineUK 0870170 4000 or 01978 367 333 for support and practical advice to anyone concerned that a 
foung person they know may be suicidal
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Appendix III: Content Analysis Coding Sheet
Quantitative Analysis of News Accounts of the Bridgend County Suicides
Newspaper
1. The Times; 2. The Guardian; 3. The Daily Mail; 4. The Sun; 5. The Mirror; 6. South Wales Echo; 7. 
Western Mail; 8. The Times on Sunday; 9. The Observer; 10. The Mail on Sunday; 11. Sunday 
Mirror; 12. Wales on Sunday
! Section
1. Main/News; 2. Weekly News Review; 3. Financial/Money; 4. Supplement 5. Culture/Society; 6.
Media/ I.T.;
7. Education; 99. Other
IDate and Byline of Item
Day_________Month_________  Year_________  Byline________________________
Format
1. News report; 2. Editorial; 3. Column; 4. News Brief; 5. Letter to the Editor; 6. Feature;
7. Weekly News Summary;
Length of item
Words__________  Pg. No.______ No. of total Pgs_________
Placement of item
l.FP top left; 2. FP top right; 3. FP bottom left; 4. FP bottom right; 5. IP top left; 6. IP top right;
7. IP bottom left; 8. IP bottom right
Production of item
1. Staff reporter (s); 2. Staff Correspondent; 3. Staff editorialist; 4. Staff columnist; 5. News Agency; 6. 
None listed; 7. Letter Writer; 8. Other
Picture accompanies article?
1. Yes 2. No
Does the picture lead the story and jump to an inside page?
1. Yes 2. No
I s there more than one photo? If yes, how many?
1. Yes__________  2. No
What does the picture look like?
1. Mugshot; 2. Landscape; 3. Portrait; 4. N /A
Who is in the picture?
1. Deceased alone; 2. Deceased with friends; 3. Deceased with family; 4. Family; 5. Police; 6. Politicians;
7. Funeral; 8. Religious leader; 9. Partners; 10. Academic Expert; 11. Media; 12. Other; 13. N /A
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r rame of report
1. Crime (violence, drug related); 2. Education; 3. Employment; 4. Mental Health (depression etc);
5. Culture (technology, media, statistics, alcohol etc); 6. Youth; 7. Women; 8. Questioning; 9. No reason 
for suicide/wrong; 10. Media Reporting
’rimary Source in report (First mentioned)
1. Police; 2. Family Member(s); 3. Friend(s); 4. Politician(s); 5. Community Leaders; 6. Coroner;
7. Academic Expert; 8. Anonymous; 9. Other; 10. Unknown/Unclear; 11. Partners; 12. Religious Leader; 
13. Non Profit; 14. None
secondary Source in report (Second mentioned)
1. Police; 2. Family Member(s); 3. Friend(s); 4. Politician(s); 5. Community Leaders; 6. Coroner;
7. Academic Expert; 8. Anonymous; 9. Other; 10. Unknown/Unclear; 11. Partners; 12. Religious Leader;
13. Non Profit; 14. None
•ournalistic Commentary
1. Crusading; 2. Argumentative; 3. Descriptive; 4. Summary; 5. Cynical; 6. Warning/helpful;
7. Questioning; 8. N /A
Causation of suicide
1. Unemployment; 2. Relationship breakdown; 3. How to Websites; 4. Social Networking sites;
5. Bullying; 6. Mental Health; 7. Drugs/Alcohol; 8. Bridgend (County/Borough); 9. Other; 10. No 
cause/trigger mentioned; 11. Growing Up; 12. Knowledge of others'/others' death; 13. Media 
Reporting; 14. N /A
Number of total suicides mentioned in story
1. Yes; 2. No
Are statistics used in story?
1. Yes; 2. No
Discourse:
a. Use of word 'Suicide' in:
1. Headline; 2. Sub-head; 3. Lead; 4. Second paragraph; 5. Pull-quote; 6. Info-box; 7. Not Used;
8. Rest of Story
b. Use of phrase 'Commit Suicide' in:
1. Headline; 2. Sub-head; 3. Lead; 4. Second paragraph; 5. Pull-quote; 6. Info-box; 7. Not Used;
8. Rest of Story
c. Use of specific 'Method' in:
1. Headline; 2. Sub-head; 3. Lead; 4. Second paragraph; 5. Pull-quote; 6. Info-box; 7. Not Used;
8. Rest of Story
d. Use of descriptive term 'cult, club, pact, victim, copycat, cluster etc' in:
1. Headline; 2. Sub-head; 3. Lead; 4. Second paragraph; 5. Pull-quote; 6. Info-box; 7. Not Used;
8. Rest of Story
e. Use of 'Religious' undertones in:
1. Headline; 2. Sub-head; 3. Lead; 4. Second paragraph; 5. Pull-quote; 6. Info-box; 7. Not Used;
8. Rest of Story
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f. Use of "Hopeful Living" terms in:
1. Headline; 2. Sub-head; 3. Lead; 4. Second paragraph; 5. Pull-quote; 6. Info-box; 7. Not Used;
8. Rest of Story
g. Use of "Questioning" terms in:
1. Headline; 2. Sub-head; 3. Lead; 4. Second paragraph; 5. Pull-quote; 6. Info-box; 7. Not Used;
8. Rest of Story
Motes:
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Interview Questions for Journalists
1. How long have you been a journalist?
2. What newspapers have you worked at?
3. What beats do you normally cover?
4. What did you think of the overall coverage of the Bridgend suicides, both at your own newspaper and 
in the national press?
5. Why do you think the Bridgend suicides became such a big story on the national and international 
stage?
6. Prior to covering the Bridgend suicide, have you ever had specific training on how to cover a suicide 
story?
7. What newsroom guidelines do you have on reporting suicide?
8. How were you chosen to cover the Bridgend story?
9. Before the Bridgend story, had you ever covered a suicide before? If so, can you please explain?
10. Can you please explain your process in covering the story?
11. How did you choose your sources?
12. How difficult is it to gain access to sources in a suicide story?
13. Which sources, in your opinion were driving the story, eg: government officials, police, nonprofits, 
family, friends?
14. How influenced were you by competing coverage?
15. How important was it that you mentioned the Internet link in your stories?
16. Police said in January 2008 that there was no Internet suicide pact. Can you explain why the media 
continually mentioned it in its coverage after that?
17. Do you think media reporting was causing the deaths?
18. Do you think they were copycat suicides?
19. What has your research shown as to why people take their own lives?
20. How easy was it to access pictures and other visuals for your packages?
21. Did you have a say in how the package was designed: headlines, cutlines, photos, infografs?
22. Which suicide stood out to you the most and why?
23. The story seemed to focus quite a bit on young people who died and missed the other suicides in the 
area of adults who were in their 40s and 50s. Why do you think this was so?
24. Do you think it is difficult for newspapers to cover a suicide story? Why or why not?
25. There seemed to be a lot of references in the coverage regarding future earning potential of those who 
died, why do you think this was so?
26. Reporters wrote about suicide in the abstract, as if it was this thing that took lives away. Why do you 
think that was so?
27. What new things did you learn about suicide or the coverage of it?
28. What newsroom discussions did you have about the suicide coverage?
29. What was the biggest challenge during the coverage?
30. A year on, would you have told the story differently?
31. What unresolved issues around the suicides would you like to go back and cover now?
32. Did you learn any lessons from your coverage?
33. Is there anything you wish you had done differently?
34. Any other comments?
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Interview Questions for Non-Profit/Other
1. What was your experience with the media during the spate of suicides?
2. Who did you speak with more, local or national?
3. Why do you think the story became so big on the national and international stage?
4. What did you think of the overall coverage?
5. The journalists you spoke with, were many of them, in your opinion knowledgeable about reporting 
guidelines?
6. What do you think was driving the story?
7. What are your thoughts on the continual mentioning of the social networking sites and the Internet 
death cult?
8. Do you think media reporting was causing the deaths?
9. Do you think they were copycat suicides?
10. Why do people kill themselves?
11. Which coverage of a death stood out to you the most and why?
12. The story seemed to focus quite a bit on young people who died and missed the other suicides in the 
area of adults who were in their 40s and 50s. Why do you think this was so?
13. Do you think it is difficult for newspapers to cover a suicide story? Why or why not?
14. There seemed to be a lot of references in the coverage regarding future earning potential of those who 
died. Why do you think this was so?
15. Reporters wrote about suicide in the abstract, as if it were a thing that took lives away. Why do you 
think this was so?
16. A year on, how do you wish the story had been covered?
17. What unresolved issues do you think still need to be reported about the suicides?
18. How does the Samaritans feel it handled the situation?
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Interview Transcripts
Please see attached CD-ROM for transcription.
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T h is  is  b o w  th e  l i m e  eg l lw  ta le s ! ,  young  
a iip aren t s igrk W  v ic tim  h u m  Brtdgrm t m l  
su i rewinding to w n s  am i v1 lti*c-s I w ik e  H k  m e t  
o i  Iwr t le a l h.
Sheep a ss is ta n t  An- 
grthte I nn er  I*, w a s  
Inunci h a n g e d  n o  
Xtom lay. a s  revea led
In Inter cvlUkiau of 
j n h n l a y  s  fr b n .
A ngle , .is  s h e  .as 
know n I,, h tr m is  a n d  
lamrty. w a s  d is ­
cern atari b y
2 l  > e .w o M  d a n ce  h d  
W H tom s ut l i e  
Ihree-trrslnwwn, 
i w W c i i a n l  burner 
th e y  t l w r e l  h rg rU v r  In Nanlynw w L e igh t n a tes  
n orth  of R iw lgentl l l w  t rwifrh- g>.l e-ngngcvl Iasi 
b>g h a d  Christ e d  I h e  If w ed d in g  w -t.-cal 
i, .w rem tin g  In  IllrruJs 
P ukcr. w h o  y e ste r d a y  le fu se t l  l o  conhrtn  
p u U k ly  tlia l s h e  w a s  Ih e  IIIH y ou n gster  b o m  
th e  c o u n ty  In h e  Irem d lite ig rd  In m o t  
m on th s, s a y  th e y  a re m g  tre.gkng Iwr d ea th  as  
p t i M drliiwg
C oroner Chillis W y le r s  t n l  npm i A nter » we- 
<|UCSI n o  I II.lay  a n d  N as th o u g h t Iw  w in  tak e  th e  
oppcwtcmcry t o  a d d r e ss  l lw  h a iie  eg you n g  
so le  k ie s  In Itrcdgerul a m i th e  sorr..uncling  area  Js  
T h e  topic* h a s d o m in a te d  n u lta ru i n c d U  re­
p o r ts  w n il regieertrs s o m e  ,g  th e  d e a th s  ciugltl 
b e  linked In  Internet t i l e s  
A task  ton. e  h a s b e e n  s e t  u p  tn  try  In  perss-M  
m u re y c u n g  p e o p le  k illing O w n ssd v e s  a n d  a 
d e b a te  o tem t su ic id e s  In l lw  r o w d y  Is d u e  les 
tak e p la r e  In U »  I lu n a r  eg Ccnganons k s a i r o * .  
le d  b y  Hrtclgrrut M l' Mmlelc lrw Mrgjn vyO 
T od ay  U seee w e te  ik-ral ir ih u le s  o n  t h e  dune- 
s l e p  rg Align- a n d  Juel s  I m a t  m  C c r n iw r d il  
StreeL  w h ere  s h e  h a d  I k e d  s in c e  U w  scnm ner  
W riting cm h is  w v b stte  cm th e  M yS p are so c ia l  
n etw ork in g  s ite , l a d  m cm n w d  *m y p our lo st  
A ngle* a n d  d escrd w ri h is  m o o d  as "kaw-ty" and  
' r n t s h c r .
Angle- s Irlend S arah Shaw . 3* . t inroch irrd  th e  
c o u p le  w lw ci A ngle  m o v e d  In  S o u th  Wades hems 
Shrtrw slm ry tw o  years Ago
Mcun-cg-frmr Sarah  sa id  A ngle, a  Ian n l (a a h  
cu ltu re  a n d  nsustc  w ine w orked  at Jaeger  
d n t h e s  s lc n p a t B rldgvnd  I k-dgrwr ( leg le t. S .in s  
ssd tered  Irnm  d e p r r ssto u  n od  h ad  p rev io u sly  . 
s ta sh e d  h er  m l t l t  a n d  taken  an o v e r d o se  c *  
Amps- b  u n d e r sto o d  to  lease klOrd Iwrsc H
Long and depressing tale o f deaths am ong young people
■  O nto C rete . ! « .  o l  P o r th cea d .  
ba n n e d  n e a r  th e  C o r n y  
I fu n fa ir  o n  J a n u a r y  5 . 3 0 0 7 .  
m in a ln a o m  3&.2Q0*
■  l « s  b e s t  tnoral R ev e l Debug < 
Pyle. honeyed iwresolf ate w e e k s  kiioc
o n  F tb a ia iy  18 ,  20(17, from a  trim  
b e h n d  P y le  p u k o  skahon
■  D av id  s  M e n d  T h o m a s  D e v  tan. 
o f  N o rth  C om oU y. h a n g o d  h lm a  
In a  p ark  o n  Tebrvm ry as. 3007
■  Apr* 2 0 0 7 .  ASyn P n eo. 2 1 .  
Ivingod harasa* in ktaiH lm i
■  H is  Irtond L atah  J e n k in s .  33. 
laK fn  a  I
■  J a m e s  KngiM. 3 0 . losm d h a n y sd  
a l h a  h o m o  In C o ta  Ctdswr. naor  
B n d g a a t m l b y  17.
  -  . 1 7 .  o f
d is c o v e r e d  hare g a d  o n  A u g u s t ,  
1 1 .3 0 0 7 .
■  J a s o n  w m arn o . 2 1 . toe m l  
h a n g e d  a t h o m o  41 r forth CorcMby 
by  t o  f ia n c e e  o n  A u y a l  2 3  2 0 0 7
■  L u k a  G ood rtd B S . 20 . fo u n d
-----------   “  Inh a n g e d  b y  hi 
B r id g e n d  I n i
■  L a m  C larke 20. eg C o in  Okts. 
Bnrjrjrnd. io u n d  h a n g e d  s i  a  park  
o n  D e c e m ber 2 7 . 2 0 0 7
■  A n d r e w  o  rtcsu. IS . a p p a ren tly  
ta k e s  h is  o w n  to o  a t h o m e  In
■  Oesroth M organ. 3 7 .  w a s  b e d  
h nngnci etc h is  bcO ecm n us ttern slon  
L ano. Bridge* id. in Jan u ary  Sue
•  A irgekne F i t a  to.end o n  Ltanday B I O R O O M  O C A T H  N a ta s h a  R a n d a l
Ye can learn from 
ngland, says MP
v .F _ 3 « n d  
' ' £ * 1 0  sttouk* 
t r y t t t o tn io  
' * t  b ob i rs ik o n s  
■--r a  S a u d i 
t-2»  U P  h a s  seid .
C irrtd  W est M P  
i K-’ .V. Btorm on sted  
u 1 tA ja o n w a s  
'••.•lure* on o u g h  for 
rocm liw s to  
* - »"•»  p e a c e s  H o  
-J V t e d o n t  ta b  
'•V  en o u g h  a b ou t « *  g-iral poficy
• -  w » s  that d evohteon  l ia s  aterwod lo  
T iw rv I leave n o  doubt w o r e  gethng
' p o m  w here w e  c o n  talk about 
->■ iten gs wrexaut s n y n g  Everything  
n  E c-^ ard  Is rubeesh’ *
ufture on  show
' O U SlN G  e s s o o oa o n  h a s  o r g a n e e d
• " vote lor egteuc m noctly tnnento to  
cm m om  a b ou t W elsh  cuNuro
I te? ffw e -h o u r  Ftovouc o f W ales  
- ryod by C onst! b o o e d  Cadscyn. 
-MTOS b a n g  c l tcadckonaI fo o d s  a n d  
-- o n  local hoacry a  l a h a  p lace  o n  
•-unlay. M arch 2 0 .  a t  S t Ctoceaan s
• t r i l l  Half. A d acratow n . CnrcStt
-wastika has gone
• c i s t  gram a h a s  b o c n  s c m tb e d  cat a  
■ --*ry ckib wad -  s u  n r c g k  alter
■ -yitmnts w ere  m o d e  A sw asafca
: ir.-wcd o n  Iho d n n g r  q  room s at 
-•g y e fu n  R FC  at A ugust und. a i lu  tw o  
-crtrCtcnis. Tv? ottoronro sym b ol w ee  
- r -* o l  c p  C lub chacrnum C M  
■*. veri said: *W e h o v e  pu l up  
•- fct.res l o s t c p  poctrlo breaking at '
A M's bus w orry
' t .MO AM L eanno W ood  h a s  m e n d  
"C ecne wca» m m tsler* nbout a n  nRacfc
■ n b u s  tm voC ng to  M socdy The teas  
. p ek ed  w »  s to n e s , breaking
| —to w s, n  Feendato 'T h e s e  ty p e s  o f
• tones d o  nearing to h e p  p oopto  s  
- 'horng.* s h e  saad.
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VVr-■> lay Ftebiuary 6  2008
'poor, lost A ngie'
a fte r  I I I - coupleheld  .1 UiiMildil party.
-.vnt l<- bed early bdl Angie crmlinued 
pa>t\nn! ik m -m ain  lie  woke hour* b i n  and 
uan . . . -Tried I .m i n e  Angle was not in I n i  
berl«l-' him. Sarah said: "Jnd found the bed- 
n u n - n - t  was lucked ami hail In kick hi* way 
mil. tnih hi bud Annie ilead ini (he landing Vc> 5  
H i'm  .ill so  dioCketl brrnnse they Isa.i )ust 
Hill 1 ng-igcd an.l llw liinirr was looking good * 
Sai.di -Uteri "tvi- bum  11 Angie since slw  waa 
lure M r  w as very neeily 15V 
T lri nml Joel w eir  iraBy lovey-dovey Angie 
alw.il'. .>.»ilrrilor<Niuml Thrv w eresu p |»«ed  
In g. 1 — (lied  last Ally, then Septem ber’
U » .d -.li.yiL.-t-per .Sam Nauhi said: 'K a li nl 
them w «  vety em itw l at gelling engaged  
1  V..I-. v.drtiglitcri Ini llieiu l lu t  I p ivr  In f a
Isuklh- "4 wino ami a  but id ch o co la te . 4 *
■siI- was a ive i presented. well spoken gill 
w in  l - H - d  ki to  gel hn  ginc r iles  csery  week. 
Tin si.- - le d  that Ihilh .i*  tu | l -ned to ller  She
seen i'd  sn  kip p y*
VW.~! is  w iir  > es |en b y  <|>rct dating Ihe 
death I'dtdHlw linked loiNlw in the U n .nigh 
ABce* tilts. :•!. w in  lives in Maiitymuel. said  
I f *  i.-' • t1.his. im  w onhsl rtn.v lor ihe health  
o le -  • .'tniig person ill llw  Valleys. *M.dt nl
Ihtis-- I 'v l have ilird are ahnit my age " v \1  
•A r  ■ Mw.ur *afcl:*lt's.ninflit.-i lu iig inglorthe  
arm  " av. hil .\ngie was a pretty Stile I Mug
and . * used lo  say hello I t
*li' ' '.si I Innw why they aiecluingil - and
we O' '•'-set know because they lake all die  
teas- Ilir grave Willi th e-- '
Bill rt.di. t'l Stormy lan e . 1'iiietown. <Jg- 
mnte '■ •*••). s.iid Anglr I awl her own pm lileirs 
and th 'ti'd she knew Iketdliv' vie lints limn die  
hftmuv'- . lie added:'  I lit re', delinitely no link 
lirtw i' ti Aitgie and these ottiei deaths ’ M
fw*rt«j!»* fJnv»r*5tv»nJi'- n»»A
Website dues to teen's 
feelings of inadequacy
1  DON'T 1*0 niysull, but lay whodoesr 
this ts just one ol ilm com m ents tragic 
Anglo FuSor posted utdor tho About Mo 
secbou on her Faeebook pngo.
L*o 90  many othci teenagers Angie, who 
noukf havo celebrated her 190a birthday on 
March 6. used t ie  social networking silo 10 
oom ovm cale with 
hands, ta*  about 
lo t  favourite bands 
and IV show s and 
I o s l  pictures d  
lietscH and friends 
al parties.
Bui t ie  
comments sh e  lias  
posted about 
heised dtar a  
vaknWe insighi into
why Bw bright 
I fl year -old. who  
was engaged to 
hoylnend Joel 
Wilbams. may liovc 
token her own Itlo
I Into reSgioa I lovo my bnyftatid and I 
lu d  n* my liair cut s l o t  and dyed |Hjipio 
yesksdayT sh e  adds 
Ampe. who ksts her inlorcsls on Faoebook 
nr. rmeac. art. psydiolngy and generally 
•itori-stoig Iftogs. ofeo fistod I ho Pursuit ol 
flnppyness a s  one ol Iter Invouete Nms and  
tock bands Placelio. Abco in Chains and >10 
Smnshing Pumpkinr. nnnng tier Invouriln 
music.
E Q ^ J O AD DEATHS DEBATE
nniDGET® 1 
Mnnn ts to tea-1 
Cunvnons dr* 
addressing 0-- 
su ck les  hoin ’ 
wind 1 on M 
rlaimcd its 1 1 
Mrs Moon 
hathar Im p- 
i| |viteti!ty ’ 
picvau s deal'. 
»io oonknoeil 
the op ians ycsio
ctJolOiiio
' t e n s e d
ftlool
■xxouyli.
TppnrrHllly
irn
■xfay ’ IIk  
'i.w M o  
■dto 
'-glAglltS
etn over
neopie fPrd
with problems in 'lica Uo.
Xlenity erecting server-, 
do rat appeal lo bo offering 
an alternative r011(0 nr 
wippoit Thai is wliy I'vo 
called Ihe adpummrttl 
d o ta le  in Parfiattinrit'
Slv> added U  s  tone lor 
W ales to tackle (ho appateiy  
st.ite-.tcs Dial s lo w  0  35  per 
cert lugher rale Cl siuariey n  
Wales than d a re  is m 
Pn^ ond ,1
H's touts to a d ’ o lavnilnbto to tlietn *1 deakilg
Problem*^ Then talk to  someone
i e i .P  f e d  hair' 
bitttoiq stress. •'
.-tumefy inBrr1-- 
Jo Farrar, il-  
nrdgerd lo c o - 
Oonid and dw-' 
UiidgendooiP- 
siidoiors lo 10 •
9 a  Bnkt X 3‘
SNigilo: vrhal" 
is. (km t keep ' •
Stvninq your 
h ek > to p rtd r-i  
kgl*. and s  k i - s t  sto|i 
Inwards S nrfn-i kiboti 
Ih em n ro l"  ior
rkop-iii c e n e r ' d
IbiouglioiA dr , I -— i*g
a sw e k o sa r -H  Holy 
yuutli s la p  o  "  ’ lid town
■people
-•’ssk -.i'»
11 Cl ''if*
■Jji: -  ■*
rti
•L
•ssngn is 
pioijk-111,  
m V > ll w *
tiswkl 
t a (M'-rnnl
cer tie  AH arc run by gunEfmrl 
youth workers w fa  prow le  
advice and gtodanco oboid 
issues tnckrdind suiarte 
piovcnlion. l o t  
llw re are speoabsts  
offering holp in sctioote, nil 
G P s w d offer adv'eo and llieio  
m o specific projects 10 help 
young offenders, pnscnois 
mid people leaving hospital 
ahei long periods ol c u e  
Dr Farrar enoouraged  
m ryot in contempt* to iq s u o d e  
to ask tor lielp
■  Vfeit D « website \JX
www bnrtgondlscb o ig  1*  or 
ring Child Une 011OKX) l i l t ,  
SanW ilflns on 0 165f. 022333  
(if r .ijiyius on 0128? ff.T?555
SoOtt* Woles too 7
Passengers 
are cut free
CAHU-tOLI .Y fire lig h ten  bad lo  help  
r a r u e  tw o teenage passengers from  
tbe'wTrrk id a car alter the vehtrle  
crashed Inlo a  Iree.
The driver o l Ihe Yauxhall Astra 
!t*J rsmtrnl id ih e  veh icle just a short 
dlslanre from Ihe Corbett's 
Roundabout brlw een Caerphilly and  
Trecenydd al around I IJOptn 
yesterday.
The m ale driver and a (rout seal 
male passenger m anaged lo  esrape  
before em ergency n e w s  arris rd but 
two nthrr* w ere trapped In Ihe hark 
s e a t
Firefighters used speclalM  
rqul|im eul to gel the back door open  
lo  release Ihe yosdhs.
They w ere loketi lo  hospital In 
neck collars with inspected  spinal 
Injuries.
■  Cefn llo re t l llrrflghlrrs had lo  cut 
Ihe roof (iff a Citroen C f w h k h  had  
been Invulvnl In a  three vehicle  
pilc-op on Monday evening.
live acrid ear happened on the 
A 172 marl betw een Poallhm frallh  
and W yttleat Just oiler 9*rtL
The female driver and male 
passenger of Ihe Citroen had lo  be  
rnl free and wns taken lo  h agd la l  
with suspected spinal and head  
Injuries.
The driver and passenger In the  
(Slier vehicles, a  Renault M cgane and 
a bo* type von, w ere uninjured.
Social services' joy
A VALLEYS council h as earned piatse  
lofcwtng ,1 fx r t  review of US social 
sorvoes
The plaudits lofioiv the pubhcaaan ol 
the S0 u.1i Sorvcvs itepccicrate la< 
Wales'report
The inspectors Iound that the social 
sctvicns rrv.unb'r in Merthyr Tydfil 
provide 'good cant and hotp to Loop 
people safe' and that the overall scrwco  
w a s ‘good
HcfcJay««3ia V 
niion^a'jrMW*
rc I Dup|ir«eni Tl# Sov
SutcfftD fob 17.Wg23.2f, lUra.tglglt,
Sbritig Breaks
UtdufSts 0  flights? 
RUES BAR
Uarl! I *r4.11. 
M4.JI.W tP 25
party Weekenders
inchjtfe* o KlflbUv WEE BABSue ; I yi*Jy EmnWiwii •Oantf c*»^nacftecnho*<«€- wnsS*XT . V* ffVw^Bsrnrk
'iS .2 f l .2 7 *
mJ»r f.«* O w n  up Dart • loigmiouei 
S*»TW Enic«ial*f>f?n(
wnr
tWFOMST+tfj^ fiii • dfewUtWi WCtOITTbl^ it ■
neW stock! ' ’,!»
FUrnlshing aHMhetJ ^ V W
ranges availdBfe . jf *
• fre t  measure serriee jor  
home or business
» Quality furnishing fabric 
•Accessories 
i  Fitting service
• Wide selection o f  
. dress fobria
• Unique prints
• Bfinds
• Hober^oshery
• Poles and tracks
• O.A.P. Discount fuesdoys
Tel: 0 1 4 4 3  8 4 3  0 9 1
Factory E&.Trcforcst hid. Esl  
Pontypridd C F 37 SST 
(3  mile* from  J et 32) 
w w w .fa b r ic w o r id .u k .co m  n is i
is d o u s i  rtMIC 
■ ra n u i mnid
luim ii m in i
4UMW.UI*.
Krep cosy this W inter with our
WINTER WABMER SPECIALS!
qascare Open 7 Days M on-Sat  9a m - S.3Cpm
w w w .gascarew ales.co.uk S*<" ■&“" • if*"
. i^y?. mi 1 otnsi rotv ow  fua. sosti km, uswi wtsnmcm g;i» tiai:
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M e n a g e  suicide
Internet death cults? 
Or is it a humdrum 
cause closer to home?
Loneliness, depression and even acne are 
more likely to be driving the young to end 
it all, say those who have been on the edge
S tc o tv a n i*  M arsh
A 11th y o u n g  p erson  in  W a les  tak es  
Iter ««vn life  a n d  th e  w h o le  o f  adult  
(■••‘Inin i« o n  su ic id e  w a tch . W h y  d o  
m u  w isin g  iv o p le  w an t t o  ex tin g u ish  
II --n v H v r t?  .T h e  p aren ts. p vycholo-  
F ' 1' .  M l’s, p o lic e  an d  tea c h e r s  h a v e  all 
b  ‘.I th e ir  sa y  But w h a t d o  th e  y o u n g  
I -  .-p ic  th e m se lv e s  rea lly  th in k ?
t 'n  M o n d a y  A n g ie  Fu ller. 18, he-  
v lin e  th e  la test t een a g er  t o  h a v e  killed  
t..-i st’i(  In th e  B ridgend  area  S h e w as  
. ••ml h v  h er  boyfr ien d  h an ged  at 
th 'ir  In‘ir e  Y esterday. P h ilip  W aller. 
( i n w r r  for B ridgend an d  th e  G la m o r­
gan  va lley s , sa id  em p h atica lly  that h e  
had  p in fn u n d  d ou lits  ab ou t a n y  'co iiy -  
r e t  I henry: "I'm o f  th e  m in d  that
th e r e  is  n o  c o m m o n a lity  b e tw e e n  
th e se  d e a th s , a n d  p re lim in ary  in v e s t i­
g a tio n s  say  t ile  s a m e .'
M r W a ller 's  ex p er tise  n o tw ith s ta n d ­
ing. p ub lic  o p in io n  lia s  its o w n  sp in  
In creasin g ly  sp ec ia list  v o ca b u la ry  is  
b ein g  th ro w n  a b o u t t o  e x p la in  live  
d ea th s, w h ich  in c lu d e  th o s e  o f  N a ta ­
sha  R andall, 17. h a n g ed  a l  h er  h o m e  in  
lU aengarw , B ridgend , R an d a ll's  fr iend , 
I Jam  C larke. 20 . fo u n d  d e a d  in  th e  
C cfh  G la s area  o f  B rid gen d . D a le  
C role. 18. w h o  teas fo u n d  h a n g e d  in  
Port hen w 1 in  January la st year, a n d  
D avid  D illin g . W. a n d  T h o m a s  D a v ie s , 
2 0 . w h o  b o th  tiled  th e  fo llo w in g  
m o n th . In A u g u st. Z a d n r y  B a m es. 17.
o f  W u i 
h a n g ,.,
s lia in s - 
t io n a i .  >
3 L th .
turn" • 
s e is e s  I. 
i n t e r • 
o fth v  - -n».
gain tsi 
c o u n t . . 
as U » .  
loca l 
l>otnl> 
load s . . 
net.*  
C o ..,
> .sung i 
"calcb.. 
ta lked  
lio tc li. .1 
in  h is I.
hi Bridgend, wras a ls o  fo u n d
. talk o f  su ic id e  c u lts  a n d  
. .. i  con tag ion : crisis in terv cn -  
l . - t c r s  Bridgend is llte  " leen- 
I.- cap ita l o f  B rita in ' —  
• .n to w n  for s i sort, w h o s e  '\1 c -  
. i ,  'g r o o m e d '  l o  k ill th e m -  
. . . is ter  f ig u res w h o  roam  th e  
. .. -cards, it h a s  l ie e n  c la im ed . 
. .. .b o n n ily  vu ln erab le . 
tw l*o in tern et d ea th  c u lt '  h as  
in , rearing  currency', d e sp ite  
.•I'.utnenls fnsm  pr-optr su ch  
.. M attlsew s. w lsu ru n s th e
 ritan s g ro u p  a n d  w h o
•it "You c o u ld  pridsalily link  
. ..u ig s le r s  th ro u g h  Ih e  iu tcr-
i l i .  in tc m e l  h a v e  k illed  th e  
. U jile o f  B ridgend? Is su ic id e  
"’ I h e  y o u n g  pevsple w h o  I 
I., d o u b ted  i t  " T o m ', w h o  
I . . .S  a ttem p ts to  kill h im se lf  
. . . i s ,  a n d  'P h ilip ',  w lio  tr ied
0 *
A n g lo  F utlor, IB, w ith  J o o t  W illia m s, w t io  fo u n d  lia r  h a n g o d  o n  M o n d a y
u *
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llir. M ” '•» t-w r^ni'-v9^)08 News i 25
v *'< v.ikltip h M l'i t  n e w s  
X j r  * port analysis
a n t fv i.-i i.. 1,,-mg hiinsc" ■'hen he
was
Inins Hi I suicide alls n ipt look 
place when I- wax |J  I le had planned 
his Stii .1 I . ,  |i ,n  weeks. ' It was the
liesi tw o  i,« i l s  o f  m y  life," *»«• said . "It 
was lb 1’ > , i I've tiad t o  a spiritual
e x p e ik u -  • Ml tl ic  issues, ?M th e  crap 
w ere in- mil,"less b eca u se  I '-a s  g o in g  
In Ik* d" in  tw o  w eeks."
l in n  ■ s.lists and stepped into 
a waim I ill* Imt failed !•> earn  his
.<110111*1   i*h Minutes later he  w as
stcmnui": Hi- hlnod vvilli a  pair of 
liack<iiit I-•'••mis lie  mad? a second 
attempt. 'h ’- lime with a cc k ta il  of 
drink ami mill anxiety diugs. but 
again li- In l 'd  ‘ I remembci thinking 
e i m  tnwinni't il I had a gun I'd blow 
my in**i11 nil Ms giilfnend liad lieen 
rxpcUid nid I had nobody to talk to. I 
iaii'1 till i f *  Ihiw much I wanted lo 
be de.nl h  -. like a pin 'i-a l pain 
inside '
f * l  h r  •• .'11111* I 'ssch o ln p ists  m ight  
s'.isjiecl. f:*ii* ic e  aiKn.it h is  i«nn  fu n e r ­
a l '  'I t  h .i 'iwiilutetv n o tli'n g  to  d o  
w illi lh - t  li is a  fee lin g  o f  pro fou n d
emotion •'  ....... which you want to
drown .....  I literally ce"Mn't see
l»*yend n* *» "■}! lin t pain end.
'1  he il." ,-  *■ ills dtpressi-.*n is that 
d s fc i f | i i, pti*sa*c It's atmut being 
.ili'ii- •! ■ 'i is ine people '•< engage
s.itli I I* "I r- t 'd d r acne a t-l thought 
I si nes • i li* • •!- Il was tb it  simple 
I'm sin . | si h<*k>gisl w u ld  hase 
mUipi' I ■ ! a « r  for h-lp  but it's 
nt’tw li'* ' '  H lile  I was a "luare peg
in a i f .I"* ', al a sclv  I I haled
and hit ' • old never ftl into. My
liatent' ■ •«"! —I around • needesl
vL /
Above, frlond* at tlie funeral o l tlM tth n  Riwrftll In Btldgond, b e l-
A pprodinat* number of people 
who di»d horn tu lcH s In 3 0 0 0 , a 
mortolKy m lo of 16 per 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 , f t  
one d*vth every 4 0  <ecotrH
w* H>*'|Hu’"i»Hrvu'r«
something to  change hoc: 
differcni fiont cicryUxI)' *'•
1
Philip tried to  kill li'*" "  tlun-
y ears ago. at the auc of 22 ■sg«*t
ting to  Ihe point Inal 1 wi • '■•vc to
pull over in the car when 1 Hi vim*
in an effort not lo  ddilw rr' n*
self off the ro.nl.' he said
11? hebeves that his d n '• wa:.
set off not by w-lut he tia- Hi II*:
-  papers or watclird <••• hi***,
or downloadi : 'V  *|»
V  tCIHet. Iiul
^  elation 1
l*:.
*n~t
Teenage suicide
th»l he'd liad an nffair. "Sinldcnly he 
wasn't a  rote model or In to  for me any 
more. I started becoming Incnpnlde «rf 
li nsting either of mv parents even 
though they were still iMnitlier * 
Suicide rales since* 1971 have soared 
in most countries in the  world It is 
Thilips view that "the biggest thing 
for gu) s is that they have hist llieir gen 
d rr  roles and things for men luisc 
changed <o much I rememlKf think 
i*>n. 'w hat have I got to titter ihe world 
r>' i  man? W lial is my m ler  I felt I had 
to  lie strong and silent Imt at tlie same 
tim e I fett I couldn't do  'masculine 
things' like be boisterous
"It feels like nobody has identified 
the teal causes why young |ieopk* and 
teenagers are liav ing dilfinilticx Ilie 
romanticising deatli' angle is a like  
line but nobody who is connected with 
e th er people goes onto tlie internet 
and thinks. I know. I think I II kill my- 
S'.ir. You're not going lo ilo  it loget on 
to television
Looking at the reports into these 
(H-aths I was Mmck by the lack of 
iii -iglit into Ihe real reasons why any 
person might feel depressed That 
ia'itilies a ie  very much separate I hat 
there are parents who just switch on 
the tebnisioil in s te a d  of being 
ol'.cd in liteii cliildrens lu es  They 
a te  loo interestnl in nmiulane sluif 
ti' r  o'lehnties.
‘It ‘oimds so «imph*. but wliat I 
h '  krd in tny lile was a p c i'o n  who 
'vould engage with me at a profound 
level, who would allow me In lie 
w arily  as I was."
T f o r  voivig people iimfiiig help wif/i 
d''picv(*'.'i ww w fhrriilnrriNte net/
Man survives 
100ft fall after 
drunken row
Simon d a  Bruxelles
A man who threatened to  jum p off a 
bridge then changed his miiul whiic 
hanging on  by his fingertips was recov­
ering after failing m ore than 10 0 ft.
Ilie 18-year old had threatened to 
jum p from the bridge near Bidrfnrd. 
Devon, alter a drunken row with his 
girlfriend al about kirn on I'riday 
Police were called and tned  lo calm 
him down as he hung on to  Ihe bridge 
He agreed not to  jum p but lost his grip 
and fell on to  mudflats beside the tidal 
stretch of Ihe River Torridge.
lie  was rescued by a crew from 
Appledore Royal National Ufdm at 
Association. Police, firefighters, coast­
guards. two lifeboats and a  helicopter 
from the  Royal Marines base al 
Chivetuir were involved in the  inct 
dent Martin Cox. the Applet lure life 
beat coxswain, said: "By the lim e the 
II It linshure lifeboat! found him he 
| lu d  been taken upstream by the tide 
I He was holding on to a yacht."
! A spokesman for the Devon ami 
I Somerset l ire and Rescue Ser.'.»e 
. said: "Nobody could believe he wasn't 
J seriously injured. He was very lucky :n- 
. dos'd " He was treated at North Devon 
District Hospital for shock and mile 
I hv|x>tlierniia and discharged later
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i » n  1 1 PfU D E O F  T H E  N A TIO N  B  O F
rtctURMsFtciA^ Wttfa 54&S5
Bridgend suicid 
victim’s iinal text 
message to lover
SO CLO«**: A in icc and K ciiy
TRAGIC Kelly Stephenson  
w as so  distraught about 
tha death of her 15-year- 
old cousin tltat sh e  may 
have been pushed to take 
her ow n fife, it w a s dalnted  
yesterday. %©
U n ivrr< itv  «tudenr A im er  
anYctavg. i*k» had been tu* partner 
hr tlinv jear* tevcakd they Iwvd 
t p i i i i  (np.ihff after KcflyVi onrin  
N,«Uwiucl I'titclunl hmpLxl lunrc*  
af l»t\ Ib«ir‘ ui Hruiptaid A °
JuM f» aw* larct; Kcfly traded Aimr?  
- I  lix r >tju“ U-fuic killing Iwnelf.
Ilu- n n w n s  n o c  (lie IScli iiimI
By CAIHBONi IVANS
Ihili putaig trop ic lo  die in u 
*)utcof writ ides in lint Btidgrnd 
•invj Miter January- 20(17.
lt-.nfid Aimer %6th “It nor* 
Unv |xpJhi1 Ur into taking Ur 
We."
Sj ■ tt t % Canal tr K»-fly, 20. \«ns 
ft eiinl Uu'gjng *hiJe saving with 
Iter to .le  in Rttasiune.
I . r o d  Mark Peimcrtv a id  
lit as if
|>mple ait* I tanking *be*s dcrw it -  HI 
lutsr n jyiV" But List night p ik e  were 
again jttning «k*vn [inks U tw n ii  
linn* tvlio lunv died in the an-a art 
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A 'VOVAN was rvmaruled in custody yesterday 
d - ' ?r :^d with (he oum lerof a n u n  found stabbed at
•»:* ,M*r»e.
Iv t-.f  Smith. 20, of the Numuntun an*4 of Deity; 
at tv *»v I before m ajisnntri itt the dry accused ol 
K ‘ **; "l-jraroW IVtcr Sfumvk.
\t« rv'tmyfc found injmcd at his house in 
Street, in the IVartrrr area of U ttb y ,««  
m y  aitemoon. He died later m hmpiul
Sofa so good for star
IIS' dinner Cfaarlizc Tbrron 
(rlebsi will ditch the dnbpief 
dt<- *  tmd red carpet of the 
Ardi-nqr awards in favour id 
v» i-i-1 vinu (his yeurt ceremony at 
home In her pyjama.
”  i!- o c lm s  said: *1 donT tliink 
;:xi yr> »  those kind of award 
ile-w% unless you ore ncmbvrinL"
9 >T»
"i '
A S"!CII)E bomher has killed J7 people afler a 
rv ' nf supporters of murdered ca-CM Ben*nr 
B h istfx  party; Pakistan's interior nvinistry said
yesterday.
lb' a*tsck.0 ti thclast day til rampaiypiiiutaliead of 
C*et •:•( . tections toinonwy also tvoiuided 90.
!• • ■ place in Parachiiiat; (lie main town of the 
rsit- >1 n-iana of Kiuram in the nutih-wevt of
P ' r w
;J ^  .r. Vv; * * .*
TVJVAL CONCERN: Prince Charles 
P5S invoked his infamous 1984 
•Mibunefe* speech with a damning 
r-.v attack on modem architectuio.
I p 'so  described the Ivor Ctewe 
k elure theatre at the UntvefsBy cl 
tsen* In Colchester (piciuted above) 
ps M tXBtbiri'. Last month the 
I 'irtce claimed that the rroHteattan 
trfl builtSngs in London was 
coa'ing a 'positive rash' of new 
■ ’-•jncles'.
V.' ’ -urn were being qu incd  yesreiday about a 
lev 'ilie at on up-market cily renin- levl.uuunt.
V  t-ur, aged 25 and 40, wvte unrsdrd after a 
:«■ w  teas discharged at fawect. hi Rimningliam's
fciin-sc, nn Friday nifht.
N- •**-was hurt but the gunfiiv*dir let tilled diners 
•s- tin- venue. 'Ihe shuotinr: (vus “iml nuuluaT but 
n -‘, . '- l  a groupof between 1(1 mid 15 psnplc In a
••• "-"ering. said pnlice.
C* ina job for teacher
1!" 'lislish leather jailed in So- 
drn • : calling a teddy bear Mo­
ll Ifived is going abroad again to 
i'—.'' in China.
la'ti.m I ribbons, 54, (turn 
A:f ' rtls. linnpooL was spaied  
l!-n“* ig  Inn sentenced to 15 days
in . -udy after being convicted of 
i t . . , I s l a m .
m
M il MSI! Muslims protested outside Downing 
S»r-* • wstcrday detnudinK an m d  of Klamopko-
v • .ti tfje rredja.
A>)uiH SO people representing j  number uf organ- 
K'ti*:- took part under the d<v,an “Vc% to equal 
citi/* »ivlum No to double Uardunis".
IV - aim was to highlight grievances including the 
buj&Lng of Tnoticg MP Sadin Kh.ui and the media 
fm»»- »nrr the Sharia law debute
Suicide victim  s  lover te llsBy a m m m a  evaw sTRAGIC B ridgend su U m i  Kelly S te p h e n s o n  se n i a 
text m assage  
her gbtfriend Just m om . 
before hanging herself 
w as revealed yesteiday.
Unntxaty •aialnt AinxvaoAei 
sm  tlae test Mcaifdy “I k«w 
line riwfnt tuiltt.* Its ajjufkotiu
I loicn later Aimutdisrareicd I* 
ner uf Uvtv >van wa& tUauL
Tuuifid AimLV*siot"l4>uku.t 
ook I can ttv  tlwii the text n ^ a t  
Ktily h w k  dx-1
I hwnl from hen
“1 was in i*<id J w d  hI»v.. nlsa slrU <i«r - 1 utaiU ww 
hefirw<d Ki-Dy n»Jd n v t  t .l e* he>
Eife.
“She ncVTT ‘4«^C ;JaAO 1 il 1
c \ix  S te  «iid ^ nrhk- %si*i a
and adltdi tiling to du
“\Vlut 5hc (lit I va t hxnU% 
udcr."
Spurts fuiuitic Kelly, 20 
lunging hIuIc stjQring uiiJi U 
KiOorm Kcnl.
Jim  a kw  D u n  wnUs; d -. l . - i
ukl tfwrt l u  iiAinn Sathamd
Ithdvmk 15. hu> uti a life supfut 
iiUkhinc alia lu t in g  hirmcif al hh 
lunkf in Rridfysul 
Iriends stttl Kctty wut mfurmrd then 
littlr Irpc Nalluiud pnllii«
Site ww (imuuI luiifliiij; ftoia u d«A\er 
sifl ajttr trfluig l*r »**h’ the  h »  p«q 
i>*p|gi!g to llw bntl;n«un
Nktki studied luult igniduxc Aimee 
.ml “She hus really uj*aS -  Sadunid
tcspMsi\t»u^Uf> v.lxiLAtiJhts£anuh;
|da>mg willi hn tutfis and vkatt buoxd
sukiik’s - all liy Umcmg -  w uv nrt 
knUvt
Hut A m *x  oaiftnned that Kdky knew
su n t uf flit* iM siiut victims and had 
U tn  t<» t ic  Iturrd uf at bust one of
“\Xc 'pfx* Jtiua if suHkr m tin.* di>- 
ml die prl kr|4 string the aaildnl 
fniirsLuil nhy he tW it 
"It nr.M luvr ttully grg to Iwr and 
-nlicd h u  tnlo t JJig* lar « « t  life.
‘Tim I had no hku nhat was on her 
-idnd. SIic tuhl nit* ilu* liad Imi^iI utc  u 
Ntikauim k IXy |M unl wludt die vats 
i.* fang finv.utl (n ghitq* me when she 
• it luck to lliidwtnd"
Diliceamt ;« d i lu i im u i B iid»cnd v%«v 
ytstcniv tiuuituuMng dn» 16 oppurau
llum
AU1XV vml: "Kelly went lo school with 
of tlx* ixtijsle wlw died and die 
knew mint of (hem axidfec She was 
a*dUy doust.Ucd 11  dxar Ju4hs and sw 
IjlUxl aliAU it qutk1 a lot
“Kdly gr»*l fiutvU wiih Liana 
ClaiU* wlxi Itung luttMff in DeeendhX
"She vusrt to a funeral of one cf her 
(nifiib<nh U* v*«.i -alihugM dkhrt  
knwv d r  g it
"I drvrt think d hm > thusc trapxfirvthit 
lo l tn lu i dibttli -  Kdh lined hessdf 
Uvaww i j  hIui kippemd to her cnus-
r
Aimcv .md Kdly met m a c  than ihnv  
jt\as uiyi <31 u nigld <mi in Svcuiscu. 
Saitli lU ild  and luvc Ivcit ©Hfriends 
dnre.
Bmh their |u em s h« v ai\ure of thar 
niitiatdtip and KcJy loilad of her kxv 
fur Aiimc « t  her M n  webpage un the
BdCflHt
Mow dun 20 yutma -  nvm> <f 
d o n  (tanffclr drangns -  Isnc pMwl 
KIP nxN'cvys tn o  Kdlyt Bebo page 
whctv she culled herself Baly<drt Kdly 
Oix'ViitL "RIP KtHy i hope u no u will 
U sadly mtHeil by all who new u and had 
die pihnlagi: 2 \ i q  (onty agaetd « test 
aiw  vlftp tijja xx"
Anmhct from a (itu J  in.lfetdflmd, 
siid: "KrU its dill nr< real jd ,  i curt Rrt 
m> l»..id n*tnd id I Un thmkm boul u 
non^ifX and i always witt h_
"IJ t i n 1 the brMusi m8 any I cuukl ode 
4 _ Ah wrv ih w  tine v«tsi i needed « uni 
them M - 
">H wish i «««dd mm bad; i)-n and h n 
hcta naH 4 u“ 
lhaait hnfatt Aimee s ik i “Kdh* hvo 
nulh V t iy  and fid  of f w  -
die lud htt hH4c life ahead uf her 
"SK* wuv H iding mid k*«d nuking 
md* thfix ilv o r lm n n s  
"But die uku tuvvd 1x4hall and had 
just p j.xtl a V vul Udirs ftam where die 
l>i|Wg *1 l ir ,  lUguhrty.
"K/-IV «K  my tc 4  friend -  she n*s*u
NEIGHBOURS AND FRIENDS STUNNED BY
FRIENUS of (he cousins y a lm l  
(old how lllry  w r r  saslslrlsrri by 
theft deultn.
hbrti Umnrllu. 2J, *hu . i to  k .  
four of Ihe other young p>.ss|ilclis 
hate rcvriilly sllni, uslL "lib like 
(feud Ills as If proplr ore IbUI I 
lieh  done h - 111 Icuu .  gu'. "IC., 
getUnguhh beyond hrlirl."
111. hV..I Ikum s 21, «d*> did so • 
Mud lo Ids u l n a e ,  sik t "hi. 
s « l  I rrnQy Irrl lur d«- kmufc>" 
D k  m av butli fiem Ihe Cefn 11: 
aim, sdd llory cbd reri h rftn c llc ..  
k i  any a n e n fan Qoddng uD of n 
d sth h  and dot day befine !.<n 
Ihe young propfe oete  hmfng 
■eknim fdpm URm .
Mr B o n n t i edit "I i l U  it a m  be 
.liOerad nuem fur tU frrm  peefde, 
lud « c 1  m-mr luxos. I stmt dilnk 
urfofttu O r  Ih4» lone gr* Cushing lo 
iln uhh fc- 
Ikomt add "Noduik'n tludh lus 
,.e4 c o m  nd id the bhir. lie  w » u  
nttfly nhe (rin«Hy und a hold 
lokrr. lie  m ea l u dm gedur but 
,ouU h n r  * drbds im s  und QCdn- He 
' IB oery o o id fe  and Ital n a y  b im h  
.mamdlMhxnd.
*tlh a M  dnmge (fid dote hoi I n n  
•> m a y  shodtn ihh y n *  b u  I don't 
ddnfc bV hraaar <d d c  amo I >*< 
sfanl Iooom ohd  they run do to by to 
. i ub h. Sanrtliinji h »  fjM »  dunge." 
N ekpibw n of ihe n o . young
cmnbUk oho Used Just IS daon  
njnrt, uho told of tlorlr shnrlc.
A 7riyeuesdd n f i f f u g  oho hot Ehvd 
In d «  s»w t lor * i*m id Ids Be, add  
"Me >ta (kill know nhuk Iwfpttiiu; 
hi IhUpoel uni Mkl Clunwyjuv Ilk 
unit a d u n -.
Ate brunl Nadoakdk Unit brother 
ft i  in  I hhn hungbifk Ilk Itn Bde to dindt 
DV <01 yam  i b n h y  I ju> no il thbds 
whd toe n oted  h."
A atyn n d d  nM lnodtwo add 
Nahmiri uni bh nwdn etoe well 
known In dor onto 
9 k  odd "I wunld neoee haw  
thugde It M aid hr those iwo; m l  
otartslb  md Nathmiel lie  rnejud a 
knelr boy und wfU he mhard My bulr
hoy |Aqo a fill Ilk brodex; C o m o  
" tk m h tn  nuouug cksun the sores 
on Ikokmfay; he was hu^ungund 
>idnft I only tmmi d n t  Krfly U t  
luSto. I hM ilonl lu»w uteri m think
M bu.ade"
A 39yrnroU le-JtJdni. nkt 'T V  
find I kimw iduri k m n when I am  do: 
toulodumo in  t \« h » L w  h l j u f  so 
aot, uni sou's v , t  to a n )  for you  
one kkk  My Ibyoiecdd Am^rier w .  
ISeduM  on Ihe <Uy h hvpened und 
h r  m rtnrd Hne."
Throe m > no nnweo todjy a  the 
leunlsrity n d d l m n  p opest> in 
I'olkmnnr where Alt Slepheranc n 
hrllcved to lone dkol 
One nryd n u s who dedlned a  hr
276
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Youth fights 
for life after 
fleeing cops
A TEENAGER is reriwuly U1 in ho*piwi 
after running w a y  from p«lic*» officers.
l lw  jtadli, 15, is txTjig tiv.itixl al Alder I k y  
Itncphal, I iu ip o l ,  after the iitridcnt around 
Ojat! on Frid.iy itighl in Khadlan^'rehnigng, 
near Wrexham 
The tcenncrr vras .ippiuadird liy pulicr bul 
wlnii (ptestiicM-d ran <4f Ami wax talcs’ found a 
dnrt away n m m w w  on a pwve-
*r*.
A gnkraiuiivui fur Nuttii Wales f t l ifo  sxd, 
"It isM irvrtf flte m*uh wetsapjmndivd by the 
police officii-. but wla-ti t pvslicjncd ran off and 
was b ier  found a dam  diManoe away uncon 
srious on a p nm m if  
“Hiie to ilie hai that llw youth ran off wt*cii 
I King rpirxtHmnl I* |a4in» officers, North 
Wales lYdke have iifvnvtl thr matter lo the 
Independent l\ilic«* r«unpLiuiU Commission 
(1PCIT for imesitfvmnn.
" Ih e ll’CC has deigned a vninr investigator 
to gather csuk iur U-hne iL-riding how llw  
incident should U* imextigaird further"
Nialh \\ak> hiluc did n«Jt s.t> whether the 
injured >t»uncster was male or ferrule andgaw  
no further dctaiLs ulmut Ihe inbdcnL
Who dares Rynn?
VKTKKA.N politician 1-Uul M>nn has been 
:r*rd M utnwiir In u TV tliuv bi wtiich 
poliilrians will be (mined b> the SAS.
Newport \ W  MH Mr I btrn. 7 1  ireeh rd  
Ihe invile the. urrk.
II read: “IVe m e developing a wriev that 
will tmolvv pnlilirbm  competing asaavA  
each other In an em horunem  that will 
dtnelop mental and ph)-dml flrenpth under 
the tuition of Ute S VS."
Mr Flynn said on his wvlrate that the 
oner was a  “scry resistible invitation'’.
Pritchard. 16. T h e / livedjusi doore a p a t  in Yetrad Fawr,
lUidgciHl and both families 
tnxl.iy rrakit*t funeral annugrtvM'Mx 
for their children -  the 15th and 16th 
lu dir in a wnics appan-nt suicides 
January 2107. All of the virtiim  
lud h im  found hanged 
A ^xxid  eeh fait.* Ivh b n «  «n up in Unbend imping |«fin% wral «cf 
h e a lth  and edtM atiw n
4 ta n k
Smith Wakrs IbKce kivr tnaqju in 
flail rrimr vpud In imi-aifjih?
Il x* wiiririrs hut ciiim  thrdrnllr. 
litila-d. H air ir fu l k ik r  i n i  wit k. 
Welsh A ssem bly inem lw t few 
Ibktomd. Car wyn Jones **i»dit 
rmhr tr> drddr wtirihef a fcdlrt iiapury 
nenkd1 It -wod "Were talking d»«* -widths 
a*otf> <4 more dun IJUlUIpmfdc 
i>« pr4 the h*»n t i  Bndpaid  
"What wv rvkxkingM here it 
number of unrebtnJ aaciihs Am! ii's 
xviwthtm|4niym|Llhal Hndfsntd rt nrt 
way. way alaaul of odim.
It wnx svith in a tabh <4 onotfk's at 
iIk- Usl count -  not ««nciliittt: to l«««s|
aftnuL
"H r ciftorfy has dniwn up a ditrft 
wkle paoviitjon stratcRV roul it is rawr 
.t igariawi i4 making sure da* *
bnlax! at and put into pL*v“
o fsh o ck • S C 0 O t E H S  • S i 'A IR L lF T S  • S H O W E R  • B A T H IN G  • 'Ao • - ■ •' - - ' •*-■
euvsiluisgi"i'> rnibnm(<eteJ««l:- 
I c n l  Ulw 
KtfhX |S.. • I v t l a  Ibale. He .«wl 
W»t» K.S.U s .ST brtnc n«nt«l"il
hi Lm ihw -l I l« i lisn ein t'. In
tliSltoteel 
Jtrl 15 th«« .. .:r.. .Nj-JsubcTi put ’its 
Vtlfee .md JJiico  im r  psftg
«*H rsi o ’cf anil nut <►«»**.
ulivdwsr •.»!■ m kilhtific 
S.t«.fl«s ’il'UV'l w »  esprsnsl In 
A. wsfl in Id • ■ t r -  liter das m ,  lv  
lari a odf”  ‘ rrl a drrw, a n v  
lands
Bur an Wl.l— Ir. i>.itanp lies tir»*K 
itrn l lam |. • : l..»n an attic
tlair b n r  
lletsatu.1l ■■.,n*lBtlattatl**|W.if 
whtrlvK.. 1 ■ n a Itfeuippnii
rhine
Rut tit**-. • M Ire fa  lots he wssdd
u n it    nl . ir l  the togir n .*«
n lip s l 1 ' IK in Hiihisnnr..
She Uurie-I K M  -  jitu l»««s Is-
lo ir  Nath-   respiiator
twin Iasi nil 
KilK's I n i .  . la me lar.iclrt kwl. »•
' \<mi wananly 
r rom
T -  VIVU
BUSH
H E A L  T M C A H E I
E s t a b l i s h e d  1 9 8 0TRACK. LOSS: \U ll<, u ; y  r»vr/c v.i-v (» riiEE I nr"'*nT
Home DemoMaking ffe more comfortaofe/
(^ciiar 8uCKvvooo:-<7i?3a).'!-BESTHTRnnira.;iayi.7!.LU«auci‘5<rrgi7
Irir-f.pn') rtfla t a M
* THf-«n n  r  7;-abhioare cibsssa <2 J5 • swai4SEaoi>sx n potirrpniao c-«a« n
hM f* nfcj jrt» >rui>K'«>
www.bushheaithcare.co.uk
ruranl,«ikt * I N w  urrrkxxfccf 
puftr und mi imtaiknar In v  ufl uigla. 
lb hw tka ;«\'*n*> uiAinn l i(i «Onl ^  
tmflir."hcitkaiiH h !«%•» Utihtt^ .md 
ik b i,a ii) l(k io d n  k lhnq^ i to !«n»- hndu >11099-* l*x«l*<i undflM 
N roddnn  ^ lb- f.mxiy lud Ihrd :■dr sfrrrl hi u»w tbm 15 )f«\
fY4irr linr iHin-H to n i f m  hux 
\a thviH  ami }U  S h ilm u n  twrnni 
ihnrrhrta l»f n t U  nfkntkm  
w tr  tied ik-Mv i ikitrti wax ^ Hdriuu 
Ixrul aam r<  •«'»«* lr m  Uurturd mi 
d r  4nd li\ io»»l kxp-^s wfl luhr phr
u tn lo m ltfi ?!*} Itiii>pki)dikw  
ikklaUMxv lb* Meo« pnylr ntn 
k n r ir a n ^  ib«t in tfr
Ib r  IWdjirwl Irondi <4 Shnntenv  
wkl llm ?tpd  Irena Hh* In d r  
nundar c4 ralk fnan u ik r  25* nmNX 
\ttiV<R irmdh; wltkh could Up thr to 
Inmired e m u w s i of d r  an irr .
Ibioah (firrrtur id Rrid r^yal 
Soncritans I W n  Sbtdrw^ >nki 
**1W are conretrrd chd thrsr uocklrx ur vlfl mmijg oral are cnttftming to xuppret dr enrnmadty II tbrtr^ 
an>«r old there who nrctfc hrijk wrW 
»niH dr 21 b a i i x b y ’'
■  Thr Brlrfgmd S*mnrtm» om  Ir  
rearird on 01G56 f<62.111, or t^tnU 
irt'Srurnittans.afg. ChOdUnr not bv 
narturtrrion OfiOO (III n n d l^ t t i s  
sfa-rkilkts hi prerenting joxaig iuIHiIi*, 
rd an OI2S2 432SS5.
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ATTAr P: r'aon i
‘Cupj la's 
too risky 
for kids’
■ r »**t* m " * » b
SC H O O l:* < l» u M  not 
terve i n  rn p ils  lim it r 
IS on hrahlt innl o l d )  
gren n d v , a v a lrh r feg  
tu rn ed  )«-t<e*d»}.
Hie Svh*-*l I <*0-1 Trust 
u M  hoi I n  -nd ro ller  
kaiF*m lnlncl "airttbiBsil 
brn rfiu  » r*  i*—.i* a risk.
Thr T i l i l  -  |>:irl o f (he  
r io itia m rn l d -I*e In im­
prove Ihr feud i|iia lilv  In 
srkaoh -  v*ld It d id 'not 
n u t  Is ban Ih rn  hnl w ill 
hold a ro m ilta tin a  on vol* 
uniat* i n i i n t i m  rode.
But Mb k h r ir -lis, o( Ihe 
National ,\vw*-ialinn of n«mi T» hrt S - lid: ~1 hh
na»q> i> |  lit*  to  -nd."
A n d  I K i r  M E P  
Godfrey lllt in *  tilled Ihr 
idea  *u llrr l>  tln p ld " , 
adding: "l!*rti rttllae**  
knows no l«*n»- K “.
I h l ld r * - : -  M in is te r  
Kevin B r il 'nan >-ot hnl Ihr 
Iraditiunal V -  >*. sat Inc: 
• N i l i m w l '  tnndords  
specifically oil * tea and 
toffee. Ih v iv  r  no iatro- 
lion ol baooHir them."
In a sepai air • '.-dement, 
Ihr T rail t a l lr ' Ihr issue  
*a storm in a <*j tup".
■ M in e ' I t -  P lt*H in T ra  
k  an institet '
ItMfTr l
Angelas 
tot’s  l.iiler
;’-yrs
Bp M a i l  M «r-m H hii 
A  B A B  A S t I I K it o h o  
shook a Inn* -.* ■ -h-old lot  
lo d m h h n i  *-*c lo ilrd lor
Kl I h tr r  > -a r «  a a s  od rd as u n m ' t n t h r  
Ini s lorlotK la***rr.
John Jn tn oT . ibra  22. 
hxdslsm im -i |HH- Harvey 
Jsrktnn m m *  brd and 
lanoil bha aiunnH him Hkr 
a rag doll »W I- babysit- 
ling on Mat hex « Day. Ilr  
admitted nuns'nocbtrr.
Sentencing him . fu d ge  
Gerald Gordon ‘ i t  oahfc T  
know Ihk n*l| h - regarded 
as grossly In n 'm u sle ... 
Bot I h ast I r  p ass a
srn tm tt  set iwihi-g lo b it .*  
raanlly atrl Itirnds in  
c o w l reacted nngtily  al 
thr scn lrarr Afterwards 
Harvey'< d»d Ibu le a  lark* 
» « .  23, shook h k  11*1 al 
Irarock >f> celled: * t« u  
wait, io n  ■< nm -rj ( . «  •  
irarock W  "-“ reed to  
bob alter H a n - * with his 
o a n  child. » la t '* ) 's  mam  
M axine M cln -ia ey . 23. 
was sk ier id M- y-hlfrieml 
and both b-d f  tr lu  a spa.
Jrarorl.. r i  '•ninhxm, 
Essex. hnl hi* i- '“f r t  and 
shook f lu  * ■' , ' " ill *hM
hr s r l l  * l-* « l h -*d
t  • • n g .. >
TWO COUSINS ME IN 
BRIDGEND SUICIDES'
hp RICHARD SMIIII
I WO cousins from * town till by 
r  w b v b  ol young s h I c M o s  i t a v s  
' sen  towid hangsd.
K elly Strplienson. A), war loiuid dead 
•n a  tcilhroom  during a  fam ily  holtdny.
Hours rnrllrr d ie  hail bren to ld  her 
cousin  N athan iel Pritchard. IS. was 
ligh tin g  lor life  a fter  helng discovered  
'n a n  a tt ic  a t  h is  hom e
Towns shock as youth toll rises
N athaniel a lso  dlrd yesterday a f lr r  
is life  support w as sw itched  off.
T hr cou sin s lived  H  h ou ses atmrt in
Suicides linked
to the Bridgend
area tn one year >
(irldgcml. Glam organ  
Their deaths m ean IS young people 
rged 15 t o  7! h ave dlrd from hanging  
'n the tow n In l i t t le  m ore than a year.
And an oth er n ine hangings In the  
su r r o u n d in g  a rea  a r e  a ls o  h e ln g  
investigated .
Keen sportsw om an K elly  was on  
hollilay  In F o lk eston e . K ent, w h m  she  
as found dead.
She was friendly with two of the other  
. Ic llm s Oarrt h Morgan. 77. and Liam  
C l a r k - .  2*  w h o  
h anged I hem  se lv e s  /
'vat year. /
R u t a  r e la t iv e  ■ 
aid: "Whether th is I 
h id  a n y th in g  to  1 
:'o w i t h  w h a t  
' xppened wc Just don't know  
•We just don 't un-lrrstand w hat Is 
e-iing on In Bridgend 
"K elly and N ath an ie l w ere hoth
b rilliant kids w ith  good futures Wc .  , .  .
<*uld never have thought In a  m illion  h»ppened. K elly  and N athan iel «•<•• - 
-ea rs  th ey  were capable o f an yth in g  ° { .  t h S i " t , r PEl  , £ ' V
‘kr th is  n r tw crk ln g  s i t e s  He bo and fo co tx r  1
None or th is  m akes sens» an-t hoth R ul f^'uth W eirs poller and Bridget' 1 
"■mllles are .levas*,,red at w hs' h a - cocu n -r  P h ilip  W alters have pU y • 
dow n an y  co n n ec tio n  w ith  In ter-
TRAGEDY: Kelly, right, d ied  a f te r  hSSting o l  N al.-.onicl. left, on  H oliday
'•It's g o in g  c m iy  In B ridgend anil It's  
n o t  g o in g  t o  s t o p  N o o n e  c a n  
understand w h at Is g o in g  on.
”1 know seven of thr people who kllltsl 
th em selv es . P eople are sn y ln g  It's  g o t  
•n m elh ln g  to  do w ith  th e  In tern e t hut  
I d on 't b elieve th a t  B ut then  I ca n 't  
exp la in  It either.
•E veryone Is ta lk in g  ab o u t K elly 's  
death. I t’s  awful I saw her a m on th  ago  
and Shu was fine, sm iling  and laughing."
K rlly ca lled  herself U a liy -a ir l-K rlly  
on flrlsi where she raid her b iggest (-■or 
w as lo sin g  th e  people I lova".
Shu hail p icture* o f  N ath an ie l o n  her  
a lto , w ith  n ls  n ick n am e Olngt* 
tin her network lo g o  Ghe w rote "I Just 
lo v e  to  l iv e  life  to  th e  full A lw ays  
up I a laugh and don 't l ik e  to  tn k ln  
th in g s to  flrrtnu*"
'A lcohol Is o n e  nf m y fa v o u rite  
th in g s  I love* to  go  o u t  and g e t  drunk  
and have a  laugh w ith  m a tes  “
K elly wun a  keen  footb aller  and had  
recently  s igned for Porthcnw l Ldghtnln  
Str ik ers.
Manager Tony Morgan add: ' She hail 
o n ly  played one gam e for us 
"1 cuuldn t pick her  for th is  w eekend  
because she w as going  aw ay on holiday  
"It la  a sh o ck  and a n oth er  tragedy  
Involving a young person E veryon e « t  
tho c lu b  w ill be shocked  "
S ou th  Wall's p o ller  raid: Then* Is no  
ev id en ce  to  su ggest th is  Incident I* 
linked  to  any other Incident* or sudden  
d ea th s  In the area.''
‘f»» Mt W alters said  recently: 'I am  A  IF yo u  feel th a t you  or a person  
1 t h -  m in d  t h a t  t h e r e  I* n o  W  you  know  need* help, co n to r t  tho  
•m in cn a lltv  betw een  l i e  sc  d ea th s S a m a r i t a n *  o n  08IST 909090 o r  
- d  p t-l'm ln a ry  In vestiga tion s sav  the Sam aritan s org or  support group  
Papy rus on W70 ItU WOO
I*' e d c f  K elly  s  nnm --l ll<»s|- rol-l jruta . eil*ror .■< ui;
By UK
THE parent* of 
hanged In h is t—-li 
h im self a fter ws  
th e  su ic id es In P 
Cam eron M cV .f 
31. to ld  an Inqu 
have w anted tc  
lik e  w ithout real 
than n m inute  
He w ouldn ' 
don't believe he 
Kcllv from lm  
I* d i s a b l e d  
itr o k e  -  raid h 
to ta llv  out o f th 
S h e to ld  th e  t 
C am eion liked t 
S he added "I 
unhappy H era l'ii 
“He Just l lk n l  *t 
Ihe underwear ' 
but he w as not 
wanted t o b e a g l i 1 - 
rd to  get m arT le1 
e v e n  b a d  
Ir lfr len d  and  
got a  Valen  
tin e  c o o l ready 
to  g iv e  her.
“I loved him  
no m atter what.
We h ave ta lked  
about hi* sex u ­
a lity  but I don't 
th in k  II trou  
bled h im  '
She raid Ihe  
f a m i l y  n n * 
co n v in ced  Uls 
d r e s s i n g  up  
played no par 
in n ls death .
T he In-juest 
wo* nd|mirn*d
Wl'»l
old  tmy found  
n P e r  li-- k illed  
i i r v u  nf
<d
Ih*i K elly , 
l ie  ttUlV 
vt b in g le g  w as  
M te k e le s *
k r - . n  th a t I 
to  I III hlm*e1f 
till »orks who 
s t i f l e r ' n g  a 
— th  ca ln r
inm -r th a t  
ir g lil*  ontlerwear 
v apparent he w as  
" t-rd r lr l*  th ing*  
•ky ra tln  fee l o f  
be u as m nfuM sI 
'le  n ever raid  h -  
mld m e h e  w ant  
avc .-M M ien  He
1
'C
'•op -*n d  fp -id y
Broadband to go.
Oioose your free modem:
S0800 358 4157®
Go to ihreextuilt/rniironao a  vhfi * JStoe
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Get i It’s 
ovei for 
5 Slices
QF.K 1 Mall* ell tavs the 
Spice Girls . Ml Kdf get 
hack t.» : Mi. • alter their 
reunion to*' rods 
Whrn C»rl* recently 
snaou* d  th- gjobul tour 
would *»•*»'li earl), they 
hinted al future shows, 
vovinp V.Hm knows what 
will h.*t*|* n •••‘Xt?’
But r v. C eri. 3ft.
admit* i» Nmu "piobably
won t h.-ri’ f* again'
She I t|. final show 
- in l«»t -iu». Canada, on 
lebruat* % would be 
'the l*st • n -  van'll ever 
get to v . - five Spices 
on the iM fr ,ts o«r"
Ih e  -i.i-n  nf one  
dented r • •* of In-fight 
Ins w i’M I Htina lluntoo. 
32. Mel H Mel C. 34. 
und V* *«i»i Beckham. 
33 SIm* inyi-'i-d the tour 
had 'gone on
(onset tK*t» r'*«htd“
Ceil «»M •• a I’S  Intel 
\iew  thought we
«.|.t
the «mi 1 i mfan
QO
“Alter 
hodv K>-‘ 
kids I- •.! 
tchwii 
had ».• 
that v 
loved «v 1
mary every 
,*nHn»«*nts 
Co hack to 
that So we 
plu. , 8 out 
•wild have  
gone to*
Tril n ite to 
de;i< I son
THE hfiM »rokcn mum 
of 4 man killed
with I..
TMl 
night 
«.n m*h!
Ami. 
and I 47. h 
back t*
" fle d  
mothe: 
Photo*. ’ 
aif dev ■
The 
an A» 
Some i 
A u vry  
a sa tin  merlin' 
charge1 
te f  »t- ' 
gent h-
bf
•ort> In Now 
’tibutr last 
i wonderful
11 nr die. 48. 
•me Timmins, 
rn walking
ir hotel dur- 
i*ine hreok.
Andrew's 
t ; .  said In 
1'vvon "We'ic
!■ il “
• worked at 
we in Yeovil. 
I ruck driver 
..•tlert. 52. had 
•<*ev not taking 
I tv has boon 
anslough- 
.IN negll
•th
Bri'ons in 
ruu*>yriot
CLEVf
HritNI
forelgr-
Ihr.- 
ping 
super.- 
race .1 Non 
from
charg-
dallsn-
Poll
Vetldi
r n-miter % of a 
••»*% team on a
• smashed up
• I hurled rub
• round during
• -MtipUge
' ' stole shop 
• i  from a 
and held o 
high street.
' f .c e r l bosses 
' «b lit Ncwcas 
l inte, Stafford 
ffeted to pay •* *ge
del IP play 
t i l l  la c e  a 
•Ucctire von 
■ Italian luw 
hief Antonio 
•Id In Lecco. 
We h H  dor
• th a t  o  r io t 
»»» hul it 
•uye “
AS COUSINS HANG
Two more young suicides within hours stun town
*
vlct III*
-  nnd 
coutlr 
social 
yestei.»
Boil, 
beri 
and i: 
womnr* 
tw o or it 
She 
Nath., 
his tile 
Poli 
Soul
••ach other 
ih u les to the •rr«i*nR
sp (clous clrcurr.it jn c o  in 
[Her death A friend of
have
thought in a million veari 
that they were capable ofKelly's named Rosie wrote 
Debo yesterday “I f  
go lot! crazy down In Brldg 
end No one can understniid 
hot Is going 
"I know seven of the peo 
pic who killed  tlwunselvcs 
“I saw Kelly a month ago 
and slio was fine smiling 
and laughing “
clothe* of the cousins 
said yesterday *1110% w 
both brilliant kids' with 
good futures ahead of them.
websites ivining like this.'Ktih <
•fly
where th e  said her biggest
r u t c a lle d  h e rse lf  B a b y  
G i/ l - K e l t ‘ cn  h e r  P e b o  site,**re mem  
and Facebook 
sports 
**• friendly with 
nrevi-wta victims 
had f ictuses of 
‘il hor site under
fear u o j  'Lot Ing the peo  
pie  I  fore'
She added “I Just love to 
live life to the full “
tribute on Nulhanrel 
site said: "Whol happened 
m8? Going to miss you.’
■e "Cit.ffe* 
both Kent nnd
ss |d  there
llevvd to bo any I n q u e s t s
Philip W allets, the
for Bridgend and the 
Glam organ valleys. hast t
recorded suicide verdicts 
all thoie on whom he had 
concluded inquests apart
from lam es Knight. 26 
Mr W allets heard lam es
died  from hanging but 
recorded a ruirratlvc verdict 
unsure tho young 
man intended to take his 
life
THE rate of su icid e
mong young men In 
r.ngiuml and Wales has 
FALLEN lo  * 3  per IOO.CCO.
iy o i o n s iu i
f.cotesQthe su n c o u k
THE Bridgend death  
tod ro se  to 1 6  y ester­
day after tw o cou sin s  
w ere found hanged.
T h e to w n  w a s p lu n g e d  
In to  n e w  s h o c k  n n d  
m ou rn in g  on lea rn in g  o f  
th e  d e a th s  o f  N a th a n ie l  
P iltc l.iir d , If,, a n d  K elly  
S te p h e n so n . 20.
Schoolboy Nathaniel the 
youngnsl victim so far 
we* still alive when he was 
discovered in an oltic room 
at his home, though Ills life  
support machine was turned 
off yesterday 
Hours later Kelly was 
found hunfed from a bath 
loom shower rail 200 miles 
away in Folkestone. Kent, 
where she was on a holiday.
Friends said sh e  w as very 
close to  fk'othanlet a n d  had  
been told there w as UtUe 
chance o f  him susrtvi/tg his 
apparent suicide bid  
Tho cousins lived lust II 
doors from each other in 
Bridttcnd. South Wales, 
which has been left reeling 
from a long series of hang 
ings among young people 
Sixteen aged between 15
and 27 have now died since 
January last year Nathaniel 
is the inth mu!** and Kelly 
the third female
A special police tusk force 
hus been set up to Investl 
gate the deaths amid fears 
of copycat suicides and net 
working on the internet.
Police said there 
evidence to suggest tho 
latest deaths were linked to 
any of the others But many
TELLY COPYCAT'
#  BOY e f  leu  • H  htwMtl txxtioom In D w u iU r ,  South 
•Iter w ittfcW  1 rtp n .i. m  York*. Sho toM the t o W i coro- 
U u B tU fM ri " *  " 'V  ncr*. court: “H . ha tw  m o n
C m n >  M- -  " » w  In* W ool H Him no «M —  but « •  
m M  M l p * .—  - I* lh*« W * didn’t think snrthtel thm rt I f  
heard about lh- * >h»- Cameroa *»a» known to  bo
   HN nttms ll« iennd unhappy m  he wonted ts be a
V k t b w . . C h M h u i  to his gfrt. The inquest wos edlounsed. the lowest level since IU74. according to research by the 
Universit f Bristol
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Cousins are 
foundhanged 
in town hit 
by a spate 
of suicides
Dead: Nathankf <• was found In an attic Dead: Kelly Stephenson, a keen sportswoman
THE (lenlli toll In n smnll 
town lilt by n spate or sui­
cides rose to  16 yesterday 
when two young cousins 
were fmmtl hanged.
They 'lied  hours opart, leav­
ing tin* S ou th  Wales cotnim i- 
nlty ol Ih idgend  reelliiR from 
th e  c o n l’n u in g  s t r l " g  of 
tragedies.
Nathiinlrl riHrhard.1V-«s«UU 
olive wlirn lit* was (IkKiivrn-d In 
an alll< mum at tlie family home 
on Wrdm silsy but died yesterday 
momlot’ when his llfc-*'ipporl 
marblne was turned off.
ills ruushi Kelly Stephenson. 
20, had lMi-n told of Natimnlrl's 
suicide Md jtliBr she was on hol­
iday In I'otkestone. Kent, and 
warned lim e  was little hope he 
would rm vhe.
Kelly - a im  Knew two of the  
young own who died Iasi year - 
was found dead shortly all er mid - 
night ye t in  day by a relative.
South Weles police and Brid­
gend cm  oner I’hillp Wallen sold 
they did m d believe the apparent 
suicides r u e  linked and played 
down oio-1 •nneellon w l"' inter 
net Sites
A task Imre Involving poller, 
sodal s< Hires, health and 'd u ra ­
tion officials has been st l up to  
Investigate th e sn lrs  of tiagcdlrs 
and dbuiissiinis hare takra  place 
a l gov iiiiiu rn t level over Ihe 
spate »»' • m ine dea th s  all by 
bangtne r  iilrli started In Junu- 
ary imri
Earlier this week it emerged 
that ntip 'h-r nlnr similar hang 
Ings. ii'if all Involving young peo­
ple. had -jeeurrrd In the Inst two 
moot In hi ni-ichhniiring valleys.
By Michael Seamark 
nnd Luke Salkefd_________
A relative of the cousins said: 
We Jttsl don't know wlial Is going 
on in Urldgend. Kelly und 
N athaniel were both  brilliant 
kids with good futures ahe ad of 
them . We would never have 
thought In a million years th a t 
they  were capable or anything 
like this.
'None or I his makes sense and 
both fnmlllrs are devastated at 
what has happened.'
Kelly and N athaniel lived 14 
houses ap a rt In Urldgend and  
friends described the  cousins, 
both members of the Bcbo and 
Faccbook social netw orking 
sites, os 'very dose'.
Nathaniel w a s found a l th e  fum •
‘It’s going crazy 
In Bridgend’
Uy home in Cefh Clio*, Bridgend, 
on Wednesday night and  was 
taken to  hospital, where he later 
died
Booth Woles Police sold: 'There 
Is no evidence lo  suggest th is  
Incident Is linked to  any o th er 
Incidents or sudden deaths In the 
area.'
Keen sportswoman Kelly who 
knew G areth Morgan. 27. and  
Mam Clarke, 2 0 . wito died last 
year - told a relative she was 
going lo  Ihe bathroom but when 
she failed to return they went to 
Investigate, und found her drod.
Kent police said: 'Officers are
making inquiries but there =•■« 
not believed to be any su sr: 
circumstances.’
Kclhr, who called herself Hr»'» 
Olrl Kelly on Bcbo, wrote "•> '' 
site: 'I Just love to  live life li* *' ; 
full . . Always up 4 a laugh c d  
don't like Inkln tilings to  scri<"' "
‘Alcohol Is one of my f a v w : - 
things I loves In go out at"1 < ' 
d runk  nnd have a laugh 
males.'
Kelly had pictures of her c  
Nathaniel on her website ate* • 
one of her Bebo pages thei *
fiho tngraphs and ir ib u f  hree other victims. Liam I V . 
N ataslm  Randall nnd Zn  
liornes.
One of Kelly's Internet h i u  
said: 'i t 's  going crazy dowi « 
Bridgend and  It's not goitre •>> 
s lo p  No one can  u n d c i"  ’ 
what Is going on.
•I know seven of the peopl- 
have killed themselves, rcm -1? 
are saying It's got somethtnc •> 
do with the internet but I * • •• 1  
believe th a t. But then  1 '
explain il c ilhct
'1 saw Kelly a m onth ago e>»* 
she was fine - smiling a n d ■ 
Ing.'
Bridgend MP Madeleine » ' i 
secured a debate bi the H e r  t-f 
Commons lost week on sub 'de 
prevention . Talking abou* 'h e  
Bridgend tragedies, she ■ ■ 'il 
MPs: 'The m edia have 0 - 
whether the cause Is the in i-• ' 
Bebo, Facebook or othet 
working sites. The answei 1 
and no
'1 believe there  Is a risk fr-m  
spending too much time In 1 
aU ernntlvr reality of c o i r r  • 
games and chat rooms. 1
believe th a t Tor a vulnerable person 
who Is contcinplatbiE suicide tlie Iso- 
latlon nf com m unication through 
•mrds on a screen does not provide 
the  warm th, humanity, compassion 
nnd em pathy  of talking In ano ther 
oerson.'
riilllp Whiter, Coroner for Bridgend
nnd the Glamorgan valleys, sold ear­
lier this month th at he had profound 
d o u b ts  ubout any 'copycat' theory 
connecting the series of suicides.
I'm  of the m ind th a t  th ere  Is no 
commonality between these deaths, 
and preliminary Investigations say the 
same.' he sold.
What parents can do to help
Dally Mall Reporter
CHARI HE? h ave u rged  p a r­
ents of te e n a g e  ch ildren to  
rem ain vigilant.
the Samaritans said young­
sters most at risk Included those 
who appeared withdrawn or 
who seem ed to be bottling up 
thetrpiohlcms.
Parents mould try  to  get tlretr 
children to talk about th'*lr con­
cerns al all costs. It said.
Ilie charity Papyrus, which Is 
committed lo  suicide preven­
tion, said other warning signs In 
teenagers included being tear­
ful, finding it hard to Sleep and 
suf fering from eating problems.
A spokesman for the < liarlty 
said: Teietilal Intuition can be 
the key to spotting It. A lot of 
these par euts might be thinking: 
These are lust signs of r  'yplcal 
teenager-
Papyrus 
Tel: 0870170 4000 
w^^pyt^k.Wg ^  
Samaritans: 
Tet 08457 909090 
email: jo@Mtnarllam.org 
wwwjamarftans.org
'In many cases that may be 
true, but II you are In any doubt, 
nlve us a coll for a chat.'
Papyrus encourages parents 
who arc concerned about the 
mental well-being of a teenage 
son and daughter to:
■ listen to what they say, don't 
he Judgmental. Say that you love 
thorn and care about them, no
matter what.
■  If they w on’t talk to • 
maybfc they would talk a 
friend or sibling, or pe< lim** 
write down how they feel. '*•->*- 
sure them that this b ap p - - 
others.
■ Encourage them to go •••
GP or counselling ser >1
th ere Is one. Offer to  gn 
them.
Ihe charity urges teen a p "  s 
who are feetlng suicidal t« '• if 
som eone they trust aboi" ' -
they are feeling,
It soys: 'Ibis could besom - '  
In your family, your doc'* ', a 
teacher, the school nurse. ’ 
leg e  counsellor, or  sort" 
from your church.
■If you reach a suicidal < i ' -is 
where the desire to kill yom '-If 
Is overwhelming, you murt ' "  
someone. Ask them to ken  
company until I he feetlng- n
YOU’LL GET A CARD THIS YEAR. 
SH E’LL GET TO EAT SOM E.
In many cities sou n d  the world, overloaded rubbish carls aru still pu^cd by overworked 
dont-eys. Only once they've done their )nh cun they scavenge tar food on the ruobrsh Up. 
and it usually consists of scraps ol discarded cardboard. Vntll SPANA rtepood to, the 
aven ge ttfospan of the* . donkeys was Juat <U mortho.
SPAftA provides veterinary cure and educates I he locals to treat their 
animals with respect and tend lo basic ailments, such as  worming and 
wound treatment Through these setmunghr sirwil measures we can 
improve and eitcnd then lives Please help as to hotp them.
C ofluson  0207 831. 3999 with your donation, denote
eobM  Mr vrvnv.apano.org er ill In Ihe ceupen tad send It to:
,  DEPT 802DM1, SPANA. HtEEPOST L0N20S70, LONDON WC1N 2 BN.
■ YES I WANT TO HELP SPANA SAVE HORSES AND DONKEYS ■
J rtease rind enclosed my dutunon for: CIOOQ CSOQ 170 □  £10 □  O ihert...  J
J Cheques psyatue to: SPAM Or chnge my Mosl«e.iiiV Wtcti/Vru/CAT dimly cam
! c c m  cr m  r c m  ccm  c m .
I _______ _ _ _  _______________ _  Far twitch - |
| Start date I I I I I  fvtvrydjte | M i l  h w t w  | | 1
I •*
I .
p (B’ocV capitals ptoase)....
CtxJn
Sorter?__ __
UK impajt* • I «mWi to Gift AM aN my 
dOrVrtrO.* iO STAfM Q
DCFI 8020ML SPANA. nKDOST LOft»»70.18HQQH WCIM 2Oft.
* SPANA I
* tto value your support «nd»Du*Sl>* to fctrp you ahoul owr wotfjro wort and *
■ fon<fr*>$ing actnrt**. 0 you’re noI irtc»rsMd m tvic**n£ further ^formation tick tf»» bot. Q  I 
1 ffvsi fijy ar* omouof of n c m w  f,n anti t*  c ttfn #  *.»• pqust to the fa« n x iu n e d  m I 
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A m lir.. 
th e  end* I 
Captaur 
killed  in J' 
with It'*' I 
w eic ilv n  I
An 9ti"  
Philip***'!-'! 
soldiers-1 > 
w ere il*
ei castigated llu* Me! I at 
•i* "tquost in to  tin* death  of 
m** rh ilirp sn n . 7"  w ho was  
oi ’oy fi d in in g  t;unb.itlic  
'M m  in which British troops  
bed a s ‘ tut ally o u tw w ic d " .  
o ••■•aid of itHWitv in to  
".it .ith to n c ln tln lilia l British 
t .-v .J iu so u lh em  Afghanistan  
i *r*vt, b a d ly - l 'd .  tinder
"Hieyltlie soldiers) were defeated not 
by the tcttoiists but by the lack of bask 
equipment," Walker said, after tecoidinga 
narralivcveulict in which he said Philipp 
son was tuilawfullv lulled.
lie added: "To send soldiers into a 
(oiiib.it zone without basic equipment is 
ui ifoi givable. Inenu sable, and a breach of 
trust between ihe soldiers and t hose who 
govern them.*
father, said after th e 1 t: M do hold muiwa -i n n m a n n e o u ro n e  
theMoDresponsiblcf'• '  'es 'sd e itltb u t -  -  - • — -
it is not just the MoD, u * 'lmchdeeprr ting toaddpioloctiontotand Rovers, and
than that. The Ttea nd th e  th e n  body armour.
iliancellot.Gotdonlt' .vill t>e teally The hoard did not shy away Itom 
toblameforwhathipi * ’ TheM 'dJwas pointing tlie finger directly at ministets.
starved of cash by th" * •* • ellor." "Ctitlcally," it said, “theseciciai y of state,
Theboardofinquii' '  o u t said;-Ilie |t lien M in Rcid| had delayed announc-
MoD and the Treas'** re unwilling mg the llrlrnand deployment because
lo rommit funds to " operational he wanted loensuie that the campaign
m e  tuoisM iut,
regrettable that a failure to follow the cc 
rect slhtf procedures bet .veer jr | .- 
ingunit and Headquarters H elau itd .  
Force resulted in a 2S-day deUy in prc*. i 
ing night-vision goggles for 1 Philipps:.; 
unit).’ It saidthcgoggieswieocv.'SU' 
ard issue fot infantry in such opetat.c..
guardian.co.ttF .riijlitary»  1
Tw< * < ousirn die from town hit 
by r>i >Ue of voung suicides
fUctiel t* ill* "ins
Two (<••! Me f ir m  B ridgend in  so u th  
Wales, v. bn li has ex p er ien ce! a spare n f  
suicides. itK<l .estrniav after V e il*  found  
hanged . .t ih io a d A y o fe a c h ' "ret.
Kelly S'- p h e n so n .W .w a  :-luml de.nl 
y esterd n  •■* .m in g a ftft  lict 15 yeat-old  
cou sin  M *rli n iiol I'ritchard s apparent 
suicide aMrit.pl m i IVedncsd ty night, l ie  
was still aliv r  w hen found, but died after 
hjslifc* supp-'it itiachinew a u in ed oft..
Rcl.Hi **s 'a id  that Slept*- nson , w ho  
rrajrml’ .M  ■> * <11)1 family In Folkestone, 
K ent.lia.il'ei • itu ld .ilioul NaM i.iiiielssui 
d d e a tt i " .|it and that there v * little hope  
h ew oiit .' .H 'h r .
Tb-'p.-oti * d l l  houses,-rv- *y*ioiiieach  
O ther hi II1**!. "fn lib s a ie a o f  ttiMgeml and 
wereeai " d n v r h c e u c lo s c  'h en d ra th s  
bring th ■nrnbei of apparent suicides in  
the low n to  in  in the Last year, w ith  the  
victim - •*•* d '.el w een IS and
Philip  ti'ah ets, coroner f*M H iidgend  
an d tltr 'd m in fgan  Valleys, * ml lis t  week  
he w as * .;*k .'inrd about yom ig  su ic id es  
but Saul llio ie  w ere n o  links 'letw een  the  
deaths. M tihenson.akrensP'irtsvvoinan, 
was -aid '.ib ave known tw o- d  th ose  w ho  
died.t;.e* 'li Morgan. ??,and I tam t.larke. 
2 0 .1  he, „e*e  found hanged last yrjt.
A n I * 'i.e-a id : "Kelly w as friends w ith  
both t - v - h u t  whetlrer th is had anything  
to  d o  v .'lh  w hat has h a p p -n rd  vve fust 
don't We don't under* tand vvlut is  
g o in g en  iiP ir.tgend None* flld sm a k es  
sen»e."
Sou th  iV?h< p olice  said d ir ir  w as no
ev iilencelo suggest the lati*st deaths wete I 
linked to Ihr previous sudden deaths.
A police spokesman said: “At 9.1 spmon 
februaty IT. we were culled lo an address 
in Ihe Cefn (Has area of Bridgend lo a 
report that a 15-year old boy had harmed 
himself. Tlie 15-year old was taken lo hos­
pital, lie has since died. Ihe coroner has I 
been informed. Thr death is being inves* . 
tigalrd on belialf nf the coronet. It is not j 
belies ed lo be suspicious."
Sirphenson was said to Itave told a rcla 
liveslicwasRoinglothebatliloom, whrir 
she was later found dead. A spokesman 
fur K'*nl |*»!icc said: “Olficers are making 1
16 The num ber  o f  p eop l*  aged  b etw een  15 and  * 7  w h o  have  
apparently  taken  
th e ir  ow n  l<ves in  
th e  past year
inquiries but there are nut believed to lie 
any suspkionsciu  umslancrs. An inquest 
will In* opened nest week."
South Wales police and the coroner 
do not believe the .1pp.11 on! suicides ate 
linked and have played down any connec­
tion with internet sites.
Stephenson had recently signed fot 
local football team Porthcavvl Lightllin 
Sttik.ers. Managei Tony Morgan said: 
"Site had only played one game for us -  I 
couldnT pnkhei for this vverkendl*ec3iise 
sire was going away 011 holiday.”
T nbules to llu* t nusins were p-.>sted on 
then Bebo pages by friends.
natharri. I • .  itchard and IM Iy S tep h en son , th e  B ridgend co u s in s  w h o  d ied
G im i lion ies in power struggle
Mar 1 •"  tV d iivv iigh t
Right • >1’ ' i id c n s t ic c ts c a ll'd  llteen  went 
Intel* >M I- \ cslen lay  lo s e r  which ran save  
Ihr re ’ energy III th r  com ing yeai.
Dr.o'vtit i.tlm lei?, insi'tatlon and low  
energ v |ii»1*ihsill»s and k e l'u*s are am ong  
the i . i  ar-r.'S being d ep lo y  d ftoin  Holton  
M ains'hr* n in l-dlnbutg' 0  Green fork  
R tv '.li'.'ly im iilh  S ixty-h-m ihouseholds 
air  cHirpt '•nr; to  se e  h o c  much power, 
and rgoo . everyday soh "  hm* ran save.
■ V » t 'ready learned 'incitiing use  
fid * I • •t ile d  le a d ie i *:..*c*lf Faw cett,
vvh *‘i .* p bedroom  h " iisr  in  G leen
Lai*- •—'n idge. is  one Leeds' e ight
enr n **  and h is w if b o s. a  retired
 .....................spending an <verag" o l  fa ?
am 1 .........  u n  ity h r' 'e th e c o n lr s t
started this week. Now It's down to 12.1.
Tire proof blinks from one nf a set of 
gizmos installed by llrilish (las, which 
is monitoring progress with tht* Depart­
ment for the Environment, I ood and 
Ruial Affairs. A monitor wire lo oked to 
the mains suprly shows every minute 
how much power is being used and the 
elfect on t Ire monthly bill.
After a spate of door opening, to admit 
the envItonmrnt secictary. Hilary Bonn, 
and chilly February weather, the cost 
spiiallrd briefly ttp, hut fell Kick as Ihe 
Fawcettsd'uiitmslialod their "ene cup" 
kettle and an energy efficient boiler 
whose ptedecc'ssot v.as gobbling power 
after tryeais.
Ihe most-improved street -.vill win 
fv  1.000 in energy sav mg equt|*nrenl for 
l«<al(.<inmonitv props It.
I Ji
T '-L “j
'r - ■ 
' . . 1 .
Chrysler Voyager
D esign your deal from £269* per month
Chrysler Voyager 2.8 CRD ExecutWe
'• i  -OTR £23,970 First monthly payment ££i.
V|ir  . f i l l e r  deposit contribution £2,008 35 monthly payments of £ •  * '.
6li|)onier deposit £4,515 Optional purchase payment' ’ £*',55
Arn’bunl of credit £17,447 Total amount payable by custom er” . £23,9'
* :.T v . •
v ; •> - V  . 4 ; 9 %  A P R  T Y P ^ '
FUEL C C "1 'I* "- ' ION FIGURES FOR THE CHRYSLER RANGE IN MPG: URBAN 13.5-34.4. £2
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INe re mourning the 
loss of another young 
life. We just keep on 
usking wky# c°mmunity's sh°ck atlatest dea th  in Bridgend
K atie  B odlngor ________
TKIHU IT.S have hern |sMirlng In Inr a 
| .  >jxiUr trcrugi-r wlu i v> as luund dead  
alter a nielli out willi Irk-rulj 
Scan K m  b  the IDtli rirrsmi lo  br  
In m l hanged In the Htklgcfxl county  
arc* tlncr January J007 v»
Ih r  plum bing 19-yeji-nld. who  
worked pan  tim e al Sabishury'l. was 
brund try Ids U n it) In a Line In Oettws 
al 7 3!bun yesterday t >
Scan's |uirefill Traci-y and Ryrun 
Hves ate lie-ing ctintlorlevl al Ihrlr 
hom e a  
Tire tntiple. w h o  b ase  tw o other 
rlwidirn were d r sc n lm l as "devast­
ated"
S a n  had a KlrHftend. ('turbine  
Rkliarth. 19, who led (lowers al the  
spot w here he tlied s i  
She wnile: "Going In m b s yr>u luads 
l a w  )<m always, l l ia r lo llc  XXX" 
Sean liad Item  a pu|Ul al Ilie nearby 
Ynysawdre Com prehensive School, 
leaving sch oo l alter com pM ing hb  
A levels. } «  
lie  lu d  started the |nb  lit Salrw- 
tiury's tnri was Imping In go In college  
lalrr llils year i i  
I h e  new s was sllll linking In today 
al Salnsliury's store |n sl oil the M l M 
llddRcml. where Sean was welMiketl 
( hie stall member salrl: 'M s really till a 
lew |»ro|ilc tk b  morning Nnl every- 
tmdy knew about II." ) y  
Tim Manager nl th e sim p lelcaserl a 
slaterrn-nl saying "Everybody liere b  
shocked anti rair llinuglilv arc with Iris 
Lnnlly" »*>
Family blcutl (IriM igiliet XII- 
chot-Udc*. a  U thlg'iu l latnmr cntln-
M r  .1  • T"o l-‘. f ,
w f W J J m  - w J V *  M L t .  VJMTIv. *•!>
P . e s r  \»1
O u t  T lto o G r tF S  FvCF. c liT i |
>(OvJ ArlTv ' lo u d .  f V A .c Y  
M l h  F k i E i B W .
l o - f C  A l w m - ,
£ « 1 l  4  S T U R fL T
TRAOBOYi Seon  Ro m  with (jiitlrlord Charlotte and. righL on* c l Bio 
n tea sa g es (oil al Iho sco n a  o l h is  deaBt r sc tu n fs  w.susrwws
clllur lor Bettws.saltt: "Yet again lie re said: "1 can't bcBevv It m ale I  was
In Bridgend w c .ire nunirrilng tire lo ss only yesterday w e lau|{lietl and |oked
ul.m ollier young llfc* Wi-)usl k ccp o n  u|> Ihe Held like Iherr wasn't acare In
askbig wlty." ' it  th e  world You will lie M i l l  missed
rilctnb have lieen |w>dlng tlu ir  Irlb- m ate " ' t f
Ides lo  V a n  on social networking Giles Frank Brown wrote "Always
sites smiling, always laughuig. one nl the
lie  was a member o l fichu, ami on g o o l  guys. llo |ie  you're a l peace." 11
Iris Inlfrnci profile [sigc. be sakl "IBve r.trH hG rayadiled  T in s n n y lly n u
lor Ilie nlglrls I will never rem cinlvr thought you were on  your own Kvcry-
w till lire Irlmds I wril never lorgel." one w ho has ever met you wig Un-
f'ltnul Emma llnllock. 19. said: rletslund tlw l you were lire nicest guy
"Scan w as always really hapfiy. alw ays you  could meet " > '
smiling Fintna Lewis wrote: " Will m b s «
" Tin really s in .  l e d  -  be wasn't Ihe nry Ihooglils are wMli yum family.*
sort cd |ierson who would d o  Ihb." South Wales 1’iritce m e investigating
On ratebook. friend Jason WIRIs Sean's death and will com pile n u y «,it
lor Rrtrlgend coroner Philip Wagers 
ll ic r e  have been 18 other hangin 
ih-.iths In the llddgend area sbK 
January 3107 l ‘i 
Marleleine Moon. MP lor Pridgen- 
and a Parttamenlary champion lor th 
Samaritans, said "This b  .ututlic 
tragedy lor a family and another III 
cut oH -  his whole potential has bee 
wasted and Irtl unknown 
T h e r e  b  a desperate need lor a 
Increased locus on po-vrnilon an- 
ini|iinved primary menial heatth car 
lor all chfblicri and young people 
■  Tlie Sarnarltans can hr cr-nlaete 
on  08157 90  90 90
c.eels*r*srfc^'evS.l.i ivr .’C
Accident victim 
to be identified
POLICE woro Inlay d in  lo  
kniuatly Kiorttify A m an w in  
dw d boppod si » »  wreckage 
ol lib  hunikig cm.
H o  Unck Ford Focus burst 
kilo Iktmca idler lulbng a  bee  
|usl outside Canktl 
Tim man tiAd Inen  
tiovering lownrds ttvo city 
akmg tin  nkl A48dual 
camnQOway 
Ho appoiarrily lost control n  
dm vrlaoe al Coodkemow  
"V/ii coukkil Iwlp tm eaiBe  
am car wns smoking and llion 
it brn&l silo  ttamos m le ss  
Hun a  msmlo ' sael a woman 
who h as trvod opposite ttvo 
sccno near t i e  Pound IIJ 
tunsng lot 40  years 
I ho crash tvappoitod M 
10 JOpm on Friday and tin  
road was d o so d  tor souur
Sony, Cardiff, but you 
are not so middle class
FFiB’l J? living In CanUII 
ore kidding thenuelverv 
when It com es to  thetr d u i .
A  wesv su rvey  by price 
m aiparlsrm  w ebsite  
msjswysuprnwarlu-txiim  
lotiiul 111.000 peop le living  
hr the «*> -  IS 1,  of ihe 
poputalbm -  call Ihemsrlv es  
inti Idle class w hen I bey are  
actually working d oss .
Itvor Is more truin any 
other city la  the UK. 
Including Manchester. 
Newcastle and ntrw lngham . 
desp ite  Ihe fa d  people  
living here have thr second  
tuwrs! level nl d isposable  
Income Iound In the surv ey. 
al an average n l S IM  a
. CardUMmaed lile  conch  
and log istic  Iheraplsl Irene 
Jordan sold  h waa hum an  
nature lo  want m ore.
Rnl slve snhl Ih b  becom es  
nu uiibealdiy ilrsfae wlw-n 
|>eople look  lo  replace  
som eth ing  m baing on the  
Inshlr by sprtid lng  m oney  
cm som elh lng  eslertio l. such  
os I heir  hom e or Ihrlr 
appearance.
"Som eiboeu profile try hs 
feet h r ltrr  about th em selves  
by lin ing sm oetb lng on  the  
outside. But 11 they drab  
w ith wbrri w ns go ing on  
lu slde. they w on III not (eel 
they have lo  com pare  
them selves lo  other  
people."
lo ttery  w inner Margorrl 
i'hm rll. RS. o icrralgrand  
livolher Irum FJy In Cor d ill, 
agrren. saying  despite  
pocketing a  d u r e  o l 
i9 6 2 O 0 2  won Ihtoogh a  
syndicate. II b  peop le mil 
Brings w hich inohe her truly
"ILiving m y rlilh lren  and  
my Ivcalth b  what m oke me 
truly rich. And h a tin g  
broirn  ball! breast and  
kidney cancer, I know  w bal 
I am lalklng about." she  
said.
"Money dneon'l b ay  you  
happiness."
M aignrvl added: T h e s e s  
nothing WToag with bebig  
working rfcus*
Choir set for 
Finnish dale
A SOUTH Wales d ea rs  
80lh nnrsvoisary concert 
true wd u vhsle  porieMimg 
al tho Finnish ParbnirviS s 
lkri»iki
Tim IS  vCuca FamdAlo > 
Cta Mcrbion Mortars c.d 
spend a  waok n  Rnland 
and Estonia al ■ «  e it i ol 
May
c.lioieueis are busy 
learning Fnlanclu ti> 
Fmkwitfs natico.il 
composor SaxUius m the 
ougrial Fsvusti *i 
pieparakon toi then lOOiui 
at the Parkanv>nt. v.nsre 
thoy wd be greeted by the 
Speaker. Sauk rh-nsc
Ttio chon wd go on to 
peitorm a  hd .xrv t.t  n  
ikrisinlJs spcctacuHr 
Tvmpbi m tho FLvA. heart- 
nvovvig on lo Esloru
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Appendix XV: The Times Article 2
1IH. i r  it < M.f«liy Ar"> 21 20CJ» News! 11
No suicide pact, say police 
a tier another teenager is 
found hanged in Bridgend
Domini? P'vtwsJr
A pail i w .  MipeniMiket worker lias 
bnivnw llii I'*th voting pi'isun from 
the V". «l <> h w  n <1 Bridgend to be 
found h t| I to  tv«ly t>at Jkctn-  
ered v .- t - f n  a ttn  a ittizltl out with 
friend'
One <•! iiih ii  Rmal tributes to Sean 
Rws. I" -.i*f "You never failed lo 
iiLtir <t' ••»!<* until today Rest in 
r« cv  11\t.not Stuart" 
the industrial town lias suffered 
front a iki-iet of li.tiopinpc involving 
toon* pi -n H- .ip«il 1x1 ween Ift ami 23 
time J n list tear.
Acnu’ne: to one witness. Mr Rees 
.'Pf aronl1'  bad a row with friends, 
ttranu-l"" rod itivaprraml Hit Knit 
'  As |, ,o , l  I ,  hit lumtv in a lane 
behind a ’• r  *i 11 hmite on tile IV'tt'i t 
r«t.ite at " ‘•►mi 
tin  t"Ilien  I. I ti.uMte ItwhniiK 
I?, left .■ t~i.it h <>l Boners al llte spot 
ulmetio i~tl -..ifli a mtsvev i railing
Coin* I-- n r-' urn load? It ho \i«j 
a h ta ts t i f i l- l te W 't"
Lil.e f t  i n '  •>! those who haw  ilivd 
.Mr Rev- It ■ I i raw  on Ihe network- 
in* ■el'-i'- !'•**• lie  wrote tim e "I 
It".— fei •••• mglit« I will ne'er 
tcitt-.ni!, r Ilie fiirml' I will ne'er Hjpl."
Cbitfb I '•luli.'clidcs a family 
fntn-J m l  I- • •! M«tmill-*f. vn l l l t ie  
is <o li.v> ini I •..mnot work n it win 
this Irtpii 'ml. lie Ii.hI evety thing In 
h' f  lor ami always so cheerful 
"He li.il jo ' p.l.ietl bis ilm mg test, 
had a du  t b winking m Sains 
bun • ami • i» • leu  ptpubr young 
rmii Imt ap tin Ime in HikIuvmu 
we *te in— innn; tin- Ins? el another
yoonp M- ' u p  n t  asln t*  why 
thine Him -: i -* l'le  an  d»H‘g  hut we  
ire tv 'I p  Hue: am  answ fts
Tl'is is a 11-nim man who iv-nt out 
wiih a thin' . i'll In* mb eo a Salnr 
da* nigh: W. mam other »nun*
people. set Ik- is dead be Survtay morn 
in* What is *ning on?'
Lniina Bollock. 19. a friend, said 
'can was always really hapnr. always 
smiling. I'm tealh" shocked He wasnl 
Hie sort of person who would do this 
I Ir had toads of friends and was really 
immlar."
Mr Rees's ivtrenls. Tracey and 
Itsron. who lu te  two oilier rhildirn. 
were desoihrd as detastatcrl 
I he dead man wait to tlie local Yny- 
sawihe rotnjirchensive school and left 
after his A levels He aspired to go In 
college la ta  this year 
Another floral tribute lead" 'Sean - - 
Can t believe whal has happened I 
will never fruyet you. Von will always 
I t  in my Ihtnighls. RIP Kelly.' One 
said 'From all at S a M m m '
I he spate ol hangings lias brought 
tinwfiamir attention lo Bridgend 
t mnmentaton have speculated that 
tln-re may he a connection to thhiile 
sites for dead young people on the 
internet. But the facts, as they have 
emerged al inquests, Iiate bewv less 
sensational 
lite ra l of Hie young people death 
knew one another and some appeal to 
have taken Utcir lives unable to cupe 
with the Imnlvn of grief Some liad 
been drinking heavily before hanging 
themsefvev 
1‘nlice said hi January tliat tliev 
wete looking for possible links 
Mwecn the deatlis. hut sahl that 1here 
was no evidence of a sukiile part 
lliilip IVaheiv the Bridgend corn 
nsi ilescribeil only some of the deaths 
as suicitle. In otlier cases Iw gave narra­
tive verdicts acvvpting tliat akohol or 
drugs could have impaireil their judg­
ment
Smith Wales Police, w ho ate prepit - 
ing a report oil the latest death for the 
coroner, saiil that Mr Rees's tfealh was 
not Ix-ing linl.tsl to ether sutklt-n 
de.ittis in Bridgend Olirf Itvspetlor
Simon Belcher, from Bridgend police 
station, said: "This is a tragic loss of 
life which will l>c devastating (or the 
familv and friends of the deceased and 
our thoughts are with them * 
dlrnneditrbt/ifJimrs ci> uk
(Hospital doctor is  in hiding' 
after death of newborn baby
farflva Kevin
v dort-r r  vf; to I t  'truck off the 
mlical rvgi-1> i alter lie fled to Bosnia 
•flowing le- n e s t  "ii su picion <>l kill- 
iga bain V"l l?i. flint's has leamt 
Vladin t tsoj- • v. who is Me." rtl to 
t  still in M m c i-i Bosnia. was aiiest- 
11 after lie- A ilhof I Inilie Dinning at 
tl Petet's l l-T tH  m I'hettsev. Snr- 
Is  in .'ulv .’ v'-’
! A junior A-,: - .it tin- time, lie was 
Jestcl on v -1 i-.w'ir uf maitsfmgliter 
to months .11111 lie delivered the 
hyusingfm-.y- llolliediedofliead 
gnieslwii's vtl" Nine dehicnsl 
Dr v enr ►. hid o-tunicd to 
sm.i In IV11 m il l th.1t rear, telling 
t employn I'-'ipa. that his drpar- 
It was Ki nn-i of family illness 
Surrev r-'i- • aid it had '^en try ing 
Jntradite If" ' but was faring nsW- 
rr fioov P-i o;.«i iiitliorities 
Dr Vi-np.a.- i ,w ir.| t tided In the 
imeral Mol- ■' •. -niHd .iller hi' ar 
t  Al i  fi’u " • e'.iitise' hewm*. 
rting i—1«;. "t- -uncrl wiH 
letigite that he acted
tsf.vnribh .-ft iipiiyiiately dnr-
tlie I’d ' -v 1 lie l e w  in*
which will < out time in his al>senrr. 
sun ban him from working in Britain
Hollies family, who have now lost 
three inemliers at the Same maternity 
unit, said yesleidav that l)r Visigj**- 
vac's continuing absence was leaving 
their 'lives in limbo'.
Hie baby's fatlirr. Jim Dinning, lust 
his Innner partner, Caroline Freeman, 
and Ihcir unlmrn child, Cltlne Jade, in 
Jiitgl due to failings by the hospital
Hollies mother. Tracvy Dinning. 
10, said al the family home in Chcrt- 
sey "llrere lias been no inquest, no 
death certificate or any tiling. No one 
can do or say anything that will bring 
flolfic back, but ihis is an open-ended 
hook until justice has been dealt with."
Dr Vistvevac. who was 49 at Uic 
lime of his arrest, was a locum doctor 
supplied by Healthcare I’rofessionaK 
a subsidiary of Itnpa I le was arrested 
when Sunev polk-* uete asked to 
Investigate ahrr a |N.vst-mot1iiii exami­
nation Ashfonl ami 31 Peter's MIS 
Trust unyiended him. but still wrote lo 
lleaRhcate Professionals agreeing to 
sotvpotl him II withdrew l)r Visqje- 
vacs empknmmt enh in IVcemlier
The toll rises
Sean (fees, left Is llte 19th young 
svnCKfe victim horn Bridgend 
since January last year 
The others, all found hanged, 
were: Dale Crole. 18: David 
Ddkng. 19, his friend. Thomas 
Davies. 20: Alan Price. 21;
Anthony Martin. 19; Jam es Knight. 
26. Lui^v Jenkins. 22; Zaclvary 
Barnes, 17; Jason Williams. 2 t 
Andrew O Nei*. 19; Liam Clarke.
‘ 20: Gareth Morgan. 27; Natasha 
Randall, 17; Angeline Fuller. 18. 
Natlwnief Prildvard. IS: Kellv 
Steohenson. 20. Iw cousin; Jenna 
Parry. 18 MicheRe SieWon. 23.
selected flights
the airline with tiny fares
.com
book by midnight Wednesday • for travel until Octobor
CWlwe ifgtg w  w*va» iw AMi. Wbmuvhn cawt it »i* ei p * i «• rm .
153.
plus Up to 30%-off hotels
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Appendix XVI: Western Mail Article 1
M art* '1 April 20U8 Western Mail
NEWS
Teachers 
and civil 
servants 
to join in 
strike day
amnsM m ro_
lEAClIH"- u*l civ risers am? 
in Wales ■» ill Kc joining forces 
this week i" tl«r Tim c«"tdin- 
ated slnl.r u.tion oipanised 
across dMI.irm ram  of the 
piNic so.- • lie .4) years 
CLtlhu.- *.•% members of Ihe 
biggest ii .--long union, lire 
Nirr. atxl tin- cit il -on ants’ 
union IT ill Mnkr in protest 
at the UK' i-" cttunenTs polio 
V’ cap p Mr. set. tut pay to 
below intL.ii.xi. Ltnumnrsly foe 
Gordon l'i->»tt, the b a  time 
such ciM’i.l. cited action look 
place in th puMic sect.* was 
duing dK luTSTM so called 
Wmtrr ol I i content. a map* 
facto* IK Ijrmpmf Margaret 
I hatchet »<we».
Across «* I’K. some 
3»)JIM nr - 'r i s  .4 Ihr NIT 
ml IW.I” ’ members ol Ihe 
rCS aee e n - . led in sutke.
Ih e  Nl I ii'jrctnl a 2 .V G  
rut offei. i ll-m em Snsofthe  
PCS Moil >■-- m i a-MMis pt-i 
emmeni I THtmrirts hate 
turned » offeis averaging 
IT  or Ir* ^inne of the civil 
'erants lu- - l<een«MrtcdVT. 
xtord iur . • the ook-o 
Til’ I V-.-l K t t n a i  I.Lit nl 
Evans mh-* llte  Gntem - 
mem s n i.|-- ilioo «4 a belnw- 
infljlkmp i• ■ .ipiiH puWic sec 
l i l  pat a - .n i t  it pjh-tuh un­
ia t  and I. i- m ale public rctier 
pat nepin.io.iic tm nli fjxvic- 
al No iiiiUi-i how m«i y.sjr 
case is lie lop her pat. ihe 
p» of l i  i l n  Broitit looms 
large over it- nrgraijiiiig table 
In these t ui t. in-lances. n r  led  
il is uupoihiMi dial puldic sevlor 
workers unee anniiul j  com  
moncauv.- 
-On lin o  .In d in e o il!  he 
rallies in* . ’ill ami Wiesham  
in piotrsl .tpaiiitl Ilk' nut dial 
leas lie is .it  I -rK ipihlii -cclit 
workers a t - 'r ing  ur.itol “ 
PI'S tenut rtaniMi.il nffioeT 
fee Wale- h-ff Pt.im  misled 
”Pa> in IK- L it 4 Sen  ice is 
among ilie l - .e s l  in die public 
lector wilh-i.Hlin" -alannjucl 
ahote ihe .’..-MtTHint nape and 
with a ipi-io m .4  -ijii i-tmntp 
less dun t l i - n n  W uliinlla- 
tion nuuiiic- al I I  nail aie 
angry al ih - 4 •• -i i-rmtertl im­
posed ju t . -p. dm  are res 
ulimp in pat l in v e t  ami pat 
cuts in real P in e
Bs junior linvcs vtilh Ihe 
NIT. ow ohj, elite is in send 
Gtteinmrni . n l  -.ii nrtsage ” 
Ihe WL 'in ; citri service 
department* ami agencies will 
he mi mil, imi Ihmubt; the 
Department 11 Woil ami Pen 
*k»*. Ihim- Lfticc. I>paii-
mem for 11.to-p* Ml. Diiving
Standard* \gvlRS. Ihitcr am 
Vehicle I >.cn-inr Agency. 
Highway* V.-.t.v Whnlean.1 
O pnatiM  S c tv k .e s  Agency. 
Vchicfr (Vtt K aiMii Agency. 
Maritime am i tiucipuaris 
Agency Ih- I..nil Kepistn 
* til also *tr-l - i«u hors
i7iij]n V** i.vj* m
Yet again here in Bridgend 
we are mourning the loss 
of another young life. We 
just keep on asking why
Sbfebtu&ttiif
A IRENAt.il: supermarket work- 
ci »as yestenlay fiwml hanged in 
Bridgend.
the I9 vea( oU. named locally 
at Sean Ren. teas deimhed b>- 
Incmli as "happy-go-lucky and 
always snulmg 
But he w at found hangetl by his 
family in a lane in Beitws. near 
lliidgend. al 7.fOam ycsicttlay.
Mr Rees, who worted at the 
SaiusKiry c cuprrmaiVet in Sam. 
wrnl mts-cmp during a night out 
with friemltm the lown.
I ariily fiiend Christopher 
Mkhjrlides. a Ondgenl councD 
labour councillor for Betrws. 
sjitl This b  so tragic bur I cannot 
work out why Ihb happened. He 
lud every dung to live lor ami was 
always so cheerful.
“He had just passed his driving 
lest, had a tlcient )nb winking in 
S.imshury ’s .ual was a very pop­
ular young man 
’ But yn apain heir in Bridgend 
we are nvwitning the loss of au- 
oihei young hfe We just keep on 
asking why"
Mr Rem was found in a hue at 
the rear of a lria«l s house on the 
Ueltws estate It b understood be 
lud mw with friends Mote he 
disappeared 
His death follows a reties uf 
ttagic hangings in the area, all 
intuiting t ninr people 
Mr MklLu-lklcs. atklnl “We 
keep on asking why these young 
people are dying but we are noi 
getting am .Tinners 
“I wmkl h it  lo see everyone 
intolted Itont family and friends 
to jvlice ami tlie authotities really 
wiakinghtgetln to sec if lin e  isa 
conneclioM 
“Mathe v.e w ill find «n there u 
no link hul n»»e neeifa to he dune 
to stop any more of these tragic 
losses of ytmng fives.
“ Ihb b a yiMmg man who went 
out for a ilnnk with friends an a 
.Saturday nieht like mans other 
young people, yet he b dead by 
.Sunday iiiomin;. What is going 
on1"
Mr Rees jMitrus Ttaey and 
Btnei Rers were yrsienkiy being 
comforted at their IkHtte. The 
couple, who hate two other chi) 
drrn. were ilescnbed as "desast 
ateif.
Mr Rees had a girlfnrtsj Our 
lotle Rk-hardt. 19. who yesterday 
left aKwunel of flowers at the spot 
where he dial 
She wrote Tioin* lo mbs you 
loads Loteveualwavs. Char timexxx~
Oite tribute trad: "Sean -  can't 
heliesc wlial has happeitnl. I will 
never lager cm. You will always 
be in my tlmsiglits. RIP Kell) -  
Anil anotlier read: “You never 
tailed to nuile us smile until 
belay Rest in Peace ’’
A tribute was left hy Mr Rets 
ro-wofkers. which simply said:
1M6E0T Abo.'-. Sean flees. 19. who was lotnd Ivtnged neai Ins lome in BotfAs Bridgen'l. pc»a«i 
ends his tyrtn-trl CtvsMte .vid. fcetoiv, a tntxde itvess.itje bom »v. scene sdieie Scan tied
Mr Rees left Vnysawdre Con 
prchensitt School altct coupler 
utg hb A-ksels lie had started a 
part-time job in Sainshtsy’s but 
was Imping hi go to college bra 
this year 
South Wales Mice yesterday 
launched an investigation into Mi 
Rees’ death and will compile a 
report fit Bridgets Intoner Hiiltp 
Wallers, who has already ralkvl 
fot a national auicidr strategy tohr 
drawn up Righteen other young 
people hate been found hanged in 
the Uiklgenl ajea siiwf danuait
2W7.
Madeleine Muon. M r ft* 
Brklgend and a rarliamcntart 
champion for the Samaritans, saki. 
This is another tragedy for a 
family and annher life cut ml hit 
whole potential has been wasted 
and lell unknown 
There is a desperate need fman 
increatctl ftxus on prevention ami 
improved primary mental health 
cate for all chi!.ben and yming
" X u  funding for this lias to 
come from the Assembly Gov­
ernment ami urgently ’
A police statement said: "Smith 
Wales 1‘olire can confirm the sud­
den death of a 19-ycar old man m 
the Dertws area of Bridgend at 
ahiut 7 . Warn on Sunday
•Thete ilo not appear to he my 
suspicious circunelances and an 
msestigatinn b  umbr w av "
□  Ihe Samarium can be cun- 
Utetrd on W4S7 90 90 >0
Mrvi - Ff\»C^ Sh To »AAr 
' J S  : V A v L e .... O K J T il
\tvl P c f V L H
O u R .  I 'H o o G rw rs  Vmm>\ 
>{OvJ AViC> ' l o u t  
AWC> FvtxErttJS.
Lo'lC #\Urd^S 
Ekml. 4
"liom all at Saintfcury s"
He was a member of the social 
networking site BeNi Wriluig on 
Ins internet profile page, he said: “I 
live ft* tlie nights 1 will never 
lemembn with the frieralt I will 
never forget '
IneitdhmnuBullvk. to. said:
"Scan was always teally happy, 
alwass smiling I’m’ reaJl’y 
shraicd -  he wasn’t the sort trf 
person who would ito this.
"He liad Inals and friends and 
wat really popular Etcryune Is in 
complete shark because we jusl 
can’t believe Sean is gone “
w ales
iicvvsbulletin
It’s lucky 13U» for 
star Madonna
IX If’ ifueen M.nt-iina 
slmwal no sign nf telin 
ifuishing her crown as the 
nwisl successful female solo 
artist of all time by dncking 
up a lucky 17th I ’K number 
one single yesrenLiy 
Her track. -4 Minutes fea­
turing Justin Titnhet lake, de 
posed British hip hop star 
Estelle who shppal to trum 
her two with AmetK-an Boy 
featuring Kanye West after 
four weeks al number one 
Ihe song 1 Minnies is 
taken from Mailonna’t 
album II.ud Canly. which is 
released i-n April ill 
lur Madontu. -19. it marks 
a further milestone in a ca­
reer which hat seen her 
amass more UK number one 
singles than any other ferrule 
solo artist.
S4C and BBC are 
big hits at festival
S4C and BBC Wales hate 
won awards al tire Celtic 
Media Festival in Galway.
Coal House won the Kiet - 
an I Ice arty award, a special 
pi/e l a  interactivity And 
BB1 ’ Wales also w .«i ihe best 
arts dm-vmentary pore to a 
iMngramtne on imm-1 R S 
llunnas -  Ihe Man Who 
Went Into the West winch 
was mate by hdmu tele 
vision and pnhwftl by Ca- 
tnn Man lh.uu.vs 
Cardiff-based iihk|Mmdein 
production cuiupjoy I tlie 
won tlie lactual thn time nr us 
category lor its pmerhd 
dcvutticntary 11 r Galon 
Mattin Thooiav. which fnl- 
kswed one nun < battle I" 
conquer a severe stammer 
W y nebau New t dk Mea h 
y Uaitair Udur - ilir tin t ol 
whrckhair lUflvy piayer 
Nicola Bee w.vn lire sport 
pofrle category an.1 S4t". 
Rygbi I d t .  iv.mi tic alu 
call, hi category
fire final awm.l lor SIC' 
went to Holi ll uci 1H3n.1 t 
Helpline! in Ihr anhnaiiiHi 
category Ihe chihlren s 
series, which is pi.ducetl by 
t ’anbff-based t'ahw about a 
helpful duck, is now set f.vr.. 
sev.md series in Knh Wel.fr 
anl I jtglish
Snowtxjardliig Is 
puffing tn Scouts
St'D lT  membership has 
risen al the fastest rate ft* 17 
years with young people at­
tracted by KW activities like 
sram boarding
Ihr Sc.tit Awt.iati.Mi 
uid I5.UX) joined up in tlrr 
last 12 mntlhs a J.TT 
incieasc in youth member 
ship and a I 71 increase in 
adull memhcrslii|i Ihe rise 
brinp the total of chikltm 
ami ymrog people who are 
Scouts in Ihr I K lo mine 
than IbJJJtJU with IUU.UII 
adult vohmteers 
In Cardiff uml the Yale .d 
Glamorgan, figures sKi.v 
female yinsrli membership 
giets ht I hT between 2t*t< 
and NOB-
284
Appendix XVII: The Sun Front Page Headline
